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Dear Colleagues,

It is my honor and a privilege to welcome you to the 14th European Congress of Trauma and Emergency Surgery (ECTES) in

Lyon, France.

‘‘Working together to save lives’’ is the motto of ECTES Lyon 2013.

In addition to the network of 26 national ESTES member societies, 24 international, European, American and national societies

involved in Trauma and Emergency Surgery, have answered positively to our invitation and will provide a strong multidisciplinary

scientific input to our program. The result will be a very rich scientific program, built up with the help of ESTES committee

members in charge of visceral trauma, skeletal trauma, emergency surgery, military and disaster surgery, and education.

The scientific program is designed for both those physicians who work primarily in an emergency setting and for those who need

an update as they take emergency calls. The most eminent experts in Europe and in the World in the fields of pre-hospital

emergency care, emergency medicine, anesthesiology, disaster and military medicine, radiology, and surgery (general, visceral,

orthopedic, trauma, vascular, thoracic…) will share their knowledge and experience with the audience.

More than 600 papers coming from all over the world have been submitted for oral or poster presentations. These papers have

undergone selective peer review and only the best 270 were accepted for oral presentation, distributed into 35 sessions and 153 for

poster presentation.

Emphasis has been put on education with 9 structured pre- and post-congress courses, 17 instructional lectures sessions, and 3

endorsed symposia. Nineteen guest symposia, organized by invited societies, complete this very attractive educational program. A

special part has been reserved for paramedics and nurses, just because their presence is essential for trauma and emergency surgery

teamwork.

Pre- and Post congress courses have been organized with the support of the School of Surgery—University Lyon. We would like to

give special mention to three specific ESTES courses: Medical Response to Major Incidents (MRMI),Emergency Surgery Course

(ESTES-ESC), and the new Modular UltraSound ESTES Course (MuSeC). These courses respond to a need in surgical education

and ESTES is proud to fill the gap. As well, ESTES is happy to welcome established high level courses organized under the

auspices of other societies including the Definitive Surgical Trauma Care (DSTC-IATSIC), Advanced Trauma Life Support

(ATLS-ACS), Advanced Trauma Care for Nurses (ATCN-STN), Pre Hospital Trauma Life Support (PHTLS-NAEMT).

A Vascular Injuries Course and a Hands On Course on Head Trauma for General Surgeon complete this educational array.

The European Society for Trauma and Emergency Surgery and the Société Française de Chirurgie d’Urgence thank the Société de

Chirurgie de Lyon and the Association Française de Chirurgie for organizing their spring meeting (Journées Rhône Alpes

Bourgogne Auvergne de Chirurgie-JRABA) within ECTES Lyon 2013 with special support of the Académie Nationale de

Chirurgie, the French Chapter of the American College of Surgeons and the Société Française de Chirurgie Digestive. Part of the

program of JRABA will be in French and no doubt that numerous French speaking ECTES participants will attend this part of the

scientific program.

I also thank the local and national organizing committees and the international scientific committee who gave their time and energy to give life to

this project and the companies Mondial and MCO Congrès for their professional and effective backing.

Nothing would be possible without the support of industry. But this support has to abide to specific rules: ECTES Lyon 2013 went

successfully trough the ‘‘e4ethics’’ evaluation process under the auspices of the EFPIA. We would like to thank all the companies

involved for their support to ESTES activities without any conflict of interest.

Special thanks go to the Mayor of Lyon and his team for accompanying the ECTES Lyon 2013 organization.

Lyon is a wonderful town, with prestigious history, irrigated by two superb rivers the Rhône and the Saône. It is the French capital

of gastronomy where a world known third (red) river flows: the Beaujolais. After very intensive and fruitful conferences, courses

and presentations, all of us will be able to take advantage of the Art de vivre lyonnais.

Bienvenue à Lyon!
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Oral Presentations

TRAUMA OF THE TRUNK

O001

CLOSED TUBE THORACOSTOMY: A NOVEL EMERGENCY
SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

M.M. Nasr

General Surgery, University Medical Center, King Abdullah Medical

City, Arabian Gulf University, Manama/BAHRAIN

Introduction: Chest tube drainage is still a controversy. The severity

of complications related to the technique of closed thoracostomy tube

drainage (CTTD) has limited its application. A proper technique is

invited.

Materials and methods: This is a case series study introducing a new

CTTD technique. The proposed technique applied the minimal access

surgery concept to CTTD gaining an optimal, safe and efficient

procedure. Between January and August 2012, 31 adult patients with

primary unilateral pneumothorax for the first episode have been

recruited at Security Forces Hospital, Dammam, KSA. Patients had

post-operative CT chest assessment. The study evaluated the surgical

technique regarding safety and efficiency. The outcome measured

hospital stay, recurrence rate, dyspnea and pain scores during and

after the procedure, procedure complications and medical staff eval-

uation of the procedure.

Results: The technique application proved to be complication free.

The mean procedure time was 8.3 ± 3.2 min. The mean drain

removal time was 2 ± 1.25 days. CT chest showed proper tube

positioning free of complication, immediately maintained full lung

inflation and minimal tissue trauma in all cases. Pain was managed by

oral analgesia. No recurrent pneumothorax recorded. Surgeons

applied the procedure admired the technique simplicity and safety.

Conclusion: The proposed technique is a novel one applying the

minimal access surgical concept to the CTTD serving both safety and

efficiency purposes. The need for such a technique in the field of

advanced trauma is potentially satisfied. This research has introduced

the technique to the military trauma protocol in the kingdom of Saudi

Arabia.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O002

THE ROLE OF VIDEO-ASSISTED THORACIC SURGERY
IN THE EVALUATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THORACIC
INJURIES

A. Stamatelopoulos1, I. Gakidis1, P. Michos1, C. Chatziantoniou1,
K. Mantas2, E. Voutas2

1Thoracic Surgery, Kat General Hospital, Athens Kifisia, Greece,
2Thoracic Surgery, Kat General Hospital of Athens, Athens Kifisia,

Greece

Introduction: The aim of this study was to review the experience

obtained at our institution using of VATS in the evaluation and

management of thoracic injuries.

Materials and methods: Between January 1999 and September

2012, 60,504 patients presented with chest trauma to the

emergencies, and 5,530 were admitted to our service. 79 hemo-

dynamically stable patients (1 %) underwent VATS. They were 45

men and 34 women with an average age of 42 years (range,

19–67 years).

Results: Indications included post-traumatic hemothorax in 36

patients, and post-traumatic empyema in 11, treated after 24 h of

trauma. Indications for exploratory VATS in the acute phase included

suspected diaphragmatic injury in 8 patients, persistent pneumothorax

in 6, continued hemorrhage in 7 and removal of intrathoracic foreign

body in 6. There was no mortality and complications occurred in 11

patients (13.9 %).

Conclusion: Management of hemodynamically stable thoracic inju-

ries using VATS provides diagnostic accuracy and therapeutic

efficacy. It can be successfully applied in the trauma setting and

surgeons should gain experience with its use.

References

1. Lowdermilk GA, et al. Thoracoscopic evaluation of thoracic

trauma. Surg Clin North Am. 2000;80:1535–42.

2. Manlulu AV, et al. Current indications and results of VATS in

thoracic injuries. Eur J Cardiothorac Surg. 2004;25:1048–53.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O003

MANAGEMENT OF PENETRATING THORACIC INJURY

D. Baron Van Imhoff1, O.F. Van Waes2, P. Navsaria3, A. Nicol3

1Trauma Surgery, Erasmus Medical Center/Reinier de Graaf Groep

Delft, Rotterdam, The Netherlands, 2Trauma Surgery, Erasmus

Medical Center, Rotterdam, The Netherlands, 3Trauma, Groote

Schuur Hospital, Cape Town, South Africa

Introduction: Penetrating thoracic trauma is associated with signif-

icant morbidity and mortality. In this study, we review existing

protocols in the management of penetrating chest trauma in a high-

volume South African urban trauma center.

Materials and methods: Over a period of 5 months, all patients

admitted to Groote Schuur Hospital suffering from penetrating chest

trauma were prospectively studied. Patients’ vitals and diagnostic

tests were noted. Intercostal drain (ICD), emergency room thoracot-

omy (ERT), sternotomy and video-assisted thoracoscopy procedures

(VATS) and their indications were recorded. Injury severity was

categorized using the Injury Severity Score (ISS) and Revised Trauma

Score (RTS). Complications and mortality was determined.

Results: A total of 297 (274 males) patients were admitted.

Eighty-four (28 %) and 210 (72 %) patients sustained gunshot and

stab wounds, respectively. 212 patients received an ICD on

admission. 85 (29 %) patients did not get an ICD and 36 (12 %)

were discharged on the day of admission. All 297 patients

underwent a chest X-ray. CT for further diagnostic information was

needed in 127 (43 %) patients. Nine (3 %) patients underwent ERT

and 17 (6 %) underwent urgent sternotomy. Seventeen (6 %)

patients underwent a subxiphoid pericardial window for suspected

cardiac injury. 10 (3 %) cases had VATS for pleural clearout. 29

(10 %) patients died and 36 (12 %) patients developed

complications.

Conclusion: Of patients presenting with penetrating chest about 15 %

require no intervention, nearly 80 % require simple tube thoracos-

tomy alone and another 18 % require surgical intervention.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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O004

OUTCOMES AFTER OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT
OF SYMPTOMATIC RIB NONUNION

E. Gauger, B.W. Hill, P.M. Lafferty, P.A. Cole

Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Regions Hospital,

University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, MN, USA

Introduction: The vast majority of rib fractures are successfully

treated nonoperatively but certain patients develop symptomatic

nonunion. The purpose of our study is to detail the surgical and

functional outcome after rib nonunion reconstruction.

Materials and methods: Between November 2007 and July 2012, 8

patients who presented with thirteen rib nonunions and disabling pain

were treated by a single surgeon with reconstruction. Definition of a

rib nonunion included clinical symptoms and a persistent fracture line

on CT at least 8 months after the original injury. Radiographs were

assessed for fracture healing and clinical visits were reviewed for

patient complaints and/or complications. Short Form 36 (SF36v2) and

an author derived patient questionnaire were mailed to the patients for

assessment of their recovery.

Results: Seven of the eight patients had sustained their original

fractures from a fall. Outcomes were available for 13 ribs at a mean

follow-up of up of 19.13 months (range, 3–46 months). All thirteen

ribs went on to union with a mean time from reconstruction to union

of 15 weeks (range, 12–24 weeks). At final follow-up, the mean

SF-36 scores were similar to those of a normal population. Six of the

eight patients were able to return to work and/or previous activities

without limitations. Complications included one wound infection that

resolved after irrigation and debridement with adjunctive antibiotics.

One implant was removed for symptoms.

Conclusion: Thirteen symptomatic rib nonunions were operatively

treated with an autologous bone graft and plate manifesting in

successful union and functional outcomes with a low rate of

complications.

Disclosure: The institution of one or more of the authors (EG, BWH,

PML, PAC) has received, in any 1 year, funding for unrelated

research from Synthes USA (Paoli, PA, USA) and Zimmer Inc

(Warsaw, IN, USA). Each author certifies that he or she, or a member

of their im.

O005

DIAPHRAGM INJURY

Z.B. Chkhaidze

Emergency Surgery and Critical Medicine Department, Tbisi State

University, Tbilisi, Georgia

Introduction: The simultaneous damage of thorax and abdominal

cavity always accompanied by shock, in result of thoracic cavity organs

damage usually observed; Dyspnea, cough, pain in thorax and hem-

optysis, commonly these symptoms accompanied by clinical findings in

abdominal cavity; abdominal muscle rigidity and symptoms of perito-

nitis, in this case always will be injury of diaphragm. One of the most

complex aspects of modern polytrauma surgery is, on time diagnosis

and treatment of diaphragm damage, by literature findings such cases

are observed in 0.5–5.0 % of all heavy complex traumas.

Materials and methods: In Tbilisi national medical center during

2003–2012 years we experienced 20 patients between 15–70 years

old, with diaphragmal injury, males were 15 (75 %) and females 5

(25 %), diaphragmal lesion was observed on left side in 17 (83.3 %)

and in 3 (16.7 %) on right side.

Results: 1. During polytrauma with 3–4 anatomical regions damage,

diaphragm injury rate is very high, the algorithm of diagnostical and

treatment procedures must be forwarded to exclude or to postulate

diaphragm damage. 2. Clinical symptoms of diaphragm injury during

acute stage of traumatic illness are not so evident due of trauma

heaviness and X-ray diagnostical methods are less informative.

Conclusion: During acute stage of traumatical illness in 36.6 % of

patients with diaphragm injury happens dislocation of abdominal

organs into pleural cavity, which in manifested by cardiorespiratory

syndrome, and by dislocation of mediastinum to health side of dia-

phragm. The main cause of diagnostical mistakes and high lethal

outcome are; Doctors and medical stuffs alertless and noncompe-

tency, X-ray diagnostical methods low informatility.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O006

LAPAROSCOPIC APPROACH OF POSTTRAUMATIC
DIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA

J.L. Cabañas-Ojeda1, C. Hernandez-Perez2, J. Cordoba-Sotomayor2,
J. Otero-De Pablos3, B. Lasses-Martinez2, E. Blesa-Sierra2,
J. Alvarez Fernandez-Represa2

1Surgery, Hospital Clinico San Carlos, Madrid, Spain, 2General

Surgery, Hospital Clinico San Carlos, Madrid, Spain, 3Surgery,

Hospital Clinico San Carlos, Madrid, Spain

Introduction: Posttraumatic diaphragmatic injuries are difficult to

identify and many times the diagnosis is delayed until complications

appear [1]. Different surgical techniques for treatment have been

described [2]. If not detected early, mortality rate can increase [3].

Materials and methods: We present a 44 years old patient with stab

wounds in left hemithorax who was admitted to the hospital with a mild

pneumothorax and hemothorax that required conservative measures.

He was discharged after 72 h with pulmonary reexpansion. Four days

later the patient came back presenting upper abdominal pain, vomiting,

abdominal distension, constipation, fever and metallic bowel sounds

in the left hemithorax. Chest X-ray and CT showed elevation of left

hemidiaphragm and herniation of colon into the chest with bowel

obstruction signs. Urgent laparoscopic surgery was performed.

Results: Laparoscopy showed dilated bowels. There was a left dia-

phragmatic defect of 4 cm long with part of the left and transverse

colon herniated into the thorax. We reduced part of the greater

omentum and colon. After inspection of thoracic cavity the dia-

phragmatic injury was closed with suture. The released part of the

colon was healthy. An endothoracic tube was placed. There were no

intraoperative complications, the length of stay was 3 days, without

any complications during the postoperative care or after 3 months

follow up.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic approach to diagnose and treat a post-

traumatic diaphragmatic hernia could be a safe and feasible

technique. It allows a complete evaluation of abdominal and thoracic

cavity as well as the advantages of a minimally invasive procedure.

References:

1. J Trauma 1988;28:1135–44.

2. Surg Endosc. 2003;17:254–8.

3. JSLS. 2010;14:410–3.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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O007

USE OF CT SCAN ON PLANNING SURGICAL APPROACH
IN ABDOMINAL TRAUMA: ABDOMINAL AORTIC LESION

B.L. Rodrigues, B.P. Cesar, S.V. Starling, D.A.A. Drumond,
S.F. Campos Christo, L.M. Azevedo

Trauma Surgery, João XXIII Trauma Hospital, Belo Horizonte, Brazil

Introduction: The penetrating trauma in epigastric region represents

a challenge for trauma surgeons. The stable patient gives the oppor-

tunity to do Image studies and guided by these findings, surgeons can

plan the surgical approach.

Materials and methods: Case report of a abdominal penetrating

injury with aortic lesion and bullet embolus in right femoral artery.

The patient was submitted to a thorax and abdominal CT Scan and

after was send to OR.

Results: Male patient admitted in our trauma center with a firearm

penetrating lesion in epigastric region. Patient was submitted to a

thorax-abdominal CT previously surgery. The exam showed a latero-

posterior lesion in the suprarenal aortic and a grade IV hepatic lesion.

Rx of right thigh showed bullet embolus. The importance of planning

the surgical access was the site of aortic lesion and the previous

laparotomy used to treat another abdominal injury 2 years ago. In this

particular case was used a left thoraco-phreno-laparotomy and by that

was possible to control the thoracic aorta and inferior abdominal

aorta. By dissecting the aorta were possible to clamp it only 3 cm of

the lesion and do primary repair. Tamponate the hepatic injury and

used alternative abdominal closure (Bogota Bag). After this inter-

vention the bullet embolus was managed.

Conclusion: The previous image studies can guide surgeons on

planning the best approach in life-threatening abdominal lesions, even

using a complex surgical access.

Reference:
1. Accola KD, et al. Management of injuries to the suprarenal aorta.

Am J Surg. 1987;154(6):613–8.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O008

UTILITY OF COMPUTERIZED TOMOGRAPHIC SCANNING
IN BLUNT TRAUMATIC ABDOMINAL INJURIES

H. Abdelrahman1, A. El-Menyar2, H. Al Thani1

1Trauma Surgery, Hamad general hospital, Doha, Qatar, 2Clinical

Medicine, Weill Cornell Medical School, Doha, Qatar

Introduction: Blunt abdominal trauma (BAT) remains a diagnostic

and therapeutic challenge particularly in the absence of solid organ

injury (SOI).

Materials and methods: A retrospective study for adult patients with

BAT who underwent operative management in 2007 was conducted. On

admission, all patients had preoperative CT scan (Simens SOMATOM

sensation 64 scanner). patients were divided into 2 groups according to

the presence of SOI. Clinical profiles, CT scan and operative findings

were analysed and compared using Chi square and Student’s t test.

Results: Among 97 surgically treated BAT patients, 74 patients ful-

filled the inclusion criteria with a mean age of 36 ± 11 years. Thirty-

nine (53 %) patients of BAT patients had SOI. Lower GCS, tachy-

cardia, hypothermia, wide base deficit, high serum amylase and need

for intubation were significantly more frequent in SOI group when

compared to no-SOI group. The latter group were more likely to have

pain (p = 0.001), guarding and abdominal contusion (p = 0.02). SOI

group significantly had higher amount of peritoneal fluid and positive

contrast blush in comparison to no-SOI group, whereas, the latter

group had a higher rate of bowel thickening and mesenteric fat

stranding on CT scan. All the CT scan signs were consistence with the

operative findings.

Conclusion: Modern CT scanners have high accuracy and can predict

the need for operative management in BAT for both SOI and non SOI

in patients with BAT.

Reference:
1. Pal JD, Victorino GP. Defining the role of computed tomography in

blunt abdominal trauma: use in the hemodynamically stable patient

with a depressed level of consciousness. Arch Surg. 2002;137:

1029–33.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

ESTES VALUE IN EDUCATION AND TRAINING
OF MEDICAL PERSONNEL

O009

GLOBAL NEEDS ANALYSIS IN ORTHOPEDIC TRAUMA
FOR PRACTICING SURGEONS: THE EUROPEAN
PERSPECTIVE

M. Cunningham1, P. Brink2

1Ao Education Institute, AO Foundation, Zurich, Switzerland,
2Department of Surgery/Traumatology, Maastricht University

Medical Center, Maastricht, The Netherlands

Introduction: Needs assessment is one of the key steps in curriculum

planning in medical education. To ensure best quality and effective-

ness in designing and delivering educational activities, AO Trauma’s

Education Commission decided to conduct a Global Needs Analysis

in orthopedic trauma for practicing surgeons.

Materials and methods: During July to November 2012, an email

invitation to participate in an online survey was sent to our members

and community in 42 countries in our Europe region. Through col-

laboration with orthopedic and orthopedic trauma societies and

associations in several countries, a large number of non-member

surgeons were also invited to participate in this needs analysis.

Results: A total of 4,316 surgeons practicing orthopedic trauma

(52 %), general orthopedics (16 %), general trauma (16 %), and

specialty orthopedics (14 %) participated worldwide. The survey was

offered in six languages and 1,816 responses were received from all

across Europe, e.g., Russia (390), Germany (237), Spain (158), United

Kingdom (106). Over 70 % of participants completed all 30 ques-

tions. Standard statistical methods were used to analyze the

quantitative and qualitative data. An expert panel of surgeons inter-

preted the resulting information and decided several specific actions

for the delivery of future face-to-face and online educational activities

within our curricula for orthopedic trauma and subspecialty areas.

Conclusion: Our survey data confirmed that needs analysis is a valuable

step in curriculum planning for surgeon education. The information and

resulting actions help our organization to meet the educational needs

and preferences of participants on a regional and country specific-basis,

within our global framework and target audience.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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O010

APPLYING MODERN EDUCATION THEORY ENHANCES
THE MEDICAL STUDENTS’ UNDERSTANDING OF
INGUINAL HERNIAS AND EMERGENCY COMPLICATIONS

M.H.X. Ting

Highland Medical Education Centre, Raigmore Hospital, UJ, UK

Introduction: Inguinal hernias are extremely common. Over 77 % of

1,000,000 hernias operated on annually are inguinal hernias, and

75 % are groin hernias. Complications of inguinal hernias can be as

high as 19.6 %. Knowledge of how to recognize and treat inguinal

hernias is a core component of undergraduate medical education. Yet,

the anatomy of the inguinal canal can be difficult to understand. This

study applies modern education theory to improve medical students’

understanding of the anatomy of inguinal hernias, including presen-

tation, management and complications of inguinal hernias.

Materials and methods: Students created their own inguinal hernia

model using polystyrene bowls, cups and straws. Prior understanding

of the inguinal hernia anatomy and complications were assessed with

questionnaires, and objectively through a quiz, and tested again after.

Results: Twelve students participated in this pilot study. Understand-

ing of inguinal hernias were significantly improved (p \ 0.00001).

Understanding of the anatomy, formation and complications of inguinal

hernias was also significantly improved (p \ 0.001). 10/12 (83 %)

students rated their understanding as 5/5; 2/12 (17 %) rated under-

standing at 4/5 after the session. Agreement rating that creating their

own inguinal hernia model improved their understanding of inguinal

canal anatomy and hernias was 4/5 for 50 %. Quiz scores were signif-

icantly improved after the session (p \ 0.013).

Conclusion: This study presents an effective and economical method

of teaching inguinal hernias and inguinal canal anatomy, costing only

£3.00.

References:

1. Manthey DE. Abdominal hernia reduction. In: Clinical proce-

dures in emergency medicine. 2003.

2. Brandt ML. Pediatric hernias. Surg Clin North Am. 2008;88(1):

27–43, vii–viii. [Medline].

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O011

ENHANCING PATIENT CARE THROUGH ADVANCED
POST-GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING
FOR THE INJURED PATIENTS IN THE MIDDLE EAST

R. Peralta, Md, Facs1, A. Parchani2, A. Zarour2, H. Al Thani2,
R. Latifi2

1Surgery, Trauma, Hamad Medical Corporation, Doha, Qatar,
2Trauma Surgery, Hamad general hospital, Doha, Qatar

Introduction: Trauma is the leading cause of dead in young popu-

lation in the Middle East region, including Qatar. A significant

number of trauma and injured patients will require sophisticated

critical care services and a disproportionally high hospital resources

are centered within critical care units.

Aim: The introduction of an advanced Accreditation Council of

Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) structured Trauma and

Critical Care (TCC) Fellowship Program at the Hamad General

Hospital (HGH) in Doha, Qatar will improve patient care and

outcomes.

Materials and methods: A review of the clinical impact of the TCC

Fellowship Program in the trauma service at the HGH, the only ter-

tiary and national trauma center in Qatar, was conducted prior and

after the second year of implementation of the training program to

evaluate the health care delivery to the severe injured patients, using

tools from the ICU Resource, Evaluation, and Patient Outcomes

Rating Tool (ICU Report)�.

Results: Since the implementation of the TCC Fellowship Program in

2008, structured educational and training curriculum have been

implemented for physicians assigned to the trauma service at the

HGH. 10 fellows have successfully completed the program and

graduated. A 40 % decreased of intra-hospital mortality have been

observed in our trauma service in most part by providing around the

clock critical care trained physicians in our ICU and trauma service.

Conclusion: Advanced post-graduate medical education and training

program in trauma, emergency and critical care medicine have sig-

nificantly enhance clinical care and outcome of the critically injured

patients in the Qatar.

References:

1. http://www.leapfroggroup.org/for_hospitals/leapfrog_hospital_

survey_copy/leapfrog_safety_practices/icu_physician_staffing?

tid=105941

2. http://www.sccm.org/Pages/default.aspx

3. http://www.jointcommission.org/about_us/about_the_joint_

commission_main.aspx

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O012

TESTING MCQ TESTS IN ATLS

J. Bustraan1, W. Henny2, K.J. Brasel3, J.B. Kortbeek4, I.B. Schipper5

1Faculty of Social Sciences, PLATO, Leiden University, Leiden,

The Netherlands, 2ATLS NL, Riel, The Netherlands, 3Froedtert and

The Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, USA, 4Department

Surgery University Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 5Surgery,

Traumatology, Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden,

The Netherlands

Introduction: The content of the Advanced Trauma Life Support

(ATLS) Course is reviewed every 4 years in an evidence based pro-

cess [1]. As part of the 9th Edition Update process the Multiple

Choice Questions (MCQs) that are used for post course student

assessment, were reviewed as well. Our objective was to develop

three updated and balanced MCQ tests.

Materials and methods: Following a scientifically substantiated

procedure, an international working group of content- and educational

experts carefully reviewed the 8th Edition MCQs. New questions

were developed if necessary. In the pre- implementation beta-testing,

psychometric analysis focused on the difficulty index (p value) and

the discriminative quality (rpbi-value) per question and for the overall

three tests of 40 MCQs each.

Results: The psychometric data showed a sufficient and similar level

of difficulty on an item and test level. Careful review of some initially

poorly discriminating items lead to a few final adjustments. The

overall discriminative capacity of the new tests is sufficient.

Conclusion: As of November 2012 a new set of three validated

MCQ tests is available, testing the content of the 9th Edition of the

ATLS. Further analysis of students’ results will be performed after

1 year.
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References:
1. Kortbeek JB, et al. Advanced trauma life support, 8th edition. The

evidence for change. J Trauma. 2008;64:6.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O013

DEAD OR ALIKE: CAN MANNEQUINS SUBSTITUTE
CADAVERS IN MEDICAL TRAINING?

A.N. Flaris1, E.R. Simms2, E. Voiglio3
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Introduction: Cadavers are an important model for teaching medical

skills. Another model is quickly emerging: mannequins. Are man-

nequins good enough for training purposes? Our study tried to address

this question by comparing the competency acquired by the students,

as well as how they felt while performing the same procedures on

both mannequins and cadavers.

Materials and methods: Fourteen undergraduate medical students

from the University of Lyon 1 participated in this observational study.

A mannequin was used to demonstrate how to perform a needle

thoracocentesis and a chest tube placement. Each student then per-

formed the procedures first on the mannequin, and then on a cadaver.

The students compared the two models as teaching materials and their

performance was evaluated by the teachers.

Results: For the needle thoracocentesis every step of the procedure

on the mannequin, except for the performance of local anesthesia, was

perceived at least as realistic as on the cadaver by all students (local

anesthesia was considered realistic by 78 %). For the chest tube

placement on the mannequin, every step except for the sensation of

the finger in the pleura, was considered realistic enough by 70 % of

the students (finger in the pleura: 14.3 %). The teachers’ evaluation

showed that after training on the mannequin, all of the students’

performance was adequate on the cadaver.

Conclusion: Mannequins can adequately substitute cadavers in the

teaching of thoracocentesis and chest tube placement.
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Introduction: Many of the patients with impalement injury have been

transferred with the blunt objects and undergone operations without

detailed evaluations. In the injuries to the extremities (IPIE), we

sometimes have encountered abrupt bleeding during the operation and

had a hard time to control it. Recently 3D-CT angiography (3DCTA)

has been reported useful to evaluate arterial injuries in torso trauma.

Materials and methods: We describe four patients with IPIE in

which preoperative 3D-CTA clarified relationships between objects

and involved arteries.

Results: Case 1: A 48-year-old male fell from scaffolding at a con-

struction site and became impaled on a steel frame through the dorsal

side of the thigh. The frame tip had compressed the femoral artery on

3D-CTA images.

Case 2: Pruning scissors penetrated the upper arm of a 46-year-old

male who fell from a stepladder while gardening. Evaluation by 3D-

CTA revealed that the brachial artery was compressed by a hematoma

but was not injured.

Case 3: A 13-year-old female slipped during a volleyball game on

a wooden board that peeled from the floor and impaled her distally

through the thigh. The absence of major arterial damage was con-

firmed by 3D-CTA.

Case 4: The left lower extremity of a 52-year-old male was pene-

trated by a nail while using a nail-gun. Evaluation by 3DCTA showed

that the tibial artery was adjacent to the lateral side of the nail.

Conclusion: All findings on 3D-CTA above were verified in actual

operations. Visualizing the location and the condition of any arteries

associated with IPIE on 3DCTA images enables safer and more rapid

surgical procedures in a smaller operative field.
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Introduction: Traumatic injuries are the leading cause of death and

morbidity. Trauma resuscitation is a complex, time-critical enterprise

requiring a multidisciplinary healthcare team. Several studies have

shown that trauma training improves team performance in the trauma

room, which results in improved efficacy of patient care. We

describes a theoretical and practical training for emergency medicine

residents on management of major trauma.

Materials and methods: Our emergency medicine residents attend

the ATLS course and the major incident management internal plan’s

course organized by our institution. Attendances are planned at

meetings of the national circuit of major trauma. The practical part is

made up as follows: Participating as residents in the activities of the

Trauma Team. On-Job training in the management of major trauma

by the Trauma Team Leader Creating an emergency department

trauma database. Establishing a follow-up of patients with major

trauma. Scheduling group discussion of selected cases of major

traumas.

Results: Our project is a ‘‘work in progress’’ program. Clinical

parameters will be gathered from our trauma database, the patients

included will be injured patients with ISS[15; outcome measures will

be: mortality, long-term disability, time from arrival to first X-ray and

first computed tomography, time from arrival to operating room,

intensive care unit length of stay and intensive care unit length of stay.
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Conclusion: We expect from our results that emergency physicians

will be significantly more efficient in their evaluation and care of

seriously injured patients.

Reference:
1. Capella J, et al. Teamwork training improves the clinical care of

trauma patients. J Surg Educ. 2010;67(6):439–43.
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PROXIMAL HUMERUS FRACTURES
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Introduction: The two most common fracture classification systems for

proximal humeral fractures, the Neer and the AO classification, dem-

onstrate poor inter- and intra-observer agreement. A potentially simpler

classification system described by Hertel takes into account only the

presence of fracture lines between the anatomical and surgical neck, the

greater and lesser tubercle. The aim of this study was to compare the inter-

and intra-observer variability of the classification systems by Hertel and

Neer, focusing specifically on 3- or 4-part proximal humeral fractures.

Materials and methods: Sixty patients with a comminuted proximal

humeral fracture were selected from two academic hospitals. Both

plain X-rays and CT-scans of adequate quality had to be available. All

images were classified in three sessions by two trauma surgeons and

two radiologists with primary orthopedic trauma focus. All images

were blinded and randomized. The intra- and inter-observer agree-

ment was calculated using Kappa-statistics.

Results: On plain radiographs, the inter- and intra-observer agreement

was fair for both Hertel (K = 0.39 and K = 0.38) and Neer (K = 0.29

and K = 0.36). The inter-observer agreement on CT-scan was good for

Hertel (K = 0.63) and moderate for Neer (K = 0.47); this difference

was significant (p \ 0.05). On CT-scan the intra-observer agreement

was moderate for both classifications (K = 0.50 for Hertel and

K = 0.42 for Neer). The addition of 3D does not influence the inter-

observer agreement (K = 0.60 for Hertel and K = 0.51 For Neer).

Conclusion: The Hertel classification consistently demonstrated higher

Kappa-values especially on CT-scan. This classification can be consid-

ered as a more straight-forward classification than Neer classification. 3D

volume rendering does not influence the inter-observer agreement.
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Introduction: Classification of proximal humerus fractures has lim-

ited interobserver reliability. This study tested the null hypothesis that

interobserver reliability of the AO classification for proximal humerus

fractures, preferred treatment and fracture characteristics is the same

for two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) computer

tomography (CT).

Materials and methods: Members of the Science of Variation

Group—orthopaedic and trauma surgeons from around the world—

were randomized to evaluate radiographs and either 2DCT or 3DCT

images of 15 proximal humerus fractures on a web-based survey as

follows: (1) Is the Greater Tuberosity Displaced? (2) Is the head

split? (3) Is the arterial supply compromised? (4) Is the glenohu-

meral joint dislocated? They also classified the fracture according

to the AO classification and preferred treatment (operative or non-

operative). Agreement was measured using the multirater kappa

measure.

Results: Interobserver reliability ranged from ‘slight’ to ‘fair’.

Observers randomized to 2DCT had better agreement on dis-

placement of the greater tuberosity (j 0.35 vs. 0.30, p \ 0.001)

and AO classification (j 0.18 vs. 0.17, p = 0.018). In subgroup

analysis of the AO classification, shoulder and elbow surgeons,

orthopaedic trauma surgeons and surgeons in the United States had

greater reliability on 2DCT, while surgeons in practice for fewer

years and surgeons from other subspecialties had greater reliability

on 3DCT.

Conclusion: Proximal humerus fractures classifications may be

helpful conceptually, but are unreliable even when using more

sophisticated imaging techniques. We need a reliable classification to

ensure that the fractures treated in one trial are comparable to those

treated in another. Perhaps a more simple classification would have

better interobserver reliability.
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PROXIMAL FRACTURES OF THE HUMERUS IN PATIENTS
OLDER THAN 75 YEARS OF AGE: SHOULD WE CONSIDER
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Introduction: More than 75 % of patients with proximal humerus

fractures are over 70 years of age. Very little is known about the

outcome after operative treatment of these fractures in the elderly.

This study was performed to gain insight in postoperative mortality,

pain, ADL (Activities of Daily Life) limitations and functional out-

come, of surgically treated proximal humerus fractures in patients

aged 75 years and older.

Materials and methods: In this observational study, we analyzed

operatively treated patients (n = 64), aged 75 or older (mean

80.1 years), with a proximal humerus fracture between January 2003

and December 2008 in our center. Patient selection for operative

treatment was based on physical, mental and social criteria. Com-

plications were evaluated. We used DASH Questionnaires (Disability

of Arm, Shoulder and Hand) to investigate functional outcome, pain

and ADL-limitations.
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Results: Sixty-four patients were treated surgically for a displaced

proximal fracture of the humerus, 15 two-part, 32 three-part and 17

four-part fractures. Mean DASH was 37.5, 36.9 and 48.6 respectively.

Regarding operative methodology, overall good results were obtained

with locked plate osteosynthesis (Mean DASH 34.4). Prosthetic treat-

ment, mostly used in highly comminuted fractures, often resulted in

poor function (Mean DASH 53.9). Persistent pain and ADL-limitations

were more present in more comminuted fractures (64 and 50 % in 4-part

fractures vs 14 % in 2-part fractures). There were no postoperative

deaths within 3 months of surgery, non-union occurred in only 3 %.

Conclusion: This study shows it is safe and justifiable to consider

surgical treatment of severely dislocated proximal humerus fractures

in well-selected patients aged 75 and older.
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HEAD SCREW CUT OUTS USING THE PHILOS PLATE:
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Introduction: The PHILOS plate is frequently used for fracture fix-

ation of the proximal humerus. Screw cut out is the most common

complication of the head locking screws due to rigid fixation com-

bined with avascular necrosis, secondary displacement or use of too

long screws. Aim of the study was to identify reliable radiographic

(rx) projections to detect cut out.

Materials and methods: Following fluoroscopic projections were

used in six cadaveric shoulders: antero-posterior in internal (ap-IR), in

neutral (ap-NR) and 30� external rotation (ap-ER), axial in 30� and

60� abduction and the Neer view. Each head screw (9) was exchanged

to perforate the bone and all rx repeated. Reading was performed by

two blinded investigators. Inter-rater correlation was calculated and

consensus reading performed. Sensitivity (sens.) and specificity for all

rx were calculated.

Results: Inter-rater reliability was high (Cohen’s kappa = 0.89),

specificity for all projections 100 %. Sens. of single projection: ap-IR:

47 %, ap-NR: 62 %, ap-ER: 55 %, axial 30�: 75 %, axial 60�: 64 %,

Neer: 17 %. Sens. of frequently used combinations: ap-IR, Neer

(55 %), ap-NR, Neer (70 %); ap-NR, Neer, axial 60� (96 %). Early

postoperatively feasible combination of ap-IR, ap-NR, axial 30�
showed sens. 98 % and ap-IR, ap-NR, axial 30�, axial 60� a sens. of

100 %.

Conclusion: Use of standard rx (ap, Neer view), especially in internal

rotation (e.g. arm in a sling), up to 55 % of cut outs may be missed.

Single best rx to detect screw cut out is the axial 30� view, which is

feasible directly postoperatively. To detect all cut outs, the combi-

nation of the ap-IR, ap-NR, axial 30� and axial 60� is necessary.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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INFLUENCE OF MONODIRECTIONAL
AND MULTIDIRECTIONAL ANGULAR STABILITY
ON DEFORMATION AND CUT OUT OF PROXIMAL
HUMERUS OSTEOTOMIES

W. Friedl
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Aschaffenburg, Germany

Introduction: Stabilisation of articular fractures with plates is

dependent from the continuous friction by plate compression on the

bone surface with the screws. Bone resorption and micromovements

therefore lead to instability. Angular stable plates have the disad-

vantage that the plate and especially the screws can often not placed

in the ideal position for the type of fracture. These problems can be

avoided with a multidirectional angle stable plate system. In a

experimental model we tested if the stability and deformation of

multidirectional angular stable plate is reduced compared to other

plate types due to the lower contact of the screw heads to the plate.

Materials and methods: In experimental tests of 18 subcapital

humeral defect osteotomies stabilised with nonangular stable,

monodirectional angle stable and multidirectional angle stable plates

we analysed the deformation and stability of the osteosynthesis under

1,000 cycles of alternating load of 200 N.

Results: The deformation was lowest in the multidirectional group.

Also between cycle 10 and 1,000 the increase of deformation was

with 10 % smallest in the multidirectional group as compared with

20 % in the monodirectional angle stable and 50 % in the nonangular

stability plate group.

Conclusion: Our tests show that the multidirectional angle stable plate

do not have a lower but higher stability and lower deformation because

the stability is limited by the screw bone interface witch can be chosen

better in multidirectional angular stable plates and not by the head

plate interface. This improves the stable reconstruction of the fractures

and a better functional aftercare especially in osteoporotic fractures.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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SHORT OR LONG STEM PROSTHESIS
FOR INTRAMEDULLARY BYPASS OF PROXIMAL
HUMERUS FRACTURES WITH SEVERE METAPHYSEAL
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IN A BIOMECHANICAL MODEL
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Orthopaedics and Traumatology, Kantonsspital, St. Gallen,

Switzerland

Introduction: Displaced proximal humerus fractures with severe

metaphyseal bone loss are challenging to treat. When fracture
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arthroplasty is performed in the elderly with osteoporotic bone, the

minimally required length of intramedullary stem fixation (fracture

bypass) is not known. The aim of this study was to investigate the

primary stability of cemented short and long stem prostheses with

different intramedullary fracture bypass.

Materials and methods: On 35 osteoporotic composite bone models

(Synbone), three different levels of fractures distal to the surgical neck

of the humerus (groups A/B/C: 6 cm/7 cm/8 cm) were tested for

torque to failure using a cemented standard short (S) or long (L) stem

prosthesis. The reference was defined as an unfractured specimens

without prosthesis (group R). The radiographic bypass index [BI: stem

bypass (mm)/outer cortical diameter of the diaphysis (mm)] was cal-

culated before testing. Failure was defined as a periprosthetic fracture.

Results: The resulting bypass length and corresponding BI was:

4 cm/1.7 (group A-S), 8 cm/3.4 (A-L), 3 cm/1.4 (B-S), 7 cm/3.2 (B-

L), 2 cm/1.0 (C-S), 6 cm/2.9 (C-L). Whereas there was no significant

difference of torque to failure between group R and A-S, it was

significantly lower in groups B-S and C-S (p \ 0.01). Comparing

short and long stem bypasses of different fracture height, group only

C-L showed a significantly higher torque to failure (Nm, p \ 0.01).

Conclusion: A short stem bypass with a BI of 1.7 was sufficient for

primary stability tested by torsion to fracture in this biomechanical

setting. For smaller short stem BIs the use of a long stem prosthesis

was superior.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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NECK FRACTURES WITH THE HUMERUSBLOCK
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Introduction: Nonunions of the proximal humerus are rare. In lit-

erature a rate of 1.1–14 % is found. The surgical treatment is

challenging especially in small head fragments. Different operative

techniques are described. At our department those nonunions are

treated with open reduction und stabilisation with the Humerusblock

combined with tension wires.

Materials and methods: 17 patients with symptomatic nonunions of

the proximal humerus were treated by reduction and fixation with the

Humerusblock device. Two to three wire cerclages were then passed

through the tendons of the rotator cuff and fixed underneath the two

Kirschner wires of the Humerusblock. So a compression according to

the principle of tension banding is possible.

The mean interval from first surgery to revision was 5.5 (2.7–11.8)

months. Postoperatively the arm was fixed in a sling for 4 weeks. The

device was removed after a mean of 6.3 months. At follow up the constant

score, the VAS were evaluated and also X-rays in two planes were made.

Results: The mean age of our patients was 70.8 years. The mean

Constant Score at time of follow up was 63 points, related to age and

gender this was 72.7 % in women and 90.9 % in men. The radio-

logical result showed a bony healing in 88 %. 82.3 % of our patients

were satisfied with the result. In 2 patients a revision was necessary.

Conclusion: Nonunion of humeral surgical neck fractures can be

successfully treated by surgical reconstruction even without addi-

tional bone grafting. With the Humerusblock a sufficient stabilization

is possible, especially in very small head fragments.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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IS IMPLANT REMOVAL AFTER PLATE OSTEOSYNTHESIS
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Introduction: Plate osteosynthesis of proximal humerus fractures is a

well-established treating option. The value of the implant removal

was unclear until now. Our goal was to evaluate, if implant removal

significantly improves functional outcome.

Materials and methods: We prospectively analyzed fifteen patients

with proximal humerus fractures treated with a plate osteosynthesis in

a minimal invasive procedure. Implant removal was either due to pain

or discomfort. Functional outcome was evaluated using the Constant–

Murley score before and 6 weeks after implant removal.

Results: An implant removal was mainly performed in AO 11-B1, B2 and

C1 (26, 20 and 20 % respectively) after a mean follow-up time of

14 ± 5 months. The plate was implanted 13 ± 3 mm under the apex of

the humerus head. Reasons for implant removal was discomfort or pain in

11, meteorosensitivity in 2 and patient wish in 2 cases. No intraoperative

complications were recorded. After implant removal, the Constant–

Murley score significantly increased from 69 to 74 (p = 0.021).

Conclusion: Implant removal after proximal humerus fractures showed a

significant improvement in clinical outcome with low intraoperative

morbidity. We support a more liberal indication for this operation.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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ARM WRESTLING: IS ATTACK THE BEST FORM
OF DEFENCE?
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Fractures of the humeral shaft are relatively rare and account for

1–2 % of all fractures. These fractures occur at any age, but the

incidence increases from the fifth decade.

Midshaft fractures typically result from trauma such as a direct

blow or bending force to the humerus and, less commonly, from a fall

on an outstretched hand or elbow. Midshaft fractures may also result

from strong muscle contractions such as in rowing, grenade throwing

and baseball pitching.

Arm wrestling has become a popular sport practiced by both

professionals and amateurs. The most illustrious injuries are those of

the humeral shaft fracture, fracture-separation of the medial humeral

epicondyle in teenagers, a fracture of the olecranon, subscapularis and

proximal biceps tendon rupture and an anterior dislocation of the

elbow. Among these, the most frequent is the humeral shaft fracture.

The most common complications associated with humeral shaft

fractures from arm wrestling are neurovascular compromise. This

occurs in 10–23 % of midshaft fractures. Regarding treatment, a

functional brace is indicated in minimally displaced humeral shaft

fractures. An operation is performed by open reduction and internal

fixation or with use of an intramedullary nail.
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We report on three cases with spiral fractures of the distal humerus

from arm wrestling. The aim of this case report was to discuss the

biomechanical analysis of the forces which act during arm wrestling

as well as to explain the mechanism of the injury and match tactics: Is

attack the best form of defence?
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ACUTE MESENTERIC ISCHEMIA-OPERATIVE
AND LONG-TERM RESULTS
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Introduction: Acute mesenteric ischemia is a life-threatening emer-

gency with high mortality. Clinical symptoms, laboratory values and

imaging may be non-specific. Aim of this study was analyse operative

and long-term results.

Materials and methods: In 44 patients (pts.) surgery for acute

mesenteric ischemia was performed by Vascular Surgeons between

January 1988 and October 2012. Prospectively collected data were

analyzed retrospectively.

Results: 44 pts. (mean age 74.2 + 12.1 years, range 27–90 years)

were treated (21 female, 23 male). Operative Mortality was 47.7 %

(21/44 pts). Diagnosis was established by CT angiography, arteriog-

raphy or laparotomy. Underlying disease was arterial embolism in 30

pts (mortality 40 % = 12/30 pts) and arterial thrombosis in 14 pts

(mortality 64.3 % = 9/14 pts). Operative procedures in died mortality

revascularization without bowel resection was 44.0 % revasculariza-

tion + bowel resection was 30.8 % resection without revascularization

1 exploratory laparotomy was 100 %. 31 pts underwent embolectomy/

thrombectomy, 3 pts patch implantation and 4 pts bypass surgery. 3

postoperative short bowel syndromes occurred. After a follow-up of

8–93 months (mean 31.3 + 28.6 months) 13 of 23 pts acute in-hos-

pital are alive, 2 pts. lost to follow-up. 8 pts died (4 stroke, 1 liver

cirrhosis, 3 not specified) after a mean of 10.5 + 8.9 years (range

7 months–24 years).

Conclusion: Long-term survival in patients after successful surgical

revascularization in acute mesenteric ischemia is comparable to car-

diovascular disease patients. Perioperative morbidity and mortality

rates are still unacceptably high. Early diagnosis by CT-angiography

and aggressive surgical approach with a liberal indication for

laparotomy are important to improve outcome in patients with acute

mesenteric ischemia.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Perforated peptic ulcer (PPU) is a life threatening

disease with historically high morbidity and mortality rates. Current

data on epidemiological trends in PPU is lacking and the aim of this

study was to investigate epidemiological trends in a well-defined

Norwegian population over a decade.

Materials and methods: All patients diagnosed with a perforated peptic

ulcer admitted to Stavanger University Hospital (SUH) between January

2001 and December 2010, were identified from the hospitals adminis-

trative electronic database. Calculation of age- and gender-adjusted

incidence and mortality rates are given with 95 % confidence intervals.

Results: In the study period, a total of 172 patients with PPU were

identified. The adjusted incidence rate for the overall 10-year period

was 6.5 per 100,000 per year (95 % c.i. 5.6–7.6) and the adjusted

mortality rate for the overall 10-year period was 1.1 per 100,000 per

year (95 % c.i. 0.7–1.6). The admission rates outside office hours

were as expected with almost two out of three (63 %) admissions seen

at evening/night time shifts and/or during weekends. Although more

admissions were seen during summer and autumn compared to winter

and spring, this was not significant.

Conclusion: The age- and gender adjusted incidence in the current

population was stable over a decade. Perforated peptic ulcer continues

to present outside regular work-hours in over half the cases and fre-

quently during weekends, with little difference in seasonal

distribution and with a stable mortality rate.

References:
1. Thorsen K, Glomsaker TB, von Meer A, et al. Trends in diag-

nosis and surgical management of patients with perforated peptic

ulcer. J Gastrointest Surg. 2011;15:1329–35.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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MESENTERIC REVASCULARIZATION OF AMI:
ENDOVASCULAR VS SURGICAL

F. Baticci, C. Spialtini, H. Kurihara, P. Muselli

General and Minimally Invasive Surgery, Emergency Surgery and

Trauma Section, Istituto Clinico Humanitas, Rozzano, Milan, Italy

Introduction: AMI is a rare clinical condition, 0.1 % of hospital

admissions, but represents an emergency therapeutic associated with a

high mortality mainly related to the possibility of restoring mesenteric

arterial flow: we report our experience with vascular procedure as first

approach to AMI.
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Materials and methods: In the period 2010–2012 we treated 6

patients with AMI, diagnosed with CT scan. Two patients were

subjected, by transfemoral approach, to arteriography and subsequent

celiac axis revascularization placing stent (one patient was operated

two days later with minimal ileal resection) and 4 were treated with

surgical embolectomy and delayed ileocolic resections, as required.

Results: All patient survived in both groups (endovascular vs. surgical).

One patient developed a short bowel syndrome, while all other patients

returned to normal digestive function. Three patients underwent open

abdomen treatment fin finale primary abdominal closure. See table.

Conclusion: The trend of recent years has seen a decrease of surgical

treatment and a growing diffusion of percutaneous revascularization,

but literature is still poor in this regard. We report our experience

which demonstrate that percutaneous mesenteric revascularization is

feasible and associated with good results in term of mortality and

alimentary autonomy. Endovascular approach, when feasible, is our

first choice procedure.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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STAPLED ANASTOMOSIS MORBIDITY IN COLORECTAL
SURGERY: ACUTE VERSUS ELECTIVE SURGICAL
PROCEDURES

M. Beuran1, I. Negoi1, S. Paun1, M. Vartic2, B. Gaspar1, B. Stoica1,
I. Tanase1

1General Surgery, Emergency Hospital of Bucharest, Bucharest,

Romania, 2Anethesia and Intensive Care, Emergency Hospital of

Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania

Introduction: The current medical evidence is insufficient to dem-

onstrate any superiority of stapled over handsewn techniques in

colorectal anastomosis, regardless of the level of anastomosis. Aim:

To compare the anastomotic leakage rate of stapled versus handsewn

colorectal anastomoses performed for acute pathologies.

Materials and methods: A retrospective study, January 2009–

December 2011, the only including criterium being a stapled colo-

rectal anastomosis (Group 1, emergency; Group 2, elective

procedures). For comparison, we have selected a group of patients

with handsewn colorectal anastomosis (Group 3, emergency; Group

4, elective procedures), similar in pathology and demographic factors.

Results: There were 287/153 colonic stapled/handsewn anastomosis,

and 96/11 rectal stapled/handsewn anastomosis. The minimally

invasive approach was used in 9.3 % cases for colonic and 6.5 % for

rectal pathology. There was no difference regarding anastomotic

leakage for colonic (stapled versus handsewn = 3.8 %/2.9 %, PChi

square = 0.825) and rectal pathology (stapled versus hand-

sewn = 2.3 %/11.1 %, PChi square = 0.145). 12 % of colonic

procedures were performed in emergency conditions (68 % obstruc-

tion, 17 % hemorrhage, 13 % perforation) with a leakage rate of

4.3 %/8 % for staple versus handsewn anastomosis (p = 0.53). 9 %

of rectal procedures were performed in emergency conditions (70 %

obstruction, 20 % hemorrhage, 10 % perforation), without an increase

in anastomotic leakage for stapled anastomosis (p [ 0.05).

Conclusion: There was no statistical significant difference regarding

anastomotic failure rate for stapled colorectal anastomosis performed

in emergency setting.

Reference:
1. Beuran M, Turculet C, Lica I, Paun S, Negoi I, et al. Stapled

anastomosis in colorectal surgery. Surgery. 2012;Supplement

1:S116.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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THE EVOLVING ROLE OF SURGERY
IN THE MANAGEMENT OF SEVERE COMPLICATIONS
OF ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES

R. Franco Herrera, C. Rey Valcarcel, M. Burneo Esteves,
M. Cuadrado Ayuso, A. Sanchez Arteaga, Y.M. Al-Lal, F. Turegano

General Surgery, Hospital General Universitario Gregorio Marañon,

Madrid, Spain

Introduction: The management of some iatrogenic complications of

endoscopic procedures of the GI tract remains controversial at times.

Our objective was to review the evolving role of surgery in the

management of these complications in our centre.

Materials and methods: Retrospective review of patients submitted

to an endoscopic procedure during a 14 months period (January 2011

to March 2012). The type of procedure, complications, diagnosis, and

management were reviewed.

Results: 20,550 patients were submitted to an endoscopic procedure,

with colonoscopy in almost half of them (9,361 patients). The most

frequent complication was hemorrhage in 69 patients (43 % of

complications), caused by colonoscopy, upper GI endoscopy, and

ERCP in 36, 20, and 9 patients, respectively. This was solved by

endoscopy in 55 patients, surgery in 1, and embolization in 1. 15

perforations occurred during the study period (9 % of complications)

during colonoscopy, ERCP, gastrostomy, upper GI endoscopy, and

EUS in 8, 2, 2, 3 and 1 patient, respectively. In 8 of them the per-

foration went unnoticed during the procedure. A surgical approach

was used in 11 (73 %) of them. Surgical treatment was performed in 7

of 8 colonoscopic perforations, with a mortality rate of 25 %.

Conclusion: Nowadays surgical treatment is exceptional in hemor-

rhage as a complication of endoscopic procedures, although a surgical

approach was still used in 2/3 of perforations. Most surgeons still

resorted to surgical management of colonoscopic perforations, which

carried a high mortality in this period.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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QUALITY OF LIFE (QOL) IN COLOSTOMY
OR ILEOSTOMY PATIENTS AND THEIR FAMILIES

H. Sapir1, O. Cohen1, J.S. Benbenishty2

1Surgery, Hadassah Hebrew University Hospital, Jerusalem, Israel,
2Trauma, Hadassah Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel

Introduction: Findings show that patients after colostomy/ileostomy

endure physical, psychological changes, decline in daily activities, and

changes in body image influencing their QOL perception. The same

issues trouble their primary care giver. Our study focused patients and

families the differences in QOL between emergency/trauma- and

elective stoma surgeries. The purpose of our study was to use the results

in order to improve patient and family education and counseling.

Materials and methods: After IRB approval, patients and closest

relative consented to complete QOL questionnaire at baseline and

6 weeks post discharge. City of Hope QOL Colostomy tool was used,

focusing on Physical, Emotional, Social and Spiritual welfare.

Results: Emergency/trauma 24 patients, elective 26. 67 % patient’s

high physical welfare post op compared to 30 % trauma. 85 % Elec-

tive families had high physical welfare post op vs. only 63 % trauma.

75 % elective patients’ high social support and spiritual welfare pre-
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op, 55 % had difficulty meeting new people; elective family’s high

social support and spiritual welfare before (66 %), after (85 %) sur-

gery. 33 % of elective patients after surgery high level of positive

change vs. 30 % trauma. From family, 66 % reported high level of

social support witch decreases to 55 % after surgery. Significant dif-

ferences were found comparing elective families and trauma regarding

psychological well being post op. The difficulty in adjustment to the

stoma was significantly worse among emergency patients.

Conclusion: The knowledge gained from this study adds to under-

standing patients’ QOL concerns pre and post surgery and improve

our ability to plan, and instruct patients and families.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O031

CAN ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND REPLACE MRCP
OR ERCP IN PATIENTS WITH ACUTE BILIARY
PANCREATITIS WITH SUSPECTED
CHOLEDOCHOLITHIASIS

C. Cevheroglu1, H. Yanar1, E. Sivrikoz1, M. Suner1, C. Ertekin1,
K. Günay1, R. Guloglu1, F. Akyüz2, A. Uçar3

1General Surgery, Trauma and Emergency Surgery Unit, Istanbul

School of Medicine, İstanbul, Turkey, 2Gastroenterology, Internal

Medicine, Istanbul University, Istanbul School of Medicine, Istanbul,

Turkey, 3Radiology, Istanbul University, Istanbul School of

Medicine, Istanbul, Turkey

Introduction: In acute biliary pancreatitis associated with cholesta-

sis, when conventional ultrasonography (US) fails to detect

extrahepatic biliary lithiasis, controversy exists regarding the sub-

sequent investigation with endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS) or

magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP). We aimed to

evaluate both diagnostic modalities towards a selective approach for

endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP).

Materials and methods: All patients admitted to our acute care

surgery unit with a diagnosis of acute biliary pancreatitis with cho-

lestasis, and who had undergone both EUS and MRCP from 11/2009

to 11/2011 were analysed retrospectively. US, EUS and MRCP

findings were recorded. ERCP was performed if EUS or MRCP

findings were suggestive of extra-hepatic lithiasis. Conventional US

were compared with both EUS and MRCP to evaluate sensitivity,

specificity, positive and negative predictive values towards detection

of extra-hepatic gallstones.

Results: Forty five patients (18 male, 27 female; overall median age 54

[19–81]) were available for analysis, of whom 17 patients had an

ERCP + sphincterotomy performed. Out of 17 patients, 14 had gallstones

extracted and in 3 patients no gallstones were encountered. MRCP had

64.3 % sensitivity, 96.8 % specificity, 90 % positive predictive value,

85.7 % negative predictive value, whereas EUS had 100 % sensitivity,

93.5 % specificity, 87.5 % positive predictive value, 100 % negative

predictive value for the detection of extrahepatic gallstones.

Conclusion: In the workup of suspected extrahepatic cholestasis in

acute biliary pancreatitis, EUS has 100 % sensitivity, and MRCP has

96.8 % specificity. ERCP may be performed selectively with pre-

ceding EUS or MRCP.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

PEDIATRIC TRAUMA

O032

INTERLEUKIN-6 AS INFLAMMATORY MARKER
REFERRING TO MULTIPLE ORGAN DYSFUNCTION
SYNDROME IN SEVERELY INJURED CHILDREN

F. Hildebrand1, H. Andruszkow2, J. Fischer2, M. Frink3

1Department for Trauma and Reconstructive Surgery, University

Hospital Aachen, Aachen, Germany, 2Trauma Department, Hannover

Medical School, Hannover, Germany, 3Department for Trauma, Hand

and Reconstructive Surgery, University Medical Center Marburg,

Marburg, Germany

Introduction: Despite the suggestion that the inflammatory response

to injury in children is functionally unique, prognostic markers pre-

dicting pediatric multiple organ failure are lacking. We therefore

intended to verify whether Interleukin-6 (IL-6) displays a pivotal role

in pediatric trauma similar to traumatized adults.

Materials and methods: Traumatized children primarily admitted,

\18 years of age, ISS [9 points, and consecutive admission to the

hospital’s pediatric intensive care unit were included to this pro-

spective investigation. Organ function was evaluated according to the

Marshall MODS score for at least 14 days after admission. Within

this period, IL-6 levels were measured repetitively every morning.

Results: 59 traumatized children with a mean ISS of 23.9 ± 11.9

points were included. Mean age was 8.4 ± 4.4 years, and 57.6 %

were male. Incidence of MODS was 11.9 % with an overall mortality

of 3.4 %. No differences were found referring to age, gender, injury

distribution or overall injury severity between children with and

without development of MODS. While an increased IL-6 level during

hospital admission was associated with injury severity (r = 0.522,

p \ 0.001), no association with incidence of MODS was present at

this time (r = 0.180, p = 0.231). Increased systemic IL-6 levels

during the first 2 days were no longer associated with the injury

severity (day 2: r = 0.253, p = 0.106; day 3: r = 0.061, p = 0.718)

but a significant correlation to the incidence of MODS was measured

(day 2: r = 0.445, p = 0.003; day 3: r = 0.437, p = 0.007).

Conclusion: The presented prospective study is the first providing

evidence for a strong correlation of IL-6 levels with injury severity

and the incidence of MODS in traumatized children.

Disclosure: This study was funded by a grant of TUI-Stiftung,

Hannover to M. Frink and F. Hildebrand.
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FOCUSED ABDOMINAL SONOGRAPHY IN TRAUMATIZED
CHILDREN

O. Ben-Ishay1, Z. Peled1, M. Daoud1, E. Brauner1, H. Bahouth2,
Y. Kluger1

1Department of General Surgery, Rambam Health Care Campus,

Haifa, Israel, 2Acute Care Surgery, Rambam Health Care Campus,

Haifa, Israel
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Introduction: The role of focused abdominal sonography in children

is ill defined. We retrospectively collected data of traumatized chil-

dren who were evaluated with FAST by general surgery and radiology

residents and compared the results with computerized tomography

results.

Materials and methods: The trauma registry queried for results of

FAST examination of consecutive pediatric (\16 years) blunt trauma

patients over a period of 36 months. Demographics, injuries, FAST

results, CT results, and operative findings were reviewed.

Results: 367 patients had a FAST performed on initial evaluation.

Mean age was 9.04 years. 61 (16.6 %) were positive. 3 (0.8 %)

patients needed immediate operation. 158 (43.1 %) had abdominal

CT. 48 (30.4 %) of these had a positive FAST examination. Only 41

(85.4 %) of FAST positive children had intraperitoneal fluid on CT

scan. Of the negative FAST patients, 46 (41.8 %) had intra-peritoneal

fluid on CT examination (sensitivity 47.1 %, specificity 90.1 %,

positive predictive value- 85.4 %). In 196 (53.4 %) of FAST negative

children CT scan was not performed. No abdominal squeal developed

through hospitalization in these patients. 110 (30 %) of the FAST

negative children had a CT scan. 9 (8.2 %) had abdominal injuries

diagnosed with a negative predictive value of 58.4 %.

Conclusion: FAST is a reliable tool for diagnosing abdominal inju-

ries in children. Despite the rather low negative predictive value,

FAST examination tempered with sound clinical judgment seems to

be an effective tool to discriminate between those children who need

further imaging evaluation and those who do not.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O034

MANAGEMENT OF BOTH BONES FOREARM FRACTURES;
‘‘TO NAIL OR NOT TO NAIL’’?

O. Akilapa, C. Petrides, M. Roper, C. Bache

Orthopaedics, Birmingham Children’s Hospital, Birmingham, UK

Introduction: Background Management of complete fractures of

both bones of the forearm are challenging as these fractures are

inherently unstable with equivocal evidence as to which fractures

require closed manipulation and casting or elastic stable intramedul-

lary nail fixation. Aim To compare the functional outcomes and

complication rates of closed manipulation and casting (CMC) with

elastic stable intramedullary nail (ESIN) fixation in the management

of both-bone diaphyseal fractures of the forearm in children.

Materials and methods: Sixty nine consecutive both bone diaphyseal

forearm fractures in 65 children (mean age 9.4 years, range 3–14 years)

were treated in our level 1 paediatric trauma centre between 2006 and

2010. The clinical and radiological records were reviewed retrospec-

tively to establish the indications, perioperative events functional

outcomes and complications of treatment with CMC or ESIN.

Results: A total of 756 diaphyseal forearm fractures were treated over a

5 years period of which sixty nine (9.1 %) were complete both bone

fractures. Twenty eight fractures were treated by closed reduction and

casting and forty one by ESIN. Seven (25 %) fractures in the CMC group

healed with more than a ten degree deformity in at least one orthogonal

plane. None of the children affected demonstrated significant cosmetic or

functional deficit warranting corrective osteotomies. In the ESIN group

there were seven (17.1 %) complications; superficial radial nerve neu-

rapraxia (3), iatrogenic extensor pollicis brevis damage (1), premature

removal of a prominent nail (1), cellulitis (1) and malunion (1).

Conclusion: This study highlights that there is no relative advantage

with regards the functional outcomes and complications of both

treatment modalities.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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HEAD TRAUMA IN YOUNG CHILDREN. INCIDENCE
AND OUTCOME IN A REGIONAL HOSPITAL

M. Athanasiou1, I. Tzimagiorgis1, E. Kambouridis2, G. Kalostos2,
S. Giantzaklidis1, G. Tepelopoulos1, P. Tsavdaridis1, S. Kalfadis1,
N. Karagiannis1, T. Zekeridis1

12nd Surgical Department, Kavala General Hospital, Kavala, Greece,
2Neurosurgical, Kavala General Hospital, Kavala, Greece

Introduction: Serious head trauma requiring hospitalization is not

common in young children representing less than 10 % of all head

injuries in this age. Emergency surgical intervention for acute head

trauma is rare, and challenging for a regional hospital.

Materials and methods: We reviewed files of children under 4 years

old presenting with head trauma in emergency department the last

5 years. Total number of children under 4 presenting in our emergency

department was 1,524 cases. 1,362 presented with minor head injury

while 144 with mild injury and 18 with severe brain injury. We recorded

gender, age, time of injury and arrival, transportation means, modified

GCS for infants and children on arrival, mechanism of injury, laboratory

work-up, hospital stay, type of intervention, and outcome.

Results: Minor injury was addressed with instruction to the parents,

while mild injury was admitted for observation in our surgical

department. Severe brain injury was addressed by neurosurgical

department of our hospital. 9 children underwent emergency opera-

tion and all 18 children with severe brain injury where transferred to

pediatric ICU in a tertiary hospital setting after operation and sta-

bilization. The younger child operated was 5 months old, and all

children had a favorable outcome, except of one child arrived already

with a cardiac arrest.

Conclusion: Severe head trauma in young children requiring surgical

intervention has a favorable outcome if treated in 1–4 h after initial

trauma. Neurosurgical services in regional hospitals can address this

challenge effectively.

References:
1. Noppens R, Brambrink AM. Traumatic brain injury in children–

clinical implications. Exp Toxicol Pathol. 2004;56(1–2):113–25.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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PEDIATRIC TRAUMA IN QATAR: ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT
ALL FOR INJURY PREVENTION

R. Consunji Md Mph, R. Peralta, Md, Facs, H. Al Thani,
H. Hepp, M. Mollazehi, R. Latifi

Trauma Section, Department of Surgery, Hamad General Hospital,

Hamad Medical Corporation, Doha, Qatar

Introduction: The child is defined as ‘a human being under age 18’

and trauma victims of this age are grouped together as ‘pediatric

trauma’ yet their mechanisms are very dissimilar. Injury prevention

programs must be designed to meet the special characteristics of this

population. This study will describe the epidemiology of pediatric

trauma in Qatar and make recommendations for targeted child safety

programs.

Materials and methods: Data from the Hamad General Hospital

Trauma Registry for 2009 and 2010 were collected and analyzed. All

trauma admissions, ages 0-17, were included.
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Results: 927 patients were admitted from 2009–2010. Over-all mor-

tality was 2.4 % with 86 % of deaths in males and from road-related

injuries. Age-groups differed significantly by mechanism and location

of injury. Falls were the predominant cause of injury from 0–9. Motor

vehicle crashes were the leading cause of injury from 10–17. Pedes-

trian injuries were highest from 5–9. Road-related injuries, bicycle or

all-terrain vehicle crashes were most common from 5–14 and 10–14

respectively. The home was the location for more than 50 % of all

injuries to children 0–5 and the street for those 10–17.

Conclusion: The epidemiology of pediatric trauma in Qatar is diverse

and age-related. Injury prevention programs for families with young

children must focus on falls prevention in the home. For children,

5–9, pedestrian safety must be taught in schools. For older children,

10–14, must undergo safety training before driving bicycles and

ATV’s. For adolescents, 15–17, seatbelt use and driver education

must be emphasized. Road safety education must be made a curricular

requirement in Qatar.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O037

THE BLUNT ABDOMINAL TRAUMA IN CHILDREN (BATIC)
SCORE: A RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF A SCORING
SYSTEM TO IDENTIFY THE ABSENCE OR PRESENCE
OF ABDOMINAL ORGAN INJURY IN CHILDREN
SUSTAINING MULTIPLE TRAUMA.

L. Stoepker1, W. De Jong2, H. Groen1, M. El Moumni3, J. Hulscher1

1UMCG, Groningen, The Netherlands, 2Surgery, UMCG, Groningen,

The Netherlands, 3Surgery-traumatology, UMCG, Groningen, The

Netherlands

Introduction: The aim of this study is to validate the use of the Blunt

Abdominal Trauma in Children (BATiC) score. The BATiC score

uses only readily available laboratory parameters, ultrasound results

and results from physical examination, and does therefore not carry

any risk of additional radiation exposure.

Materials and methods: Data of pediatric trauma patients admitted to

the Shockroom between 2006 and 2010 were retrospectively analyzed.

Blunt abdominal trauma was defined radiologically or surgically. The

BATiC score was computed using 10 parameters: abnormal abdominal

ultrasound, abdominal pain, peritoneal irritation, hemodynamic

instability, ASAT[60 U/l, ALAT[25 U/l, WBC[10 9 109/l, LDH

[330 U/l, amylase[100 U/l and creatinine[110 lmol/l. Sensitivity,

specificity, NPV and PPV were computed. Missing values were

replaced using multiple imputation and BATiC scores were calculated

based on imputed values.

Results: Included were 216 patients, 144 male, 72 female, median

age 12. 18 patients (8 %) sustained abdominal injury. Median BATiC

scores of patients with and patients without intra-abdominal injury

were 9 (range 6–16) and 2 (range 0–11) resp. (p \ 0.001). When the

BATiC score is used with a cut-off point of 6, the test showed a

sensitivity of 100 % and a specificity of 87 %. Negative and positive

predictive values were 0.99 and 0.42 resp. The AUC was 0.98.

Conclusion: The BATiC score can be a useful adjunct in the

assessment of the presence of abdominal trauma in children, and can

help determine which patients might benefit from a CT scan and/or

further treatment and which might not.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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PATIENT REPORTED OUTCOME MEASURES
IN THE NON-OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT
OF PAEDIATRIC CLAVICLE FRACTURES

R. Morrell1, D. Ryan2, R. Jeavons3, A. Gower3

1Orthopaedics, North Tyneside General Hospital, Newcastle upon

Tyne, UK, 2Orthopaedics, Darlington Memorial Hospital, Darlington,

UK, 3Orthopaedics, University Hospital of North Durham,

Durham, UK

Introduction: Optimal management of paediatric clavicle fractures

remains debatable: we aimed to analyse Patient Reported Outcome

Measures (PROMs) in non-operatively treated paediatric clavicle

fractures.

Materials and methods: Retrospective review, single surgeon’s

series, of 83 paediatric clavicle fractures treated non-operatively in

our institution over 8 years. All managed with initial X-rays, slings

for 2 weeks, followed by mobilisation. Final clinical assessments

made at 6 weeks, no further imaging. The Craig Modified Allman

Classification was used. Demographics collected included age at

injury and follow-up time. Oxford Shoulder Scores(OSS) (0 the

worst, 60 the best outcome), and Quick DASH(QDASH) (0 is best,

100 the worst outcome), were posted to patients [16 years at study

commencement, remaining patients were sent recognised Pain Scores,

0 being no pain, and 10 worst pain. We included questions on the

appearance of the clavicle.

Results: Mean age at injury was 8 years (10 months–16 years). 33 %

were female. Mean follow-up was 51 months (6 months–8 years

3 months). Response rate was 76 %. There were 58 Type I fractures

and 5 Type II. 18 received adult and 45 received paediatric ques-

tionnaires. Mean OSS was 59.3/59.7 in Type I/II fractures

respectively. Mean QDASH Score was 3.0 across both types. 100 %

reported OSS reflecting excellent outcomes. 13.3 % Type I fractures

rated greater disability on QDASH (score [10.1), 0 % Type II.

Paediatric questionnaires revealed 84.4 % no residual pain, 3 with

decreased range of movement and 5 reported reduced levels of

activity. 38.1 % of all patients reported residual lumps.

Conclusion: PROMs and Pain Scale data suggests non-operatively

treated paediatric clavicle fractures have excellent outcomes. How-

ever an explanation of a likely residual lump should be given initially.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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BLUNT PANCREATIC INJURY IN CHILDREN
AN INDOLENT CLINICAL PRESENTATION
TO A SERIOUS PARENCHYMAL INSULT

E. Brauner1, M. Abu Gazala2, H. Bahouth3, O. Ben-Ishay1, Y. Kluger1

1Department of General Surgery, Rambam Health Care Campus,

Haifa, Israel, 2Department of Radiology, Rambam Health Care

Campus, Haifa, Israel, 3Acute Care Surgery, Rambam Health Care

Campus, Haifa, Israel

Introduction: Pancreatic injuries are rare and are present in only 6 %

of blunt abdominal injuries. We sought to elucidate on the injury

complexity in children who sustained pancreatic blunt trauma.
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Materials and methods: A retrospective chart review of blunt pan-

creatic injuries (BPI) in children admitted to a pediatric level 1 trauma

center over a period of 10 years. Demographics, injuries, mechanisms,

grade of pancreatic injury and associated injuries were recorded.

Results: 9,150 children were hospitalized for blunt trauma during the

study period. 12 children suffered BPI; 9 males, mean age of 10 years

(4–15 years). Handlebar injury was reported in 7 (58.3 %). All

patients were diagnosed by CT scan. 6 patients (50 %) had associated

injuries. The median length of admission was 18 days. Six patients

were admitted to the ICU with a median LOS of 6 days. Though 4

patients (33.3 %) sustained a grade 3 or higher pancreatic injury, and

four patient (33.3 %) needed surgery to control pancreatic main duct

leaks, the median injury severity score was only 15.5 and four patients

(33.3 %) sought medical attention in a delay of 2 days or more

(median 3.25 days, range 2–7 days).

Conclusion: Pediatric blunt pancreatic injuries are rare. Half of the

children present with complex of injuries but isolated organ injury is not

uncommon. This may result in delayed presentation. Though the

majority of patients sustained a serious parenchymal injuries resulting

in severe morbidity, long hospitalization and substantial resources

utilization, the clinical presentation is indolent and diagnosis is delayed.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

SPINE TRAUMA

O040

POSTERIOR STABILIZATION OF THORACOLUMBAR
SPINE FRACTURES: RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF
PERCUTANEOUS VERSUS OPEN MANAGEMENT

M. Pishnamaz1, S. Oikonomidis2, M. Knobe1, R.M. Sellei1,
T. Dienstknecht1, K. Horst1, H. Pape1, P. Kobbe1

1Department of Orthopaedics and Trauma Surgery, Aachen

University Medical Center, RWTH Aachen, Aachen, Germany,
2Department of Trauma, RWTH University Aachen, Aachen,

Germany

Introduction: Posterior instrumentation is the treatment of choice for

instable fractures of the thoracolumbar spine. Percutaneous proce-

dures are becoming increasingly popular. Novel systems offer the

possibility of minimal invasive surgery combined with polyaxiality.

The aim of this study was to compare the percutaneous versus the

open management.

Materials and methods: This study includes 72 patients with fracture

of the thoracolumbar junction, who underwent surgical treatment

within 2010–2012. Following to patients determination standardized

questionnaires were collected prospectively. Including criteria was

mono- or bisegmental instrumentation. Patients without complete

data, age \18 years, as well as patients who got additional intraop-

erative procedure and polytraumatized patients were excluded.

Investigated parameters were operation time, time of intraoperative

fluoroscopy, postoperative infections, incidence of required revisions,

need of postoperative blood transfusion, and length of hospital stay.

Furthermore screw diameter, screw length and position as well as

post-operative reposition results have been evaluated.

Results: The groups were comparable regarding age, gender, fracture

location, and fracture type. There were significant differences regarding

to the achieved reduction. Besides that, there were an significant early

loss of reduction in both groups. There were no significant differences in

terms of operative time postoperative infections, revision surgeries or

length of hospitalization. The were also no relevant differences

regarding to the SF 36, ODQ and VAS scale.

Conclusion: Percutaneous dorsal instrumentation is a safe procedure

for early operative treatment of instable spinal fractures. Novel sys-

tems coming up with comparable tools to optimize the possibility of

reduction. Currently fractures with a high grade of deformity are

better treated by an open approach.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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IMMOBILISATION IN PATIENTS WITH A C-SPINE
INJURY: A RETROSPECTIVE COHORT STUDY

J.G. Ten Brinke1, S.R. Groen1, M. Hogervorst1, T.P. Saltzzher2,
J.C. Goslings2

1Surgery, Gelre Ziekenhuizen, Apeldoorn, The Netherlands,
2Surgery, AMC, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Introduction: In the Netherlands the majority of blunt trauma

patients receive immobilisation of the cervical spine (C-spine). Cur-

rent guidelines for pre-hospital C-spine immobilisation are based on

expert and consensus opinion. However, evidence based effects on

mortality, associated—neurological—injury and spinal stability are

lacking. On the contrary, spinal immobilisation can cause serious

adverse effects. We assessed outcomes of patients with C-spine

fractures without prehospital C-spine immobilisation.

Materials and methods: All patients with a C-spine fracture were

registered in a database within the period of January 2005 and June

2012 at the emergency department of a Dutch Level-2 trauma centre.

Patients were stratified in a group with or without pre-hospital

C-spine immobilisation. Neurological outcomes and complications of

immobilisation were assessed.

Results: Thirty-seven patients (mean age 57.4 years) with a C-spine

fracture were include (68 % male). Patients were alert (mean Glas-

gow Coma Scale 14.8) with a mean ISS of 19.5. Of the pre-hospital

immobilised patients 3 out of 29 suffered peripheral neurological

deficit on scene. No serious adverse events were encountered from

prehospital immobilisation. Eight patients (22 %) were not pre-hos-

pital immobilised of whom 2 had neurological deficit. All eight did

not have progressive neurological deficits despite absent immobili-

sation. Three of these patients required Halo traction.

Conclusion: This study showed that 22 % of the patients with a

C-spine fracture where not immobilised pre-hospital. No neurological

adverse effects were encountered in these patients. Future studies are

required to optimise prehospital immobilisation guidelines.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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INCIDENCE AND OUTCOME OF TORSO DECELERATION
INJURIES, AS COMPARED TO INJURIES FROM OTHER
BLUNT TRAUMA MECHANISMS

C. Rey Valcarcel1, R. Franco Herrera1, M. Burneo Esteves1,
M.D. Pérez Dı́az1, M. Sanz Sanchez1, F. Turegano2

1General Surgery, Hospital General Universitario Gregorio Marañon,

Madrid, Spain, 2General and Emergency Surgery, University Hospital

Gregorio Maranon, Madrid, Spain

Introduction: Deceleration injuries (DI) are usually avulsion injuries

resulting from high-speed collisions or falls from heights. Cranial and
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torso location are the most frequent. We analyse the incidence,

location, mortality, and surgery requirements of torso DI, and com-

pare them to injuries from other blunt mechanisms.

Materials and methods: Retrospective study of 1,004 patients with

severe blunt trauma included in our Trauma Registry between 1993

and 2011. We identified as DI: aortic disruptions, mediastinal hae-

matomas, auricular avulsions, renal and splenic hilar avulsions,

suprahepatic veins avulsions, hepatic central injuries, and mesenteric

avulsions or root haematomas. Mortality, morbidity and management

were analysed and compared to injuries resulting from other blunt

trauma mechanisms.

Results: 152 (15 %) patients suffered torso DI and had a significant

overall higher mortality (29 vs. 18 %) (p = 0.002), higher surgery

requirement (76 vs. 53 %) (p = 0.000) and higher RTS, ISS and

NISS median scores. None of the 3 patients with auricular avulsion

survived. Among 17 with an aortic arch disruption the overall mor-

tality was 56 %. Deceleration hepatic injuries were seen in 43, with a

mortality rate of 40 % (90 % of them died in the first 6 h from

exsanguination). Mesenteric avulsions and haematomas (59 patients)

also had a higher mortality rate (34 %). Mediastinal haematomas

(26), splenic (25) and renal (13) DI were not related to a significantly

higher mortality. Six (10 %) mesenteric injuries were initially missed,

and their treatment was delayed.

Conclusion: Although DI usually result from a higher energy trauma

mechanism, only aortic, auricular, suprahepatic veins disruption, and

mesenteric avulsions carry a significant mortality rate of their own.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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WHIPLASH TRAUMA: ITS RISE AND DECLINE
IN THE LAST DECADE

S. Herman

Department of Traumatology, University Clinical Centre Ljubljana,

Ljubljana, Slovenia

Introduction: As in many parts of the world, number of patients

diagnosed with whiplash associated disorders (WAD) in my country

was in steep rise till 2005 and then declined.

Materials and methods: We retrospectively searched the database of

patients treated at University Clinical Centre in Ljubljana from 2002

to 2011. We also compared diagnostic methods and treatment at the

beginning and at the end of the decade.

Results: In 2002 the incidence in population was 8.9/1,000 in the

year 2002 and has risen to 14.7/1,000 in the year 2004 and then

declined to 7.8/1,000. Ten years ago the most used diagnostic tool

in WAD was functional X-ray. In 10 years the availability of MRI

made functional X-rays obsolete. The preferred method of treat-

ment at first depended on clinical symptoms encountered at first

examination. When range of motion (ROM) was reduced for more

than 30 %, Philadelphia collar was applied for 2 weeks followed

by physiotherapy. When ROM reduction was less than 30 %, then

physiotherapy started within a week! In all cases treatment inclu-

ded also NSAID analgetics! At the end of the decade the

Philadelphia collar was rarely used and Physiotherapy mostly

started early.

Conclusion: We cannot explain the epidemic, since cars became

much better at the end of last millennium and the number of car

crashes is going down for 25 years. Arguably, there might be influ-

ence by the prevailing insurance policies.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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THE BLIND MOTORCYCLIST: A CASE REPORT
OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY MANAGEMENT AFTER
SEVERE BLUNT TRAUMA AGAINST THE CERVICAL
SPINE AND SHOULDER GIRDLE

C.D. Weber1, K. Horst1, N.L. Hansen2, T. Dienstknecht1, H. Pape1

1Department of Orthopaedic Trauma, University of Aachen Medical

Center, Aachen, Germany, 2Department of Radiology/Interventional

Radiology, University of Aachen Medical Center, Aachen, Germany

Introduction: The treatment of multiple trauma is demanding and

requires a team approach. We report the case of a complex combi-

nation of orthopaedic and vascular injuries that were addressed

multidisciplinary.

Materials and methods: We report the case of a 57 year-old male

sustained multiple blunt trauma (ISS = 54, NISS = 66) in an inner-

city high-energy motorcycle accident. The patient (GCS 14) was

admitted to a Level 1 trauma center only 10 min after the emergency

call and was managed according to the ATLS- and the local hospital

protocol.

Results: A right tension pneumothorax with flail chest was immedi-

ately addressed by chest tube insertion. A liver hematoma was found

in FAST. The neurovascular exam revealed diminished pulses of the

radial artery. A whole-body CT was performed and a subarachnoidal

hematoma (SAH), multiple spinous process fractures (C6/7, T1), a

ruptured right subclavian artery (SA) and a dissected right vertebral

artery (VA) were identified. The patient soon developed a hemor-

rhagic shock, requiring a mass transfusion protocol (10 pRBCs, 8

FFPs). Endovascular stenting was performed simultaneously, the right

VA and right SA were revascularized and the patient hemodynami-

cally stabilized. The next day the patient suffered from complete

blindness and loss of right arm function. Consecutive angio-CT and

MRI scans showed open stented vessels but revealed evidence of a

posterior cerebral stroke and nerve root traction injuries (C6–8).

Amaurosis later recovered to minor visual impairment.

Conclusion: Because of significant long-term functional impairment,

orthopedic injuries of the cervical spine and shoulder girdle should

alert the team to rule out any occult associated neurovascular lesions.
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TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY CAUSED BY ROAD TRAFFIC
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Introduction: The majority of traumatic brain injuries result from

traffic accidents. The aim of this epidemiological study was to analyse

the specific severe traumatic brain injuries (sTBI) caused by road

traffic accidents (RTA), their incidence, risk factors and outcome.

Materials and methods: Trauma registry data of all RTA victims

admitted to hospitals in the mid-West region of the Netherlands,

between 2003 to 2011, were analyzed. Injury type and severity were

classified using the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS). Head injuries

with AIS severity scores [2 were considered sTBI.

Results: Incidence of sTBI in all 12.503 RTA victims admitted to

hospital was 10.0 %, ranging from 5.4 % in motorcyclists, 7.4 % in

motorists, 9.6 % in cyclists and 12.7 % in moped-riders to 15.1 % in

pedestrians. 58.8 % had an ISS [16.

Most sTBI patients suffered combined head injuries and injury

patterns differed between road user groups. Incidence of contusion

ranged from 46.6 % in cyclists to 74.2 % in motorcyclists, whereas

base and open skull fractures were least common motorcyclists

(22.6 %) and most common in moped riders (51.5 %). Hemorrhage

incidence ranged from 44.9 % (motorists) to 63.6 % (pedestrians).

Subdural and subarachnoidal bleeding were most frequent. In-hospital

mortality ranged from 4.2 % in moped riders to 14.1 % in motorists.

Age, Glasgow Coma Scale, and type of hemorrhage were other

independent prognostic factors for sTBI.

Conclusion: A specific sTBI pattern can be noted for specific road

user groups. Knowledge of these injury patterns may improve acute

care in emergency departments and will stimulate the implementation

of additional preventive measures for improving road safety.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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GASTRIC RESECTION FOR ADHESIONS AFTER
ADJUSTABLE BANDING FOR TREATMENT OF OBESITY

C. Cartari1, V. Martellosio2, V. Gatti2, A. Viezzoli2, G.S. Fossati2,
P. Dionigi3

1Scuola Di Specialità In Chirurgia Generale, Università degli studi di

Pavia, Pavia, Italy, 2Chirugia Generale, Ospedale Broni Stradella,
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Introduction: The gastric banding is a safe and effective method for

the therapy of the obesity. The most common complication is the

slippage of this tool. We present a case of slippage whit an important

adhesions syndrome and uncontrollable vomiting persistent after band

removal.

Materials and methods: Retrospective evaluation of interventions

for complications after gastric banding in the last year.

Results: We present our experience about the treatment of compli-

cation after gastric banding. Particularly a case of uncontrollable

vomiting persistent even after removal of the device in a young

woman treated with adjustable banding 5 years before. In this case,

has been necessary to recourse to a gastric resection for the complete

atonia and deformation of the bowel, secondary to an important and

lasting adhesions syndrome.

Conclusion: In our experience the laparoscopic gastric banding is a

safe and effective surgical treatment for obesity. It’s a procedure

simple, fast and reversible. However, this procedure is not without

complications: is frequent and easy to solve, such as slippage, both rare

and in need of major surgery, such as gastric or esophageal injury.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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LAPAROSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF EMERGENT
COMPLICATIONS AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC
BYPASS
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Introduction: Bariatric surgery procedures are increasing along the

last years. Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) is one of

the most commonly performed bariatric procedures and has been con-

sidered as gold standard technique. Complications have been described

after this surgery and some of them are relevant surgical emergencies.

Materials and methods: We expose two patients operated on by

laparoscopic retrocolic antigastric RYGB, we intraoperatively con-

firmed gastrojejunal anastomosis indemnity and closed mesenteric

defects in both cases. Patients presented postoperative complications.

Patient 1: Forty eight years old woman presented on second postop-

erative day with respiratory distress. Computed tomography was

indicative for a gastrojejunal anastomotic leak. Patient 2: Fifty five

years old man presented 8 months after surgery with abdominal pain

and was admitted to the emergency room. A small bowel obstruction

secondary to internal hernia was identified in a computed tomogra-

phy. In both patients we performed laparoscopic emergency surgery.

Results: In patient number 1, a leak was identified on gastro-jeju-

nostomy and it was closed primarily with non absorbable suture. In

patient number 2, herniation of a dilated alimentary limb through

transverse mesocolon was identified. We proceeded to reduce the

herniated bowel and then close the mesenteric defect with non

absorbable suture. Both patients had successful postoperative care and

long term outcomes.

Conclusion: Complications after laparoscopic RYGB often present

with subtle clinic and challenging diagnosis. They should be detected

early to initiate rapid treatment actions. In our experience, solving

early and late complications by emergent laparoscopic approach was

successful, giving the patient the benefits of minimal invasive surgery.
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ANTIBIOTIC VS. SURGERY IN UNCOMPLICATED ACUTE
APPENDICITIS (ASAA): PRELIMINARY RESULTS
OF THE PROSPECTIVE RANDOMIZED STUDY
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P. Bertoli1, L. Campanati1, L. Ravasio2, C. Arici2, L. Ansaloni1
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Introduction: The acute appendicitis (AA) is a very common disease

with a life time risk 7–8 %. Quite recently the dogma of mandatory
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appendectomy for uncomplicated AA has been questioned; however

previous randomized studies failed to clarify the role of antibiotic to

cure AA. However the mortality rate of appendectomy is 0.07–0.7

and 0.5–2.4 % in patients respectively without and with perforation.

Aims: we will analyse the preliminary results of the ASAA study

which is a no-inferiority prospective randomized trial comparing

surgery to antibiotic in uncomplicated AA.

Materials and methods: The Andersson score joined to abdominal

US is used to select patients. Ertapenem has been choose for the

antibiotic arm, closed envelop method and computer randomization

has been utilized. Primary Outcome: evaluation in both arms of the

rate of patients free of symptoms into 2 weeks with no pain, no fever,

WBC B10,000, CRP B1.

Results: The results after 1.5 years of study beginnings will be presented.

Conclusion: the diagnosis and treatment of uncomplicated AA still

remain a field of debate; by using an already validated clinical score as a

diagnostic tool and by testing both arms for a unique primary outcomes

we hope, at the end of the study, to offer a better answer to the treatment

dilemma of AA. ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT01421901.

Reference:
1. Andersson M, Andersson RE. The appendicitis inflammatory

response score: a tool for the diagnosis of acute appendicitis that
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Introduction: The aim of our study was to determine the suitability

of ultrasound by an emergency physician in isolated situation for the

diagnosis of acute appendicitis in patients with appendicular syn-

drome, using ultrasound criteria as a non-compressible and an

appendix with a diameter greater than or equal to 6 mm.

Materials and methods: Between September and mid October 2010,

we collected in a prospective study, 67 consecutive patients suspected at

clinical evaluation of having appendicitis, admitted to the emergency

room of a hospital located in the horn of Africa, with 50 beds and no

radiologist. All patients had received an abdominal ultrasound. The final

diagnosis was correlated with the operative report from surgical appen-

dicectomy or favorable progress from files which did not under surgery.

Results: The average age of our study population was 25 years, the

sex ratio M/F of 5/1. A total of 67 adults patients were studied and 25

have required surgery, the prevalence of acute appendicitis was 34 %

(23 acute appendicitis and 2 appendiceal perforation), another sur-

gical disease was found in 3 cases (2 coecal tumors, 1 adnexal torsion)

and 42 unoperated patients had medical disease. Ultrasound data have

been interpreted in favor of acute appendicitis 20 times (30 %)

according to predefined criteria. In our study, the sensitivity of

ultrasound was 87 %, specificity 95 %, positive predictive value

91 % and negative 93 %. The false negative rate may be underesti-

mated and overestimated the false positives rate due to the possibility

of a self-recovering development of appendicitis. Ultrasounds were

performed by emergency physicians on criteria known for their good

PPV and NPV without including indirect signs such as peripheral fat

hyperechoic infiltration, the appearance of fixed bowels, or locore-

gional Doppler hypervascularity.

Conclusion: Non compressibility of the appendix and a diameter of at

least 6 mm sonographic criteria are relevant for emergency physician

in acute appendicitis diagnosis, especially in a population of young

male patients and clinically suspected.
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RATES AND THE USE OF ULTRASONOGRAPHY
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Introduction: Right iliac fossa pain is a common reason for general

surgical admission. There remains debate over the use of pre-opera-

tive imaging. Negative appendicectomy can result in medico-legal

claims and needlessly exposes the patient to operative risk. Low

negative appendicectomy rates (NARs) are reported in the United

States following computed tomography; however this presents both a

significant radiation exposure and monetary cost. Ultrasonography is

an alternative option; we present two studies to assess its usage.

Materials and methods: The first study analyses histology and

imaging of 760 consecutive appendicectomies. The second study

followed this, assessing 302 consecutive admissions with right iliac

fossa pain. Imaging, surgical intervention and discharge diagnosis are

compared. Subgroup analyses for gender and age were also performed.

Results: In the first study, 255 appendicectomy patients had had an

ultrasound. This was reported positive in 47.1 % of cases (positive

predictive value = 87.5 %). In 42.7 % cases, the appendix was not

visualised. NAR without imaging was 14.0 %; following ultrasound,

NAR was 23.9 %. In the second study, ultrasound was performed on

134 patients. Ultrasound was seen to be ‘contributory’ to manage-

ment/diagnosis in 23.1 %/28.6 % (males) and 16.7 %/57.8 %

(females) in those younger/older than 16 respectively. NAR without

imaging was 24.0 %, NAR following ultrasound was 34.6 %.

Conclusion: Although it is accepted that cases proceeding to theatre

without imaging may be clinically more unwell/higher pre-operative

probability cases, our data showed that ultrasound does not lower the

NAR. It also suggests that ultrasonography may only be helpful in the

managementof suspected acute appendicitis in females over the age of16.
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Introduction: The current medical literature continues to debate the

advantages of stapled anastomosis in different subgroups of patients.

Aim: To compare the failure rate of stapled versus hand-sewn

digestive anastomosis performed in acute setting.

Materials and methods: Retrospective study, January 2009–

December 2011, of patients with a digestive stapled anastomosis. For

the comparison, we have selected a group of patients with hand-sewn

digestive anastomosis, similar in pathology and demographic factors.

Results: We have selected 966 patients. There were 655 stapled

anastomosis (SA) and 292 patients for the control group (hand-sewn

anastomosis- HA). The stapled anastomosis were used in 2.1 % cases

for esophageal pathology, 22.4 % for gastric pathology (9 % emer-

gency conditions), 9.9 % for small bowel pathology (31 %

emergency conditions), 43.1 % for colonic pathology (12 % emer-

gency conditions), 14.7 % for rectal pathology (10 % emergency

conditions), 0.5 % duodenal pathology (60 % emergency conditions)

and 7.3 % for pancreatic pathology (5 % emergency conditions). The

anastomic leakage rate was: esophagus SA/HA = 7 %/3 % (pChi

square = 0.001), stomach SA/HA = 2.1 %/4 % (pChi square =

0.000), without difference in emergency condition (pChi square =

0.14), duodenal stump 2 % (p = 0.383), small bowel SA/HA = 2 %/

4 % (pChi square = 0.039), without difference in emergency condition

(pChi square = 0.103), colon– SA/HA = 3.8 %/2.9 % (p[ 0.05),

without difference in emergency condition (pChi square = 0.53).

Conclusion: The routine use of staplers in digestive surgery offers

speed and standardization, particularly important in an emergency

surgical service. The stapled anastomosis do not have a higher

anastomotic leakage rate in emergency setting.
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Introduction: Rapid use of negative pressure therapy represents a

new standard of practice in wartime injuries. It is also indicated for

temporary closure of abdomen in damage control. The objective

of this study was to report experience of French military forward

surgical teams.

Materials and methods: All war wounds operated between March,

2011 and March, 2012 at NATO French Hospital Kabul were

reviewed. Topography, prevalency of NPT, indications were ana-

lyzed. Follow-up and mode of coverage were documented for patients

whose whole treatment was made in our establishment.

Results: Over 453 trauma patients were operated, 46 patients with

NPT for 66 localizations. For soft tissues, average duration of hos-

pitalization was 26 days, average number of dressings was of 3.2/

patient; issue after NPT was in 41 % delayed primary closure, in

12 % secondary closure, in 24 % skin graft, in 18 % local flap, in

15 % amputation and in 12 % death. For laparotomies, average

number of negative pressure dressings was 1.5 with a successful

closure of the wall in all 88.2 % surviving patients.

Conclusion: NPT was a revolution for surgical treatment of soft-

tissue war wounds. NPT authorizes a simplification of care by

increasing the interval between dressings and allows a delayed pri-

mary closure or a secondary coverage. This technique can be

effectively applied to all devitalized or infected wounds. Specifically

for damage control of abdominal or even thoracic severe trauma,

when the wall must be left open, NPT turns out an easy and effective

option, before delayed definitive closure.
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TEMPORARY VASCULAR SHUNT IN WAR SURGERY
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Introduction: About 1 of 14 wounded in war surgery presents limbs’

arterial injuries. That constitutes a serious event involving vital and

functional prognosis. Classically, the treatment requires a surgical

exploration at role II forward surgical facilities with revascularisation

in one time which is a long and delicate procedure. The use of

temporary arterial shunt is an attractive alternative in case of fast

medical evacuation towards the role III facilities.

Materials and methods: Temporary shunt has been used in Iraq by

U.S. military surgeons in 43–57 % of limbs vascular injuries.

According to the studies, results are about 86–95.6 % of shunt

patency on arrival to the echelon III. In case of distal shunt, the result

is only 12 %. Rates of survival and limb salvage, respectively 100 %

and between 93 to 100 %, are very hopeful.

Results: This delayed treatment is an alternative to a long and delicate

revascularization surgery performed at the echelon II. This reduces time

for medical care at the echelon II and so avoids ischemia. The shunt is

especially useful in case of mass casualties. Due to time constraint, the

shunt is not indicated in case of evacuation towards the echelon IV.

Conclusion: The temporary arterial shunt is an alternative to treat

proximal vascular injuries. This arterial damage control’ is now the

new standard in the U.S. echelon II, especially in cases of mass

casualties. This support is only possible in case of quick evacuation

towards the echelon III.
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E. Hornez1, N. Pellet2, R. Pohnan3, G. Boddaert4, P. Ramiara5,
S. Mérat6, F. Rongiéras7, F. Pons4

1Hopital Percy, Service De Chirurgie Thoracique Et Viscérale, 6th

Combat Forward Surgical Team, Clamart, France, 2HIA Robert

Piquet, Bordeaux, France, 3Chirurgická Klinika 2, Faculty of

Medicine of Charles University, Institute of Postgradual Medical

Education and the Central Military Hospital, Praha, Czech Republic,
4Chirurgie Thoracique Et Viscérale, Hopital d’instruction des Armées

Percy, Clamart, France, 56th Combat Forward Surgical Team, HIA

Sainte Anne, Toulon, France, 6Intensive Care Unit, Military Teaching

Hospital Bégin, Saint Mandé, France, 7HIA Desgenttes, Lyon, France

Introduction: A contained open abdomen is commonly used during

damage control laparotomy. The definitive closure of the muscular

and facial defect of the abdominal wall is a technically challenging

procedure due to the inability to obtain a closure without tension,

especially in the upper part of the abdomen.

Materials and methods: A 10 years old boy was victim of the

explosion of the improvised explosive device he was bearing.

Because of a abdominal penetrating trauma a damage control lapa-

rotomy was done with a peri-hepatic packing. The abdomen was

temporally covered with a vacuum-assisted closure system. During

the second look laparotomy, the definitive closure of the abdomen

was not possible because of a large defect of the right upper part of

the abdomen wall (Figure). Iterative surgical debridements were done

until day 10 where a pedicle latissimus dorsi muscle flap was per-

formed to cover the muscular and fascial defect. The thoracodorsal

artery was preserved and the flap ventrally transferred by a sub

cutaneous way. It totally covers the abdominal defect. At day 18 a

skin graft was done.

Results: The patient was discharged at day 23. After 3 months, the

results were good without any atrophy or eventration. Discussion

provides an update on all the technical reconstruction of the

abdominal wall. A Comparison of latissimus dorsi and rectus abdo-

minis flap is performed and summarise the indications and advantages

of the both flaps.

Conclusion: The pedicled myofacial latissimis dorsi flap is a simple

and safe flap for reconstruction of the upper part of the abdominal

wall.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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SURVIVING A LARGE PENETRATING CARDIAC INJURY
AFTER WARTIME GUNSHOT: REPORT OF A SUCCESSFUL
TREATMENT FROM AFGHAN VALLEY UNTIL MAIN
SUPPORT HOSPITAL IN FRANCE

T. Monchal1, A. Bertani2, J.L. Daban3, Y.P.C. Baudoin4,
E. Hornez5, C. Lions6, P. Candoni7, J.M. Delmas8, F. Pons9

1Hia Sainte Anne, Chirurgie Viscérale, 9th Combat Forward Surgical
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Lyon, France, 3Icu, Military Hospital Percy, Clamart, France,
4Chirurgie Viscérale, HIA Sainte Anne, Toulon, France, 5Hopital

Percy, Service De Chirurgie Thoracique Et Viscérale, 6th Combat

Forward Surgical Team, Clamart, France, 6ICU, HIA Desgenttes,

Lyon, France, 7Chirurgie Orthopedique, HIA LAVERAN, Marseille,

France, 8Neurosurgery, Military Hospital of Val De Grace, Paris,

France, 9Chirurgie Thoracique Et Viscérale, Hopital d’instruction des

Armées Percy, Clamart, France

Introduction: Penetrating injuries to the chest leading to cardiac

injury are associated with high mortality rate, specifically in war

conditions. We report here an uncommon survival after complex

thoracoabdominal ballistic trauma with penetrating heart wound on

the battlefield with effective perioperative management.

Materials and methods: A French soldier was shot to the chest by a

sniper in Afghanistan, during a routine military operation in Kapisa

valley. After rapid primary care and aeromedical evacuation, he was

brought to the emergency room of role 3 hospital Kaboul. On arrival,

he had relative stable presentation. He was operated in emergency by

a general surgeon.

Results: A transverse bilateral thoracotomy was performed and showed

a large penetrating cardiac wound involving right cavities, treated by

suture after temporary occlusion by clamp and effective internal

resuscitation of a cardiac arrest when haemorrhage was reactivated.

Successful treatment was completed by a lung resection, diaphragm

suture and exploratory laparotomy for liver injury. Post operative

course showed complete haemodynamical stability, and it was possible

to perform the aeromedical evacuation of the patient to French military

hospital in Paris 24 h after the accident in excellent conditions. All data

from the whole surgical procedure and morphological exams were very

well documented with many digital pictures and movies.

Conclusion: We report an uncommon successful outcome of a war-

time penetrating cardiothoracic trauma, due to perfect effectiveness of

each medical level of care: first aid on battlefield, rapid aeromedical

tactical evacuation to forward surgical team, effective emergent tho-

racotomy, and strategic evacuation to main support hospital in France.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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A NOVEL TREATMENT OF MALUNITED SANDERS IV
CALCANEAL FRACTURES AFTER BLAST INJURIES

A. Van Der Krans1, M. Bemelman2

1Orthopedic Surgery, Central Military Hospital, Utrecht,

The Netherlands, 2Traumatology, University Medical

Centre Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands

Introduction: Blast injuries can lead to devastating injuries to the

lower extremity. Especially comminuted complex open fractures to

the calcaneus are a challenge for the orthopedic-trauma surgeon to

treat. Experience with treatment of these injuries with the Dutch

soldiers in Afghanistan lead to new techniques in late reconstruction

of severe malunions. In the literature results of early and late treat-

ment of these open complex fractures are uniformly poor with a high

percentage of complications and late amputations. A new novel

technique is presented to treat complex reconstruction of malunited os

calcis.

Materials and methods: Pre-operative thin slice CT scan was per-

formed and a 3D computer model of the foot was generated. On basis

of this reconstruction a model was manufactured with a 3D printer

(SurgiCase Orthopaedics’ surgery planning and guide design services,

Materialise, Leuven, Belgium). This model was used for pre-
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operative planning and subsequent reconstruction of the calcaneus.

This makes it possible to ‘‘plan your operation’’ in detail and ‘‘operate

your plan’’ knowing exact which cut to make and where to fix the

bone.

Results: Four Dutch military patients were operated with this new

technique. All had severe open Sanders IV calcaneal fractures, which

received limited treatment in the acute stage because of soft tissue

problems, resulting in severe and complex malunions. No major

complications were encountered and post-reconstruction all patients

are walking without orthosis. All patients were exactly operated to the

pre-operative plan.

Conclusion: This novel unique technique is a good pre-operative

planning device for these devastating injuries leading to more pre-

dictable results.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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SURGICAL MANAGEMENT OF LIMB WAR TRAUMA:
LESSONS LEARNED FROM MODERN CONFLICT

L. Mathieu1, A. Bertani2, F. Rongiéras2, F. Mottier2, F. Chauvin2,
S. Rigal3

1Orthopaedic Unit, HIA Desgenttes, Lyon, France, 2HIA Desgenttes,

Lyon, France, 3HIA Percy, Clamart, France

Introduction: The concept of ‘‘asymmetric conflict’’ in current wars

against terrorism, in Afghanistan and Iraq, is characterized by the

absence of front line and massive use of Improvised Explosive

Devices. Modern casualties with a predominance of limb trauma also

reflect improvements in individual personal protective equipment.

Materials and methods: Levels of care: Health Force Services

organize trauma care system is different levels, from the battlefield to

military hospitals in metropolis. Progress in immediate basic medical

care and forward surgery are due to: (1) immediate control of hem-

orrhage using a tactical tourniquet; (2) Damage Control Resuscitation

with the concept of permissive hypotension; (3) efficiency of modern

aeromedical evacuations; (4) dispersion of Forward Surgical Teams

over the combat zone.

Results: Primary surgical management: The severity of war injuries

and precarious sanitary conditions require the use of a staged treat-

ment. Improvements in surgical management of extremity injuries

include the use of: (1) damage Control Orthopedic procedures based

on surgical debridement and external fixation; (2) damage Control

Vascular procedures with temporarily revascularization by intralu-

minal shunting (3) negative Wound Therapy to reduce environmental

contamination and facilitate definitive wound closure. Secondary

reconstructive surgery: One of critical progress is the use of tempo-

rary external fixation in battlefield limb injuries. Due to the advances

in emergency medical evacuation, early bone coverage and mini-

invasive fixation techniques, early conversion to internal fixation is

sometimes possible, and associated with improved bone healing and

functional recovery.

Conclusion: Sequential tactical procedures are essential to save the

life of critical patients, to limit limb amputations, and to prepare

reconstructive surgery.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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MANAGEMENT OF THORACIC INJURIES IN A LOCAL
ARMED CONFLICT: OWN EXPERIENCE FROM 2000 TO
2011 IN NORTH CAUCASUS

A. Koltovich1, D. Ivchenko2, A. Kukunchikov2, I. Paltyshev2

1Department of Abdominal and Thoracic Surgery, Main Military

Clinical Hospital of internal troops of the Ministry of the Interior

of the Russian Federation, Moscow, Russian Federation, 2Main

Military Clinical Hospital of internal troops of the Ministry of the
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Introduction: Thoracic injuries were diagnosed in 5.1–8.3 % cases

from all wounded in 1994–1996, 1999–2002 in the North Caucasus.

Materials and methods: Thoracic injuries were diagnosed in

5.1–8.3 % cases from all wounded in 1994–1996, 1999–2002 in the

North Caucasus. Traumatic shock occurred in 131 (62.4 %). Damage

control was used in 65 wounded—Group I, Early Total Care 66—

Group II. In Group I: 36 (55.4 %) injured were taken to field hospital

for 1 h, in II—39 (59.1 %). In Group I: gunshot injuries 32, shotgun

33. In group II: gunshot 36, shotgun 30. In Group I: AIS 4.2 ± 1.1,

ISS 28.1 ± 4.2; Group II: AIS 4.1 ± 1.1, ISS 27.6 ± 3.9. In 5 cases

of heart injuries primary wound closure was performed in both

groups. In 20 cases of lung injuries In Group I: 17 soldiers underwent

to wedge resection, lobectomy and pneumonectomy wasn’t use; In

Group II: from 24 cases of bleeding and air leaking from the lung in

18 cases was used hand suturing, pneumonectomy was used in 2

cases, all patients died, lobectomy was used in 3 cases, two patients

died. In Group I, DCS was used in 35 cases of abdominal injuries, the

first target—stop the bleeding only. In case of extremity injuries, In

group I (32 soldiers): the surgery was performed after resuscitation

and stabilization; In group II (31 soldiers): the external fixation was

used immediately in time of resuscitation.

Results: In group I: 7 (10.8 %) patients died. In group II: 15 (22.7 %)

died.

Conclusion: DCS decrease the mortality from 22.7 to 10.8 %.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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ATLS VERSUS TCCC: THE ITALIAN EXPERIENCE
ON THE BATTLEFIELD

F. Lunardi1, M. Pozza2

1Shape, Italian army, Marostica (vi), Italy, 27 Rgt Aves, Italian army,

Miramare di Rimini, Italy

Introduction: Change in the military doctrine of many Countries

involved in international conflicts has pointed out the necessity to

create a new emergency care protocol on the battlefield and the

austerity of the environment severely limit access to many therapeutic

tools. This leads TCCC (Tactical Combat Casualty Care) with the

intention of emphasizing the importance of life saving of the soldier

by no medical personnel also, without losing the tactical aspect.
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Materials and methods: In the battlefield there are three different

categories of preventable combat death; Category A, extremity bleed-

ing (haemorrhagic shock), category B, tension pneumothorax (dyspnea

and respiratory distress) and category C, airway (airway obstruction).

Results: There are three kind of first aid; the self first aid or mutual

first aid, the paramedic or nurses or physician first aid on the battle-

field and the proximal first aid station where there is a physician.

Conclusion: By a scrupulous analysis of TCCC and the experience of

these last years we think this protocol (TCCC) is the most appropriate

for Italian Armed Forces and also for others European Armed Forces.

Imperative is the training of every soldier and the adaptation to the

national requirements and his future evolution.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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TORSO TRAUMA CAUSED BY FRAGMENTING RIFLE
AMMUNITION

J.J. Jorgensen, P.A. Naess, C. Gaarder

Department of Traumatology, Oslo University Hospital, Oslo,

Norway

Introduction: The terrorist attacks in Oslo, Norway, on July 22, 2011

included a shooting spree causing 69 deaths and 61 injured. One of

the weapons used was a semi-automatic rifle, caliber 5.56 mm, with

soft tip short stop ammunition. We describe the characteristics and

challenges posed by torso injuries caused by this type of ammunition.

Materials and methods: Of the 21 injured patients admitted to our

institution after the shooting spree, ten were identified with torso injuries

caused by fragmenting ammunition. Demographics and data on injuries,

injury severity, surgical procedures and outcome were collected.

Results: Mean age was 17 (14–20), mean ISS 23 (5–43) and 7 of 10

patients were female. They had been hit by a total of 23 bullets, of which

16 were fragmenting and 10 of these involved the torso. Four patients had

abdominal injuries, requiring 2-5 laparotomies due to the extensive tissue

damage sustained by the fragmentation. One patient with an entrance

wound and fragmentation in the left flank underwent a nontherapeutic

laparotomy. One patient had fragmenting injury to the chest, causing

massive destruction of the chest wall soft tissue, lung injury and cardiac

tamponade, requiring thoracotomy. The remaining four patients had

chest penetration with lung injury that could be treated with chest tubes.

Conclusion: Extensive abdominal and chest wall destruction repre-

sented a significant challenge, necessitating repeated surgical

procedures. Injuries to the torso caused by this class of projectiles

should aware the clinicians to properly anticipate the extent of the

damage inflicted and the challenges associated with further treatment.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

TRAUMATIC CARDIAC ARREST/CARDIAC
INJURIES

O061

A NEW SCREENING REGIMEN FOR OCCULT CARDIAC
INJURIES

A.J. Nicol, M. Hommes, P. Navsaria, D. Kahn

Surgery, Groote Schuur Hospital and University of Cape Town,

Cape Town, South Africa

Introduction: Ultrasound is established as the screening modality of

choice worldwide for a penetrating occult cardiac injury but has a

sensitivity of only 87 % in our institution. The aim of this study was to

look at the role of additional clinical (prehospital shock), radiological

(straight left heart border SLHB) and electrocardiographic signs (ST

segment elevation and J waves) of a potential cardiac injury in patients

presenting with penetrating precordial chest trauma to see if these

could improve the accuracy of the detection of a hemopericardium.

Materials and methods: Prospective study conducted from October

2001 till February 2009 on patients that presented to Groote Schuur

Hospital with a suspicious penetrating chest wound, who were

hemodynamically stable, or easily stabilized with less than 2 l of

crystalloid. All patients included in this study underwent a subxiphoid

pericardial window.

Results: One-hundred and seventy-five patients presented to the

Trauma Centre with penetrating chest trauma. Test-Sensitivity-Spe-

cificity-Positive Predictive Value-P value. Shock-36 %–72 %–81 %-

0.39 CVP-69 %-68 %-91 %-\0.001 CTR-88 %–27 %–79 %–0.04

SLHB–40 %–84 %–89 %–0.005 ST segment-66 %–54 %–83 %–

0.23 J wave-44 %-85 %–91 %-\0.001 Ultrasound-87 %-Not calcu-

lated-77 %-0.15.

Conclusion: The presence of an effusion on pericardial US is an

indication for surgery. In addition, the presence of; a CVP C12 cmH2O,

a J wave or a SLHB should prompt the surgeon to perform a subxiphoid

pericardial window.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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NEW CONCEPT AND NEW INSTRUMENTS TO CONTROL
MASSIVE HAEMORRHAGES IN TRAUMA SURGERY

J. Jarry1, T. Peycru2, C. Pierret3, A. Moreau Gaudry4,
P. Porcu5, D. Blin5

1Visceral Surgery Department, Military Hospital Desgenettes, Lyon,

France, 2Military hospital Robert Picqué, Bordeaux, France,
3Vascular Surgery, Military Hospital Val-de-Grâce, Paris, France,
4TIMC-IMAG Laboratory, CAMI team, UJF-CNRS, Grenoble,
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Introduction: Haemorrhage is a major cause of mortality and mor-

bidity. It is responsible for half of the casualties on the battlefield and

represents the second cause of mortality in civilian trauma surgery. A

new haemostatic concept has been invented leading to the creation

and development of new haemostatic devices.

Materials and methods: The haemostatic devices are comprised of a

half spherical, silicon suction cup with a rigid pillar on the central

axis. The size of the cup is variable to adapt to the different wounds

sizes. When a depression is transmitted into the cup, it results in a

compression of the wound by the central pillar.

Results: The experimental study was conducted on animal models to

control hemorrhagic wounds of the heart, the major vessels and the

liver. The results were favourable and a feasibility study could be

started on human patients. The feasibility study was conducted on a

cohort of 30 patients operated in elective cardiac surgery. The hae-

mostatic devices were used to stop the bleeding occurring after

removal of the cannulation of extra corporeal circulation. This study

demonstrated the safety and efficacy of the devices.

These devices have been used in real conditions for 8 patients who

presented haemorrhagic, wounds (seven cardiovascular and one

hepatic wounds). For the eight patients, the haemostatic devices could

control the haemorrhage.
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Conclusion: These haemostatic devices are safe and efficient tools for

surgeons to control penetrating, potentially lethal, hemorrhagic

wounds. They represent a viable alternative in case of failure of the

conventional haemostatic techniques.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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RESUSCITATIVE OPEN CARDIAC MASSAGE:
DESCRIPTION AND FIRST EXPERIENCES
OF A TRANS-DIAPHRAGMATIC APPROACH
TO THE HEART

B. Schnüriger, P. Studer, D. Candinas, C.A. Seiler

Department of Visceral and Transplant Surgery, University Hospital

Berne, Berne, Switzerland

Introduction: Emergency department resuscitative thoracotomy

(EDT) may save lives in patients suffering cardiac arrest, however, it

is associated with significant additional surgical trauma. In patients

that arrest during laparotomy, a trans-diaphragmatic access to the

heart may be a less traumatic technique to achieve an effective open

cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR).

Materials and methods: An alternative technique of open CPR in

patients that arrest at laparotomy is described. In addition, a first ret-

rospective case series of trans-diaphragmatic open CPR is presented.

Results: The trans-diaphragmatic access to the heart is done by a

10 cm long antero-caudal incision of the central part of the diaphragm

(approx. at 2 o’clock). The pericardium is easily opened since the

medial portion of the diaphragm is attached the pericardium. Through

this incision, open CPR can be performed from both sides of the

patient. The diaphragm is then closed by a running non-absorbable

suture. A total of 6 patients underwent open CPR through the above

mentioned trans-diaphragmatic approach. Four patients arrested dur-

ing liver transplantation and two patients at emergency laparotomy.

Mean duration of cardiac massage was 36 ± 17 min. Electric defi-

brillation was applied in two patients, and extra corporal circulation

devices were applied in another two patients. Three patients regained

a perfusion heart rhythm, however, two subsequently expired. One

patient survived and was discharged home at hospital day 137. In

three patients, cardiac activity could never be reestablished.

Conclusion: In patients that arrest during laparotomy, the trans-dia-

phragmatic approach allows for a rapid, technically easy, and less

traumatic access to the heart with excellent CPR performance.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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CASE REPORT: SUCCESSFUL ON-SCENE THORACOTOMY
AFTER PENETRATING CARDIAC TRAUMA

P. Puchwein1, B. Fell2, G. Prenner3, P. Kornprat4, M. Sereinigg4,
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Introduction: On-scene thoracotomy after cardiac arrest in pene-

trating thoracic trauma can be a very effective resuscitative

intervention. We report a case of a 17-year-old boy who sustained

multiple stab wounds after a knife attack and suffered cardiac arrest.

Materials and methods: Case report: A young boy was stabbed with

a knife when sleeping. The emergency medical team found a bloodied

patient in the staircase with a GCS of 7, saturation of 88 %, tachyp-

noea with a rate of 30 and a systolic blood pressure of 80 mmHg. The

patient had multiple stab wounds on his whole body including all

extremities, the chest on both sides, the neck, the head and the abdo-

men with a prolapsed omentum through one stab wound on the left

lower chestwall. The patient was treated with a rapid sequence intu-

bation and a bilateral thoracentesis but the patient was deteriorating

and suffered cardiac arrest. Through a left anterolateral thoracotomy

the pericardium was explored showing a massive haematopericard.

Results: Postoperative course: The patient recovered very fast and

was extubated on day 4, discharge without sequela on day 13.

Conclusion: On scene thoracotomy—rarely performed in Austria—is

the only chance to survive in case of haematopericard and tamponade.

Better training of emergency physicians in Austria concerning sur-

gical resuscitation could increase survivor rate especially in

penetrating thoracic trauma.

Reference:
1. Wise D, Davies G, Coats T, Lockey D, Hyde J, Good A.

Emergency thoracotomy: ‘‘how to do it’’. Emerg Med J.

2005;22(1):22–4.
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OPEN CHEST CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION
(CPR) VERSUS CLOSED CHEST CPR IN TRAUMA
PATIENTS. DATA FROM JAPAN TRAUMA DATABANK

M. Enomoto, A. Shiraishi, Y. Otomo

Emergency and Disaster Medicine, Tokyo Medical and Dental

University Hospital, Tokyo, Japan

Introduction: The overall mortality in patients with postinjury shock

and cardiopulmonary arrest is reported to be poor. Open chest car-

diopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is an option to rescue especially in

patients with penetrating chest injuries. The purpose of our study is to

estimate whether trauma patients benefit from open chest CPR based

on data from Japan Trauma Databank (JTDB).

Materials and methods: We extracted subjects who underwent CPR

from JTDB. To estimate effects of open chest CPR for in-hospital death,

we performed logistic regression analyses after adjustment by the Injury

Severity Score (ISS) for all subjects and stratified subjects by age,

gender, trauma type, presence of multiple trauma, AIS score on head

and chest region and presence of cardiopulmonary arrest on arrival.

Results: Of 70,683 subjects registered in JTDB, 811 underwent open

chest CPR, and 1,859 underwent closed chest CPR, respectively. Logistic

regression analysis showed no benefit of open chest CPR which associ-

ated with higher in-hospital mortality for overall subjects (odds ratio

[OR] 2.07, 95 % confident interval [95 % CI] 1.08–3.98, P \ 0.05)

Stratified analyses also showed that in-hospital mortality is significantly

worse in patients with male gender, multiple trauma, penetrating injury.

Conclusion: Open chest CPR showed no apparent benefits in the

study, maybe the results were limited by inappropriate baseline

severity control with retrospective data from trauma registry. It needs

careful consideration and the focused study in which specific trauma

subgroup can benefit or be harmed from the procedure.

References:

1. Resuscitation. 2005;64:149–56.

2. J Trauma. 2004;57:809–14.
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GUN SHOT WOUND OF THE HEART: A CASE
THAT RAISES JUST TOO MANY QUESTIONS

A. Hadary1, W. Safadi2, I. Waksman3, I. Dashkovsky3,
A. Rapaport1, S. Biswas4

1Surgery, Zig hospital, Tzfat, Israel, 2Bar Ilan University, Ziv

Hospital, Tzfat, Israel, 3Surgery, Ziv hospital, Tzfat, Israel,
4Department of Surgery, Ziv Medical Center, Tzfat, Israel

Introduction: When we have to discuss challenging emergency cases

amongst colleagues that analyse whether we have chosen wisely the

course of action for a patient or argue whether specialist Trauma

surgery should be performed outside dedicated Trauma centres, there

is clearly an important debate to be had.

Materials and methods: We present the case of a 16 year-old boy

brought to the Emergency Department at Ziv Medical Center in

Safed, a small town in Northern Israel, moments after shooting

himself through the heart with an improvised handgun.

Results: In spite of some fascinating complications including cerebral

air embolism and atelectasis of the entire left lung, the patient made a

rapid and remarkable recovery.

Conclusion: In spite of the successful outcome in this case, how

many of us would defer opening the chest in the Emergency

Department in favour of taking the patient to the operating theatre?

If we did this again would we have had the same outcome? To what

extent did the improvisation of the handgun contribute to his sur-

vival? What should we do in general hospitals when faced with high

priority Trauma cases? Do we rely on experienced in-house sur-

geons to get on with what needs to be done? And when this

generation of surgeons retire? What then? How should we prepare a

new generation of surgeons for these rare, but nevertheless, signif-

icant instances where operative skills are perhaps secondary to

experience and judgement?

References:

1. JAMA. 1985;254:1059–63.

2. World J Emerg Surg. 2006;1:4

3. Br J Surg. 2010;97:109–11 and more.
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TEAMWORK IN ACUTE CARE
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MORTALITY ANALYSIS RELATED
TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A NEW MODEL OF
MAJOR TRAUMA MANAGEMENT IN A TRAUMA CENTRE

R. Matteotti1, E. Grosso2, M. Gianolio3, T. Piro3, B. Battiston2,
M. Berardino3

1Ortopedia E Traumatologia, Ospedale Regionale di Aosta, Aosta,

Italy, 2Traumatologia, cto Torino, Torino, Italy, 3Dipartimento

Emergenza Accettazione, cto, Torino, Italy

Introduction: The gold standard in the management of patients

affected by major trauma is now oriented towards a team approach.

The trauma team is a coordinated multidisciplinary group composed

by doctors and nurses with different specializations who share the

responsibility of diagnosis and treatment on the basis of evidence

based supported protocols.

Materials and methods: All accepted patients with ISS[15 fulfilling

the revised Utstein template for uniform reporting of data following

major trauma criteria where included in the study. The trauma score-

injury severity score (TRISS) was adopted as survival predictive

model. The mortality at 30 days was the considered end point. 196

patients where included in the study.

Results: The medium ISS was 25.87 (median 25, standard deviation

9.36), medium TRISS was 0.78 (median 0.91, standard deviation

0.29). Expected mortality was 22 %, observed mortality at 30 days

was 18.39 %.

Conclusion: Trauma team approach allowed achieving encouraging

and statistically significant results in the treatment of patients affected

by major trauma.

Reference:
1. Ringdal KG, et al. Collecting core data in severely injured

patients using a consensus trauma template: an international

multicentre study. Crit Care. 2011;15(5)
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PRE-HOSPITAL HANDOFF: VARIABLES FOR SUCCESS
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1General Surgery, UMDNJ-NJMS, Newark, PA, USA, 2Surgery,
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School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA, USA

Introduction: The handoff between EMS and the trauma team build

the basis for the appropriate evaluation and workup of the trauma

patient. Effective communication between these groups therefore is of

paramount importance. The handoff should however succinctly con-

vey only vital information. We hypothesized that the quality of the

handoff would be affected by both speaker and listener factors.

Materials and methods: A random cohort of handoffs between EMS

and the trauma team were analyzed over a 3 month period. Utilizing a
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predetermined list of essential elements (Mechanism, Injuries, vitals,

treatments, pertinent history) each handoff was evaluated for both

completeness and length. Work experience for providers was identi-

fied. Perceived times were compared with actual times of report. The

data was then analyzed utilizing percentages as it relates to com-

pleteness and time.

Results: Fifty Four hand-offs were studied. Experience of EMS

personnel ranged from one to 37 years. Residents took report 64 % of

the time. Reports averaged 71.4 s. The perceived time of reports

ranged from 15 to 240 s. When total perceived time exceeded 100 s,

physicians were more likely to halt a pre-hospital report. Only 7 pre-

hospital providers (13 %) who were not prompted for information

provided all expected variables.

Conclusion: Perceptions as to length of the pre-hospital report

impacted the ability of EMS to provide information to the trauma

team. Prompting was frequently needed. The extent to which content

was omitted demonstrates that there may be a limited understanding

of the needs of the trauma team. Education of pre-hospital providers

may improve the hand-off.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O071

THE COOPERATION BETWEEN SURGEON
AND INTERVENTIONAL RADIOLOGIST IN DECISION
MAKING FOR TRAUMATIC INJURIES. THE IMPORTANCE
OF TRAUMA TEAM

S. Barbaro1, P. Padalino2, R. Corso3, A. Nespoli1

1Emergency and Trauma Surgery, Ospedale San Gerardo, Monza,

Italy, 2Emergency and Trauma Surgery, Ospedale San Gerardo,

Monza, Monza, Italy, 3Radiology, Ospedale San Gerardo, Monza,

Italy

Introduction: To stop the bleeding acts a significant role in man-

agement of trauma patients. The handling of time is essential in all

phases and especially during the arrangement of interventional radi-

ology. In fact in case of delay, the morbidity and the mortality rates

could increase.

Materials and methods: From 1st March 2010 to 31th March 2011 at

San Gerardo Hospital in Monza we have collected eight patients with

severe trauma (ISS and t-RTS mean 30.6 and 9.5 respectively) and

active bleeding who were treated by Interventional Radiology (IR).

Results: Kidney was the organ most frequently involved (three

patients). One patient had a multiple arterial blushing in spleen,

kidney and pelvis. All patients presented an haemorrhagic shock on

the scene of accident. Before IR a multidetector computed tomogra-

phy (MDCT) was done in all patients. The mean elapsed times

between the arrival in Emergency Department (ED) and MDCT was

63 min, between arrival in ED and IR was 150 min. The efficacy of

IR to control of bleeding was 100 %. Two complications of IR were

observed: one re-bleeding and one abscess. Re-bleeding was stopped

by a further IR. Seven patients survived, one died because of brain

death.

Conclusion: The role of IR in the management of severe trauma is

growing. In selected patients it can replace Surgery. It is important

everyone in Trauma Team knows very well the correct indications for

IR use in trauma patients. The layout of accurate protocols, the

activation of a Trauma Team included in a Trauma System could lead

to interesting results.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O072

EUROPEAN TRAUMA COURSE: THE FIRST 5 YEARS
(2008–2013)

S. Kuhn, P.M. Rommens

Department of Trauma Surgery, Centre for Musculoskeletal Surgery,

University Medical Centre, Mainz, Germany

Introduction: The European Trauma Course (ETC) is a 2� days

simulation based, systematic training program to the early care of

polytraumatized patients. Key landmarks are the foundation on

European practice, interdisciplinary and the team approach. The

course is taught mainly scenario-based and the candidates are edu-

cated in small groups of 4 candidates by 2 instructors.

Materials and methods: The ETC has been developed by the

European Trauma Working Group starting in 2003 and was officially

launched in 2008. ESTES has been involved as a founding member of

the ETC together with EuSEM (European Society of Emergency

Medicine), ESA (European Society of Anaesthesiology), ITC (Inter-

national Trauma Anaesthesia and Critical Care Society) and the ERC

(European Resuscitation Council).

Results: Since 2008 more than 100 courses were held in over 13

countries.

Conclusion: A current update on the course, changes in 2013 and an

outlook are given.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O073

COMMUNICATION, COORDINATION AND TEAMWORK
IN POLYTRAUMA CARE

S. Kuhn1, C. Lott2, P.M. Rommens1

1Department of Trauma Surgery, Centre for Musculoskeletal Surgery,

University Medical Centre, Mainz, Germany, 2Department of

Anaesthesia, University Medical Centre, Mainz, Germany

Introduction: Trauma is the leading cause of death below the age of

40 in Europe. The initial management of trauma patients is dependent

on the efficiency of the trauma team. In many cases the cause of errors

are not medical-technical based but involve factors like communi-

cation, coordination and teamwork. They can be summarized as non-

technical skills. The goal of our project is to establish advanced

simulation training aimed at medical professionals involved in poly-

trauma care. This is characterized by a strong focus on team training

and scenario-based training with advanced simulation.

Materials and methods: The medical professionals underwent a one-

day simulation training involving 8 simulation-based scenarios sup-

plemented by 2 lectures and a team resource management workshop.

The first and last scenario were video-recorded and analyzed for

changes in team structure and communication. Additionally the

completeness of the primary survey and emergency treatment were

registered.

Results: Results showed a significant improvement in communication

between the team leader and trauma team members, coordination and

teamwork. Both, completeness and duration of the primary survey

improved. Additionally, there was a significant improvement in time

until life-saving procedures were initiated.

Conclusion: Interdisciplinary polytrauma simulation team training is

an effective method to teach non-technical skills in polytrauma care.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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PREVENTION AND ORGANISATION

O074

COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF AN INTEGRATED
FAST-TRACK REHABILITATION SERVICE
FOR MULTI-TRAUMA PATIENTS: A MULTI-CENTRE
NON-RANDOMISED TRIAL

A.I.E. Bouman1, B. Hemmen2, S.M.A.A. Evers1, H. Van De Meent3,
P.E. Vos4, P.R.G. Brink5, H.A.M. Seelen2

1Health Services Research, Caphri, School of Public Health and

Primary Care, Maastricht, The Netherlands, 2Rehabilitation Medicine,

Caphri, School of Public Health and Primary Care, Maastricht, The

Netherlands, 3Rehabilitation Medicine, Radboud University Medical

Centre Nijmegen, Nijmegen, The Netherlands, 4Neurology, Radboud

University Medical Centre Nijmegen, Nijmegen, The Netherlands,
5Trauma Centre Limburg, Maastricht University Medical Centre,

Maastricht, The Netherlands

Introduction: Organized (pre)hospital treatment for acute trauma

care has reduced mortality; as a result rehabilitation services are

becoming increasingly important to optimize the health status of

trauma patients. Clinical evidence suggests that, in contrast to con-

ventional multi-trauma care, (integrated) multi-trauma rehabilitation

service, including shorter stay in hospital and earlier transfer to a

specialised trauma rehabilitation unit, and integrated co-ordination of

treatment between the trauma surgeon and physiatrist, may be more

cost-effective. This hypothesis was tested.

Materials and methods: Adult multi-trauma patients were included

with an ISS score C16, complex multiple injuries in several

extremities or complex pelvic and/or acetabulum fractures. Primary

health parameters measured at baseline, 3, 6, 9 and 12 months post-

injury are: quality of life (SF-36) and functional health status (FIM,

sum score 18–126). Data on health care use were obtained from

computerized databases and questionnaires (PRODISQ).

Results: From the fast-track group (n = 65), 75 % received inpatient

rehabilitation; from the conventional care group (n = 67), 60 %. Mean

ages were, respectively, 45 (±16.7)/42 (±16.6) years; 75 %/84 % males;

and mean ISS scores were 22.1 (±12.8)/29.4 (±11.2). After 6 months of

follow-up, significant effects in favour of the fast-track group could be

detected; the difference between the groups in FIM changes was 11.82

points (95 % CI from 2.96 to 20.68). After 12 months the difference

levelled off and was 9.09 points (95 % CI from 0.20 to 17.98).

Conclusion: Both groups were comparable at baseline. Preliminary

results indicate that the fast-track rehabilitation program may be

effective. Comprehensive cost-effectiveness results will be presented.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O075

AUTOMATICALLY RECORDED VERSUS PROSPECTIVE
TIME REGISTRATIONS IN THE ACUTE TRAUMA CARE
SETTING

J.C. Sierink, E.W. De Jong, N.W. Schep, J.C. Goslings

Trauma Unit, Department of Surgery, Academic Medical Center,

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Introduction: Since time intervals are used to determine quality of

trauma care, it is relevant to know how reliable those intervals can be

measured. The aim of our study is to assess the reliability of time

intervals as recorded in our hospital databases.

Materials and methods: We conducted a prospective study on time

intervals in our level-1 trauma centre and compared those with the

automatically recorded data from February 2012 to June 2012. A

convenience sample of all trauma patients admitted to our trauma

room was included. The automatically recorded time intervals were

retrieved from computerised hospital databases. The prospective time

registration was done on a standardised form on which five time

intervals considered clinically relevant were registered: trauma room

time, time to start CT, imaging time, time from trauma room to ICU

and time from trauma room to intervention.

Results: Prospectively measured trauma room time is median 47 min

(IQR = 32–63) compared to 42 min (IQR = 28–56) automatically

recorded in hospital databases (P \ 0.001). Time to start CT differed

significantly as well, with again an increased time interval measured

prospectively [median 20 min (IQR = 15-28)] compared to the

automatically recorded time registration [median 13 min

(IQR = 4–21)]. The other time intervals recorded did not differ

between the prospective and automatically recorded registration.

Conclusion: This study shows that automatically recorded time

intervals in the trauma care setting differ statistically significant from

prospectively registered intervals. However, differences found are

small and most likely clinically irrelevant. Automatically recorded

time intervals retrieved from hospital databases can therefore be used

as quality indicators.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O076

UK MAJOR TRAUMA CENTRE: CHANGES IN PATIENT
EPIDEMIOLOGY AND RESOURCE UTILISATION
THROUGH TRANSITION

E. Battaloglu1, E. Laugharne2, E.E. Battaloglu3

1Trauma and Orthopaedics, Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham,

Birmingham, UK, 2Trauma and Orthopaedics, QEHB, Birmingham,

UK, 3University of East Anglia, Birmingham, UK

Introduction: April 2012 saw the transition of the Queen Elizabeth

Hospital Birmingham into a major trauma centre (MTC) for the West

Midlands region of the United Kingdom. The centralisation of major

trauma is seen as a method of improving patient care and outcomes,

especially in areas of relatively low incidence for trauma. The MTC is

served by a regional air ambulance helicopter during daylight hours as

well as a well equipped land based rapid response ambulance service

24 h a day. The region covers a 2,500 km2 area, including 4 major

motorways.

Materials and methods: A retrospective review comparing the

months of April 2011 and April 2012 to assess for the change in trauma

workload. Data collection was obtained from hospital trauma data-

base, emergency department admission records, theatre records and

electronic patient records. Quantitative analysis of patients demo-

graphics, Injury Severity Scores and New Injury Severity Scores,

operative interventions, critical care and ward admission durations.

Results: The compared months saw equivalent trauma admission

(147 vs. 170), however there was a significant increase in the number

of major trauma cases (37 vs. 71) with a reciprocal decline in the

number of low level trauma. Mean severity scores, length of critical

care admission and operative interventions per patient remained

constant, yet overall length of stay per patient declined by a third (18d

vs. 12d).
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Conclusion: As with other literature from international trauma cen-

tralisation systems, the UK MTC has a reciprocal rise in major trauma

cases with a corresponding decrease in the volume of low level

trauma admissions being filtered to peripheral trauma units.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O077

THE P.A.R.T.Y. PROJECT IN BRAZIL: ARE THE YOUTH
KNOWLEDGEABLE OF PREVENTION MEASURES
IN TRAUMA?

B.R. Redondano1, A. Dorigatti1, T. Zago1, B.M.T. Pereira2,
T. Calderan2, R. Carvalho2, E. Hirano2, G.P. Fraga2

1Division of Trauma Surgery, FCM-UNICAMP, Campinas,

Brazil, 2Division of Trauma Surgery, University of Campinas,

Campinas, Brazil

Introduction: The P.A.R.T.Y. project (Prevent Alcohol and Risk-

Related Trauma in Youth), created in Canada 20 years ago, is now

being developed in several locations around the world. In Campinas,

the project is conducted by Medical Students of the University of

Campinas. The Program aims to prevent trauma in adolescents who

are attending high school. Students spend 4 h of a day, at the Clinics

Hospital of UNICAMP, where can observe the various aspects of

Trauma disease. This study aims to determine the occurrence of

behavioral change, increased knowledge in the long run and trans-

mitted concepts.

Materials and methods: Between 2010–2012, students who attended

the PARTY project, answered two Likert questionnaires, before and

after the completion of the project.

Results: 1,218 students attended the PARTY project, with a mean age

of 15.89. They were asked how often students used seat belts in the

front seat over the last 2 months: 4.7 % said never, 6.1 % rarely,

27.5 % in most cases and 49.6 % answered always. Other questions

were: how often students used seat belts in the back seat in the last

2 months: 35.5 % responded never, 22.2 % rarely and 13.1 % said

they always use the back seat seatbelt; how often the student finds his

self in a car driven by a drunk driver over the past 2 months: 57.5 %

said never, 14.3 % once, 16.9 % 2 -3 times, 4.5 % 4–5 times and

6.6 % answered 6 or plus.

Conclusion: Young people who joined PARTY aren’t careful enough

about the risks and don’t have appropriate knowledge of the pre-

vention measures in Trauma.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O078

EVALUATION OF UNIVERSITY STUDENT’S TRAFFIC
KNOWLEDGE

D. Selimen1, H. Tosun2

1Surgical Nursing Department, Maltepe University School

of Nursing, Istanbul, Turkey, 2Na, Maltepe University School

of Nursing, Istanbul, Turkey

Introduction: Traffic Accidents continue to occur serious health and

economic losses worldwide. The World report data shown that an

estimated 1.2 million people die in road traffic accident each year and

as many as 50 million are being injured. Major number of road traffic

accident are caused by human risky behaviors and lake of knowledge.

This study aims to assess the traffic rules knowledge among university

students.

Materials and methods: The total number of participants was 360

voluntary private university student’s in İstanbul. Data was conducted

in November 2012 and collected with 43 questionary involving traffic

rules. Results were evaluated with ‘‘SPSS 15.OO’’ statistics package

program.

Results: Data had shown 38 (10.6 %) of sample are unlicensed

driving. Significant percent of students 275 (76.4 %) listening to

music/walkmen while driving. Majority of drivers 228 (63.3 %) using

mobile phone while driving vehicle when they are mandatory.

Number of drivers taking information about the way situation using

for the first time 220 (61.1 %) and during long-roading 207 (57.5 %)

of students give break when needed. 118 (32.8 %) drivers overcome

the speed limit by relying on reflexes and number of drivers who had

an accident are 89 (24.7 %).

Conclusion: Results show that the young students need to develop the

traffic knowledge and behavior. Education is essential for reduce

human-induced traffic accidents.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O079

URBAN/RURAL TRAUMA RECIDIVISM: IS THERE
A DIFFERENCE?

F. Rogers, T. To, A. Rogers, M. Horst, S. Gibson

Trauma Service, Lancaster General Health, Lancaster, USA

Introduction: Understanding the characteristics of trauma

recidivists may allow trauma centers to tailor prevention programs.

We hypothesized that there would be an increased incidence of

violent injuries and falls in the urban vs rural recidivists,

respectively.

Materials and methods: Trauma admissions from 2000–2011 que-

ried for incidences of recidivism. Age (\65 or C65), gender, ISS (\9

or C9), mortality, and injury cause (fall, violent, or other) were

analyzed with univariate analysis to test for differences between the

urban (pop. per square mile C1,000) and rural (pop. per square mile

\1,000) groups. Significant variables were then included in a binary

logistic model and then further stratified based on environment.

Results: There were a total of 20,635 trauma admissions from

2000–2011, with 713 recidivists (3.5 %) making up a total of 1,505

recidivism cases (7.3 %). The overall recidivism rates for urban and

rural patients were 8.6 and 6.9 %, respectively (p \ 0.001). When

adjusted for age C65 and falls and violent mechanism of injury, the

odds ratio for patients from urban environments vs. a rural environ-

ment was 1.12 (95 % CI 1.01–1.25) for being a recidivist. When

stratified into rural and urban groups, falls and violent mechanism of

injury were significant in both groups of recidivism; however, age

C65 was only significant in rural recidivists.

Conclusion: The urban patient had 12 % higher odds of being a

recidivist than their rural counterparts, when controlling for age and

MOI. When stratified out further, age C65 was a significant variable

in rural, but not in urban recidivism. Intervention in these target

groups may decrease repeat admissions to the hospital.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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FRACTURE IN ELDERLY AND OSTEOPOROSIS

O080

IN-VITRO TEMPERATURE EVALUATION DURING
CEMENT AUGMENTATION OF PROXIMAL HUMERUS
PLATE SCREW TIPS

M. Blazejak1, M. Windolf2, T.I. Nicolino3, L. Büchler4,
B. Gueorguiev2, L. Hofmann-Fliri2

1Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Spital Wallis, Brig,

Switzerland, 2AO Research Institute Davos, Davos, Switzerland,
3Orthopedics and Traumatology, Hospital Italiano de Buenos Aires,

Buenos Aires, Argentina, 4Department of Orthopaedic Surgery,

University of Bern, Inselspital, Bern, Switzerland

Introduction: The treatment of proximal humerus fractures in

patients with osteoporosis remains a challenge in trauma surgery.

Augmentation with polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) cement is a

possible method to strengthen the implant anchorage and to avoid loss

of reduction. The polymerisation of PMMA during cement setting

leads, however, to development of supraphysiological temperatures,

which may harm the bone and cartilage. This study addresses the

issue of heat development during augmentation of proximal humerus

plate screws with PMMA and the possible risk of bone and cartilage

necrosis.

Materials and methods: Seven fresh frozen humeri from geriatric

donors were instrumented with the proximal humerus interlocking

system (PHILOS) plate and placed in a 37 �C water bath. Thereafter

four proximal perforated screws were augmented with 0.5 ml PMMA

each. During augmentation, the temperatures in the subchondral bone

and on the articular surface were recorded with K-type thermocou-

ples. The measured temperatures were compared to threshold values

for necrosis of bone and cartilage reported in the literature.

Results: The highest measured temperature reached 43.5 �C and the

longest exposure time above 42 �C was 86 s. The heat development

concentrated around the augmented tips of the perforated screws and

diminished significantly with the growing distance from the cement cloud.

Conclusion: The study shows that augmentation of the proximal

screws of the PHILOS plate with PMMA leads to a locally limited

development of supraphysiological temperatures in the cement cloud

and closely around it. The critical threshold values for necrosis of

bone and cartilage reported in the literature, however, are not reached.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O081

PSOAS:LUMBAR VERTEBRA INDEX: CENTRAL
SARCOPENIA PREDICTS MORBIDITY IN ELDERLY
TRAUMA PATIENTS

L. Ebbeling1, D. Grabo2, S.S. Sonnad3, C.A. Sims3,
J.L. Pascual3, W.C. Schwab3, D.N. Holena3

1Department of Emergency Medicine, Beath Israel Deaconess

Medical Center, Boston, MA, USA, 2Department of Surgery,

University of California Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, USA,
3Department of Surgery, Perelman School of Medicine at the

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA

Introduction: Frailty indices have been studied as outcome predic-

tors in medical patients, but less is known about how these

measurements relate to outcomes after trauma. We hypothesized

Psoas:Lumbar Vertebral Index (PLVI), a measure of central sarco-

penia, is associated with increased morbidity and mortality in elderly

trauma patients.

Materials and methods: A query of prospectively collected institu-

tional trauma registry data was performed from 2005–2010. Inclusion

criteria: age [55 years, ISS [15, and ICU LOS [48 h. Using

admission CT scans, Psoas:Vertebral index was computed as the ratio

between mean cross-sectional areas of the psoas muscles and L4

vertebral body. The primary endpoints were mortality and morbidity

(as a combined endpoint of PTOS-defined complications). Univariate

logistic regression was used to test the association between patient

factors and mortality. Factors found to be associated with mortality at

p \ 0.1 were entered into a multivariable model.

Results: A total of 180 patients met study criteria. Median age was

74 years (IQR 63–82), median ISS was 24 (IQR 18–29). Patients

were 58 % male and 66 % Caucasian. Mean PLVI was 0.86 (SD 0.25)

and was higher in male patients than female patients (0.91 ± 0.26 vs.

0.77 ± 0.21, p \ 0.001). PLVI was not associated with mortality in

univariate or multivariable modeling. After controlling for comor-

bidities, ISS, and admission SBP, PLVI remained significantly

associated with morbidity (OR 0.83, 95 % CI 0.78–0.96).

Conclusion: Psoas:Lumbar Vertebral index is negatively associated

with posttraumatic morbidity but not mortality in elderly, severely

injured trauma patients. PLVI can be calculated quickly and easily

and may help identify patients at increased risk of complications.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O082

A NOVEL APPROACH FOR EXTRAARTICULAR
PROXIMAL TIBIA FRACTURE FIXATION
IN OSTEOPOROTIC BONE: A BIOMECHANICAL
STUDY IN HUMAN CADAVERIC TIBIAE

M. Goetzen1, T.I. Nicolino1, L. Hofmann-Fliri2, B. Gueorguiev1,
M. Blauth3, M. Windolf2

1Biomedical Department, AO Research Institute Davos, Davos,

Switzerland, 2AO Research Institute Davos, Davos, Switzerland,
3Department of Trauma Surgery and Sports Medicine, Medical

University of Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Austria

Introduction: Clinical and biomechanical studies have shown that

implant augmentation with polymethylmetacrylate (PMMA) bone

cement reduces the cut out rate of the proximal femoral nail in

osteoporotic intertrochanteric fractures. The aim of this study was to

investigate the biomechanical benefits of LISS-PLT plate augmenta-

tion in cadaveric proximal tibia using a simulated model of

extraarticular proximal tibia fractures (AO-41-3.3).

Materials and methods: Standardized extraarticular tibia fractures

where stabilized with the LISS-PLT plate in six paired cadaveric

tibiae. Bone mineral density (BMD) values of all specimens where

measured from XtremeCT scans to identify global bone quality. In the

augmented group the five proximal screws of one LISS-PLT plate

were augmented with 2 ml of Traumacem V+ (Synthes GmbH) each,

whereas the contralateral tibia was instrumented conventionally

serving as control group. Cyclic axial loading was applied to each

specimen until 10 mm axial displacement. Varus displacement and

screw cut out where identified from anteriorposterior radiographs and

evaluated.

Results: The BMD showed no significant difference between the two

groups (p = 0.47). Failure (10 mm axial displacement) occurred in

the non-augmented group at 9,417 load cycles (±753) compared to
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14,792 load cycles (±2,088) in the augmented group (p = 0.002).

When comparing early onset failure (8,250 load cycles) varus col-

lapse in the augmented group was significantly less, 0.46� (±0.6)

compared to 3.23� (± 1.7) in the non-augmented group (p = 0.01).

No significant correlation was found between BMD and cycles to

failure.

Conclusion: This biomechanical study shows that cement augmen-

tation of the LISS-PLT plate screws in proximal extraarticular tibia

fractures lowers significantly secondary varus displacement.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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A SCORECARD FOR HIP FRACTURE CARE

J. Waddell1, R. Mcglasson2, G. Austria3

1Orthopaedic Surgery, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada,
2Surgery, Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre, Toronto, ON, Canada,
3Cancer Care Ontario, Access to Care, Toronto, ON, Canada

Introduction: Quality of care for patients with hip fractures varies

widely. We have devised a scorecard which can track outcomes for

hip fracture patients.

Materials and methods: Based on a previously used scorecard to

study outcomes for elective hip and knee replacement surgery a

scorecard for hip fracture patients has been designed. It measures

length of time between injury and presentation to the emergency

department; emergency department to admission to the ward; time to

the operating room and time to discharge from acute care to home or

convalescent care. These statistics are collected for all hospitals in the

province providing hip fracture care and are reviewed quarterly.

Results: The hip fracture scorecard has improved the quality of care

for hip fracture patients and has improved the outcome for these

patients. The average time to surgery is now less than 48 h for over

90 % of patients in the province. An increasing number of patients are

being discharged home or discharged to a structured rehabilitation

program with eventual discharge home within 28 days of admission.

These improvements are province-wide.

Conclusion: A quality measurement tool is useful in improving

outcome for patients with hip fractures. Although relatively small in

number in comparison to other diagnostic groupings hip fracture

patients represent an enormous financial burden to the healthcare

system; in addition they impose a burden to society if patients are

unable to return to their pre-fracture level of independence and have

to move to a home for the aged. A hip fracture scorecard improves

these numbers.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O084

DEVELOPMENT, IMPLEMENTATION AND PRELIMINARY
RESULTS OF A CLINICAL PATHWAY ‘‘PREVENTION
OF RECURRENT FRAGILITY FRACTURES’’

A. Sermon1, M. Herteleer2, S. Boonen2

1Traumatology, University Hospitals Gasthuisberg, Leuven, Belgium,
2 University Hospitals Gasthuisberg, Leuven, Belgium

Introduction: As the incidence of osteoporosis and of osteoporosis

related fractures is increasing, the role of the orthopaedic surgeon in the

treatment of osteoporotic fractures is well known. However, very little

is known about the role of the orthopaedic surgeon in the treatment of

the underlying osteoporosis and in the prevention of osteoporotic

fracture recurrences. In this study, a clinical pathway focusing on the

prevention of osteoporotic fracture recurrences, is presented.

Materials and methods: In a first part of the study, the development

and the implementation of a clinical pathway in the traumatology

department of a university hospital is presented. In a second part, a

retrospective review is performed on the patients included during

the first 18 months after implementation of the pathway.

Results: 207 patients were included with a mean age of 81.3 years. In

81.6 % of the patients, the administration of calcium and vitamin D was

started during their hospitalisation. In 89.4 % of the patients, infor-

mation on osteoporosis and fracture recurrence prevention was

provided. 85.5 % of the patients received an appointment to come to the

geriatric one day clinic for further treatment of their osteoporosis. The

compliance of these patients to show up at the consultation was 75.1 %.

Conclusion: A high compliance rate was noticed to this newly

developed clinical pathway introducing osteoporosis detection and

treatment starting from a traumatology ward. High numbers of patients

and caregivers could be reached. However, more sensibilisation of all

people involved and objectivation of process outcomes is needed.

References:
1. J Bone Joint Surg Am. 2008;90(11):2346–53.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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GERIATRIC TRAUMA: A SURVEY OF RECENT 4 YEARS

A.F.K. Gok, M. Üçüncü, E. Sivrikoz, F. Yanar, H. Yanar, K. Günay, R.
Guloglu, C. Ertekin

General Surgery, Istanbul School of Medicine, İstanbul, Turkey

Introduction: Available data on modern age geriatric trauma is

limited. We aimed to review the geriatric trauma cases admitted in

our institution to identify specific characteristics of this population.

Materials and methods: All geriatric (C65 years) trauma cases

admitted to a level I trauma facility from 01/2009 to 09/2012 were

reviewed. Patient characteristics, admission physiology, trauma

mechanism, co-morbidities, operative management and non-operative

interventions were abstracted. Outcomes included: hospital LOS, ICU

LOS, mechanical ventilation LOS, morbidity and mortality.

Results: Over 45 months period, a total of 89 patients were admitted:

mean age 73.3 ± 5.9 years, 57 (64 %) male, 88 (98.9 %) blunt

mechanism, 36 (40.4 %) multi-trauma, 7 (7.9 %) GCS B8, mean

revised trauma score (RTS) 11.4 ± 2.0, aspirin use 12 (13.5 %) and

Coumadin use 5 (5.6 %). Operative intervention was required in 16

(18.0 %), chest tube in 5 (5.6 %) and tracheostomy in 3 (3.4 %)

patients. 25 patients (28.1 %) required blood product transfusion.

Mean hospital LOS was 9.7 ± 18.9, mean ICU LOS 3.8 ± 14.7 and

mean ventilation LOS 3.1 ± 13.7 days. Morbidity occurred in 18

(20.2 %) and mortality in 10 (11.2 %) patients.

Conclusion: Geriatric patients present almost inclusively due to blunt

injury with every fifth patient being on anti-coagulation. Every third

patient required transfusion during hospital stay.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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PREDICTORS OF LONG TERM SURVIVAL AMONG
PATIENTS 60 YEARS AND OLDER FOLLOWING TRAUMA

M. Bala1, D. Willner2, D. Klauzny3, T. Bdolah-Abram4, G. Almogy1

1General Surgery, Hadassah Hebrew University Medical Center,

Jerusalem, Israel, 2Department of Surgery and Shock Trauma Unit,

Hadassah-Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel,
3Department of Anesthesiology and Intensive Care Unit, Hadassah-

Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel, 4Department

of Social Medicine, Hadassah-Hebrew University Medical Center,

Jerusalem, Israel

Introduction: Increasing age and associated co-morbidities are

known risk factors for mortality following trauma. Conflicting data

exists regarding long term post-discharge follow up of severely

injured elderly patients. The purpose of the study was to determine

factors affecting long term outcome in severely injured elderly trauma

patients based on data from their initial hospital stay.

Materials and methods: A retrospective analysis of trauma admis-

sions for patients C60 years of age and with an ISS (Injury Severity

Score) C16 over a 7 years period in a Level I trauma center was

conducted. Demographic data, mechanism of injury, co-morbidities,

type of injury, ICU need, and ultimate disposition were recorded.

Primary outcome was long term survival. Multivariate analysis was

performed to identify predictors of long term survival.

Results: There were 342 patients who were discharged from the

hospital and available for follow-up. Mean age was 76.2 ± 9.7 and

mean ISS was 21.5 ± 6.9. Of the 342 who were discharged from the

hospital 119 patients (34.8 %) died at a mean follow up of

18.8 months (range 1.1–66.2 months). Mean follow up for the

remaining 233 survivors was 50.2 months (range 24.8–83.8 months).

On univariate analysis post discharge mortality was significantly

associated with, older age, mean number of co-morbidities, fall as a

mechanism of injury, low GCS upon arrival, intubation at the scene

and discharge to an assisted living facility. Multivariate analysis

showed that older age, MVA as mechanism of injury, higher GCS

upon admission and home discharge were all positive predictors of

long term survival.

Conclusion: Nearly two-thirds of elderly patients who were severely

injured following trauma were found to have a good outcome.

Younger age, MVA as a mechanism of injury, no loss of con-

sciousness and home discharge were associated with a favorable

prognosis. Risk factors associated with a higher likelihood of late

death are identified. Our findings provide new and important insight

in the approach of trauma surgeons and ICU physicians in dealing

with elderly trauma patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O087

MANAGEMENT OF MALNUTRITION IN GERIATRIC
TRAUMA PATIENTS: RESULTS OF A NATIONWIDE
SURVEY

D.A. Eschbach1, C. Bliemel1, L. Oberkircher1, S. Ruchholtz1,
J. Mohr2, B. Bücking2

1Trauma Surgery, University Clinic of Marburg, Marburg, Germany,
2Department of Trauma, Hand and Reconstructive Surgery,

University Hospital Giessen and Marburg Gmbh, Marburg, Marburg,

Germany

Introduction: The incidence of malnutrition in geriatric patients suf-

fering hip related fractures ranges between 30–50 % in Germany.

Malnutrition has a strong negative impact on wound healing and is

associated with a prolonged in-hospital stay as well as higher mortality.

In this context, we designed a questionnaire aiming to detect existing

structures for revelation of malnutrition in geriatric trauma patients.

Materials and methods: A questionnaire was sent to 579 German

hospitals with traumatological expertise, seeking information on the

institutional care level, the use of nutritional assessments and defined

laboratory parameters. Furthermore, we were interested in the pres-

ence or absence of a nutrition ward round on the intensive care unit

and its frequency.

Results: We received 150 answers. In 25 % of answering clinics,

geriatric trauma patients were recorded separately. The nutritional

status was analysed in about one-third (34 %). 46 % was using the

NRS (Nutritional Risk Screening), 20 % the BMI (Body Mass Index)

and 10 % the MNA (Mini Nutritional Assessment). 26 % of hospitals

indicated a regular nutrition ward round; 59 % yielding daily, 17.9 %

weekly frequency and 23 % providing a nutrition ward round on

demand. Laboratory parameters used to determine nutritional status

were inhomogeneous.

Conclusion: Malnutrition is considered in only one third of answer-

ing clinics. The NRS shows a good acceptance in practice; other

parameters are used inhomogenously. Although these findings may be

limited in their significance due to the small percentage of answered

questionnaires, they indicate that the detection of malnutrition and as

consequence the therapeutic intervention in trauma patients needs

further investigation.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O200

INTENSIVE REHABILITATION IN SELECTED HIP
FRACTURE PATIENTS OPTIMISES CARE EFFICIENCY

J.B. Ponten1, E. Krug1, L.J. Van Baardewijk1,
H.M.J. Van Der Linden2, R. Haas3, P. Krijnen1, I.B. Schipper1

1Surgery, Traumatology, Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden,

The Netherlands, 2Orthopaedics, Leiden University Medical Center,

Leiden, The Netherlands, 3Topaz, Leiden, The Netherlands

Introduction: In the Netherlands, hip fracture patients who cannot

return home after surgery are temporarily admitted to a regular nursing

home. This care is generally not tailored to their specific somatic

needs. Due to long waiting lists for nursing homes, the transfer process

had to deal with delayed transfers and lengthier hospital stays than is

clinically required. Therefore, a project was initiated with short-track

differentiated aftercare for trauma patients. A multidisciplinary team

selected the patients for either intensified physical therapy twice every

day, or regular rehabilitation comprising a maximum of four training

sessions per week. We evaluated the effectiveness of intensive reha-

bilitation after hip fracture surgery in terms of length of hospital stay,

duration of rehabilitation and mortality.

Materials and methods: In the period 2007–2011, 205 hip fracture

patients needing rehabilitation were identified, of whom 173 were

selected for intensive rehabilitation. Of these patients, 156 indeed

received intensive rehabilitation (IR), while 17 rehabilitated in regular

rehabilitation (RR) in nursing homes due to logistic reasons.
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Results: IR and RR patients were similar at baseline. IR had a mean

hospital stay of 10.4 vs. 12.3 days for RR (P = 0.29), while their

rehabilitation duration was 25.3 days shorter than RR: 42.0 vs.

67.2 days (P = 0.001). Total length of treatment from hospital

admittance until discharge home after rehabilitation was 27.0 days

shorter for IR patients (P = 0.001). Survival was identical.

Conclusion: Intensive rehabilitation in selected hip fracture patients

can reduce rehabilitation duration with almost 4 weeks. Differentiated

aftercare increases care efficiency for hip fracture patients in both

hospitals and nursing homes.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

PROXIMAL FEMUR FRACTURES

O088

INFLUENCE OF A CT-SCAN ON FRACTURE
CLASSIFICATION AND TREATMENT PLAN FOR
TROCHANTERIC FEMUR FRACTURES, A PROSPECTIVE
STUDY

D. Van Embden1, M.M. Scheurkogel1, S.A.G. Meylaerts1,
S.J. Rhemrev1, I.B. Schipper2

1Surgery, Medisch Centrum Haaglanden, Den Haag, The Netherlands,
2Surgery, Leids Universitair Medisch Center, Leiden, The

Netherlands

Introduction: The clinical relevance of classification systems for

trochanteric fractures is limited and little agreement exists on what

type of implant should be used. We assessed the effect of CT on

agreement of classification and subsequent treatment for trochanteric

fractures.

Materials and methods: Eleven observers (5 radiologists, 4 trauma

surgeons and 2 orthopaedic residents) assessed 30 radiographs and

CTs of trochanteric fractures. Each rating included an assessment of

the fracture according to the AO-classification and of preferred type

of implant (DHS, Gamma-Nail or long Gamma-Nail). The inter-, and

intra-observer agreement on the AO-classification and choice of

implant was calculated (surgeons and residents).

Results: The inter-observer kappa of a total 330 ratings was 0.70

for the main groups of the AO-classification on radiographs and 0.68

for CTs.

The agreement of the surgeons and residents on choice of implant

was 0.63 if the choice was made with radiographs and 0.69 after

assessment of CTs. In 22 ratings (12 %) of 180 ratings performed by

the surgeons and residents, a difference in classification according to

the AO-31 main-groups, was seen between radiograph and CT.

The 6 surgical observers proposed a different type of implants

based on a radiograph or CT in 31 ratings (17 %).

In 6 out of the 13 radiographic A3 ratings, the observer changed

the fracture classification to A1 or A2 based CT assessment.

Conclusion: The implementation CT for trochanteric fractures does

not lead to higher agreement on fracture classification or choice of

treatment. For specific subgroups such as complex A3-fractures, CT

may be of value.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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SURGEON’S CHOICE FOR INTRAMEDULLARY
TREATMENT OF SUBTROCHANTERIC
AND TROCHANTERIC FRACTURES WHEN USING
THE GAMMA3-SYSTEM

E. Wilde1, S. Weiche1, N. Reimers2, C. Juergens3, A.P. Schulz1

1Department of Traumatology, University Hospital Luebeck,

Luebeck, Germany, 2University of Applied Sciences, Luebeck,

Germany, 3BG Trauma Hospital, Hamburg, Germany

Introduction: Modern intramedullary nailing systems offer multiple

options for the treatment of trochanteric and subtrochanteric fractures.

The 3rd generation gamma nailing system is on the market for about

8 years. Apart from only few studies examining results with this

implant literature did not provide information on surgeon’s choice in

daily work. Basis for this study are 347 cases of proximal femoral

fractures that have been enrolled in the prospective ‘‘Gamma3-Follow

up study’’.

Materials and methods: In an international multicenter prospective

follow-up evaluation assessing patients treated with a Gamma3 nail,

the surgical techniques where studied in detail. Used implants con-

sisted in all cases of the Gamma3 System (Stryker, Schönkirchen,

Germany). Out of 316 proximal fractures, 29.1 % accounted for

intertrochanteric multi-fragmentary fractures with more than 2 frag-

ments. Parameters evaluated were next to patient related data, fracture

type data and technical details of the used implants.

Results: In 90.1 % of all cases a closed reduction was achieved.

Mainly the short trochanteric nail with a length of 180 mm (81.5 %)

was used with static locking (87 %). 50 % of all nails implanted

featured a CCD angle of 125�, while 49.7 % had a CCD angle of

130�. The distal targeting device for long Gamma nails was used in

14.6 % of all cases.

Conclusion: Our study revealed a number of interesting findings

regarding the use of the Gamma3 implant. In conclusion we could

give an interesting overview in surgeons decision-making process

when it comes to intramedullary nailing of trochanteric fractures. So

far this kind of data was not available.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O090

ARE WE CONFORMING TO BRITISH ORTHOPAEDIC
ASSOCIATION GUIDELINES REGARDING CONSENT
IN NECK OF FEMUR FRACTURES?

D.J. Dowen1, S. Chambers2, A. Loveland2, Z. Robertson2, S. Asaad2

1Trauma and Orthopaedics, Northumbria NHS, Newcastle, UK,
2Trauma and Orthopaedics, Northumbria, Newcastle, UK

Introduction: Informed consent is an ethical and legal requirement

before any medical intervention or treatment. The aim of this study

was to evaluate whether sufficient informed consent was being

acquired in our institution.
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Materials and methods: 30 consecutive patients undergoing fixation

for neck of femur fractures were prospectively enrolled during Sep-

tember 2011 at our institution. The consent form was analysed to

determine the grade of doctor taking consent, the reasons for the

operation and the potential complications. This was compared to a

standardised consent form approved by the British Orthopaedic

Association (available at http://www.orthoconsent.com). Ethical and

Caldicott approval was obtained.

Results: 18 patients (60 %) underwent hemiarthroplasty and 12

patients (40 %) underwent dynamic hip screws. All consent forms were

completed by the orthopaedic registrar and were deemed legible. Only 8

forms (27 %) had a documented consultant. The majority (57 %) were

completed the day before surgery. Relief of pain (43 %) and to restore

anatomy (27 %) were most common reasons for operating; however, no

benefit was documented in 8 patients (27 %). Common complications

(blood loss, infection, pain) were documented in all patients, however,

major uncommon complications such as pulmonary embolism (87 %),

blood transfusion (70 %) and death (17 %) were not.

Conclusion: Whilst risk in surgery does vary between patients, it is

important to document benefits and risks as deemed appropriate. This

study highlights that generally doctors are following guidelines regarding

consent. However, subsequent complications not discussed on the con-

sent form can open up litigation. Suggestions to reduce this risk include

patient explanation sheets and procedure based consent forms.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

O091

A NEW DIVERGENT LOCKED SCREWS SYSTEM
FOR TREATMENT OF PERTROCHANTERIC FEMORAL
FRACTURES

P. Palombi1, A. Palombi2

1Orthopeadics and Traumatology, Villa Mafalda, Rome, Italy,
2Orthopeadics and Traumatology, Aurelia Hospital, Rome, Italy

Introduction: It is introduced the divergent locked screws system for

the treatment of pertrochanteric fractures (AO/OTA 3.1.A1 and A2):

it is characterized by the biomechanical advantage of shortening the

lever arm between the gravitary axis bearing on the femoral head and

the fulcrum of the osteosynthesis system, allowing a robustness

osteosynthesis; a mini-invasive approach is needed. Surgical tech-

nique is shown. Aim of this paper is to evaluate the new system and

compare its preliminary results with the current literature.

Materials and methods: From July 2009 to February 2012, 229

proximal femoral fracture (AO/OTA 31.A1 and 31.A2) were treated

with divergent locked screws system. One hundred seventy of them

(109 women and 61 men) have been included in the follow-up term of

2, 5, 13, 26 and 52 weeks.

Results: All patients had good or excellent midterm results evaluated

by objective and subjective scores. Objective scores were assessed by

orthopaedic surgeons on the basis of clinical and radiographical

assessment, intra- and post-operative blood loss, operative time,

intraoperative X-ray exposition, rate of complications and failure,

time to the full weight bearing. Subjective scores were assessed by

surgeons and patients on the basis of restored function, restored

quality of live and overall satisfaction.

Conclusion: The divergent locked screws system showed to be a

powerful and cost-effective alternative in the treatment of stable (AO/

OTA 31.A1) and unstable (AO/OTA 31.A2) pertrochanteric femoral

fractures. It showed easy intraoperative management of fracture

fragments, very good stability, and rapid bone healing.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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COMPLICATION ANALYSIS AND CLINICAL RESULTS
IN A LOCAL CENTER OF THE GAMMA3 FOLLOW-UP
STUDY

E. Wilde1, H. Kemper1, N. Reimers2, C. Juergens3, A.P. Schulz1

1Department of Traumatology, University Hospital Luebeck, Lue-

beck, Germany, 2Department of Traumatology, University of Applied

Sciences, Luebeck, Germany, 3BG Trauma Hospital, Hamburg,

Germany

Introduction: The multinational Gamma3 Follow-Up study will give

a good overview with more than 500 patients foreseen after intro-

duction of the 3rd Generation gamma nail system. However, local

results could help to analyse clinical results under special consider-

ation of complications during the first 4-month of follow up. We

therefore present the results of the first 70 consecutive patients

included in our study center with a detailed analysis of the compli-

cations and device related events.

Materials and methods: In total 127 consecutive patients with tro-

chanteric fractures were screened. 70 patients were included in the

study. Fracture classification showed a dominance of type 31A2.2

fractures. Scoring systems as Parker mobility score, Zuckerman ADL

score, Sahlgrenska mobility chart and modified Merle d’Aubigne

score were collected as well as relevant clinical data and radiographs.

Results: Closed reduction was possible in 79.5 %. Early complication

analysis showed 5 minor wound problems, 1 fulminant lung embo-

lism and 3 cardiovascular complications. At the FU at 4 months 6

patients had died (8.57 %). We found 3 cases of cut-out (4.3 %).

Radiographic evaluation showed a mean tip apex distance of 21.8 mm

in uneventful cases compared to 26.6 mm in cases with a cut-out.

Thereby a surgical revision was necessary in 4 cases.

Conclusion: Compared to the second-generation implant series,

there is a clear reduction of morbidity, mortality and device related

adverse events. Whilst the reduction of mortality and medical

complications is more likely related to advanced anesthetic

techniques and improved rehabilitation schemes, the gamma3 nail

system shows a reduction in implant failures resulting in less sur-

gical problems.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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3D-CT CLASSIFICATION IN FEMORAL TROCHANTERIC
FRACTURES: RELATIONSHIP TO USUAL PLAIN X-RAY
CLASSIFICATION

E. Shoda1, K. Ouchi1, S. Maruyama2, Y. Okada3, S. Kitada3,
M. Haneda2

1Orhtopaedic Surgery, Hyogo Prefectural Nishinomiya Hospital,

Nishinomiya, Japan, 2Orthopaedic Surgery, Hyogo Prefectural

Nishinomiya Hospital, Nishinomiya, Japan, 3Orthopaedic Surgery,

Hyogo prefectural Nishinomiya Hospital, Nishinomiya, Japan

Introduction: Fracture classification of femoral trochanteric fracture

is usually based on plain X-ray. However, complications such as non-

union and cut out are sometimes seen in stable fracture on X-ray. This

may be caused by difficulty to distinguish between stable fracture and

unstable one on plain X-ray. In this study, fracture was classified by

3D-CT and relationship to usual X-ray classification (AO, Evans,

Jensen classification) was investigated.
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Materials and methods: 60 femoral trochanteric fractures (20 males,

40 female, average age: 80.9) treated with PFNA-II were investigated.

Fracture was classified to 2 part, 3 part (5 subgroups), and 4 part with

combination of 4 fragments in 3D-CT; Head (H), Greater trochanter

(G), Lesser trochanter (L), and Shaft (S). 5 subgroups of 3 part

fracture were (1) H + G (S: small fragment) + L-S, (2) H + G (B:big

fragment) + L-S, (3) H + G-L + S, (4) H + G (W:whole) + S, and

(5) H + L + G-S.

Results: Numbers of each group in CT classification were as follows;

2 part: 12, 3 part (1) : 9, 3 part (2) : 16, 3 part (3) : 13, 3 part (4) : 3, 3

part (5) :4, 4 part : 3. 3 part (3), (4), (5) and 4 part are considered as

unstable, however, 7 cases in these groups were classified in stable

fracture in AO classification. Fourteen in Evans and 8 fractures in

Jensen classification classified as stable were unstable in CT

evaluation.

Conclusion: It might be necessary to classify the fracture pattern with

3D-CT in femoral trochanteric fracture.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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OUTCOMES AND COMPLICATIONS OF THE LONG
TARGON FEMORAL NAIL FOR THE TREATMENT
OF PROXIMAL FEMORAL FRACTURES

E.J. Griffiths, R. Brankin, M. Parker

Trauma and Orthopaedics, Peterborough City Hospital,

Peterborough, UK

Introduction: The use of long intramedullary devices for the treat-

ment of unstable proximal femoral fractures is well established. We

present a large case series evaluating the Targon proximal femoral

nail (Aesculap).

Materials and methods: The senior author maintains a substantial

prospective database including all proximal femoral fractures admit-

ted to a single district general hospital in the United Kingdom. All

patients are followed up in a dedicated clinic until radiographic signs

of union. Patients who had undergone internal fixation using either the

Targon PF or Targon PFT were identified from this and reviewed.

Results: We identified 151 patients in whom this device was used.

The mean age was 75 years (range 20–100) and there were 49 male

patients and 102 females. In 37 cases the intramedullary nailing was

performed for pathological fractures through metastatic deposits.

Mean length of surgery was 79 min (40–200 min). 66 patients

required blood transfusion and mean length of stay was 23 days

(3–107 days). Complications occurred in 20 patients (13 %). There

were no deep infections but one patient required drainage of

haematoma. 12 patients had metal-wear failure with 1 patient suf-

fering fracture of the nail, the remainder had failure of distal locking

screws and self dynamisation. There was a single episode of peri-

prosthetic fracture around the nail which was treated with exchange to

longer nail. 6 patients underwent elective dynamisation for delayed

union and 2 patients underwent elective removal of nail following

fracture union.

Conclusion: The Targon proximal femoral nail is an excellent device

for use in these fractures with good outcomes.

Disclosure: Martyn Parker was involved in the development of the

Targon Hip screw system and therefore has a commercial relationship

with Aesculap.
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FEMORAL NECK STRESSFRACTURE AFTER COLLUM
SCREW REMOVAL OF CEPHALOMEDULLARY NAIL
IN CONSOLIDATED INTERTROCHANTERIC FRACTURES

K. Broertjes, R. Derksen, R. Breederveld

General Surgery and Traumatology, Red Cross Hospital,

Beverwijk, The Netherlands

Introduction: Persisting pain and discomfort after cephalomedullary

nailing of intertrochanteric femoral fractures is commonly seen and can

lead to a significant loss in quality of life. When a gamma-nail is used, the

sliding mechanism and consequent lateral displacement of the collum

screw can cause irritation of the fascia latae, especially in lean people or

in patients with atrophic quadriceps muscles. When there is radiographic

consolidation of the fracture (a CT-scan is preferred), the decision can be

made to solely remove the collum screw to diminish patient’s complaints.

However, in this report it is shown that this can lead to a specific com-

plication when the patient resumes full weight bearing.

Materials and methods: Three cases are presented, in which removal

of the collum screw of the gamma-nail in a consolidated intertro-

chanteric fracture led to stressfractures of the femoral neck.

Results: This complication occurred within a week after removal. All

three patients had to be re-admitted to have the implant completely

removed and to receive an arthroplasty of the hip.

Conclusion: A stressfracture of the femoral neck is a serious com-

plication that should and probably can be avoided in this vulnerable

group of patients. We advocate replacement of the slid collum screw

with a shorter one or to completely remove the implant. A biome-

chanical model will be shown to explain this phenomenon and

recommendations will be given.

References:
1. Kukla C, et al. Femoral neck fracture after removal of standard

gamma interlocking-nail: cadaveric study to determine factors

influencing the biomechanical properties of the proximal femur.

J Biomech. 2001;1519–26.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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MUSCLE ATROPHY IN HIP FRACTURE PATIENTS

I.F. Kramer1,2, T. Snijders2, L.B. Verdijk2, L.J.C. van Loon2,
M. Poeze1

Departments of Traumatology1 and Human Movement Sciences2,

NUTRIM, School for Nutrition, Toxicology and Metabolism,

Maastricht University Medical Centre, Maastricht, The Netherlands

Introduction: The incidence of hip fractures will increase exponen-

tially worldwide [1]. The age-related loss of muscle mass (sarcopenia)

forms an important risk factor for a fall-related hip fracture and might

be a predictor for the functional recovery. Sarcopenia is characterized

by atrophy of type II muscle fibers and a decline in stem cells. We

compared the muscle fiber characteristics of elderly with a fall-related

hip fracture with healthy elderly and young.

Materials and methods: Percutaneous needle biopsies were

collected from the vastus lateralis muscle in 15 elderly women with
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fall-related hip fractures (84 ± 2 years), 15 healthy elderly women

(72 ± 2 years), and 15 young women (20 ± 1 years). Immunohis-

tochemical analyses were performed to assess muscle fiber size and

stem cell (satellite cell) content.

Results: Type II muscle fiber size was significantly smaller in hip

fracture patients (2,554 ± 180 lm2) compared with healthy elderly

(3,330 ± 244 lm2). In the fracture group, more than 40 % of the type

II muscle fibers was smaller than 2,000 lm2, compared with *25 %

in healthy elderly, and less than 5 % in healthy young women. Stem

cell content was significantly lower in the hip fracture patients

compared with the healthy elderly in type II muscle fibers (0.029 ±

0.004 versus 0.059 ± 0.009 satellite cells per fiber, respectively;

P \ 0.05).

Conclusion: Elderly with fall-related hip fractures show extensive

type II muscle fiber atrophy and reduced type II muscle fiber satellite

cell content. These type II muscle fiber specific changes are likely

responsible for reduced muscle strength and functional capacity,

thereby increasing the risk of falling and sustaining a fracture.

References:

1. Kannus P, et al. Epidemiology of hip fractures. Bone. 1996;18(1

Suppl):57S–63S.

2. Landi F, et al. Sarcopenia as a risk factor for falls in elderly

individuals: Results from the ilSIRENTE study. Clin Nutr.

2012;31(5):652–8.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND RESEARCH
IN VISCERAL TRAUMA

O096

DIFFERENTIAL TRANEXAMIC ACID-INHIBITED
FUNCTIONAL FIBRINOGEN THROMBOELASTOGRAPHY
(TEG) IS A BETTER GUIDE FOR ANTI-FIBRINOLYTIC
THERAPY THAN TRADITIONAL KAOLIN TEG

M.P. Chapman1, E.E. Moore1, J. Harr1, M. Wohlauer1, C. Ramos1,
E. Haney2, K. Norem2, L. Omert2, C. Silliman1, A. Banerjee3

1Department of Surgery/Div of CT Surgery-Research/Trauma

Research Center, University of Colorado Denver, Aurora, CO, USA,
2Haemoscope Division, Haemonetics, Niles, IL, USA, 3Surgery,

University of Colorado Denver, Aurora, CO, USA

Introduction: The CRASH-2 study provoked worldwide interest in

anti-fibrinolytic therapy for traumatic bleeding, demonstrating a sur-

vival benefit when tranexamic acid (TXA) is given within 1 h of

injury; however, a rapid and accurate test to identify primary fibri-

nolysis has yet to be developed. We hypothesized that differential,

TXA-inhibited functional fibrinogen (FF) TEG would be more sen-

sitive and specific than traditional citrated kaolin (CK) TEG for

guiding anti-fibrinolytic therapy.

Materials and methods: Blood was collected from 15 volunteers and

treated with concentrations of tissue plasminogen activator (tPA)

encompassing the range of activity observed in trauma (0–200 ng/mL).

These samples were analyzed using three parallel assays: CK-TEG, FF-

TEG and FF-TEG with a fibrinolysis inhibitor (TXA). The differential

between the paired values for FF-TEG and TXA-inhibited FF-TEG was

used to measure the specific effect of TXA-reversible fibrinolysis.

Results: The differential in lysis at 30 min between the inhibited and

uninhibited FF-TEGs (DLY30) was a more sensitive metric for tPA

activity than CK-TEG LY30, with detection thresholds of 25–50 and

75–100 ng/mL, respectively. DLY30 was also more specific than CK-

LY30, with baseline signals of -0.12 and 7.38 respectively. For rapid

detection (30 min faster than LY30), difference in time to maximum

amplitude (DTMA) C7 min has a positive predictive value of 100 %

for clinically significant lytic activity.

Conclusion: Differential, two-channel FF-TEG using TXA-inhibition

is a faster, more sensitive and specific assay for primary fibrinolysis

than traditional CK-TEG; offering a significant aid to clinical decision

making with regard to the administration of anti-fibrinolytic therapy.

References:
1. Lancet. 2011;377(9771):1096–101, 1101.e1–2.

Disclosure: We have collaborated with Haemonetics/Haemoscope in

the development of the assays described herein. However, no financial

relationship or interest exist.
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VISCOELASTIC HEMOSTATIC FIBRINOGEN ASSAYS
DETECT FIBRINOLYSIS EARLY

J.N. Harr1, E.E. Moore2, T.L. Chin1, A. Ghasabyan2, M. Chapman1,
J.R. Stringham1, A. Banerjee1, C.C. Silliman1

1Surgery, University of Colorado Denver, Aurora, CO, USA,
2Denver Health Medical Center, Denver ,CO, USA

Introduction: Viscoelastic hemostatic assays are emerging as the

standard-of-care in early detection of post-injury coagulopathy. TEG

and ROTEM are most commonly used. Although similar in technique,

each uses different reagents, which may affect the sensitivity of each

to detect fibrinolysis. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to assess

the ability of each to measure fibrinolysis parameters.

Materials and methods: TEG (Rapid, Kaolin, Functional Fibrino-

gen) and ROTEM (EXTEM, INTEM, FIBTEM) were run

simultaneously on normal blood as well as blood containing tPA from

healthy volunteers (n = 10). A two-tailed, paired t test and ANOVA

were used to determine significance between parameters obtained

from normal blood and blood with tPA, and individual TEG and

ROTEM assays respectively.

Results: TEG detected significant changes in clot strength and 30-min

lysis after the addition of tPA (p \ 0.0001). All ROTEM assays

detected changes in 30-minute lysis (p \ 0.0001), but only INTEM

detected changes in clot strength (p \ 0.05). Kaolin and Rapid TEG

assays detected greater changes in clot strength and lysis, but INTEM

and EXTEM had decreased lysis onset times compared to TEG

(p \ 0.001). Functional Fibrinogen and FIBTEM detected lysis

sooner than other TEG/ROTEM assays by 267 s minimum

(p \ 0.0001), and were comparable.

Conclusion: TEG detects greater changes in clot strength and lysis

compared to ROTEM. However, INTEM and EXTEM detect lysis

sooner than Kaolin and Rapid TEG. Despite these differences, Func-

tional Fibrinogen and FIBTEM assays are similar in detecting changes

in lysis parameters as well as lysis onset times, which detect fibrinolysis

sooner. Therefore, fibrinogen assays should be employed in actively

bleeding trauma patients to timely provide antifibrinolytic therapy.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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MOBILIZATION AND ENDOTHELIAL DIFFERENTIATION
OF CD34+-PROGENITOR CELLS IN POLYTRAUMA
PATIENTS

A. Hofmann, V. Spies, I. Mehling, D.S. Gruszka,
U. Ritz, P.M. Rommens

Center for Musculoskeletal Surgery, Johannes Gutenberg University

Medical Centre, Mainz, Germany

Introduction: Objective: To investigate the mobilization kinetics and

endothelial differentiation of CD34+, CD31+, CD45+, and CD133+

cells in polytrauma patients and their correlation with clinical out-

come scores.

Materials and methods: Design: Prospective, nonrandomized study

at ICU and laboratory of a university hospital. Patients: Patients with

polytrauma (n = 20, mean ISS 35.8), age and gender matched healthy

volunteers (n = 14). The number of CD34+, CD31+, CD45+, and

CD133+ cells were assessed in peripheral blood on days 1, 3, and 7

after polytrauma and correlated with the injury severity score (ISS),

the acute physiology and chronic health evaluation II score (APACHE

II), and the sequential organ failure assessment score (SOFA-2). The

endothelial differentiation capacity of enriched CD34+ cells was

assessed by analyzing Dil-ac-LDL/lectin uptake and expression of

endothelial markers.

Results: On days 1, 3, and 7 after a major trauma, the number of

CD34+ progenitor cells increased 2.2-fold (p \ 0.0001) over the

number of CD34+ cells from a control population. The numbers of

CD31+ cells were consistently higher on days 1 (1.4-fold, p \ 0.01)

and 7 (1.3-fold, p \ 0.01), whereas the changes in the CD133+ cell

levels were not considered to be significant. The endothelial differ-

entiation of CD34+ PCs was significantly induced in the polytrauma

patients. In addition, we show that the CD34+ cell levels in severely

injured patients were not correlated with clinical parameters, such as

the ISS score, the APACHE II score, as well as the SOFA-2 score.

Conclusion: Our results indicate that pro-angiogenic cells are sys-

temically mobilized after polytrauma. However, their mobilization

may not be a dose-dependent effect in polytrauma patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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COMPARISON OF HEMORRHAGIC SHOCK MODELS:
WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES IN SYSTEMIC
INFLAMMATORY RESPONSE AND ORGAN INJURY?

R. Pfeifer, P. Lichte, R.M. Sellei, T. Dienstknecht, H. Pape, P. Kobbe

Department of Orthopaedics and Trauma Surgery, Aachen University

Medical Center, RWTH Aachen, Aachen, Germany

Introduction: Hemorrhagic shock (HS) models allow the induction

of the systemic inflammatory response. Numerous standardized

experimental protocols exist. However, it is unclear how differences

in these models affect the immune response. In this study we have

compared the inflammatory response of different established proto-

cols for hemorrhagic shock in a murine model.

Materials and methods: Volume-controlled (VC) or pressure-con-

trolled (PC) hemorrhagic shock (HS) was performed on male C57/

BL6 mice (6–10 weeks, 20–25 g). In the VC group 300 ll, 500 ll, or

700 ll blood was collected over 15 min. In the PC hemorrhagic shock

group, blood volume was drawn with MAP of 35 mmHg for 90 min.

Following hemorrhage, mice were resuscitated with the extracted

blood and an equal volume of lactated ringer. In the end of the

experiment (6 h) serum IL-6, KC, MCP-1 and MPO activity within

the lung and liver tissue were assessed.

Results: Mice subjected to the volume-controlled HS were able to

compensate the initial blood loss within 30 min. There were no dif-

ferences in the pro-inflammatory cytokine (IL-6 and KC) profile

between the volume-controlled groups. The pressure-controlled group

demonstrated significantly higher cytokine levels (IL-6 and KC) than

all volume-controlled groups (p = 0.001). Pulmonary MPO activity

increased with the severity of the HS (p \ 0.05). This relationship

could not be observed in the liver.

Conclusion: Due to early compensation of the MAP after volume-

controlled HS, this model may be insufficient to produce a profound

posttraumatic inflammatory response. Pressure-controlled hemor-

rhagic shock is a more reliable for induction of a systemic

inflammatory response.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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HOW INDUCED HYPOTHERMIA EFFECTS COAGULATION
IN A SEVERE TRAUMA MODEL IN PIG

J. Mohr1, I. Witte2, S. Flohé2, M. Weuster3, P. Mommsen4,
F. Hildebrand5, M. Fröhlich6, M. Van Griensven7,
C. Keibl8, S. Ruchholtz1
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University Hospital Giessen and Marburg Gmbh, Marburg, Marburg,

Germany, 2Department of Trauma and Hand Surgery, University

Hospital Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany, 3Department of Trauma

Surgery, University Hospital Schleswig–Holstein, Kiel, Kiel,

Germany, 4Trauma Department, Hannover Medical School,

Hannover, Hannover, Germany, 5Department for Trauma and

Reconstructive Surgery, University Hospital Aachen, Aachen,

Germany, 6Department of Orthopaedic Trauma, Aachen University

Medical Center, Aachen, Germany, 7Experimental Trauma Surgery,

Technical University Munich, Munich, Germany, 8Ludwig

Boltzmann Institute for Experimental and Clinical Traumatology,
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Introduction: Accidental hypothermia in trauma patients is associ-

ated with posttraumatic complications and an increased mortality rate

compared to normothermic patients, which has the same injury

severity. In this study, we investigate how mild therapeutic hypo-

thermia effects on coagulation in a porcine severe trauma model after

cardiopulmonary stabilization.

Materials and methods: In a porcine model of multiple trauma

including blunt chest injury, liver laceration, and hemorrhagic shock

followed by fluid resuscitation the influence of therapeutic hypother-

mia on coagulation was evaluated. Hypothermia (34 �C) was induced

after stabilization phase and was maintain for 3 h. Afterwards pigs

were observed for additional 10 h. We have investigated 10 pigs per

group [trauma + hypothermia (TH) or trauma + normothermia (TN)].

Results: Trauma and consecutive fluid resuscitation resulted in

impaired coagulation parameters (cell count, pH, PT, fibrinogen,

ROTEM, platelet function). During hypothermia, coagulation

parameters measured at 37 �C, such as PT, fibrinogen, thrombelas-

tometry measurements and platelet function, showed no significant

differences between normothermic and hypothermic animals in both

trauma groups. Additional analyses of thrombelastometry at 34 �C

while hypothermia showed significant differences for clotting time
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(CT) and clot formation time (CFT), but not for maximum clot

firmness (MCF). We were not able to detect macroscopic or petechial

bleeding in both trauma groups.

Conclusion: We suggest that mild hypothermia can be safely per-

formed after stabilization following major trauma. Mild hypothermia

has effects on the coagulation system, but does not aggravate trauma-

induced coagulopathy in our model. Before hypothermic treatment can

be performed in the clinical setting further experiments with prolonged

and deeper hypothermia to exclude detrimental effects are required.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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IS SPECIFIC MONITORING OF FIBRINOGEN UPON
ADMISSION OF TRAUMA PATIENTS REALLY JUSTIFIED?
COHORT OF 663 SEVERE TRAUMA PATIENTS

P. Deras, J. Charbit, C. Maury, P. Chardon, J. Roustan, X. Capdevila

Dar A, Regional Trauma Center Lapeyronie University Hospital,

Montpellier Cedex, France

Introduction: Fibrinogen deficit in initial phase of trauma is associated

with a increase of bleeding, transfusion requirements and mortality.

Specific monitoring of fibrinogen level has been proposed to maintain

level above 2 g/L. The purpose of our study was to demonstrate that

there is no fibrinogen deficit in absence of post-traumatic coagulopathy.

Materials and methods: We performed a retrospective study in our

Level 1 Trauma Center between January 2006 and December 2009.

All trauma patients directly admitted were included. We defined three

groups according to coagulopathy severity on admission using a

prothrombin time ratio (PTr) and/or partial thromboplastin time ratio

(PTTr) with a cut-off of 1.5 and 1.2. Correlation between coagulop-

athy severity and fibrinogen deficit was determined. Finally PTr and

PTTr were tested to predict a fibrinogen deficit.

Results: We have included 663 trauma patients with mean ISS of

21.3 ± 17.6: 135 patients in SEVERE-COAG group, 215 in MOD-

ERATE-COAG group and 313 in NO-COAG group. PTr and PTTr

were significantly correlated with fibrinogen, r = -0.77 and r = -

0.78 (p \ 0.001) respectively. To predict a fibrinogen deficit \1.5 g/

L, PTr and PTTr had an AUC of 0.94 while AUC were 0.96 and 0.97

to predict fibrinogen deficit\1 g/L. Regarding to negative predictive

values, absence of coagulopathy excluded certainly fibrinogen deficit

(NPV = 97–99 %). Concerning positive predictive values, fibrinogen

deficit was present in most of cases of severe cogulopathy.

Conclusion: Absence of post-traumatic coagulopathy excludes cer-

tainly a fibrinogen deficit on admission of trauma patient, while a severe

coagulopathy predicts accurately a fibrinogen deficit. Specific moni-

toring of fibrinogen does not appear to be decisive in these situations.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Induced hypothermia is known to reduce pro-inflam-

matory reactions after elective surgery and single insults (e.g.

hemorrhage). The effects of induced hypothermia on inflammatory

response in a porcine multiple trauma model are not fully elucidated.

Materials and methods: 40 male pigs (aged 12–16 weeks, weighing

30 ± 3 kg) were assigned to 4 different study groups (each consisting

of 10 animals). Beside sham animals, experimental animals under-

went multiple trauma with blunt chest injury, liver laceration and

pressure-controlled hemorrhage (MAP 30 ± 5 mmHg) followed by

fluid resuscitation. Afterwards, either normothermia was maintained

or hypothermia of 34 �C was induced via endovascular cooling for

3 h with subsequent rewarming in sham and experimental groups.

Animals were sacrificed 15.5 h after trauma induction. White blood

cell count, leukocyte activation (CD11r3 expression) and respiratory

burst were determined by flow cytometry. Systemic IL-6 levels were

assessed by ELISA.

Results: Multiple trauma resulted in a transitory increase of leukocyte

count in normothermic animals, whereas persistent leukocytosis was

observed following hypothermia. Reduced CD11r3 expression and

respiratory burst was found in the presence of hypothermia, but

without reaching statistical significance. Hypothermic trauma animals

showed significantly attenuated IL-6 plasma levels.

Conclusion: In the present porcine multiple trauma model, hypo-

thermia led to a reduction of pro-inflammatory immune response

with significantly decreased systemic IL-6 levels and apparently

attenuated leukocyte activation. The latter and the potentially

adverse effects of immunosuppression with increased susceptibility

to infection have to be validated in further studies with extended and

deeper hypothermia.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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UTILISATION OF TRANEXAMIC ACID IN MAJOR
TRAUMA: UK EXPERIENCE

E. Battaloglu1, E.E. Battaloglu2, K. Porter1

1Trauma and Orthopaedics, Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham,

Birmingham, UK, 2Medical School, University of East Anglia,

Birmingham, UK

Introduction: The CRASH-2 study demonstrated the beneficial

effect of early administration of tranexamic acid in bleeding trauma

patients. Tranexamic acid was seen to reduce all cause mortality

safely without serious complications. Subsequently, trauma care

systems worldwide have applied protocols to effectively implement

this finding into their management of trauma patients.
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Materials and methods: Retrospective review of tranexamic acid

utilisation in trauma patients during April 2012. Quantitative analysis

was made of data collected from the hospital trauma database,

emergency department admission records and prescribing records.

Data comprised of patient demographics, Injury Severity Scores,

tranexamic acid prescriptions, plus patient mortality and morbidity.

Results: During the studied period, a total of 71 patients sustaining

major trauma injuries were admitted to QEHB. Mean ISS score was

16 and patients required on average a hospital length of stay of

12 days including 3 days of critical care admission and 1.5 operative

interventions. A total of 17 patients received tranexamic acid loading

doses, however only 2 patients went on to receive the appropriate

continuing tranexamic acid infusion. From the 17 patients one mor-

tality was recorded, no vascular occlusive events were recorded. No

significant variation was seen in the blood transfusion requirements.

Conclusion: Tranexamic acid is an effective tool in the management

of the bleeding trauma patient, however the utilisation level is low.

Awareness of protocols among trauma teams remains low and needs to

be escalated in order to ensure appropriate management of all trauma

patients is carried out. Larger scale study is required after protocol

awareness amplification to identify significant outcome variations.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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CAN FRACTAL DIMENSION (DF) AS A HAEMOSTATIC
BIOMARKER GUIDE FLUID COMPONENT THERAPY
IN MAJOR TRAUMA?

J. Kaczynski1, S. Stanford1, M. Lawrence1, G. Davies1,
K. Hawkins2, R. Williams2, A. Evans1

1Nischr Haemostasis Biomarker Reserach Unit, ABM University
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University, Swansea, UK

Introduction: Crystalloids and colloids administration can have a det-

rimental effect on coagulation and clot quality, by dilution and intrinsic

effects. 1 In this study we utilise a new biomarker gel point (GP) and

fractal dimension (Df)1 in determining the effect of colloids and crystal-

loid on the clot microstructure to guide fluid replacement therapy.

Materials and methods: 120 healthy volunteers: 57 males,

mean ± SD, age 30.1 ± 7.1 years. Each sample was allocated a random

dilution ratio (10, 20, 40 and 60 %) and diluted with 0.9 % Isotonic

Saline (n = 40), Gelofusine (n = 40) and 6 % Voluven (n = 40). An

oscillatory shear technique was applied using an AR-G2 rheometer

measuring df (clot structure) and time to GP (point of first clot formation).

Additionally, thromboelastometry (ROTEM) and prothrombin time (PT)

and activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT) were measured.

Results: All three fluids demonstrated gradual reduction in Df value

with increasing dilution. 6 % Voluven had the most detrimental effect

on the Df reduction at 60 % dilution (1.499 ± 0.07), followed by

Gelofusine (1.596 ± 0.07) and IS (1.603 ± 0.07) indicating the

decrease in structural clot’s complexity. ROTEM reflected Df find-

ings, of three fluids 6 % Voluven was the most hypocoagulable and IS

was least hypocoagulable. GP was markedly prolonged at 60 %

dilution with 6 % Voluven (285.6 s ± 67.5). From 40 % dilution a

gradual prolongation in PT and APTT was observed with no signif-

icant differences between fluids (p \ 0.05).

Conclusion: The Df could provide a unique way of assessing the

coagulation cascade to guide fluids replacement therapy.

Reference:
1. Evans PA, et al. Blood. 2010;116(17):3341–6.
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VALPROIC ACID DIMINISHED LESION SIZE VOLUME
AND ATTENUATED LOCAL INFLAMMATION IN
A RODENT MODEL OF SEVERE TBI
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Introduction: Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) is a leading cause of

morbidity and mortality in civilian and military trauma. TBI imme-

diately initiates local and systemic inflammatory reactions, known to

affect the degree of secondary brain injury. Valproic Acid (VPA), a

histone-deacetylase inhibitor, has previously been shown to have both

neuro-protective and anti-inflammatory effects. We hypothesized that

VPA would decrease lesion size in a rodent model of TBI through

modulation of cytokines.

Materials and methods: Sprague–Dawley rats were subjected to

severe, isolated, controlled cortical impact TBI and allocated to either

treatment with VPA, 300 mg/kg or vehicle control saline infusion

30 min post injury (n = 8/group). Animals were sacrificed at 6 h post

TBI. Serum samples were analyzed for s100b, IL-1b, IL-6 and CINC-

1. Brains were analyzed for IL-1b, TNF-a, IL-6 and CINC-1. Lesion

size was measured on Nissl stained cryosections.

Results: Lesion size was significantly smaller in the VPA treated rats

(40.45 ± 4.89 mm3) as compared with vehicle control (59.57 ±

5.95 mm3) (p \ 0.05). In the treatment group, serum s100b was signifi-

cantly decreased at 3 h [VPA 85.78 ± 11.23 pg/ml vs. Veh. 145.36 ±

9.85 pg/ml. (p \ 0.001)] and 6 h [VPA 71.5 ± 9.19 pg/ml vs. Veh.

111.0 ± 7.54 pg/ml (p = 0.005)] post injury. There was no difference in

serum levels of cytokines between groups. Brain concentrations of IL-1b
were significantly decreased in the VPA group (26.25 ± 5.92 pg/ml)

when compared to controls (156.5 ± 17.5 pg/ml) (p \ 0.001) Brain

levels of other cytokines did not differ significantly.

Conclusion: Valproic acid decreased the volume of the TBI lesion

and attenuated local brain inflammation after severe isolated TBI in

rodents.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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BRAIN INJURY SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECTS THE
INFLAMMATORY RESPONSE FOLLOWING SEVERE
TRAUMA

T. Lustenberger1, B. Relja2, M. Kern2, I. Marzi2
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Hospital, Frankfurt, Germany

Introduction: Inflammation is an important part of the pathophysi-

ology of severe injury and, in particular, of severe traumatic brain

injury (TBI). This study evaluates the inflammatory course following

major trauma and focuses on the role of severe TBI on inflammatory

markers.
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Materials and methods: This was a retrospective analysis of pro-

spectively collected data in 123 severely injured (ISS C16) trauma

patients. The study cohort was divided into patients with isolated TBI

(Head AIS C3, all other AIS\3), patients without TBI (Head AIS\3;

Polytrauma) and multiply injured patients with severe TBI (Head AIS

C3; AIS of other body area C3; Polytrauma + TBI). Levels of

inflammatory markers (Interleukin-6 [IL-6], procalcitonin [PCT],

C-reactive Protein [CRP]) measured upon arrival and through hospital

days 1–3 were compared between the groups.

Results: On admission and through hospital day 3, IL-6 levels were

significantly different between the 3 groups (admission: Polytrauma

vs. Polytrauma + TBI vs. isolated TBI; 245 ± 50 vs. 149 ± 20 vs.

94 ± 16 pg/ml; p \ 0.05). Interleukin-6 levels peaked on hospital

day 1 and declined thereafter. C-reactive protein and PCT were not

significantly different between the cohorts on arrival and peaked on

hospital day 2 and 1, respectively.

Conclusion: Severe brain injury significantly affects the inflamma-

tory response following trauma. In particular, IL-6 levels were

significantly different between multiply injured patients with and

without severe TBI.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND RESEARCH IN
SKELETAL TRAUMA
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LOCAL TRANSPLANTATION OF G-CSF-MOBILIZED
CD34+ CELLS FOR PATIENTS WITH FEMORAL AND
TIBIAL NONUNION: PHASE 1/2 CLINICAL TRIAL

T. Niikura, R. Kuroda, T. Matsumoto, S.Y. Lee, Y. Mifune,
T. Fukui, Y. Kawakami, M. Kurosaka

Orthopaedic Surgery, Kobe University, Kobe, Japan

Introduction: We previously demonstrated that the intravenous and

local transplantation of human CD34+ cells, a hematopoietic/endo-

thelial progenitor cell-enriched population, accelerated functional

fracture healing via neo-vascularization and osteogenesis in rat un-

healing fracture model induced by periosteal cauterization. Here, we

report a phase I/IIa clinical trial regarding transplantation of autolo-

gous, granulocyte colony stimulating factor (G-CSF)-mobilized

CD34+ cells for patients with femoral and tibial nonunion.

Materials and methods: Seven patients were included in this clinical

trial which was approved by Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare,

Japan. There were 2 femoral nonunion and 5 tibial nonunion. Patients

received subcutaneous administration of G-CSF to mobilize CD34+ cells

from bone marrow. Leukapheresis was performed to harvest peripheral

blood mononuclear cells on day 5. Then CD34+ cells were isolated by

magnetic separation using a CliniMACS instrument. Immediately after

the magnetic cell sorting, predefined dose (5 9 105 cells/kg) of CD34+

cells were dissolved in atelocollagen gel which was used as a bio-

absorbable scaffold for retaining the cells at the transplanted site. Cell

transplantation was performed by injection at the nonunion surgery.

Results: Efficient isolation of CD34+ cells was successful for all

patients. Radiological union rate at 12 weeks postoperatively, the

primary endpoint of this study, was 71.4 %. All patients obtained bony

union at 16.4 weeks on average without pain and regained gait ability.

No adverse event obviously related to the cell therapy was observed.

Conclusion: CD34+ cell transplantation is a novel approach to the

treatment of nonunion and our clinical trial suggests the feasibility,

safety and potential effectiveness.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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LOW-INTENSITY PULSED ULTRASOUND AND BONE
MORPHOGENETIC PROTEIN-7 ADDITIVELY ENHANCE
OSTEOGENIC DIFFERENTIATION OF CELLS DERIVED
FROM HUMAN FRACTURE HAEMATOMA AND
NONUNION TISSUE IN VITRO
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Introduction: The application of low-intensity pulsed ultrasound

(LIPUS) is known to accelerate the healing of fracture and non-

union. It is also reported that bone morphogenetic protein-7 (BMP-

7) has osteoinductive activity and enhances bone formation in both

fracture and nonunion. However, the effect of combined treatment

of LIPUS and BMP-7 has not been reported. Recently, we

demonstrated that osteo- and chondrogenic progenitor cells reside

in human fracture haematoma and nonunion tissue [1, 2]. We

hypothesized that LIPUS would enhance BMP-7-induced osteogenic

activity of haematoma-derived cells (HCs) and nonunion tissue-

derived cells (NCs).

Materials and methods: HCs and NCs were isolated and cultured as

previously reported [1, 2]. The cells were divided into two groups: (1)

BMP-7 group: cells cultured in osteogenic medium, and (2) BMP-

7 + LIPUS group: cells cultured in osteogenic medium with LIPUS

treatment. LIPUS (30 mW/cm2, intensity at 1.5 MHz) was given for

20 min daily. Osteogenic differentiation potential and proliferation

were analyzed.

Results: Alkaline phosphatase activity, the expression of osteogenic

genes, and mineralization of HCs and NCs were shown to be sig-

nificantly higher in BMP-7 + LIPUS group than in BMP-7 alone

group. There was no significant difference in cell proliferation

between the two groups.

Conclusion: Our findings demonstrated LIPUS significantly

enhanced BMP-7-induced osteogenic activity of HCs and NCs. This

study suggests that combined application of LIPUS and BMP-7 might

be an attractive treatment for severe fracture and nonunion.

References:

1. Oe K, et al. J Bone Joint Surg Br. 2007;89:133–8.

2. Iwakura T, et al. J Orthop Res. 2009;27:208–15.
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A VERSATILE SOLUTION FOR ARTICULAR FRACTURES
OF THE CALCANEUS: THE CALCANAIL
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Introduction: Although open reduction and internal fixation is con-

sidered the best method for treating displaced articular fractures of the

calcaneus, lateral approach is at high risk for wound healing com-

plications. Moreover in some multifragmentary fractures the posterior

facet is so severely damaged that a stable fixation is no more feasible.

For these reasons the authors developed a posterior approach and an
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innovative implant to perform either a stable fixation or a primary

subtalar fusion.

Materials and methods: The authors presented a prospective series

of 30 fresh fractures with a 6 months minimal follow up. Among

them 26 were fixed with a short nail when 4 were treated by a primary

fusion with a longer nail. All fractures were studied with a preoper-

ative and a 3 months postoperative CT scan. Clinical results were

studied according to the AOFAS scoring system.

Results: Functional results are good with a mean 6 months AOFAS

score of 80. Reconstruction of the articular surface was good as the

reconstruction of the height of the calcaneus Very few complications

were noted.

Conclusion: Calcanail is a safe and effective method for recon-

struction of severe fractures of the calcaneus. In case of primary

arthrodesis Calcanail provided a stable support to allow a painfree

fusion in 3–4 months.

References:
1. Eur J Orthop Surg Traumatol. 2012;22:345–9.
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INFLUENCE OF CELL DIFFERENTIATION AND IL-1b
EXPRESSION ON CLINICAL OUTCOME AFTER MATRIX-
ASSOCIATED CHONDROCYTE TRANSPLANTATION
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Department of Traumatology, Medical University of Vienna,

Vienna, Austria

Introduction: Several patient and defect-specific factors influencing

clinical outcome after matrix-associated chondrocyte transplantation

(MACT) have been identified. Although the properties of the trans-

plant as a tissue engineering product mainly arise from the cells and

scaffold material used, only little is known about the influence of cell

specific characteristics on the clinical outcome after transplantation.

The aim of the present study was to investigate the influence of cell

differentiation and IL-1b expression on the clinical outcome after

MACT.

Materials and methods: Twenty seven patients, who underwent

MACT to the tibiofemoral joint area of the knee, were included in this

study. Clinical assessments were performed preoperatively and 6, 12,

24 and 60 months after transplantation using the KOOS, IKDC, the

Noyes sports activity rating scale, the Brittberg clinical score and the

Visual Analog Scale (VAS). Cell differentiation (defined as collagen

type II/type I expression ratio), aggrecan and IL-1b expression was

determined by real-time PCR in transplant residuals and were cor-

related with clinical outcome.

Results: All clinical scores significantly improved from preopera-

tively compared to 60 months after transplantation (IKDC 34.4 ± 8.6

to 74.7 ± 22.8, p \ 0.001). Cell differentiation showed a significant

positive correlation with nearly all clinical scores at different time

points, especially after 12 months (p \ 0.05). IL-1b expression neg-

atively influenced clinical outcome 24 months (Brittberg score) and

60 months (Brittberg score and VAS) after surgery (p \ 0.05). No

correlation was found between aggrecan and clinical outcome.

Conclusion: Our data demonstrate that cell differentiation and IL-1b
expression influence clinical outcome up to 5 years after MACT.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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POSSIBILITY OF THE AUTOLOGOUS TISSUE
FROM INTRAMEDULLARY CHANNEL PARIETES
APPLICATION FOR TREATMENT BONE CONSOLIDATION
DISORDERS AFTER FEMUR FRACTURES

A.V. Kalashnikov1, G.V. Gayko2, Y.O. Stavinsky2
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Introduction: Bone autoplastic is applied for treatment patients

suffering from bone consolidation disorders, atrophic or hypotrophic

pseudoarthrosis. Future-proof as a plastic material is autologous

chips-mixture, the by-product of intramedullary channel drilling

during the locking intramedullary osteosynthesis .

Materials and methods: To characterise the material, we have

performed histomorphologic and cultural-immunology research of

intramedullary channel parietes bone tissue of 41 patients after

intramedullary osteosynthesis due to femur non-unions and

pseudoarthroses.

Results: Histomorphologic bone consolidation disorders research has

shown, that distinctiveness of bone tissue and marrow dystrophy and

necrosis signs in pseudoarthrosis area depends on the period of time

from the fracture moment. Alternatively, proximal and distal frag-

ments located 5 cm higher or lower of the fracture level line

examination with microscope constantly showed the usual structure of

bone and bone marrow tissue. Efficiency of cloning mesenchymal

stem cells (24.07 ± 1.74 among 105 nuclear cells) of patients, suf-

fering from hypertrophic pseudoarthroses, and the amount of

multilayer colonies rising in plates, was in 12 times higher, compared

to those of patients, suffering from hypotrophic femoral bones

pseudoarthroses. Bone chips-mixture clinical application for the

patients, suffering from pseudoarthroses allowed to reach (95.1 %)

positive results, avoiding additional iliac crest trauma, otherwise

required for bone graft.

Conclusion: Bone chips-mixture, the by-product of intramedullary

channel drilling during the locking intramedullary nailing of the

patients, suffering from bone consolidation disorders, is an active

source of osteogenic cells—bone marrow predecessors, in different

variants of bone consolidation disorders, if it is taken from not less

than 5 cm from the bone fragments’ edges.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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THE INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT NEGATIVE PRESSURE
SETTINGS ON PU EN PVA FOAM IN OPEN FULL
THICKNESS WOUNDS ON BLOOD FLOW IN TRAPEZIUS
AND LATISSIMUS DORSI MUSCLE, A PROSPECTIVE
RANDOMISED EXPERIMENTAL SWINE STUDY

G.N. Jukema1, M. Timmers2, A. Bernards3, J. Langermans4,
J. Kroon4, H. Simmen1

1Department of Trauma Surgery, University Hospital Zürich, Zürich,

Switzerland, 2Department of Surgery, Red Cross Hospital, Beverwijk,

The Netherlands, 3Department of Medical Microbiology, Leiden

University Medical Center, ZA, The Netherlands, 4Live Stock

Research, Experimental Animal Services and BioMedical Research,

ASG Wageningen University, Lelystad, The Netherlands

Introduction: Topical negative pressure therapy is aimed to stimulate

wound healing by stimulating the local blood flow. To examine the

influence of the level of negative pressure on different types of foams,

an experimental animal study with open wounds was performed.

Materials and methods: To investigate the influence of varying

different negative pressure settings (test cycle from 25–500 mmHg)

on local blood blow in muscle tissue, an randomised, prospective

controlled open wound study with 8 high health pigs (30–40 kg,

wound size 10 9 15 cm, 4 wounds per pig) was performed to

objectify the physical behaviour of two different type of foams (PVA

and PU) on local blood flow in trapezius and latissimus dorsi muscle,

measured by Laser Doppler technique (Perimed).

Results: A statistical significant rise of muscle blood flow from the

base line (25 mmHg) up to 200 mmHg could be observed (P \ 0.03)

for both foams. Even at 500 mmHg no decrease of blood flow below

base line level was found. At the end of test cycle when negative

pressure was decreased from the highest level (500 mmHg) to base

line level again (25 mmHg), a statistical significant rise (long term

effect) at base line level perfusion could be observed (p \ 0.0001).

Conclusion: A higher negative pressure setting up to 200 mmHg as

normally recommended 125 mmHg setting seems to be favourable,

since a significant rise in blood flow in muscle and a long term effect

could be observed, supporting wound healing.

Disclosure: This study was supported by an unrestricted research

grant of Kinetic Concepts Inc., San Antonio, TX, USA.
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BIOMECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF A NOVEL DESIGNED
TENSION BAND PLATE COMPARED TO STANDARD
TENSION BAND WIRING: AN IN-VITRO CADAVER STUDY

D.S. Gruszka, T.E. Nowak, C. Arand, P.M. Rommens

Centre for Musculoskeletal Surgery, University Medical Center

Mainz, Mainz, Germany

Introduction: High complication rate is still a disadvantage of

Tension Band Wiring (TBW) used for internal fixation of olecranon

fractures. The aim of this study is to compare the stability and

advantages of TBW against a new Olecranon Tension Plate (OTP)

from Medartis in a simulated fracture model.

Materials and methods: We tested 12 fresh frozen pairs of cadaver

ulnae. An oblique osteotomy simulating Schatzker C type olecranon

fracture was performed. TBW and OTP were implanted pairwise,

accordingly, in Labitzke technique and using manufacturers recom-

mendations. We simulated elbow motion from 0 to 90 degrees flexion

and the pull force of the triceps tendon changed from 25 to 350 N.

The displacement of fracture fragments was continuously measured

with a video motion analysis system over 304 cycles. Data were

assessed statistically using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

Results: Dislocation of fracture fragments after testing for TBW and

OTP were accordingly: 1.98 and 0.83 mm. During statistical testing

the difference was noted to be important (p = 0.086), but statistically

not significant.

Conclusion: The concept of replacing prominent K-wires at the

proximal end of olecranon by an ultra low-profile plate with classical

lag and multidirectional angle-stable, especially in cases with a small

amount of soft tissue covering olecranon, showed advantages over

TBW but great care need to be taken during placement of lag and angle-

stable screws.

References:
1. Nowak TE, et al. New intramedullary locking nail for olecranon

fracture fixation-an in vitro biomechanical comparison with

tension band wiring. J Trauma. 2010;69(5).

Disclosure: No benefits in any form have been received or will be

received related directly or indirectly to the subject of this article. The

Biomechanical Laboratory of the Department of Musculoskeletal

Surgery, University Medical Center Mainz, is supported by a ye.
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TREATMENT OF FEMORAL NECK FRACTURES WITH
BIORESORBABLE SCREWS (OSTEOTRANS�): CASE
REPORT AND BIOMECHANICAL STUDY
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Introduction: The high strength and bioactive, bioresorbable bone

fixation devices which are made of a unique forged composite of u-HA

particles/Poly L-lactide (F-u-HA/PLLA) have been used successfully

for various clinical applications to the orthopaedic, traumatic and cra-

nial, oral, maxillofacial and plastic surgeries. We started to treat patient

with femoral neck fracture from 2009 utilizing 6.5 resorbable screws.

And we evaluated fixation strength of these screws for the treatment of

femoral neck fractures with biomechanical study. A purpose of this

study is to evaluate clinical and biomechanical outcome.

Materials and methods: Eight patient with femoral neck fractures

were treated with three Ø 6.5 resorbable screws. According to OTA

classification, all fractures were 31-B1. All patients were female and

average age was 80.1 (74–86) years old. Radiographic outcomes were

assessed postoperatively. In biomechanical study, the femoral neck of

femur model SAWBONE� was used. The initial stability of femoral

neck osteosynthesis provided by three resorbable screws or three

metallic cannulated screws was compared.

Results: Seven fractures were successfully united. A fracture was

dislocated at 2 weeks post-operation. No femoral head necrosis

occurred during this follow up. In biomechanical study, Ø 6.5 mm

resorbable screws fixation of femoral neck fracture was strong enough

even for immediate weight bearing.

Conclusion: We treated old patients with femoral neck fracture with

three resorbable screws with high mechanical strength. In undisplaced

and simple stable femoral neck fractures, the use of resorbable screws

may be good indication. Our clinical and biomechanical outcome was

acceptable. Long time follow up and further result must be requested.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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CALCANEAL FRACTURES : BIOMECHANICAL STUDY
IN DRY BONES COMPARING PLATING VERSUS
CALCANEAL NAIL

M. Goldzak1, L. Trousselier2, M. Chaussemier2, R. Chiergatti2

1Chirurgie Orthopedique Et Traumatologique, Clinique de l’union,

Saint Jean, France, 2Genie Civil, Isae-ensica, Toulouse, France

Introduction: Our aim is to compare biomechanical features of a

calcaneal fracture fixation with a mini invasive nail device versus

ORIF head blocking screws plates, actually the gold standard.

Materials and methods: 10 paired calcaneal bones were artificially

fractured in an usual 3 parts fracture pattern. AO Calcaneal head

blocking plate (Synthès) or Calcanail (FH industries) constructs were

placed in a compression device. Ensica Engineering school and the

Trials were conducted by independent professors of the Ensica and

students. Progressive load were applied trough the talus by the

machine to the calcaneal construct. They were 8 extensometric

measurement devices. We applied a 180 N preload and load to failure

(0.5 mm/min). The data were collected and studied with the Catman

data acquisition software HBM.

Results: Calcaneal nail fixation construct stiffness were higher than

Ao Synthès plates. However the breakage of the dry bone itself

limited the loading we have to limit the study by bone breakage below

300 N lower than usual fresh or embalmed bones literature tests

reaching load to failure around 1,000 N .

Conclusion: Calcanail is a reliable mini invasive technique.

References:

1. Zech S, et al. Differences mechanical properties of calcaneal.

Foot Ankle Int. 2006;27(12):1126–36.

2. Badet et al. Biomechanical study. Revue de chirurgie orthopédi-

que. 1999;85:601–11.

Disclosure: Dr Goldzak is a co inventor of the calcanail device no

consultancy with the FH brand and no funds received for this

presentation.
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PREDICTORS OF MISSED APPOINTMENTS
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2Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA, USA

Introduction: Missed research appointments may bias the outcome

of prospective clinical trials if the participants that miss appointments

differ in important ways from those that do not. The purpose of this

study was to determine the predictors of missed research appoint-

ments in patients enrolled in clinical trials.

Materials and methods: We retrospectively evaluated 665 partici-

pants enrolled in ten prospective clinical trials conducted at our

outpatient office between 2001 and 2010. Demographic data (sex,

race, date of birth, date of enrollment, age at enrollment, educational

level and work status), study coordinator and study type were ana-

lyzed for association with missed a research appointment in bivariate

and multiple logistic regression analyses.

Results: One hundred and forty four (21.7 %) participants missed

research appointments during their follow-up. There were no statistical

differences between those who missed appointments and those who

did not regarding sex, race and age at enrollment. Educational level

and work status were independent predictors of missed appointments.

Conclusion: This study suggests that educational level and work

status are predictors of missed appointments in prospective clinical

research.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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1General Surgery, Al Rahba Hospital, Al Ain, UAE, 2Surgery

Department, Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences, Al Ain, UAE

Introduction: The animal attacks on peoples lead to a huge number

of morbidity and mortality. We aimed to study the incidence,

mechanisms, types, anatomical distribution, and outcome of animal

related-injuries in Al-Ain city, United Arab Emirates (UAE) in order

to improve preventive measures.

Materials and methods: All patients who were admitted to Al-Ain

Hospital with animal-related injuries during the period of March

2003–March 2007 were studied. Data were retrieved from Al-Ain

Hospital Trauma Registry.

Results: There were 3,860 patients included in the Trauma Registry

of Al-Ain Hospital. Out of this, 89 (2.3 %) patients had animal-

related injuries. All patients were males except one female. The

median (range) age of patients was 30 (5–89) years. Only 8 patients

were less than 18 years old. Camel-related injury was the most

common injury (84.3 %) followed by cow related-injuries in 6

(6.7 %) patients. 74.2 % of injuries occurred in farms and 14.9 % at

camel race sites. Animal kick was the most common mechanism of

injury (32.6 %) followed by fall down. Upper extremities were the

most commonly injured body region followed by lower limbs. The

median (range) ISS was 4 (1–13) and the median (range) GCS was 15

(8–15). Median (range) hospital stay was 6 (1–53) days.

Conclusion: The majority of injuries in our study were camel-related

injuries. Experience handling of the so called domesticated camels

and calming it down is important to avoid injuries. Also, covering the

camel’s mouth using a muzzle may prevent camel bites.

Reference:
1. Annual report 2006, Preventive Medicine Sector, Ministry of

Health, UAE.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Windsurfing has been popular for decades and kite-

surfing is a rapidly growing sport. Despite the potentially high risk,

little is known about the injuries that can be encountered, neither have

these sports been compared in one study. Our hospital is close to a

very popular kitesurfing and windsurfing place at the North Sea. The

aim of this study was to analyze all kitesurfing and windsurfing

injuries at our hospital over a 2-year period.

Materials and methods: Electronic patient data were retrospectively

searched from September 2009 through September 2011 and injury

data were recorded. Patients received a questionnaire including par-

ticipant hours, use of protective gear, additional injuries, and chronic

disability.

Results: During the study period, 25 windsurfers and 32 kitesurfers

presented at the Emergency Department (44 male, age

30 ± 10 years). Eighteen windsurfers (72 %) and 26 kitesurfers

(81 %) responded to the questionnaire, with a follow-up of

19 ± 9 months. Few used protective gear. Most patients sustained

minor injuries but severe injuries such as vertebral and tibial plateau

fractures also occurred. The injury rate was 0.39 and 0.38 per 1,000 h

of windsurfing and kitesurfing, respectively. About one-third of the

patients experienced chronic symptoms. Kitesurfing accidents hap-

pened significantly more on the beach than windsurfing accidents

(p = 0.01). Although more kitesurfers were transported by ambu-

lance, required a clinical hospital stay, and received operative

treatment, these differences were not statistically significant

(p [ 0.05).

Conclusion: This study provides insight into injury patterns and rates

among windsurfers and kitesurfers under the same circumstances.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: About 0.5–1.5 % of all skeletal injuries are patella

fractures. Although the patella is a small bone, the rate of compli-

cations is high: almost half of the patients have residual pain and one

third reduced function.

Materials and methods: Therefore, we retrospectively analysed the

outcome of patients suffering from a patella fracture that was treated

with a newly developed angular-stable patella plate.

Results: Between 1/2011 and 8/2012, the patella plate was used in 24

patients (59 ± 15.3 years). 49 % had a good outcome without any

problems. 6.3 % suffered from pain and 12.5 % had reduced function

(limitation of maximal flexion). 9 % needed a re-operation because of

postoperative hematoma and we saw one secondary dislocation of the

distal fragment. One patients died because of cardiac disease.

Although we performed the plate osteosynthesis in patients with the

worst patella fractures, the complication rate was moderate and

almost half of the patients had an excellent outcome.

Conclusion: In conclusion, the angular-stable patella plate is a good

alternative in the treatment of patella fractures, especially in com-

minuted fractures.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Various methods for fixation of complex bicondylar

proximal tibia fractures (AO 41-C-type) are published. Lateral lock-

ing plate fixation and medial–lateral double plate fixation are based on

different biomechanical concepts. Our hypothesis was, that lateral

locking plate fixation using a strong angular stable implant yields

similar results compared to double plate fixation even in cases with

missing medial bony buttress.

Materials and methods: We performed a retrospective radiological

analysis of a comparable group of patients treated either with single

less invasive lateral proximal stabilization system or medio-lateral

double LCP fixation. Included were patients with complete radio-

logical follow-up until fracture consolidation. The main outcome

parameter was the measurement of medial proximal tibia angle

(MPTA) postoperatively and after fracture healing.

Results: From 2002 until 2012, 137 proximal tibia C-type fractures

were treated at our institution. 60 patients (30 patients in both groups)

were locally resident and could be evaluated. Patient’s characteristics

were similar in sex, age, fracture classification and concomitant soft

tissue injuries. In LISS group, 18 showed no medial bony buttress. 13

of these showed an increased variation between two and five degrees,

whereas only 1 out of 12 patients with medial bony buttress revealed

variation (p \ 0.001). A total of 14/30 patients in LISS group showed

an increased variation compared to 0/30 patient in LCP group

(p \ 0.001; OR 4.4).

Conclusion: A unilateral LISS fixation of complex proximal

tibia fractures showed to be sufficient in fractures with bony medial -

support. Due to an increase in variation, double plate osteosynthesis

should be preferred in fractures lacking medial bony buttress.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Gutenberg-University, Mainz, Germany

Introduction: Autologous bone grafting for bone defect reconstruc-

tion is associated with complications including donor site morbidity,

infection risk, pain and surgical time. Therefore, bone graft substitutes
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provide an alternative for distinct indications. However, bone graft

substitutes possess different characteristics with regard to their

mechanical properties and resorption rates. We report about the

clinical and radiological outcome after bone defect reconstruction

using of a novel biodegradable and injectable bioceramic ‘‘Cera-

mentTM Bone Void Filler’’.

Materials and methods: CeramentTM has been used for the repair of

bone defects caused by traumatic injuries in 30 patients. Different

metaphyseal regions of the body, as well as calcaneal fracture defects,

were included. The average follow-up was 12-months, with a minimal

6-month follow-up. In particular, we treated 8 calcaneal-fractures, 12

proximal tibia-fractures, 5 radius-fractures and 5 fractures of the

humeral head.

Results: There were no material-associated adverse events during the

wound healing. Bone defect healing was observed in all cases. In

calcaneal fractures, a milky secretion was observed during the first

3 days postoperatively with spontaneous suspend, which was sup-

posed to be a degradation product of CeramentTM. No postoperative

infections occur. Interestingly, the resorption of CeramentTM esti-

mated by conventional X-rays was approximately 25 % per month,

with complete resorption and remodeling of the product occurring

within 6–12 months.

Conclusion: Our preliminary results show that CeramentTM may be

safely used for reconstruction of metaphyseal defects providing a

valuable alternative for autologous bone grafts. In particular, we

observed reproducible resorption rates of this bone substitute provid-

ing a chance for a complete bony remodeling in metaphyseal defects.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Budapest, Hungary, 2Vi. Trauma Department, Péterfy S. str. Hospital
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Introduction: During the treatment of syndesmolysis-associated

ankle we observed that many of the patients—even with excellent or

quite good X-ray results—have complaints after the surgery and

postoperative rehabilitation. Regarding the complaints and frequent

difficulty of weight-bearing, further studies were initiated.

Materials and methods: According to our previous publications, we

started a retrospective CT scan analysis to find the most common

reduction errors of the fibula. These studies have pointed that the most

general reduction failure is caused by the ventral positioning and

shortening of the fibula and the lack of adequate spaciousness of

syndesmosis (which are hardly seen on intraoperative X-ray devices).

To avoid these errors we used the reduction clamps in other than the

recommended manner: the clamps are applied to the ankle from

behind. This way we can flush the crural bones with one other and can

introduce the positioning screw in horizontal direction.

Results: With this modified method—considering the traditional

X-ray assessments—the same results were achieved. According the

retrospective study in every case (n = 15) an additional CT scan was

performed. The outcome (was) quite excellent, as in 13 cases we

achieved anatomic reduction of the syndesmosis (with the traditional

method we achieved only 5 anatomic reduction among 14 patients).

Conclusion: Although the surgical management of syndesmolysis has

been known for decades and the topic has been discussed to death, but

these injuries still often lead to late complications. In the presentation

the steps and results of the modified method will be introduced.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Surprisingly little is known about the long-term out-

come in different types of ankle fractures. Previous studies focus

mainly on trimalleolar fractures and have less attention for medial

malleolar involvement.

Materials and methods: Retrospective cohort study. All patients

operated due to an ankle fracture (1995–2007) were invited for physical

examination, 2 questionnaires and an ankle X-ray (AO-scale). Finally,

243 patients (52 years old, Follow-up 9.7 years) participated. Patients

were classified into 4 groups; unimalleolar fibular fracture (group F,

n = 112), unimalleolar medial fracture (group M, n = 9), bimalleolar

fracture (group B, n = 43) or trimalleolar fracture (all posterior malle-

olar fractures, group T, n = 79). Results were compared on basis of

AOFAS, AAOS, VAS-pain and restriction in dorsiflexion.

Results: Significant differences were found in unimalleolar versus

bimalleolar or trimalleolar fractures. There was no significant dif-

ference in functional outcome in unimalleolar fibular fractures

whether presence of deltoid ligament tear or not and in bimalleolar

versus trimalleolar fractures. Trimalleolar fractures were further

subdivided into a group with (Tm+) or without (Tm-) medial mal-

leolar fracture. These subgroups are comparable on size of posterior

malleolar fragment (Tm- 14 % versus 16 % in Tm+). The group

with medial malleolar involvement did significant worse on all out-

comes than without medial malleolar involvement. Subgroup Tm-

showed significant better results on all outcomes than bimalleolar

fractures.

Conclusion: The results of this largest long-term cohort study on

operated ankle fractures up to date, show that medial involvement is

to a large extent responsible for worse functional outcome. Trimal-

leolar fractures without a medial component score significantly better

than bimalleolar fractures.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Managing Acromioclavicular Joint (ACJ) Injuries

remains controversial where no evidence for conservative or opera-

tive management is stronger: we aimed to analyse Patient Reported

Outcome Measures (PROMs) in non-operatively treated ACJ injuries.

Materials and methods: Retrospective review, single surgeon’s

series, of 29 adult ACJ injuries, treated non-operatively in our insti-

tution over an 8 years. All managed with initial X-rays, slings for

2 weeks, followed by mobilisation. Final clinical assessments made at

6 weeks, no further imaging. Injuries were classified using the

Rockwood Classification.

Demographics collected included age at injury and follow-up

time. Oxford Shoulder Score (OSS) and Quick DASH (QDASH)

Score were posted to patients with questions about the appearance of

affected shoulder.

Results: Mean age at injury was 36 years. 1/29 were female. Mean

follow-up was 4.59 years. The response rate was 62 %. There were 8

Grade 2 and 10 Grade 3 injuries. Mean OSS in was 57.90 and 45.00 in

Grades 2 and 3 respectively. Mean QDASH in Grade 2 was 6.20 and

Grade 3 was 27.27. 3/10 Grade 3 s required operative reconstruction,

an average of 5.33 months post injury. Mean outcome scores for these

patients was OSS 30.33; QDASH 54.54. 9/18 had a residual lump, 5/9

reported being conscious of it or it being painful carrying objects. 3/9

avoided wearing certain clothes and 2/9 unhappy with the asymmetry.

Conclusion: PROMs data suggests that Grade 2 ACJ injuries have

excellent long-term outcomes. Grade 3 injuries do well treated con-

servatively, but in our series 30 % required later conversion to

operative management. Patients must be warned of the potential

residual lump at the time of injury.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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FIRST SUICIDAL TERRORIST ATTACK IN BULGARIA

V.M. Mutafchiyski, I.R. Takorov, R. Stoyanova, N.N. Vladov

HPB and Transplant Surgery, Military Medical Academy, Sofia,

Bulgaria

Introduction: Despite of the numerous terrorists’ attacks worldwide,

with increasing frequency and efficacy during the last 15 years, until

recently Bulgaria hasn’t been affected.

Materials and methods: Explosive with 3 kg TNT equivalent was

detonated on the 18 July 2012 at 1725 hours at the parking of the

airport of Burgas, Bulgaria among 50 Israeli tourists while they were

boarding the bus.

Results: Six people died on site (the terrorist, one Bulgarian citi-

zen—the driver and 4 Israeli inhabitants) and the bus was totally

destroyed by the fire. Thirty-two victims were hospitalized. One of

them died at the hospital 90 min after the explosion, 3 were with

severe trauma (ISS more than 15), 15 with moderate trauma (ISS

between 9 and 14) and 13 with minor trauma (ISS 1–8). The

ambulances arrived at the airport on the 15th minute and within an

hour evacuation and triage were completed. A female patient was

operated during the first hour from the explosion due to thoraco-

abdominal penetrating trauma (secondary injury). Two more

severely injured victims were operated later.

Conclusion: On the 24th hour from the attack all casualties were

transported to Israel.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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PARTENKIRCHEN: PREPARATION OF THE CIVIL
PROTECTION SERVICE AND SOUTH BAVARIAN TRAUMA
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F.D. Wagner1, M. Adamski2, M. Dotzer3

1Emergency Doctor Service, Unfallklinik Murnau, Murnau, Germany,
2Center for Internal Medicine, Klinikum Garmisch Partenkirchen,

GarmischPartenkirchen, Germany, 3Anaesthesiology, Unfallklinik

Murnau, Murnau, Germany

Introduction: In February 2011 the Word Ski Championship took

place in Garmisch Partenkirchen in the South of Germany. This little

town with its 26,000 inhabitants is for 2 weeks the host for 130,000

sportsmen and visitors. It is obvious, that the emergency service, the

hospitals and the civil protection has to be temporarily enforced. Only

little months after the catastrophic scenario at the love parade in

Duisburg the focus in preplanning was the crowds and preparation

against terror.

Materials and methods: The preparation was divided in 3 parts: the

sport events at 3 different places, The party zone and the hole valley

of Garmisch-Partenkirchen. The hospitals had been activated con-

cerning the trauma network plans for mass casualties.

Results: A bottleneck in traffic was noticed. We react in generating

a emergency route service specialised for emergencies. The plenty of

visitors was consequently leaded to the places of interest. Even the

rush towards the party zone was derived so overcrowding in the

events could be avoided. For emergency preplanning we defined a

helicopter landing area at the US Army Station. 10 additional

ambulances stood 12 h a day in reserve for evacuation. The trauma

network München Oberbayern Süd had his plans disaster plans

activated. The Control Center was equipped by a actual plan, where

casualties can immediately took.

Conclusion: The main problems dealing with 150,000 people in a

small valley could be defused. The civil protection service was wise

punctually enforced by additional forces. This planning founds a

matrix for incoming events, even Olympic Games.

References:
1. http://www.gap2011.com
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IN DISASTER MANAGEMENT

C. Welling1, S. Sahami1, F. Garssen1, J.C. Goslings1,
K. Ponsen2, V.M. De Jong3

1Trauma Unit Department of Surgery, Academic Medical Center,

Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 2Traumasurgery, Medical Centre
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Introduction: In the course of the 2010 Haitian earthquake the

regional trauma care network TraumaNet AMC was invited to join

Cordaid (a Dutch NGO) to deliver trauma-surgical aid. Initially a
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quartermaster made a inventory of the local circumstances. The most

important investigated items to set up a temporarily hospital were:

necessity of surgical aid and equipment appropriate location, and

safety. During the whole process we encountered several difficulties

and challenges: which medical equipment and medication is needed,

financial- and legal management and the follow up for treated Hai-

tians. These challenges were comparable to a similar project that the

AMC carried out after the Java earthquake in 2006.

Materials and methods: To intercept these difficulties we created an

emergency aid protocol for disaster management in foreign countries.

This presentation shows how we made and designed the protocol and

which factors were especially important for future emergency aid

delivery.

Results: During a period of 9 weeks the AMC team triaged 2880

patients, treated 245 in the outpatient clinic, and operated 45 patients.

The different operative treatments consisted of external (n = 21) and

internal (n = 15) fixations, soft tissue management (n = 63), and

various other surgical interventions (n = 36).

Conclusion: Surgical aid following a disaster is difficult. Especially

in lower income countries without any infrastructure and low standard

medical care, it is a challenge. Planning and standardizing is impor-

tant to improve medical aid facilitates the organizational process of

delivering aid. Collaboration with an experienced NGO or the mili-

tary medical teams seems a valuable option for future surgical aid

delivery for disaster relief.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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HUMANITARIAN HELP TO LIBYAN CIVIL WAR
WOUNDED AS A MODEL FOR DISASTER CARE
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Introduction: Due to the civil war in Libya in 2011, many civilians

were wounded. But they could not receive the care they needed.

Therefore, the Libyan Transitional National Council filed a request

for transfer to The Netherlands. This was a unique problem to the

system. It was decided to open the Major Incident Hospital (MIH) in

Utrecht. The MIH could serve as a gateway and buffer, before transfer

to the trauma centers throughout The Netherlands for definite care.

Materials and methods: We prospectively gathered and analyzed

data of the 51 wounded patients admitted to the MIH.

Results: In total 51 patients were transported to the MIH. Upon

arrival, 2 patients were triaged as T1, 6 as T2 and 43 as T3 patients.

Most injuries were due to gunshots (24 patients [47 %]) and caused

by shrapnel (13 patients [26 %]). One patient was operated in

emergency setting in the MIH. The MIH served as a buffer before

transfer to one of 26 hospitals and a rehabilitation center, where they

received definite care. The mean stay in the MIH was 1.5 days.

Conclusion: The MIH is a globally unique facility that can provide

immediate care for multiple casualties under exceptional circum-

stances. The system recently proofed itself in a unique setting of

humanitarian help to wounded Libyan civil war victims. The MIH

acted as a buffer, where evaluation and immediate medical care was

provided when needed, before a quick transfer to trauma centers

throughout the country for definite care. This operation served as a

good model for disaster care.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Nurse educators are expected to demonstrate basic

competency in responding to emergencies, including those related to

disaster preparedness and response. Nursing faculty find it challeng-

ing to provide learning experiences that enable students to use

appropriate assessment, triage, and decision making skills for mass

casualty incidents during disaster events. The aim was top to explore

and compare nurse educators’ perceptions about preparedness and

response for disaster management in İstanbul and Miyazaki.

Materials and methods: A 18-question descriptive survey was

conceived through literature review.

Results: Responses from 144 nurse educators representing two state

university nursing schools in İstanbul, Turkey, and one in Miyazaki,

Japan, had an average age of 40, worked as educators for more than

15 years. Just over half of the respondents had ‘‘some’’ professional

knowledge about disaster preparedness and response and considered

taking course on this issue in the future. The majority of respondents

considered ‘‘caregiver’’ as a possible nursing role they could under-

take in cases of a disaster. Possible conflict between family

commitments and nursing school obligations were high due to major

conflicts between family and job responsibilities. Younger ages and

research assistant academics showed significant differences in pro-

fessional knowledge status on disaster preparedness and response

while personal concerns showed the opposite.

Conclusion: Nurse educators were under-prepared to deal with

disaster situations. The need to develop educational background on

disaster nursing, collaborate with organizations including interna-

tional colleges and universities are recommended.

References:
1. Pelaccia T, et al. Can teaching methods based on pattern recog-

nition skill development optimise triage in mass-casualty

incidents? Emerg Med J. 2009;12:899–902.
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MANAGEMENT OF MASS CASUALTIES EXPERIENCIES
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P. Candoni, E. Demortière

Chirurgie Orthopedique, HIA LAVERAN, Marseille, France

Introduction: The authors describes two situations of massive influx

they were confronted: Role 3 of Kabul, June 2003, Role 2 of

Tombokro, November 2004.

Materials and methods: 30 wounded persons were taken care in

Kabul (6P1, 7P2, 17P3) operated within 24h00. 33 wounded persons

were taken care in Tombokro (17P2, 16P3) operated during 3 days.
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Results: The mortality rate for patients having reached the hospital

was 0 % in both cases, but the deadlines of primary evacuation were

very different: less than 30 mn in Kabul, 2–5 h from Bouake to

Tombokro.

Conclusion: The implemented means in those 2 situations were not

the same which is a major point to take into account in the man-

agement of a mass casualties: surgical teams, size of the blood bank,

sterilization facilities, provisioning and technical plateform. The

surgical priorities will ensue not only of the triage but also of the

number of medical teams available and the technical possibilities. We

highlighted the need for specific training of surgeons who are likely to

deal with mass casualties.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Recently San Raffaele Hospital set up a plan to pro-

vide policy for response to both internal and external disaster

situations. Therefore, since in disaster medicine we cannot have ‘‘on

job training’’, a one day-course was organized for all the hospital staff

members involved in the response to different threats.

Materials and methods: 109 hospital professionals were enrolled: 36

doctors, 60 nurses, 13 administrative staff members. Four editions of

the course were held. The drill was performed on the base of

MACSIM system. To assess the efficacy of the course in improving

the trainees’ knowledge of the hospital plan and their skills in disaster

medicine, we asked them to answer 15 questions at the beginning and

at the end of the course.

Results: At the end of any edition, all the participants showed an

improvement of their knowledge of the topics object of the course. As

an example of some of questions, Before the simulation 39.8 % of the

participants were aware of the general organization of the hospital

during a major incident; they were 76.4 at the end of it (+95 %); also

the knowledge of the emergency management (alert, preparation,

action) was known by 40 % of the trainees; after the drill 77.9 % of

them knew it (+97 %).

Conclusion: These data show that training based on MACSIM sys-

tem was a good method the improve hospital staff’s knowledge of the

hospital disaster plan.

References:

1. Montan KL, et al. Am J Disaster Med. 2011;6:289–98.

2. Lennquist S. Int J Disaster Med. 2003;1:25–34.
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SPLEEN AND BOWEL
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TECHNIQUE: A NEW METHOD OF LAPAROSCOPIC
SPLENORRHAPHY FOR HIGH GRADE SPLENIC INJURIES
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Taiwan, 2Department of Emergency Medicine, National Taiwan
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Introduction: Laparoscopic splenectomy has been used safely for

patients with blunt splenic trauma and failed non-operative manage-

ment (NOM). Reports of using laparoscopic splenorrhaphy for spleen

salvage were fewer and mainly limited to lower grades of injuries. No

study has focused on the role of laparoscopic splenorrhaphy in the

treatment of patients with high grades of splenic injuries.

Materials and methods: Medical records of 24 hemodynamically

stable patients with high grades of splenic injuries required an oper-

ation for failed NOM were retrospectively reviewed. They underwent

a new technique of sandwich repair laparoscopically for spleen sal-

vage. Preoperative parameters, sandwich repair technique,

perioperative parameters, and postoperative outcomes were evaluated.

Results: Twenty-one of the 24 (87.5 %) patients underwent the new

technique successfully. Two patients converted to laparoscopic sple-

nectomy due to complex injuries, and 1 converted to open

splenectomy due to unstable hemodynamics. The mean (SD) time to

reach hemostasis was 36.7 ± 22.0 min and the overall mean (SD)

operation time was 136.3 ± 40.3 min. Mean (SD) blood loss amount

was 1598.0 ± 940.0 ml. The mean (SD) length of hospital stay was

10.8 ± 5.4 days. No mortality was noted. No re-bleeding, no total

splenic infarction, nor intra-abdominal abscess was noted during

3 months’ follow-up after surgery.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic splenorrhaphy by the sandwich repair

technique is feasible and safe for patients with high grade splenic

injuries.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Timely intervention in patients with splenic injury is

essential. The aim of this study was to report time intervals between

admission to the trauma room and start of intervention (Transcatheter

Arterial Embolization (TAE) or splenic surgery).

Materials and methods: Consecutive patients with splenic injury

aged C16 years admitted between January 2006 and January 2012

were included. Data were reported according to haemodynamic

status. In haemodynamically (HD) unstable patients, transfusion

requirement, intervention related complications and the need for a

re-intervention were compared between the TAE and surgery group.

Results: The cohort consisted of 96 adults and 16 were HD

unstable on admission. In stable patients, median time to inter-

vention was 105 (IQR 77–188) minutes: 117 (IQR 78–233) for TAE

compared to 95 (IQR 69–188) for surgery (p = 0.58). In HD

unstable patients, median time to intervention was 58 (IQR: 41–99)

minutes: 46 (IQR 27–107) for TAE compared to 64 (IQR 45–80)

for surgery (p = 0.76). The median number of transfused packed

red blood cells was 8 (3–22) in unstable patients treated with TAE

versus 24 (9–55) in the surgery group (p = 0.09). No intervention-

related complications occurred in the TAE group and one in the

surgery group (p = 0.88). Two spleen related re-interventions were

performed in the TAE group versus 3 in the surgery group

(p = 0.76).

Conclusion: Time to intervention did not differ significantly between

HD unstable patients treated with TAE and splenic surgery. We

conclude that if 24/7 interventional radiology facilities are available,

TAE is not associated with time loss compared to splenic surgery,

even in HD unstable patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: We analyzed, in this report the spleen surgical treat-

ment in our institution from 2008 to 2012. The aim of our

retrospective study is to evaluate the use of conservative therapy for

spleen preservation.

Materials and methods: A retrospective analysis (2008–2012) has

been performed. Patients were categorized according to the ISS, and

OIS-AAST (spleen injuries) into: torso trauma-spleen lesions asso-

ciated with other organ’s injuries (group 1), spleen lesion injuries

(group 2). Patients were categorized for treatment into: non operative

management, splenectomy, splenic preserving surgery.

Results: 1785 trauma patients have been reviewed. 508 were major

trauma. 70 pts have been selected for spleen lesions. 53 pts had torso

trauma (spleen lesions associated with other injuries). 17 pts had

spleen injuries without any other lesions, but three cases with rib

fractures. All were blunt trauma, and the main mechanism of injuries

was vehicle collision. 17 patients had NOM; 51 underwent splenec-

tomy; 1 underwent partial splenectomy.

Conclusion: Although NOM is well-known and liberally used, partial

splenectomy is not. A careful selection is mandatory for the choice of

the techniques but also the surgeons’ experience and background must

be considered.

References:

1. Di Savero S, Moore E, Tugnoli G, et al. World J Am Surg. 2012,7:3.
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Introduction: The treatment of blunt splenic injury (BSI) has chan-

ged radically over the past decades. Nowadays, all hemodynamically

stable patients, without concomitant intra-abdominal organ injuries,

are considered candidates for non-operative treatment (NOM). The

present study was conducted to evaluate the safety of non-operative

management.

Materials and methods: From our prospective trauma registry we

selected all adult patients with BSI who were admitted to our level

one trauma center during a 12-years period. Demographic, medical

and trauma characteristics, as well as type of treatment and outcome

were examined. We divided patients in two groups: group I consisted

of those who were selected for operative management (OM) and

group II consisted of patients who were initially treated by non-

operative management.

Results: A total of 135 patients (99M/36F) with a median age of

31 years were included. The median (IQR) Injury Severity Score of

the population was 25 (16–34). Sixty-eight patients underwent

immediate laparotomy and 69 patients were selected for NOM.

Twelve patients failed NOM and later required surgical intervention.

No differences were seen between the patients treated by operative

management and those treated by NOM in median length of stay (16

vs. 12 days; p = 0.55), duration of ICU stay (4 vs. 1 days, p = 0.04)

and complications. Mortality was not seen in patients treated by NOM

and ten fatalities occurred in group I.

Conclusion: This study shows that non-operative therapy is not

associated with increased morbidity or mortality. Therefore, we

conclude that hemodynamically stable patients sustaining BSI,

without concurrent intra-abdominal injuries, can be treated safely by

non-operative management.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Blunt trauma of the duodenopancreatic complex is a

rare event that can challenge the surgeon with a hard problem solving
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situation. Most times, the injury is simple, and can be solved by direct

suture and wide drainage. But, sometimes, when it involves the

pancreatic or biliary ducts, it will be more challenging, often needing

a Whipple’s procedure. This technique, one of the most complex

interventions in the digestive tract, needs a knowledgable surgeon, but

also a patient physiologically fit to withstand it. Both premises are

difficult to find together, mainly in the acute setting of a major

trauma, making impossible to solve the patient’s problem in the index

surgery. For this reason, albeit others, this kind of situation must be

dealt with Damage Control Surgery (DCS).

Materials and methods: We present a case of a 51 years old male,

victim of a car crash, unrestrained and intoxicated, with complaints of

abdominal pain and hematemesis, caused by a disruption of the

duodenopancreatic complex, with a bulky local hematoma and ret-

roperitoneal air, visible on the CT scan. We illustrate the following

exploratory laparotomy, the steps of the DCS preceding the duode-

nopancreatectomy performed, the different techniques used in the

management of the initial situation, as in the following complications.

Results: After a hospital stay of 49 days and 10 months follow-up,

the patient is alive and well, without signs of physical or metabolic

complications, independent in every day tasks.

Conclusion: DCS allows restoration of physiologic equilibrium for

the critical trauma patient to withstand major surgery, including

Whipple’s procedure.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: For years, splenic arterial embolisation (SAE) took a

casting place in non-operative management of blunt splenic injuries.

Even if technics and complications are well-knowned, indications

depend on each trauma center.

Materials and methods: Between January 2005 and January 2012,

291 patients were admitted for a blunt splenic trauma and for 248 of

them was performed a non-operative management. Among them, 26

patients (20 men) older than 15 years old (mean age 36) had a SAE

for blunt splenic injury classified Moore II (11.2 %), Moore III

(50 %), Moore IV (15,4 %) and Moore V (23 %). Mean IIS and

SAPS 2 were respectively 18 and 17.

Results: Arterial blush was found in angiography in 17 cases

(65.4 %) and pseudo-aneurysmal in 9 cases (34.6 %). 6 patients

(23.1 %) had proximal SAE, 19 patients (73.1 %) had distal SAE and

one mixed. 8 patients (30.7 %) had no complication. Minor compli-

cations : 38.4 % left pleural effusion, 15.3 % pain, 7.6 % fever,

11.5 % pulmonary atelectasia and 3.8 % splenic abscess. 8 partial

ischemia (30.7 %) were found in CT-scan and one spleen hematoma

(3.8 %). 3 patients developed an acute pancreatitis (11.5 %). SAE

was a success with minors complications for 88.5 % and 3 patients

were splenectomized post-SAE for heamostasis. 1 patient died from

acute pancreatitis post embolization with secondary bleeding. The

overall splenic salvage rate was 94 %.

Conclusion: SAE is an efficiency treatment in non-operative man-

agement of blunt splenic injury with an acceptable morbidity. A long-

term follow-up of patients is necessary to evaluate the immunological

and haematological function of embolized spleen.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Data comparing patterns and outcomes of traumatic

abdominal injury (TAI) in each abdominal compartment are lacking.

We aimed to study TAI based on its anatomical compartments.

Materials and methods: We conducted a retrospective study for TAI

patients between 2008 and 2011 in Qatar. Patients were grouped into

4 anatomical compartment (C): intrathoracic abdomen (ITC), retro-

peritoneal abdomen (RPC), true abdomen (TAC), and pelvic abdomen

(PAC) group. Chi Square test, One-Way ANOVA and multivariate

regression analyses were appropriately performed.

Results: Of 6,888 patients admitted to the trauma unit, 15 % had TAI

(52 % ITC, 23 % RPC, 18 % TAC, and 7 % PAC). Mean age was

low in ITC (29 ± 14 years) and high in TAC (34 ± 11 years) group

(P = 0.001). MVC was major MOI in all groups except for PAC, in

which fall dominated. Vast majority of expatriates had PAC and TAC

injuries. Main abdominal injuries included liver (35 %; ITC), spleen

(32 %; ITC) and kidneys (18 %; RPC).The extra-abdominal injuries

involved the head in RPC and ITC, lung in ITC and RPC and

extremities in PAC. Mean ISS was higher in RPC and ITC whereas

abdominal AIS was higher in TAC injuries. Hospital mortality was

10 % (12 % in TAC and RPC, 9 % in ITC and 2 % in PAC). Head

injury (OR 5.4; P = 001) and the need for blood transfusion (OR 2.7;

P = 0.003) were the main independent predictors for mortality.

Conclusion: Beyond its academic significance, anatomical approach

of TAI is useful for understanding and predicting the pattern and

outcomes of TAI.

Reference:
1. Bonatti H, et al. Trauma. Emerg Med Clin North Am.

2008;26:625.
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Introduction: Penetrating or blunt injury to the biliary tree remains a

rare complication of trauma occurring in 0.1 % of trauma admissions.

Because of the different presentations, sites of biliary tract injury, and

associated organ injury, there are many possible management path-

ways to be considered.

Materials and methods: A 81-year-old woman suffered abdominal

trauma resulting from penetrating stab wounds to the abdomen and
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the left chest. On arrival she was hemodynamically stable. The chest

was normal at physical examination but the abdomen presented a

guarding and abnormal tenderness. Chest X-ray showed no pneumo-

thorax; Abdominal ultrasound showed free fluid. A surgical abdominal

exploration was performed by laparotomy and demonstrated two pene-

trating wounds of right colon and two small bowel penetration. We

performed multiple suture with abdominal drainage.

In 8th hospital day, because of clinical and biohumoral deterioration with

biliary fluid leakage in abdominal drainage we choose for a relaparotomy.

Results: At relaparotomy a hepatic hilar hematoma was found and

after careful exploration an injury of biliary duct was detected.

A trans-cystic cholangiography confirmed a biliary leakage of the

common bile duct. We performed a linear suture on a bilateral

transversing wound and a trans-cystic tube was placed into the

common bile duct; a subhepatic drainage was placed too. On postop

day 30, a T-tube cholangiography showed a normal biliary tree,

without leakage, and the transcystic-tube was removed. The patient

had a complete recovery.

Conclusion: Biliary tract penetrating trauma are rare and difficult to

detect at trauma laparotomies. A careful surgical exploration can help

in diagnosing and treating this rare complication.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

BLEEDING CONTROL IN NON-TRAUMA
SITUATIONS

O141

OPEN SURGERY FOR AAA RUPTURE
IN OCTOGENARIANS?

T. Cohnert, S. Koter, J. Fruhmann, P. Konstantiniuk, S. Schweiger,
A. Baumann

Department of Vascular Surgery, University Hospital, Graz Medical

University, Graz, Austria

Introduction: Ruptured infrarenal aortic aneurysm (rAAA) remains a

life-threatening emergency. Feasibility of open surgery in rAAA for

old patients is discussed controversely. Aim of this study was to

evaluate the current concept for emergency patients by assessing the

results for open repair in rAAA with focus on octogenarians.

Materials and methods: Prospectively collected data of consecutive

patients (pts) operated for abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) between

January 2005 and October 2012 were analyzed retrospectively. Every

emergency patient reaching the hospital alive underwent surgery.

Glasgow Aneurysm Score (GAS) was calculated. Statistical analysis

was performed by Mann–Whitney U test. Survival was assessed by

Kaplan–Meier method.

Results: 417 patients (40 women, 377 men) with a mean age of

71.6 + 9.7 years underwent open AAA surgery (296 elective, 121

emergency procedures). In hospital mortality in elective repair was

1.4 % (4/296 pts) and 17.4 % in emergencies (21/121 pts.). Mortality

in Octogenarians operated for AAA rupture with 25 % (6/24 pts) was

not significantly different from younger patients (26.8 %, 15/56 pts).

1 year survival after surgery for aneurysm rupture was 53 % in

octogenarians compared to 62 % in younger pts and 3 year survival

42 % for octogenarians and 58 % for younger pts.

Conclusion: Open surgery for AAA can be performed with accept-

able risk in Octogenarians. In ruptured AAA it is not justified to

exclude patients from surgery because of their age.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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NON-TRAUMATIC RUPTURE OF THE SPLEEN.
SELECTIVE SPLENECTOMY: WHERE ARE WE NOW?

A. Hadary1, W. Safadi2, I. Waksman1, I. Dashkovsky1, A. Rapaport1,
S. Biswas1, L. Felsenstein1

1Department of Surgery, Ziv Medical Center, Tzfat, Israel, 2Bar Ilan

University, Ziv hospital, Tzfat, Israel

Introduction: Non-traumatic splenic rupture is a rare condition. It

may occur in the diseased spleen secondary to infectious diseases,

such as malaria, and myeloproliferative disorders. In some cases

rupture may occur in an apparently normal spleen. The incidence,

signs, causes, management and outcomes are poorly defined. We

conducted retrospective analysis of all cases of ‘‘spontaneous’’ splenic

rupture treated at Ziv Hospital, Safed, Israel, over the last 26 years.

Materials and methods: Files of 44 patients with splenic rupture

without antecedent trauma (ICD code 9 at discharge) over the last

26 years were analysed with particular attention to causes predispos-

ing to splenic rupture and to confirm an absence of antecedent trauma.

Results: Provisional data up to 2012 confirms 17 out of 44 coded

cases with non-traumatic splenic rupture. 16 patents underwent

splenectomy. Up to 2003 4 patients had no pre-existing disease to

explain increased friability of the spleen. Three patients who were

hemodynamic stable and had no peritoneal signs were managed

expectantly and underwent initial CT imaging. Unstable patients had

emergency room FAST scans. Data after 2003 is still being evaluated.

Conclusion: ‘‘Spontaneous’’ rupture of the spleen should be sus-

pected when patients (especially young men) present with abdominal

pain and a history of acute infectious disease or myeloproliferative

disorders. Preoperative imaging studies in hemodynamically stable

patients may obviate the need for surgery even in the presence of

massive hemoperitoneum.

References:
1. Gedic et al. Non-traumatic splenic rupture: report of 7 cases and

review of the literature. World J Gastroenterol. 2008;14(43):

6711–6716 and more

Disclosure: This research was publish in a paper journal by our team

as referenced below: Hadary et al. Non-traumatic rupture of spleen:

can splenectomy be applied selectively? IMAJ. 2008;10:889–91.
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‘THERE WILL BE BLOOD’: LESSONS LEARNED
FROM A RARE BUT POTENTIALLY LIFE-THREATENING
COMPLICATION OF ORAL ANTICOAGULATION

J.J. Hambly

Anaesthetics, St. Helier Hospital, London, UK

Introduction: Two female patients in their seventies presented to

separate emergency departments in the same NHS Trust (U.K.) within
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2 weeks. On examination both had groin pain and were anticoagu-

lated with warfarin. In each case the INR was raised and the patients

were subsequently diagnosed with iliopsoas haematomas.

Materials and methods: Patient 1 presented with a two-day history

of bilateral hip pain (R [ L). She felt her right leg was weak and that

morning her ‘‘legs gave way’’. On examination she was unable to

straight leg raise on the right and there was pain on flexion and

abduction of the hip. Patient 2 presented with a 5 week history of

right groin and buttock pain which, she described as a ‘‘dull ache’’.

‘‘Shooting pains’’ radiated down the leg with associated mild par-

aesthesia. On examination power of right hip flexion was graded 4/5

and knee flexion and extension caused pain felt in the groin.

Results: Patient 1: biochemistry and haematology blood tests within

normal limits apart from INR of 9.2. Patient 2: biochemistry and

haematology blood tests revealed INR of 3.7 and CRP of 100.

Conclusion: Discussion among colleagues of the rare presentation of

the first case prompted early suspicion and diagnosis of the second. In

each, potentially fatal haemorrhage could have occurred. Effective

communication among specialties (emergency, surgery, haematology)

prompted early recognition, treatment and a positive outcome.

References:

1. Zago G. Iliopsoas haematoma during treatment with warfarin.

Arq Bras Cardiol.

2. Ivascu F. Spontaneous retroperitoneal haemorrhage. Am J Surg

3. Tang T. Retroperitoneal haemorrhage during warfarin therapy.

J R Soc Med
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BLEEDING CONTROL OF AN AORTOESOPHAGEAL
FISTULA WITH A SENGSTAKEN–BLAKEMORE TUBE

C.A.G.C. Mesquita, R. Patrão

General and Emergency Surgery, Centro Hospitalar e Universitário

de Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal

Introduction: Aortoesophageal fistulas (AEF) are relatively rare

but life-threatening causes of upper gastro-intestinal bleeding,

causing massive exsanguination. AEF may be primary or second-

ary. The majority is secondary and usually occurs in a setting of

prior aortic reconstructive procedures. Transient self limited

‘‘herald bleed’’ may precede exsanguination. A Sengstaken–

Blakemore tube can be life-saving as a first procedure, apart from

the potential complications of its use, like esophageal and gastric

ulceration and perforation, bronchoesophageal fistula and acute

airway obstruction.

Materials and methods: A 48-year-old male patient with known pré-

existing chronic hepatic disease and esophagogastric varices under-

went emergency stent graft placement because of rupture of a

proximal descending aortic aneurysm. A few hours later the patient

produced massive bright red hematemesis covering the bed and the

near floor of the ICU. This emergency situation has been controlled

by immediate endotracheal intubation, fluids and the successful

introduction of a Sengstaken–Blakemore tube.

Results: The endoscopic control, next day, showed the origin of the

bleeding was not the varices but an AEF related with the ruptured

aneurism.

Conclusion: A Sengstaken–Blakemore tube can be life-saving as a

first procedure, apart from the potential complications of its use, like

esophageal and gastric ulceration and perforation, bronchoesophageal

fistula and acute airway obstruction.

References:

1. Hollander JE, Quick G. Aortoesophageal fistula (…). Am J Med.

1991;91(3):279–87.

2. Seet E, Beevee S, Cheng A, Lim E. The Sengstaken–Blakemore

tube (…). Singapore Med J. 2008;49(8):e195–7.
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SPONTANEOUS SPLENIC RUPTURE IN CHRONIC
PANCREATITIS

R.C. Gurung, D. Debnath, P. Menon

Colorectal Surgery, Frimley Park Hospital, Surrey, UK

Introduction: Spontaneous rupture of spleen is rare but life threat-

ening complication of chronic pancreatitis. We report a case of

spontaneous splenic rupture in chronic pancreatitis which was man-

aged successfully with embolisation.

Materials and methods: Case report: A 39 year gentleman was

referred by GP with history of left upper quadrant pain of 3 days’

duration with no history of trauma. His past medical history con-

sisted of Chronic pancreatitis secondary to alcohol and splenic vein

thrombosis and bleeding gastric ulcer treated endoscopically. On

examination the patient was tachycardic with HR:108 and tachyp-

neic and pyrexial with normal BP. The abdomen was tender and

guarding was present on LUQ. Bloods showed low Hb of 7.1 and

raised WBC and CRP with normal amylase and lactate. Since the

patient was stable was taken for CT scan which showed spontaneous

rupture of spleen Grade II-III, with left lower lobe consolidation and

no free fluid or air in peritoneum neither any ribs fracture. As the

patient was haemodynamically stable decision was taken for em-

bolisation and proximal splenic artery was successfully embolised.

Post operatively patient was haemodynamically stable with no fur-

ther drop in Hb.

Results: Patient was discharged home with OP follow up.

Conclusion: Spontaneous splenic rupture is rare complication of

chronic pancreatitis which if undetected can have serious implica-

tions. Spontaneous splenic rupture should be considered in

differential diagnosis of presentation with LUQ pain and haemor-

rhagic shock. Patient might be haemodynamically stable at

presentation making diagnosis challenging. CT remains mainstay for

diagnosis and grading. Embolisation should be considered if patient is

haemodynamically stable.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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MANAGEMENT OF SEVERE GASTROINTESTINAL
BLEEDING AFTER CARDIAC SURGERY

R. Caronna1, D. Borreca1, G. Dinatale2, G. Fanello1, P. Chirletti1

1Surgical Sciences, Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy,
2Surgical Sciences, Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy

Introduction: Severe gastrointestinal bleeding (GB) is a rare com-

plication after cardiac surgery and its management is not well defined.

The aim of this study is to compare risk factors, management and

outcomes of GB after cardiac surgery.
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Materials and methods: We retrospectively analyzed 35 patients

undergoing cardiac surgery complicated by severe gastrointestinal

bleeding (GB) between January 1995 and August 2011. All these

patients were divided in two groups (Upper GB, Lower GB) and

compared to 15 patients who did not develop GB.

Results: An Upper GB (UGB) was found in 28 cases by esophago-

gastroduodenoscopy (EGD), while in 7 patients a Lower GB (LGB) was

diagnosed by contrast-enhanced computed tomography. All patients

with LGB received an angiographic embolization without success and

underwent emergency laparotomy. Six of 8 patients with UGB received

a laparotomy. Comparing both groups of bleeding (LGB + UGB) to the

control group, the duration of CPB and the EuroSCORE were higher

(p = 0.001) in the bleeding groups. 59.8 % of patients with GB unre-

sponding to medical treatment, needed greater circulatory support

compared to the control group (7 %) (p = 0.005). Mortality rate was

28.5 % (2/7) in the LGB group and 75 % (6/8) in the UGB group.

Conclusion: The diagnosis of GB can be achieved by the endoscopy

for UGB and the contrast-enhanced CT for LGB. The duration of

CPB, the EuroSCORE and the use of circulatory support may be

considered as predictive risk factors of GB after cardiac surgery.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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RUPTURED HEPATOCELLULAR CARCINOMA:
WHAT CAN WE DO?

C. Scheiwe1, A. Stoltz2, N. Bourilhon2, F. Milou2, M. Imperato2

1Digestive Surgery, Academic Military Hospital Desgenettes, Lyon,

France, 2Academic Military Hospital Desgenettes, Lyon, France

Introduction: Rupture of hepatocellular carcinoma with intraperio-

neal bleeding is one complication of this cancer.

We report a case of a patient with a ruptured hepatocarcinoma and

discuss different ways to resolve it.

Materials and methods: A 63 years old man was admitted in ICU

for abdominal pain since 3 days. As antecedents, we noted a chronic

bronchitis, a chronic alcoholism, and an iodine product and paracet-

amol allergies.

He was hemodynamically stable, without fever, and presented a

diffuse abdominal sensitivity. Hemoglobin was at 14 g/dl. He had an

abdominal RMN. It shows a tumor in the sixth hepatic segment, a

hemoperitoneum and a clue of active bleeding.

Despite the stable hemodynamic status, we decided to operate

him. He had an explorative laparotomy. We discovered two ruptures

with continuous bleeding in the centre of the tumor and 2 liters of

blood in peritoneum. We realized a packing after interposition of

sealant and bioglue. Two ‘‘truecut’’ ponction through the tumor and 2

through normal hepatic parenchyme were sent to anatomopathologist.

Results: Hepatic packing was successfully removed 48 h hours after.

During postoperative period, the patient presented an ARDS required

artificial ventilation antibiotherapy then respiratory physiotherapy.

Anatomopathological examination showed a hepatocellular carci-

noma with starting fibrosis (A0F2). Alphafoetoprotein and hepatitis

serologies were all negative.

After oncologic pluridisciplinar meeting, we decided to provide a

right hepatectomy.

Conclusion: There are many ways to manage ruptured hepatocarci-

noma with intraperitoneal bleeding: arterial embolization, hepatic

packing, emergency hepatectomy, regular hepatectomy or palliative

treatment. The choice depends on the state and the comorbidity of the

patient.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

AMPUTATIONS FOR LIMB TRAUMA
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ACUTE SHORTENING AND LENGTHENING WITH A VEIN
GRAFT FOR GUSTILO-ANDERSON TYPE IIIC OPEN
TIBIAL FRACTURE: A CASE REPORT

T. Ohmori

Orthopaedics, Kochi Health Science Center, Kochi, Japan

Introduction: Acute shortening and early lengthening was performed

in a patient who underwent vascular repair with a vein graft for

Gustilo-Anderson type IIIC open tibial fractures.

Materials and methods: A 23-year-old man was admitted after a

motor vehicle crash. He showed Gustilo-Anderson type IIIC open

tibial fractures. Initially, he was treated with debridement and sta-

bilization using an external fixator. Injury to the popliteal artery was

repaired by interposition of a saphenous vein graft. Two weeks after

the injury, the patient showed skin necrosis and an extensive soft

tissue defect. The soft tissue defect was reconstructed with free vas-

cularized soft-tissue transfer. However, the free vascularized soft

tissue showed necrosis, and the major part of the tibia was exposed.

Three weeks after the injury, 11 cm of the tibial bone segment was

resected and shortened to 5 cm. Shortening was initiated at 10 mm/

day with careful monitoring of blood circulation. Six weeks after

injury, the bone gap and soft tissue defect were closed at the end of

shortening and proximal osteotomy was performed for subsequent

lengthening. Twenty-three weeks after injury, the tibia was length-

ened by 10 cm, and its original length was regained.

Results: The patient gained free gait at 2 years after the injury.

Conclusion: Acute shortening and early lengthening was performed

in a patient who underwent vascular repair with a vein graft; however,

this procedure did not affect blood circulation, and we think that this

is a safe and effective method for treating open tibial fractures with

vascular injury and massive soft tissue defect.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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LOWER LIMB AND ASSOCIATED INJURIES
IN FRONTAL-IMPACT ROAD TRAFFIC COLLISIONS

M.B. Ammori1, H. Eid2, F. Abu-Zidan3

1Surgery, The University of Manchester, Manchester, UK, 2Surgery,

Trauma Group, Faculty of Medicine, UAE University, Al-Ain, UAE,
3Surgery Department, Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences,

Al-Ain, UAE

Introduction: We aimed to study the relationship between injury

severity of the lower limb and the severity of intra-abdominal, cardio-

thoracic and head injuries in frontal-impact road traffic collisions.

Materials and methods: Data were prospectively collected from the

two major trauma centres in Al-Ain city, United Arab Emirates. This

included patient demographics, speed at the point of collision, and

position within the vehicle, ejection, use of a safety belt, severity and

anatomical region of injury. Patients with at least one Abbreviated

Injury Scale (AIS) C3 or AIS 2 injuries within two AIS body regions

were selected. Patients were divided into two groups: patients who

had a lower limb injury of AIS \2 and those C2. The groups were

compared using univariate analysis and significant factors were

entered into a logistic regression model.
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Results: Between April 2006 and October 2007, 88 patients met the

study criteria. A direct logistic regression model showed that severity

of head injury (p = 0.011) and use of safety belts (p = 0.03) to be

negative predictors of moderate or severe injuries of the lower limbs.

Conclusion: Vehicle Occupants who sustain moderate or severe

injury to the lower limb in a frontal-impact collision were often

spared injuries of greater severity to the head and cardio-thoracic

region.

References:
1. Eid HO, Abu-Zidan FM. Biomechanics of road traffic collision

injuries: a clinician’s perspective. Singapore Med J. 2007;28:

693–700.
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REPLANTATION AND REVASCULARIZATION VERSUS
AMPUTATION IN INJURED DIGITS

V. Neuhaus1, M. Mulders2, S. Becker1, D. Ring1

1Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA, USA, 2Orthopaedic

Hand Surgery, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA, USA

Introduction: The purpose of this study was to analyze the factors

associated with the decision to replant or revascularize rather than

amputate an injured digit as well as factors associated with successful

replantation or revascularization.

Materials and methods: We reviewed 315 complete and subtotal

amputations at or proximal to the distal interphalangeal joint in 199

adult patients treated over 10 years. Ninety-three digits were replan-

ted (30 %), 51 were revascularized (16 %) and 171 were amputated

(54 %), including 5 attempted replantations. Bivariate and multivar-

iable analyses sought factors associated with replantation vs.

amputation, revascularization vs. amputation, and success of replan-

tation or revascularization.

Results: Factors associated with replantation rather than amputation

were injury to the left hand, thumb, middle and ring digit, more than

one digit affected, and surgeon. Factors associated with revasculari-

zation are surgeon and shorter ischemia time. Forty-five replantations

(48 %) and 41 revascularizations (80 %) were successful. Successful

replantation was associated with the side of injury (left side more

likely to survive), zone of injury (DIP and IP joint more likely to

survive, and proximal phalanx less likely to survive), and shorter

ischemia time. Success of revascularization was associated with the

mechanism of injury (saw and not crush injury), multiple digit

involved, and the surgeon.

Conclusion: The decision to replant, revascularize or amputate a

nonviable digit and the success of replantation and revascularization

are related to both injury factors and the surgeon.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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THE IMPACT OF SUCCESSFUL LOWER LIMB SALVAGE
TREATMENT ON THE PATIENTS’ EMOTIONAL
CONDITION AND THEIR SOCIAL LIFE

M. Greitbauer, R. Schmidt, S. Syré, G. Wozasek

Traumatology, Medizinische Universität Wien, Vienna, Austria

Introduction: We report 17 patients with severe open lower limb

fractures with extensive loss of bone and soft tissues. All of them have

been treated successfully with primary shortening at the fracture site

and secondary lengthening after healing of the soft tissues. The total

treatment time was 1–3 years.

Materials and methods: Twenty patients were included after initial

treatment of their Grade IIIB open lower limb fracture. 3 patients

were lost to follow-up, 17 were followed closely throughout the

treatment period and invited for physical, radiological and psycho-

logical examination after 5–10 years.

Results: In all cases limb salvage was successful within the follow-up

period of up to 10 years. Major complications were three cases of

non-union at the fracture site, one case of fracture of the regenerate

bone and two cases of tibial osteomyelitis. All of them were treated

successfully. No patient requested secondary amputation despite the

long and cumbersome treatment period and the -in some cases- severe

functional and aesthetical deficits of the saved limb.

Conclusion: Following these results, limb salvage with primary

shortening and secondary lengthening seems to be a good surgical

treatment option for selected cases. However, the patients’ emotional

condition and the impact of the long treatment period on their social

life have to be discussed.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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EMPHASIZING THE DIAGNOSTIC DIFFICULTIES
OF FRACTURE-FREE ELBOW TRAUMA THROUGH
A ‘‘HARDLY-IDENTIFIED’’ INJURY OF BRACHIAL
ARTERY

A. Kocsis1, A. Németh2, Z. Magyari1

1Iv. Trauma Department, Péterfy S. str. Hospital and TRAUMA

CENTRE, Budapest, Hungary, 2Department of General Surgery,

Péterfy S. str. Hospital and Trauma Centre, Budapest, Hungary

Introduction: Although injuries of the knee and elbow can be equally

limb-threatening, knee traumas are ‘‘eternal hit’’, but soft tissue

damage of the elbow does not belong to the common trauma topics.

The surgeon can easily misled by the absence of fractures or obvious

injuries.

Materials and methods: A young male fell from a ladder to his right

elbow. At the moment of admission a heavy swelling and pain were

observed. X-ray assessments were not drawn any bone discrepancy

and circulation of the limb was adequate (with tactile pulses of ulnar

and radial arteries!). On the second day some skin lesions occurred

under the plaster fixation, but the limb blood flow was in the same

good conditions as the admission. The third day after the injury an

extreme swelling occurred and patient became febrile.

Results: Due to the suspicion of compartment syndrome of the limb

an immediate exploration was performed. During the surgery we did

not perceive compartment problems but recognized 5 cm long total

lesion of the brachial artery with a huge hematoma and the disorga-

nization of the whole joint capsule and muscles with a hard tendency

of articular sprain. After the joint fixation of elbow (with external

fixators and K-wires) we replaced the damaged artery with a saphe-

nous graft. The postoperative period was uneventful, no circulatory

problems were observed.

Conclusion: According to the case in the presentation the intra- and

postoperative results and a possible diagnostic protocol will be pre-

sented which can help surgeons to save more limbs even with hidden

injuries.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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THE MANGLED FOOT: LIMB SALVAGE
OR AMPUTATION?

E.I. Cicek1, H. Taskoparan2, A. Atik3, S. Ozyurek4, S. Sanel5,
B. Demiralp6

1Orthopedics and Traumatology, Golcuk Military Hospital, Kocaeli,

Turkey, 2Orthopedics and Traumatology Department, Elazıg Military

Hospital Elazıg, Turkey, Elazıg, Turkey, 3Orthopedics and

Traumatology Department, İzmir Military Hospital Izmir, Turkey,

Izmir, TURKEY, 4Orthopedics and Traumatology Department, Aksaz

Military Hospital Marmaris, Turkey, Muğla, Turkey, 5Orthopedics

and Traumatology Department, Private Yalova Hospital Yalova,

Turkey, Yalova, TURKEY, 6Orthopedics and Traumatology

Department, Istanbul Medipol University Kosuyolu Hospital Istanbul,

Turkey, Istanbul, Turkey

Introduction: When you face off a mangled foot with high energy

trauma, decision-making process is started under the pressure of your

conscience. Planning to perform limb salvage or amputation in the

traumatized foot continues to be a challenging and unknown

dilemma for the orthopedics surgeon. Many trauma severity scoring

system and approach scores may consider to be ineffective to beat

surgeons conscience and patients emotional situation. With the

improving of postoperative trauma care units and modalities,

amputation decision is getting loss of power. Wound care modalities

like special dressings, new generation antibiotics etc. are strength-

ening the side of limb salvage. Technologic improvements are the

other factors.

Materials and methods: We evaluated the mangled foot traumas

after high energy trauma admitted to multi-centered military hospitals

that we had trouble to decide amputation or limb salvage surgery.

Military and civilian were included to our study. Factors, affecting to

the treatment decision surgical methods challenges in the postopera-

tive care periods are detailed.

Results: Tedious and time-consuming surgical procedures were per-

formed for these group of patients. In the process of this surgical

treatment all the patients were satisfied with the results even some

difficulties while walking and needs of special orthosis to be used

comparing with amputation that mean having no foot.

Conclusion: Trauma severity scoring systems sometimes could not

being able to convenience both surgeon and patient against to treat-

ment of mangled foot. Cultural and conscientious factors can effect

the decision making process according to an old Turkish proverb ‘‘Do

not loose your hope as soon as you die’’.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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EFFECT OF CHRONIC HEAVY SMOKING ON ANKLE
FRACTURE HEALING

W. Jerjes, H.B. Tan, P.V. Giannoudis

Trauma and Orthopaedic Surgery, Leeds Institute of Molecular

Medicine, Leeds, UK

Introduction: In this study we analysed the effect of chronic heavy

smoking on closed ankle fracture healing and outcomes.

Materials and methods: Over a 4-year period out of 1,899 patients

treated with ankle fractures in our institution, 173 (9 %) met the

inclusion criteria. Primary outcome factors studied were time to

fracture and wound healing. Secondary outcome factors studied were

post-operative complications incidence of delayed union, non-union

and surgical re-intervention.

Results: The mean age of the heavy smoker group (121 males, 52

females) was 43 years. In the control group (118 males, 55

females), the mean age was 47 years. For the chronic heavy

smokers group, 85 patients required open reduction and internal

fixation (ORIF). The rest were treated conservatively with cast

immobilisation for 6 weeks. For the control group, 78 patients

required ORIF and the rest were treated conservatively. There was

no significant difference between both groups in terms of fracture

healing for those fractures managed non-operatively (p = 0.43). A

statistically significant delay in fracture healing was noted between

the smoking (mean 16 weeks [range 12–19]) and the control (mean

9 weeks [range 8–10]) groups (p \ 0.001). Further analysis of the

surgical cohort, revealed a significant correlation between smoking

and post-operative duration of pain (p = 0.005) and fracture site

tenderness (p = 0.004). Smokers are also at significantly higher

risk of developing superficial wound infection (p = 0.048), delayed

union of over 6 months duration (p = 0.012) and overall healing

time required (p = 0.002).

Conclusion: Orthopaedic surgeons need to encourage their patients to

enter into smoking cessation programs.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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MANAGEMENT OF PENETRATING INJURIES
OF THE UPPER EXTREMITIES
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A.J. Nicol3, J. Vermeulen4

1Traumasurgery, Erasmus Medical Centre, Rotterdam, The

Netherlands, 2Erasmus Medical Centre, Rotterdam, The Netherlands,
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Introduction: Routine surgical exploration after penetrating upper

extremity trauma (PUET) to exclude arterial injury leads to a large

number of negative explorations and iatrogenic injuries. Selective

non-operative management (SNOM) is gaining favour for patients

with PUET. The present study was undertaken to assess the

validity of selective non-operative management in penetrating

upper extremity trauma and to present a practical management

algorithm.

Materials and methods: All subsequent patients presenting to a

tertiary referral centre following penetrating trauma of the upper

extremities were included in this prospective cohort study. Patients

were managed along ATLS� guidelines and either underwent

emergency surgery or were treated conservatively based on clinical

manifestations with or without additional diagnostic investigations.

Computed tomography angiography (CTA) was indicated by a preset

protocol based on physical examination.

Results: During the 4-months study period, 161 patients with pene-

trating upper extremity trauma were admitted. Sixteen (9.9 %)

patients underwent emergency surgery; revealing 14 vascular injuries.

Another 8 (5.0 %) patients underwent vascular exploration following

CTA. The remaining patients (n = 137) were managed non-opera-

tively for vascular matters. Eighteen (11.2 %) patients required semi-

elective surgical intervention for fractures or nerve injuries. At follow

up no missed vascular injuries were clinically detected.
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Conclusion: Neither routine exploration, nor routine CTA, after

penetrating trauma of the upper extremities is indicated. Stable

patients should undergo additional investigation based on clinical

findings only. Selective non-operative management according to the

presented algorithm is a feasible and safe strategy after penetrating

upper extremity trauma.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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VASCULAR EMERGENCIES: MILITARY HOSPITAL OMAR
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N. Edzang
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omar BONGO, Libreville, Gabon

Introduction: Vascular emergencies are serious situations, requiring

rapid response. They expose to ischemia and hemorrhage, which

explains their morbidity and mortality.

Materials and methods: We report a prospective analysis, pre-

liminary 9 months from January 2012 to October 1, 2012 at the

Military Hospital Omar BONGO. The objective of this study is the

analysis of the population, etiologies and treatment.

Results: We included all patients admitted to an emergency disease. 7

patients were selected, with 4 men and 3 women. In 3 cases it was

trauma and 4 cases of aneurysmal disease. On the surgical gestures

were made vascular ligation, 5 and revascularization surgery in 1 case

could not be made. Four patients had uneventful postoperative.

Morbidity was represented by sensorimotor deficits, occurred in 2

patients. Vascular emergencies affect all age groups, with a pre-

dominance of patients. Trauma and aneurysmal disease predominate.

The surgery often involves revascularization with either vein grafts or

prosthetic. These emergencies are burdened with a significant mor-

bidity and mortality.

Conclusion: The vascular emergencies are severe, involving both the

functional and vital prognosis. The treatment is surgical. Keywords:

vascular trauma, wound pressure, arterial aneurysms.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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SUCCESSFUL NON-OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT
OF THE MOST SEVERE BLUNT RENAL INJURIES:
A MULTICENTER STUDY OF THE RESEARCH
CONSORTIUM OF NEW ENGLAND CENTERS
FOR TRAUMA (RECONECT)

G.M. Van Der Wilden, G.C. Velmahos, -. Reconect Study Group

Department of Surgery, Division of Trauma, Emergency Surgery

and Surgical Critical Care, Massachusetts General Hospital,

Boston, MA, USA

Introduction: To determine the rate, causes, predictors, and conse-

quences of failure of non-operative management (NOM) in the most

severe blunt renal injuries (BRI), namely grade 4 and 5.

Materials and methods: This is a retrospective case series, including

12 Level I and II trauma centers in New England. Adult patients with

a grade IV or V BRI who where admitted between January 1, 2000,

and December 31, 2011 were included. Our main outcome measure

was failure of NOM, defined as the need for a delayed operation.

Results: 52 patients (25 %) were operated on immediately and 154

(75 %) were managed non-operatively. NOM failed in 12 patients

(7.8 %) and was related to the kidney injury in 10 (6.5 %). The time

from admission to failure was 17.6 + 27.3 h (median 7.5, range

4.5–102 h), and the cause was hemodynamic instability in all cases.

Multivariate analysis identified 2 independent predictors of NOM

failure: age[55 years and MVC as mechanism of injury. When both

risk factors were present, NOM failure occurred in 27.3 % of the

patients; when both were absent, there were no NOM failures. Among

patients successfully managed by NOM, 49 (32 %) developed renal-

related complications. These were all managed successfully with no

loss of renal units and without an operation. The renal salvage rate

was 76 % for the entire population, and 95 % among patients selected

for NOM.

Conclusion: Hemodynamically stable patients with grade IV and V

BRI were safely managed by NOM. Only 7.8 % failed NOM and

three fourths of the entire population retained their kidneys.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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MANAGEMENT OF SEVERE BLUNT RENAL INJURIES
AT HARTFORD HOSPITAL: A TWELVE YEAR REVIEW

D.K. Joseph1, D. Daman2, R.L. Kinler2, K. Burns1, L. Jacobs1

1Surgery, Hartford Hospital, UCONN, Hartford, USA, 2Surgery,

Hartford Hospital, Hartford, USA

Introduction: Non-operative management of solid organ injury in

blunt trauma is well-recognized. The purpose of this study was to

describe the management of patients with severe blunt renal injuries.

Materials and methods: This was a retrospective review of medical

records of patients admitted to Hartford Hospital with a grade IV or V

blunt renal injury from January 1, 2000 to December 31, 2011,

identified from the Trauma Registry. Data were analyzed using

Mann–Whitney U tests. (SPSS, version 14.0 (Chicago, IL, USA). The

significance criterion was a p B 0.05.

Results: Thirty-six patients were identified. Twenty nine of the 36

(80.6 %) underwent NOM; all (100 %) successful. Seven (19.4 %)

received an immediate operation. The reasons for operation were

hemodynamic instability (71.4 %) or CT (28.6 %) findings. There

were no significant differences between the operative and NOM

patients on ISS, GCS, injury grade, and SPB on arrival (p [ 0.05).

The operative patients had significantly higher initial heart rates (124,

IQR 110–130 versus 90, IQR 81–102, p \ 0.001) and lower hema-

tocrits (31, IQR 24.7–34.1 versus 40.2, IQR 37.2–42.6, p = 0.001).

Three (10.3 %) of the NOM patients died. No operative patient died.

Conclusion: The majority of patients received NOM. All NOM

patients were successfully managed. The immediate operative group

had evidence of significant blood loss. Significant hemorrhage seems

to be the factor leading to immediate operative management. ISS,

GCS, injury grade, and SBP do not appear to be related to operative

management.

References:
1. Santucci R, Fisher M. The literature increasingly supports

expectant management of renal trauma-A systematic review.

J Trauma. 2005;59(2):491–501.
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DOES RENAL ANGIOEMBOLISATION HAVE AN IMPACT
ON POST TRAUMATIC ACUTE KIDNEY INJURY?
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF 52 CONSECUTIVE
HIGH-GRADE RENAL TRAUMAS TREATED BY NON
OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT

M. Saour1, J. Charbit1, J. Manzanera1, L. Barral1, I. Millet2,
T. Patrice2, X. Capdevila1

1Trauma Intensive Care Unit, Lapeyronie University Hospital,

Montpellier, France, 2Department of Radiology, Lapeyronie

University Hospital, Montpellier, France

Introduction: Acute kidney injury (AKI) is frequent after high-grade

renal traumas (HGRTs) [1]. When required, renal angioembolisation

(RAE) is an effective nonoperative procedure but at risk to ischemic

areas. We wanted to examine RAE impact on AKI after HGRTs

managed nonoperatively.

Materials and methods: From a recently published cohort of 101

renal traumas included in our institution between January 2008 and

December 2009 [2], we retrospectively classified HGRTs managed

nonoperatively in RAE and NoRAE groups. AKI was assessed by the

maximum serum creatinine (SCr) rise and RIFLE classification [3].

Results: Among 52 HGRTs, 17 were grade III; 23, IV; 12, V. Mean

age was 33.9 ± 18.5, mean ISS, 22.2 ± 15.4. During the first 48 h,

10 patients benefited RAE. Nor SCr at admission and at 96 h or

maximum SCr rise (4.4 % [IQR 0–15 %] vs 9.5 % [IQR 0–43 %],

p = 0.75) were statistically different between RAE and NoRAE

groups. In a multiple linear regression predicting the maximum SCr

rise, RAE was not significant (r2 = 0.48). According to RIFLE

classification, 7 (13 %) patients developed AKI at 96 h: 1 in RAE

group and 6 in NoRAE group (p = 0.6). No RAE patients required

renal replacement therapies.

Conclusion: In 52 consecutive HGRTs treated nonoperatively, RAE

did not affect renal dysfunction. Despite the small size of sample, it

remains the most comparative study to assess RAE impact on AKI

after HGRTs.

References:
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STRATEGIES FOR COMPLEX HEPATIC TRAUMA
ON THE BASIS OF HEMODYNAMIC INSTABILITY
AND CHARACTERISTICS OF INJURY
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Introduction: Mortality of complex hepatic trauma (CHT) has var-

ied. Our strategy consists of initial management (IM) for

exsanguinations and planned management (PM) for delayed compli-

cation. Here, the strategy of IM was discussed on the basis of

anatomical characteristics of liver injury.

Materials and methods: Haemodynamically instable CHT was in 24

cases. IM was adopted by early arterial embolization (eAE), acute

celiotomy and active observation. The Survivors were to be under

comprehensive monitoring with expedient operative intervention as

PM. Anatomical features of the injury were examined by CECT or

exploration at surgical intervention.

Results: Of 24 cases, eAE was performed for 15, acute celiotomy for

4, active observation for 5. For survivors after IM, planned hepatec-

tomy was performed in 8, unpacking in one, percutaneous drainage in

5. Overall mortality was 12.5 % (3/24). The liver injury was revealed

as follows; lacerations (LA) in anterior sagittal direction involving

right hepatic vein (HV) (four cases) and suprahepatic IVC (two), LA

at the ligamentum teres involving middle HV (three), suprahepatic

IVC (one), LA in posterior transverse direction involving short HV

(three) and retrohepatic IVC (one). In successful eAE, the completion

of haemostasis was revealed in the involved HV or juxtahepatic IVC.

Early AE, however, had failure when extrahepatic vessel was injured

including hepatic artery, portal vein trunks and infrahepatic IVC.

Conclusion: Early AE could be comparable to a mandatory surgical

procedure only with the arrest of arterial hemorrhage. Discretion for

acute celiotomy would be used when injury exists to the retrohepatic

IVC.

Reference:
1. Nijhof HW, Willemssen FE, Jukema GN. Emerg Radiol. 2006;12:

111–5.
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FOR GUNSHOTWOUNDS OF THE LIVER
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Introduction: Non operative management has been established for

stabwounds of the liver in haemodynamically stable patients wit a non

acute abdomen. Two previous studies conducted at the Grooter

Schuur Hospital revealed a high success rate for non operative

management of gunshotwounds of the liver. The aim of this study was

to assess the feasibility and safety of selective non operative man-

agement of gunshotwounds of the liver.

Materials and methods: All data were collected prospectively in the

Liver Injury Database from September 2008 till present. The severity of

the liver injury was graded according the American Association for the

Surgery of Trauma (AAST) classification. All patients were resusci-

tated according to the Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS)

recommendations. Haemodynamic stable patients without signs of

peritonitis with intact sensorium were selected for non operative

management (NOM). Patients with confirmed injuries after CT-scan

with intravenous contrast were admitted to a high care observation area.

Results: A total of 300 patients were included for the liver injury

study. Seventy-four patients with penetrating injuries were further

analysed. In the GSW-group the hospital stay ranged from 2–57 days.

The duration of hospital stay was not affected by the grade of injury.

Liver related complications and general complications were more

often seen in the long hospital stay group.

Conclusion: In this series duration of hospital stay for gunshotwo-

unds of the liver is not influenced by grade of liver injury, but rather

related to liver- and general complications.
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FOR LIVER TRAUMA
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Introduction: The incidence of post-traumatic biliary complications

following hepatic trauma vary according the literature from 4–22 %.

Three types of biliary complications following hepatic trauma are

biloma, biliary fistula, and bilhemia. Studies showed that the majority

of complications following liver trauma can be successfully managed

with non-operative techniques in up to 85 % of the patients. The aim

of this study was to analyse treatment of biliary leakage following

patients suffering livertrauma.

Materials and methods: All data were prospectively collected in the

Liver Injury Study (LIS) database. The severity of the liver injury was

graded according to the American Association for the Surgery of

Trauma (AAST) classification. All patients were resuscitated

according to the Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS) recom-

mendations. Biliary complications were defined as biloma, biliary

fistula and haemobilia.

Results: Three-hundred patients were included for the liver injury

study. One-hundred-twenty-nine patients were managed operatively

and 171 patients non operatively. Thirty-one patients developed a

biliary complication. Four bilomas, 25 biliary fistulas and 2 patients

haemobilia. All biliary complications could be managed non opera-

tively except 1, who needed operative ligation of a persistent leakage

from major bile duct. All patients with a biloma were managed by

percutaneous drainage alone. Seventeen patients with a biliary fistula

were managed successfully without the need for an ERCP. Haemo-

bilia was managed successfully with angioembolisation.

Conclusion: This study confirms a high success rate of conservative

management of biliary complications in more then 90 %.
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SIGNIFICANT PART OF THE NONOPERATIVE
MANAGEMENT OF BLUNT HEPATIC TRAUMA
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Introduction: Nonoperative management (NOM) is considered

standard treatment for blunt hepatic trauma (BHT). NOM is associ-

ated with some events that may require delayed operation (DO),

usually considered a criterion of failure of the NOM.

Materials and methods: A retrospective case note review was per-

formed on 174 consecutive patients with BHT, with a median age of

22 years, admitted from 2002 to 2012. We considered the 138

patients (79 %) who had an initial indication of NOM, and focused on

the 44 patients who were secondarily operated (DO), mainly on the 37

patients operated on for liver-related indications. Celioscopy was used

in 25 out of those 37 cases.

Results: The severity grade of these 37 patients was: zero grade I,

four grade II, eighteen grade III, twelve grade IV, three grade V. The

timing of DO varied from day 0 to day 10. Main indications for DO

were peritoneal inflammatory syndrome, abdominal compartment

syndrome, hemorrhage and hepatic compartment syndrome in

respectively 19, 11, 6, and one cases. In seventeen cases out of the 19

inflammatory syndrome a laparoscopic washing completed by large

external drainage was performed. Death occurred in three patients at

days 0, 3, and 125. Two of them can be attributed to liver-related

complications (underestimation of hepatic necrosis for one, another to

a necrotizing enteritis and one to a hemorrhagic shock); 36.3 % of the

patients had liver-related complications. Noteworthy is the fact that

every biliary fistula (6) organized by external drainage healed without

any other treatment.

Conclusion: The BHT treated by NOM must be frequently reevalu-

ated and DO is a part of the nonoperative treatment; the laparoscopic

washing and drainage represent a significant part of the DO and has to

be proposed as soon as day 3–5 in patients with large hemoperito-

neum and any sign of inflammatory response (fever, leukocytosis,

discomfort, tachycardia).

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Morbi-mortality are elevated for pancreatic trauma.

There are number of therapeutic choices available according to the

localization of the insult. We report a series of pancreatic injury cases

treated in Grenoble trauma center.

Materials and methods: Forty-six consecutive cases treated during a

22-years period was reviewed retrospectively. The choice of per-

forming initial laparotomy depended on patient’s hemodynamic state

and others associated injuries. Surgical procedures depended espe-

cially on pancreatic duct rupture. Injury was classified according to

Moore’s classification.

Results: Thirty-four patients had PT grade I or II. Hemodynamic

instability led to laparotomy in 18 cases, and pancreatic drainage was

done. Complication rate was 30 %.

Eight patients had PT grade III. Surgical treatment was made

initially in 6 cases: 3 had spleno-pancreatectomy without major

complications, whereas each 3 drained patients were reoperated for

peritonitis, with 1 patient died from pancreatic related complications.

Four patients had PT grade IV or V. Two cephalic duodeno-pan-

createctomy (CPD) were performed, without major complications; one

pancreatic drainage with duodenal reconstruction was complicated by

pancreatic and duodenal fistula requiring a 2-month hospitalisation.
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Complications rate for non-operative treatment when there was

main duct injury was 100 %.

Conclusion: For left pancreas trauma with main duct injury, drainage

alone is responsible for high complications, and distal pancreatectomy

with or without splenectomy is indicated.

For grade IV-V injuries, wide drainage must be balanced with

CPD, mainly if duodenum is affected. Abbreviated CPD within the

framework of damage control surgery and severe associated lesions

appears to be effective.
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Introduction: Missed injuries are not uncommon in trauma. To avoid

these adverse events in major trauma patients, the timely serial sys-

tematic evaluation is needed. Our institute reviewed major missed

injuries during 2009–2010 and implemented a formal approach aimed

at reduction of missed injury and its complications.

Materials and methods: In 2011, all major trauma patients admitted

to Bangkok Hospital Medical Center were evaluated in three tiers

within 24 h. Initially, patients were evaluated at emergency depart-

ment, then the attending surgeons performed re-evaluation and

intensivists completed the systematic evaluation in critical care units.

The trauma survey guided by ATLS was uses as tool for review and

communication in care team. Medical records of major trauma

patients were reviewed for missed injuries, morbidity and mortality

related to missed injury.

Results: 454 trauma patients were admitted in 2011. 98 cases were

defined as major trauma by Injury Severity Score (ISS)[15. Median

ISS was 21. There were nine mortalities, causes of death were

related to severity of injuries and pre-existing medical conditions.

No major missed injury. No major morbidity related to missed

injuries.

Conclusion: Formal multi-tier evaluation of major trauma patients

resulted in satisfactory reduction of major missed injury and its

consequence. The systematic review guided by ATLS can be uses as a

tool for survey and communication in care team.
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Introduction: Prediction of survival of trauma patients within first

24 h of sustaining injury can be done by sequential monitoring of the

response to treatment. One time trauma indices are inadequate.

Monitoring of simple clinical parameters at regular intervals during

treatment, can be used to formulate a user friendly trauma index.

Materials and methods: 141 patients sustaining trauma 24 h prior to

admission were included. Data included routine demographic and

clinical parameters at the time of admission followed at 6 and 24 h.

clinical condition of patient at the end of 24 h was taken as end point.

A simple trauma index was generated from the data, worst score 9 and

best 25. Three zones were designated- scores between 9 and 15- red

zone (grave threat to survival), 16–20 yellow zone (possible threat to

survival) 19–25 (no threat to survival). Outcome of treatment was

measured by zone change—red to green being the best. Actual Clinical

outcome was matched with the scores and individual parameters.

Results: The details of relationship of the proposed zones to survival

and actual clinical outcome was established. Statistical analysis

showed age, co-morbidity, injury-hospital duration affected outcome

significantly. Injury patterns, initial hemoglobin levels dominated the

response to treatment.

Conclusion: Sequential monitoring by simple, user friendly index is

useful in all settings in predicting survival within first 24 h of initi-

ating treatment.
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Introduction: Trauma is the leading cause of death among young

people in Europe and represent a major public health issue. The

digestive tract is achieved in 10 % of blunt abdominal trauma.

Morbidity and mortality of these lesions approaches 10 %. Biome-

chanical characterization of the intestine has never been studied in
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traumatic situation. Our study aims at assessing the biomechanical

behavior of the small intestine and colon human by tensile tests in

dynamic loading to failure.

Materials and methods: Eighty-five uniaxial tension trials under

dynamic loading at 1 m/s were performed on specimens of small

intestine and large bowel from 14 cadaveric subjects and 4 fresh

subjects.

Results: The stress–strain curves show a bimodal behavior of the

gastrointestinal tract. Fresh tissue were more deformable than cadav-

eric tissue. The profile curves of small bowel was unambiguous while

the biomechanical colonic characteristics depended on the location of

the colon and the presence or absence of longitudinal taenia coli: the

right colon was more resilient than the rest of the colon, the presence of

the taenia coli made colonic tissue less deformable.

The small intestine and large bowel have a bilayer behavior:

rupture of the outer layer and then the inner layer. The outer layer,

including the serosa and longitudinal muscle was more resistant but

less elastic, it breaks first. The inner layer comprising circular

muscle, submucosa and mucosa was more elastic, it broke

secondarily.

Conclusion: Biomechanical response depends on the location of the

digestive tract and explain the bilayer lesions observed clinically.
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Introduction: The digestive tract is achieved in 10 % of blunt

abdominal trauma, especially during deceleration at high speed

accidents. The objective is to analyze the anthropometric data of the

mesentery and the superior mesenteric artery (SMA) to customize for

each individual, a three-dimensional model ‘‘finite elements’’ of this

organs.

Materials and methods: 100 abdominopelvic injected CT-scans

were analyzed. Mesentery and SMA were manually drawn on each

CT-slide and then we reconstructed a 3D model of each. For each

examination, anthropometric parameters were measured: thickness

of subcutaneous adipose tissue, waist circumference, measure of

the length of the superior mesenteric artery, colonic length, dis-

tance T11–L4 and total volume of the mesentery and fat tissue

component.

Results: There is a statistically significant association between

waist circumference and total volume of the mesentery, its fat

volume and its non fat volume (p \ 0.001). The subcutaneous

adipose tissue and male sex are statistically associated with total

mesentery respectively p = 0.005 and p = 0.001. Waist circum-

ference is the only morphological parameter that alters the length

of the superior mesenteric artery and the length duodenojejunal

angle to ileocecal valve (p \ 0.001). The root of the SMA only

varies according to the height (p = 0.03). Age is a factor of

increased volume of the mesentery and the length of the SMA. The

height of the subject changes the length of the entire SMA

(p \ 0.001).

Conclusion: We now have to create a modeling ‘‘finite elements’’ and

integrate into software virtual trauma.
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Introduction: Computed tomography (CT) of the head, c-spine and

torso is commonplace in the evaluation of injured patients. Increased

utilization and enhanced quality of CT has resulted in increased dis-

covery of non-injury-related lesions, incidental findings (IF). IF range

from trivial to life-threatening. Current identification and follow-up of

IF is poor. A standardized ‘‘IF form’’ was developed and completed for

each patient with IF. We investigated the incidence of IF on CT and

assessed the effectiveness of the IF form on patient follow-up of IF.

Materials and methods: The IF registry was queried for patients

evaluated at a Level I trauma center with IF on CT over 3 years. A

convenience sample of patients was contacted by the phone number

available on the IF form completed at discharge. Patients were

questioned regarding follow-up and additional care for IF.

Results: 7,134 trauma contacts had at least one CT. 14.8 % who

received a CT scan had a minimum of 1 IF (range: 1–6). 1,472 IF

were identified. We attempted to contact 487 patients by telephone.

Most of the phone numbers were incorrect or disconnected; 38 %

were successfully contacted. Time to follow-up was 407.8 ±

17.2 days. 62 % of contacted patients were aware of the IF and 61 %

pursued follow-up. 69 % underwent additional studies for the IF.

Conclusion: The IF form was associated with patient awareness of IF

and translated into follow up for these findings. However, the inability

to contact most patients, many of whom may have limited access to

healthcare and phone service, limits further conclusions.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Heart rate variability (HRV) can show the health of

circulation. This measurement is done by the analysis of R to R wave

intervals in electrocardiogram (ECG). Recently HRV has been
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measured in trauma patients and it seems that it can predict the

prognosis. The best method for measuring HRV is that of nonlinear

analysis which can measure the complexity of the system. In this

study we analyzed the HRV of patients with solid organ injury.

Materials and methods: In our research we recorded the ECG

(5 min) from 80 trauma patients who were admitted in the CPR room.

We then selected the patients who had intra abdominal solid organ

injury Then entropy based analysis was done for the ECG data.

Results were compared between the Patients whose conservative

management were successful and Patients who needed laparotomy for

management of their internal bleeding.

Results: Nineteen patients were diagnosed to have spleen or liver

laceration. Eight of these patients ultimately needed laparotomy

for bleeding control due to hemodynamic instability in their course of

admission. We found that patient who needed laparotomy had sig-

nificantly lower entropy of HRV (0.44) comparing to patients who

were managed conservatively (0.87) (p value \ .05).

Conclusion: analysis of HRV at the onset of admission of patients

with solid organ injury can predict their need to surgical intervention

and this may help to start surgical intervention before hemodynamic

instability happens.

References:
1. Prehospital loss of R-to-R interval complexity is associated with

mortality in trauma patients. Clinical applications of heart rate

variability in the triage and assessment of traumatically injured

patients. Anesthesiology.
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Introduction: Pregnancy can lead to deviation from ATLS guide-

lines, most likely in attempt to reduce the fetal exposure to ionization

radiation. Abstaining from a trauma CT can result in missed diag-

noses and complications.

Materials and methods: Using a local database of trauma cases

received at Rigshospitalets TraumeCenter 01.01.00–01.05.12

(n = 10.565), all pregnant patients were identified (n = 48). Each

case was reviewed with focus on injury and type of radiographic study.

Results: Age and stage of pregnancy was 30 years [16–40] and

22 weeks [4–40] respectively. Median ISS was 2 [0–27] with

‘‘Extremities including pelvis’’ being the most frequently damaged

region (n = 10). FAST was performed in 39 patients and 37 patients

had X-ray studies, including 23 cervical spine, 24 chest and 11 pelvic.

Ten patients had a trauma CT, 10 a regional CT only and 28 had no

CT at all. Ten patients underwent acute surgery with fracture fixation

being the most frequent. Amongst the 7 secondary referred patients

trauma CT had been performed in 1/7 and a regional CT in 5/7. Six

patients had pelvic fractures, 2/6 had later caesarean section with

living foetus, 2/6 had abortion, 2/6 had caesarean section within days

of admission due to intrauterine death and 3/6 required ORIF. Two

patients without pelvic fracture (1 with blunt injuries, 1 with splenic

lesion) had acute caesarean section. No initially missed injuries were

later identified.

Conclusion: Adherence to protocol standards was low. The presence

of pelvic fracture seems to be predictive of a high risk of obstetric

complications such as intrauterine death or need for caesarean section.
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Introduction: The computed tomography (CT) is the gold standard in

the initial evaluation of trauma patients. Besides providing informa-

tion regarding the presence or absence of acute trauma-related

injuries, CT scans also reveal pathologies unrelated to the trauma

which may or may not be clinically significant. The aim of the present

study is to determine the frequency of incidental findings which are

suspicious for malignancy as well as the frequency of initiation of

further diagnostics or therapy.

Materials and methods: This is a retrospective analysis of pro-

spectively collected data on 2,289 polytraumatized patients at a level I

trauma centre from 2006 to 2010. A total of 1,812 patients (89 %)

underwent an initial CT. The CT was retrospectively reviewed

regarding unexpected findings not related to trauma. All findings,

described as suspicious for malignancy, were reviewed in the original

pictures to further specify the findings if a malignant process cannot

be excluded. Afterwards patient charts were reviewed in order to

determine frequency of initiation of further diagnostics and therapy.

Results: A total of 107 findings, suspicious for malignant processes or

metastasis in 104 patients were noted (5.7 % of all patients with CT).

In 28 (27 %) cases further management was recommended in patients

chart, in 22 (21 %) cases further diagnostics or therapy was per-

formed. In 3 of these patients a malignant process was confirmed. In 4

cases suspicion was substantiated by further diagnostics.

Conclusion: CT in major traumatized patients can reveal incidental

findings for which a malignant process cannot be excluded. Adequate

documentation and initiation of further diagnostics is important.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Open abdomen (OA) strategy is used to manage crit-

ical surgical conditions such as need of damage control (DC)

procedures, severe abdominal sepsis (SAS), acute mesenteric ische-

mia (AMI), intra abdominal hypertension (IAH), necrotizing

infections and large wall defects after surgical procedures. Main goals

of OA strategy are represented by reassessment of the metabolic state

of the patient and infection source control. We report our 3 years

experience using negative pressure therapy (NPT) to manage OA.

Materials and methods: From 2010 thirty-seven patients underwent

OA management with NPT. Distribution of patients was the follow-

ing: 6 DC for trauma, 20 SAS, 4 AMI, 4 IAH and 3 Pancreatitis. All

patients were initially admitted to ICU, but 6 patients continued OA

treatment in surgical ward. APACHE II score was 16.5. Mean age

was 63.7 (34–84 years).

Results: Mortality rate was 32 %. Highest mortality rate was

observed in the SAS group (40 %). Mortality rate in other groups

was the following (trauma 50–AMI 0 %, Pancreatitis 33 %, IAH

0 %. Definitive abdominal closure was possible in all patients

(100 %). A ‘‘floating’’ entero-atmospheric fistula was observed in

two patients.

Conclusion: NPT in the treatment of OA made possible primary

abdominal closure in 100 % of surviving patients with low rate of

entero-atmospheric fistula (10 %). This strategy was extremely suc-

cessful in patients affected by AMI; in our series in fact all patients

affected by AMI treated with this approach could survive. Further-

more some of patients can be treated safely also in surgical ward with

reduction of ICU related costs.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: The surgical treatment of large abdominal wall defect

is followed by a significant morbidity and mortality. Although the

benefits of different mesh repair are undeniable, they are accompanied

by a specific morbidity, still poorly characterized in different sub-

groups of patients, surgically approached in emergency setting.

Materials and methods: Retrospective study, January 2009–

December 2011, with the only inclusion criteria being a mesh repair

of an abdominal wall hernia. For the comparison, we have selected a

group of patients with tissue hernia repair, similar in pathology and

demographic factors.

Results: During 36 months we have selected 2,128 patients: 1,122

inguinal hernia (mesh/tissue = 1,032/92), 188 umbilical hernia (mesh/

tissue = 142/46), incisional hernia 652 (mesh/tissue = 576/76), 63

epigastric hernia (mesh/tissue = 55/8), 5 Spiegel hernia (mesh/tis-

sue = 5/0), 40 bilateral hernias (mesh/tissue = 23/17), 5 parastomal

hernia (4/1), 1 lumbar hernia (1/0) and 1 obturator hernia(0/1). The

surgical approach was: open in 1,881 cases (88.4 %), minimally

invasive in 239 cases (11.2 %) and minimally invasive converted to

open in 8 cases (0.4 %). There were 1,724 polypropylene and 158

intraperitoneal composite mesh.

Conclusion: Although the new techniques for parietal reinforcement,

such as minimally invasive approach and intraperitoneal composite

mesh, are in continuous development, their role in different subsets of

patients remains to be defined. Keywords: hernia, abdominal wall

defect, surgery, emergency.
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Introduction: The cornerstone of effective treatment for intra-

abdominal sepsis is early and adequate source control. This is a report

of a case of gastric lesser curve necrosis, a very rare condition,

associated with a giant umbilical hernia.

Materials and methods: A 60 y/o female complaining of abdominal

pain, nausea and vomiting arrived at our attention.

On physical examination, the abdomen was severely distended and

presented tenderness with muscle guarding. Plain radiography and a CT

scan revealed marked gastric distension with pneumoperitoneum and

free fluid. Intraoperative findings revealed a large zone of necrosis

along the lesser gastric curvature. A total gastrectomy with a Roux-en-

Y esophagojejunostomy reconstruction was performed. Open abdomen

treatment with an ABTheraTM device was used until complete reduc-

tion of the oedema and intra abdominal hypertension. Abdomen was

definitively closed by biological prosthesis in 10th pod. The patient

reported no disabilities and returned to her normal life in 1 month.

Results: Pathologic examination revealed a perforated gastric ulcer

with chronic gastritis areas.

Conclusion: In cases of gastric lesser curve necrosis, the extension of

the resection is related to the extension of the necrosis. Aggressive

and invasive techniques of obtaining source control of sepsis some-

times are necessary and a pathophysiological approach is required.

The slippery slope from SIRS to MODS can be rapid and difficult to

halt but the earlier the intervention the better the outcome. Open

abdomen treatment should be introduced early and ABThera, in our

experience, is a good option for delayed abdominal wall closure even

in presence of multiple anastomosis.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: The concept of damage control surgery is currently

used in the management of abdominal trauma. The same approach

can be successfully used in patients with acute nontraumatic

abdominal pathology, mainly ischemic or septic (1, 2).

Materials and methods: A retrospective analysis of data from

patients who underwent damage control surgery (DCS) between

January 2005 and September 2012 in Grenoble Digestive and

Emergency Surgery Department. Demographics data, physiological

parameters, surgical indications and procedures, type of abdominal

closure, mortality, and morbidity were analyzed. The observed mor-

tality was compared to the predicted mortality calculated from the

Simplified Acute Physiology Score (IGS II). Data were analyzed

using the Mann–Whitney test for median values, Chi square and

Fisher’s exact tests for proportions.

Results: Among 200 patients which underwent damage control pro-

cedures, 152 patients had a non traumatic DCS. Fifty-nine per cent

were males and the mean age was 65. The main indications for DCS

were bowel ischemia ((29 %), peritonitis from other causes (27 %),

and acute pancreatitis (10 %). Non-traumatic bleeding (bowel

obstruction and abdominal compartment syndrome were less frequent

cause of DCS. One hundred twelve patients (74 %) were initially

hemodynamically unstable. Three different abdominal closure tech-

niques were employed: laparostomy with Vacuum assisted abdominal

coverage (VAC) (36 %: n = 55), exclusive skin closure (ESC)

(52 %: n = 79) and two lays conventional closure (12 %: n = 18).

The average length of stay in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) was

17 days ± 14. The observed mortality rate was 46 %, significantly

lower than the predicted rate (54.9 %) (p \ 0.05).

Conclusion: Multidisciplinary team management of these complex

patients is essential. In our experience, peritonitis and acute pancre-

atitis are the two main most indications for DCS in non-trauma

patients. Damage control procedures allow a significant increase of

the survival compare to the estimated mortality.
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Introduction: Intra abdominal infections, acute severe pancreatitis

and trauma are the most frequent situations treated with open abdo-

men. Consequently septic shock, abdominal compartment syndrome

and traumatic coagulopathy are clinical conditions frequently asso-

ciated with open abdomen.

Materials and methods: Before TNP, different techniques have been

used on 68 pts. From 2009 twenty-eight pts have being managed with

VAC Therapy KCI. Therefore 17 peritonitis and abdominal

compartment syndrome (ACS), 5 AAA (ruptured) abdominal aortic

aneurism and ACS, 3 mesenterial ischemia, 1 post-operative pan-

creatitis, 1 non-traumatic damage control surgery, 1 traumatic ACS

and damage control surgery were studied. All pts were admitted to

ICU: APACHE II and SOFA score were 15.6 ± 5.7 and 6.8 ± 3

(mean ± SD), respectively. ISS score was 43 in pt with blunt trauma.

Results: The mean length of abdominal treatment was 17.34 days

(range 4–51) and 5.6 days (range 3–7) for pts with peritonitis and

AAA, respectively. The global mortality rate was 17.8, 11.7 % in

patients with peritonitis and ACS and 66 % in patients with mesen-

terial ischemia. No death was reported in the other groups. Fascia to

fascia closure was possible in 100 % of pts with AAA and in 2 pts

who underwent damage control surgery. In pts with peritonitis

abdominal wall closure was obtained in 9 and 6 pts, respectively with

primary closure or biologic mesh. Two entero-cutaneous fistulae were

observed.

Conclusion: The primary closure rate (74 %), low occurrence of

fistulae (7 %), global mortality rate and the one observed in pts with

peritonitis, seem good results. TNP and the new abdominal dressing

of ABTheraTM seem to provide a safe treatment with low local

morbidity.
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Introduction: Surgical management of abdominal wall defect in

‘‘high risk’’ patients or in contaminated surgical fields is an hard

challenge for surgeon. Performing one stage repair of these defects

with synthetic mesh is hard because of complications. Mesh infection

and rejection, entero-cutaneous fistula and adhesions are the most

common issues that can complicate this kind of procedures. Never-

theless one stage repair of incisional hernia in these situations could

be possible thanks to the use of biological porcine prosthesis.

Materials and methods: A single-center study on one stage repair

was performed in 21 ‘‘high risk’’ patients with ‘‘high risk’’ procedures

between October 2008 and July 2012 Stoma presence, concomitant

surgical treatment of a entero-cutaneous fistula, presence of an

infected synthetic mesh, burst abdomen and recent intra-abdominal

infection were the indications to position a biologic porcine tissue

matrix instead of a synthetic mesh.

Results: No seromas were detected neither in early follow-up

(\30 days from surgery) nor in late follow-up ([30 days from sur-

gery). Wound infections (24 %- n = 5/21 patients) and hematomas of

(14 %- n = 3/21 patients), were treated in a conservative way. No

reintervention was performed because of prosthesis related causes. No

mesh was fully or partially removed for any reason. Recurrence rate

was about 5 % (n = 1/20 patients) with a 8 months median follow-up.

Conclusion: Biologic prosthesis allow one stage repair of incisional

hernia in high risk patients with an acceptable recurrence and adverse

events rate. Otherwise this study lacks a comparison arm owing to the

difficulty of identifying an appropriate control group.
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Introduction: The objective is to compare primary repair vs. intes-

tinal resection in cases of intestinal typhoid perforations. In addition,

we hypothesised the usefulness of laparostomy for the early diagnosis

and treatment of complications.

Materials and methods: Number of perforations, distance of per-

forations from the ileocaecal valve, and type of surgery performed

were recorded for 111 patients with acute peritonitis. The laparostomy

was then explored every 48–72 h. Clinical data, intraoperative find-

ings, complications and mortality were evaluated.

Results: We found 2 or more perforations in 47.1 % of patients. Of

the 104 patients with perforations, 75 had primary repair (Group A)

and 26 had intestinal resection with anastomosis (Group B). Group B

patients had more perforations than patients in Group A (p = 0.0001).

The incidence of anastomotic dehiscence was greater than that of

primary repair dehiscence (p = 0.032). The incidence of new perfo-

rations was greater in Group B than in Group A (p = 0.01). Group B

correlates with a higher number of laparostomy revisions than Group

A (p = 0.005).There was no statistical difference in terms of mor-

tality between Group A and Group B. Presence of pus in the

abdominal cavity at initial laparotomy correlates with significantly

higher mortality (p = 0.0001).

Conclusion: Resection and anastomosis shows greater morbidity than

primary repair. Laparostomy revision makes it possible to rapidly

identify new perforations and anastomotic or primary repair dehi-

scences; although this approach may seem aggressive, the number of

operations was greater in patients who had a favourable outcome, and

does not correlate with mortality.
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Introduction: We want to investigate the open abdomen cases that

delays getting better time duration after operation and is mortal

because of infections and electrolyte imbalance.

Materials and methods: Between October 2007 and January 2010,

2,741 patients had been operated and postoperative between 24 h and

7 day 63 patients of these have been needed relaparotomy. After

relaparotomy 21 patients have been left to open abdomen.

Results: 13 patients were male and 8 were female of 21 patients with

open abdomen. Middle age was 56.2 years (22–85 years). 11 patients

had been left to open abdomen because of malign tumors, 10 patients

had been left to open abdomen because of benign diseases. Middle

staying time at hospital was 36.4 days (3–118 days), middle count of

operation was 4.8 (2–16). 13 patients died after this duration. 4

patients treated by primary sutures and 4 patients left secondary

recovery.

Conclusion: Even though open abdomen after relaparotomies pre-

vents abdominal compartment syndrome, it is also mortal and morbid

surgical approach. Open abdomen cause long staying time at hospital,

more than one operation and accelerating cost of treatment duration.
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Introduction: Laparostomy is a rescue approach in cases of severe

intraabdominal sepsis, abdominal trauma, necrotizing pancreatitis or

mesenteric ischemia. Various techniques have been proposed, but

laparostomy still remains a demanding approach, with significant

morbidity and mortality which, in some series, reaches 40 %. The

ideal technique should allow easy reintervention, prevention or

treatment of recurrent infection and prevention of abdominal com-

partment syndrome. One of the main difficulties in the open abdomen

techniques described consists of muscular and fascial retraction which

hinders or precludes the proper closure of the abdomen. The author

describes a concept of laparostomy (called Ventrofix), which enables

significant reduction of the complications associated with other

techniques by preventing fascial retraction. This method still provides

easy access to the abdomen, even at bedside (Intensive Care Unit or

Ward).

Materials and methods: Clinical records were analyzed for all

patients undergoing Ventrofix laparostomy between 2005 and 2011.

Patients’ conditions, number of reoperations, days at ICU and Ward,

complications and mortality were recorded and processed.

Results: Analysis of available data (71 patients) revealed intra-

abdominal sepsis after surgery as the main condition requiring lapa-

rostomy. The average age was of 61.5 years. Patients were re-

operated on average 2.8 times. Most of the patients were treated on

Ward and mortality was 14 %.

Conclusion: Ventrofix is an feasible technique, which allows com-

fortable access to the abdomen without compromising abdominal wall

closure. The preliminary results suggest a low mortality rate, without

significant morbidity and fast recovery. There was no technique-

related mortality. It constitutes a safe and effective technique of

performing a laparostomy.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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PELVIC AND ACETABULAR TRAUMA
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AUXILIARY CERCLAGE WIRING IN INTERNAL FIXATION
OF COMMINUTED ACETABULAR FRACTURES
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Trauma Surgery, Trauma Center Murnau, Murnau, Germany

Introduction: In order to improve initial operative treatment of

comminuted acetabular fractures we searched for new determining

details. Acetabular fractures require anatomic surface reduction for

predictable outcomes. We assumed that an auxiliary cerclage plays a

decisive role for precise restoration and retention of the acetabular

joint surface and consecutive outcome of initial operative treatment.

Materials and methods: 22 patients (3 females, 19 males; mean age

58 years) operated with diagnosis of comminuted acetabular fracture

were identified in a 6-year-period from trauma unit files at an Euro-

pean Level 1 trauma center. Retrospective review of all operative

reports and radiographs/computed-tomography scans were evaluated.

Clinical and radiological follow-up was performed after 7 months on

average (range 2–29 months).

Results: 22 patients were treated with stable internal fixation using

plate fixation and an auxiliary cable wiring system. Depending on the

fracture configuration, the ilioinguinal approach with supine position

was used in 15 patients and a Kocher-Langenbeck approach within

lateral decubitus position in the remaining seven patients. All patients

showed an anatomically reduced acetabular joint surface. Following

the Pelvic Ring Trauma Score (PRTS) 17 patients had a very good or

good functional short-term outcome, while 4 patients had moderate

and one patient poor clinical function. In seven patients with ilioin-

guinal approach the lateral femoral cutaneous nerve, in one patient the

superior gluteal nerve and in three patients the ischiadic nerve was

affected.

Conclusion: This surgical technique avoids a two-step, two-approach

stabilization in complex acetabular fractures, which reduction and

fracture retention requires tension band fixation.
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Introduction: Pelvic fractures represent a real challenge for the

people involved in their treatment. Due to the complex anatomy of the

pelvic region and the possible risks of intra- and peri-operative

complications, pre-operative planning is essential in order to mini-

mize these complications.

Materials and methods: The authors analyze 15 cases operated for

pelvic fractures concerning preparations for surgery, from the

moment of admission until that of incision. This retrospective study

refers to three main aspects: the preparation of the patient, of the team

and of the surgery itself. -to establish what we desired from surgery

and which were the main intermediate steps between the initial and

the final point so as to have as few complications as possible and

maximum results. Finally, we compared (as a score) the real post-

operative outcome with the expected one.

Results: The prior planning matched the intra and post-operative

outcome in 84 % of the analyzed points. It is very interesting that the

percent grows from 72 % at the beginning to 92 % in the last case,

which means that experience is very important in treating this type of

injuries. The biggest differences concerned the position of the

implants and the most important problems were the reduction of the

fractures and the positioning of the screws so as not to interfere with

the articular space.

Conclusion: In order to get maximum treatment efficacy in pelvic

fractures thorough pre-operative planning (patient and resources—

human and material) is needed.

References:
1. Tile M, Pennal GF. Pelvic disruption: principles of management.
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SURGICAL DISLOCATION FOR ACETABULAR
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Introduction: The surgical dislocation technique, popularized by

Ganz for the treatment of the femoro-acetabular impingement, allows

a 360 degrees view of the acetabulum and could be helpful to achieve

a good reduction of the anterior and posterior column avoiding

combined or extensile approaches in acetabular fracture. In literature

there is only one paper, from Siebenrock, describing 12 cases of

surgical dislocation of the hip. We present the preliminary results of

our experience.

Materials and methods: We retrospectively reviewed 31 fractures

treated; transverse, transverse-posterior wall, ‘‘t’’ shaped fractures

were enrolled in this study. Clinic and radiographic evaluations were

performed respectively with Merle D’aubigné score and Matta’s

criteria.

Results: Mean follow-up was 40 months. The mean Merle D’aubigné

and Postel score was 15.06 points; 6 patients had an excellent result,

14 patients had an good result, while the clinical score was fair in 5

and poor in 4 cases. Radiographic reductions were 25 anatomic, 4

good reduction and 1 poor. Five patients developed early osteoar-

thritis and underwent hip replacement after a mean of 20 months. One

patient developed avascular necrosis of the femoral head. Heterotopic

ossifications were recorded in 7 cases. Two patients with traumatic

sciatic nerve palsy did not recover the complete function.

Conclusion: Our clinical and radiographic outcomes appear similar to

other studies published in literature. Considering specific complica-

tions of this technique we had only one case of femoral head necrosis.

Surgical dislocation allows a better view of the fracture and,

according to our opinion, can improve possibilities of easily achieving

an anatomical reduction.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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PERCUTANEOUS SCREWS IN STABILIZING ACETABULAR
FRACTURES

O. Farouk, M. Badran, W. El-Adly, K. El-Gafary

Orthopaedic Department, Assiut University Hospitals, Assiut, Egypt

Introduction: The treatment options for fixation of acetabular frac-

tures range from non-operative treatment, with the recumbent adverse

effects, to operative fixation with extensile approaches. The compli-

cations associated with conservative treatment and ORIF increased

the interest in minimal invasive techniques especially percutaneous

lag screws (PCLS) to limit morbidity and provide adequate fixation

without extensive incisions.

Materials and methods: This work includes 27 patients with fracture

acetabulum fixed by PCLS under fluoroscopic control. They were 20

males and 7 females. Age ranged from 16 to 72 years old. Inclusion

criteria were simple transverse or T-shaped acetabular fractures. Eight

patients had acetabular fractures associated with ipsilateral type-C

pelvic fractures. Nineteen patients had isolated acetabular fractures.

Closed reduction was achieved in 18 patients with gap displacement

of acetabular fracture. Using mini-incision for obtaining reduction of

fully displaced fractures was done in 9 cases. Fixation with percuta-

neous lag screws was achieved in all patients.

Results: According to Matta, excellent fracture reduction was

achieved in 14 patients, satisfactory in 12 and unsatisfactory in one.

Only one case had secondary displacement of the lag screw after early

weight bearing. Union of the fracture was achieved in all cases within

12 weeks. Functional recovery was remarkably fast. Harris hip score

was used to assess functional outcome with excellent results in 19

patients and good in 8.

Conclusion: We recommend using percutaneous lag screws in stabi-

lizing acetabular fractures, if perfect reduction of fracture is achieved

either by closed maneuvers or using limited open approaches. It is an

efficient method of fixation with satisfactory functional outcome.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Fracture of anterior column (AC) is often seen in

acetabular fractures. To fix it, the standard plate fixation addresses

both columns only via the supra-acetabular screws (SAS). However,

anterior fracture line between AC and quadrilateral plate often remain

opened in this situation. Combination of SAS and infra-acetabular

screw (IAS) can close the anterior fracture site and is stronger con-

struct. But it is said IAS can only be inserted through the second

window of ilioinguinal approach.

Materials and methods: IAS were inserted through the modified

Stoppa window in eleven cases. There were 5 men and 6 women with

averaged age of 47.0 years. All cases had AC fragment. The approach

for these cases was modified ilioinguinal approach which consists of

modified Stoppa window with or without 1st window. 2nd window

was not exposed. Aggressive exposure around just caudal of iliopubic

eminence was undertaken to insert IAS. Complication, measurement

of infra-acetabular bony space where IAS should be inserted, and

screw position under CT scan, were evaluated.

Results: There was no additional vascular and nerve complication

except 2 cases of venous thrombosis. The width of intra-acetabular

bony space were averaged 4.1 mm.

In 8 cases, IAS were inserted into the infra-acetabular bony space.

Remaining three were the cases which the screw was inserted into

acetabular fossa, but did not irritate cartilage of femoral head. They

were early cases.

Conclusion: IAS through the modified Stoppa window seems to be

safe procedure. However, there is a learning curve. One who tries to

insert IAS should be familiar with anatomy and procedure.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Single nonextensile approach for the treatment of both

column fractures of the acetabulum has been applied in recent years.

We assessed clinico-radiological outcomes of the Modified Stoppa

approach combined with lateral window of the ilioinguinal approach

(MS + LW) for the treatment of both column fractures of the

acetabulum.

Materials and methods: Since August 2008, we treated 30 both

column fractures. 29 fractures treated with single MS + LW approach

were included in this study. Average age of the patients was 55 years

old. There was a roof impaction of the weight-bearing surface in 11

fractures. Retrospective data on the 29 patients was analyzed.

Results: Average time to operation was 10 days. Average blood loss

was 1,492 ml, and average operative time was 262 min. We tried

reduction and fixation of roof impaction fragment through the Stoppa

window in 6 patients. 55 % of the reductions were graded anatomical

(0–1 mm), 35 % were graded imperfect (2–3 mm), and 10 % were

graded poor ([3 mm). Clinical outcomes (Matta) were 31 %
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excellent, 55 % good, 7 % fair, and 7 % poor. Four patients had an

incomplete obturator nerve palsy. Two patients underwent a total hip

arthroplasty. Average follow-up period was 15 months.

Conclusion: Single MS + LW approach for the treatment of both

column acetabular fractures allows good visualization and access to

the quadrilateral surface and posterior column. Furthermore, it was

possible to reduce and fix a roof impaction fragment for some cases.

Anatomical or nearly anatomical reductions were obtained in the

majority of both column fractures. MS + LW approach is one of good

options for treatment of both column fractures.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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MANAGEMENT OF FLOATING HIP INJURIES
IN POLYTRAUMATIZED PATIENTS

M. Gregori, T. Heinz, S. Hajdu, M. Greitbauer

Traumatology, Medizinische Universität Wien, Wien, Austria

Introduction: A floating hip injury is defined as a pelvic ring or an

acetabular fracture combined with an ipsilateral femoral fracture. As

this injury indicates the violence of the trauma impact, most of the

patients suffer other life-threatening injuries. According to this, the

initial therapeutic strategies are matter of discussion.

Materials and methods: 53 polytraumatized patients were included

(31 males/22 females, mean age 36 years (16–82), mean ISS 28 (16–52).

60 % suffered traffic injuries, 40 % falls from a height. Major concom-

itant injuries were thoracic (25 %), brain (19 %), and abdominal (18 %).

Results: None of the patients underwent initial pelvic surgery, but 21

femoral fractures were nailed initially. 19 patients died within the first

3 weeks after injury. Out of the 34 surviving patients only 10 underwent

secondary internal pelvic fixation, the rest healed with external fixation

or conservative treatment. The mean time at ICU was 21, the mean total

in-hospital time was 76 days. The main reasons for prolonged ICU time

and delayed surgery were related to respiratory problems (20 %),

ARDS (11 %) and sepsis (7 %). At follow-up the major functional

problems were related to the pelvic or acetabular injury (42 %).

Conclusion: No algorithm for the therapeutic management of this

patient cohort is reported in the literature. The early complications

and deaths are related to severe concomitant injuries, whereas the late

complications and functional impairments are related to the floating

hip injury itself. In order to improve survival rates and functional

outcome a strict treatment protocol was invented at our department.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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PATIENT-REPORTED HEALTH 10 YEARS AFTER
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Introduction: Displaced sacral fractures are associated with consid-

erable morbidity. The aim of this study was to assess the long-term

patient-reported health (PRH) after surgically treated displaced sacral

fractures, its association with clinical outcomes, and changes over time.

Materials and methods: 28 consecutive patients with operatively

treated displaced sacral fractures were included in a clinical outcome

study from 1996–2001. Mean follow-up time was 10.7 years. Collected

data included patient-reported health (PRH) with SF-36, pain (VAS),

neurologic deficits in the lower extremities, urinary-, bowel-, sexual

function. The SF-36 scores were compared to the Norwegian general

population scores (NBS) and the previously published 1-year scores (1).

Results: At 10 years, the SF-36 scores were significantly lower than the

NBS in all subscales. No significant changes were found between 1- and

10-year scores. We found significant correlations between pain and poor

Physical Functioning (p = 0.05), Role Physical (p = 0.01), Bodily pain

(BP) (p = 0.003), General Health (p = 0.007) and Role Emotional (RE)

(p = 0.006). Sexual dysfunction was significantly correlated with poor

SF (p = 0.013) and RE (p = 0.04), and bowel dysfunctions with BP

(p = 0.02) and poor RE (p = 0.03). No correlations were found between

SF-36 and urinary dysfunction or neurologic deficits.

Conclusion: Patients with displaced sacral fractures reported poor

(PRH) at 10 years, with no significant improvement between 1 and

10 years. The strongest association was found between pain and (PRH),

suggesting a special attention to pain treatment, in order to improve

quality of life in these patients.

References:
1. Tötterman A, Glott T, Søberg HL et al. Pelvic trauma with dis-

placed sacral fractures: functional outcome at one year. Spine

2007; 32:1437–43.
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TRAUMATIC BLEEDING SEVERITY SCORE (TBSS)
IS THE MOST USEFUL PREDICTOR OF MASSIVE
TRANSFUSION TO GERIATRIC CIVILIAN TRAUMA
PATIENTS IN DEVELOPED AGING SOCIETY

T. Ogura, M. Nakano, M. Nakamura

Advanced Emergency Department and Critical Care Center, Japan

Red Cross Maebashi Hospital, Maebashi-shi, Japan

Introduction: We reported TBSS in AHA ReSS 2012. TBSS was

created to predict MT correctly for any aged trauma patients. The

purpose of this study is to find the difference in the validity of TBSS

in younger patients and older patients.

Materials and methods: 535 patients (ISS C 9) admitted to our

center between January 2008 and September 2012 were classified into

younger group (YG) and older group (OG). Their TBSS, TASH

Score, ABC Score, and each AUC were calculated, and ROC com-

parison was performed toward each of YG and OG.

Results: YG included 212 patients and OG included 323 patients. In the

analysis for all patients, each AUC were 0.942 (TBSS), 0.902 (TASH),

and 0.770 (ABC). In the ROC comparison, the AUC of TBSS was sig-

nificantly higher than that of TASH or ABC (TBSS * TASH:

p = 0.0045, TBSS * ABC: p \0.0001, both Bonferoni adjusted). In

the analysis for YG, each AUC were 0.931 (TBSS), 0.901 (TASH), and

0.814 (ABC). In the ROC comparison, there was no significant difference

between TBSS and TASH, but the AUC of TBSS was significantly higher

than that of ABC (TBSS * TASH: p = 0.1822, TBSS * ABC:

p \0.0021, both Bonferoni adjusted). In the analysis for OG, each AUC
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were 0.953 (TBSS), 0.905 (TASH), and 0.754 (ABC). In the ROC com-

parison, the AUC of TBSS was significantly higher than that of TASH or

ABC (TBSS * TASH: p = 0.0005, TBSS * ABC: p \0.0001, both

Bonferoni adjusted).

Conclusion: TBSS is the most useful predictor of MT, especially in

the geriatric trauma. TBSS seems to be useful in the developed aging

society, increasing geriatric civilian trauma patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: In this study we compared the used terms and cut-off

points of hemodynamic instability in medical literature and in Dutch

trauma care practice.

Materials and methods: We conducted a systematic search of com-

puterized bibliographic databases and included articles about the diagnosis

and management of blunt adult trauma patients at the emergency depart-

ment published between 2005 and 2012. Further, an online questionnaire

was constructed to collect data related on the assessment of the hemody-

namic status of a blunt trauma patient by all (accessible) anaesthesiologists,

emergency physicians and trauma surgeons in the Netherlands.

Results: Of 571 articles retrieved, 137 articles were included. To

qualify the circulation status, 56 % used hemodynamic instability,

25 % shock and 19 % used another classification. A definition was

given in 64, 95 and 2 %, respectively. All definitions included systolic

blood pressure frequently in combination with heart rate. Total of 88

emergency physicians, 66 trauma surgeons and 78 anaesthesiologists

responded. The majority used heart rate followed by systolic blood

pressure in the assessment. Response to resuscitation is used in 55 %

of the articles compared to 22 % in Dutch practice. Other parameters

are regularly used in practice but rarely for the definition in literature.

Conclusion: There is common ground about the vital signs in the

hemodynamic assessment. However, the broad spectrum of classifi-

cations and definitions used throughout literature compared to the

different parameters and cut-off points used in the Dutch practice

show that there is no consensus. A classification is needed to compare

articles that included hemodynamic instability as a base for evidence-

based guidelines, development, research.
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Introduction: In this study we compared the assessment of the

hemodynamic stability of a virtual blunt trauma patient in the

emergency bay by Dutch anaesthesiologists, trauma surgeons and

emergency physicians.

Materials and methods: An electronic mail containing a question-

naire was sent to all in emergency care involved anaesthesiologists,

emergency physicians and trauma surgeons in the Netherlands to

collect systematic data related on the assessment of the hemodynamic

status of a blunt trauma patient.

Results: Heart rate and systolic blood pressure are used most by all

specialists. However, the corresponding cut-off points differed. Based

on these two parameters with corresponding cut-off points, emergency

physicians assess the patient earlier as potentially hemodynamic

unstable, followed by trauma surgeons and anaesthesiologists

respectively. A higher heart rate, lower blood pressure, lower hemo-

globin level, positive Focused Abdominal Sonography for Trauma are

seen as indicators for potential instability by all specialties. The patient

is less assessed as unstable if presented with a lower haemoglobin level

by trauma surgeons compared to the other members. A lower per-

centage of trauma surgeons also interpreted a patient with a positive

FAST as unstable compared to the others. High intra-variability is seen

in all specialties in the assessment of various scenarios.

Conclusion: There is common ground about traditional vital signs in

the hemodynamic assessment. However, a difference in the assess-

ment in the Dutch practice within and between the specialties shows

that there is still no consensus. A classification is needed in order to

limit the variety of opinions within the trauma team, comparison of

treatment and outcome modalities.
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EMERGENCY INTRAOSSEOUS ACCESS: A USEFUL,
LIFESAVING DEVICE USED IN AFGHANISTAN
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Introduction: On the battlefield, dynamics of trauma with high

kinetic energy can cause devastating wounds, massive hemorrhages

with the collapse of blood vessels and burns. Combined with hostile

environmental conditions and tactical conditions, it is often difficult

to find peripheral venous access.

Materials and methods: Intraosseous access is becoming a life-

saving procedure in emergency. conditions in Afghanistan’s

battlefield. The EZ-IO� system was successfully used in five patients

in which there was difficulty finding a peripheral venous access. From

April 2008 to October 2008, five patients were treated with intraos-

seous access in an American ROLE 2 Facility. All patients presented

with traumatic wounds and all were in hypovolemic shock. They were

treated according to Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC) on the

battlefield and Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS) as soon as

they reached Aid Station.

Results: From this experience, it emerged that the EZ-IO� is an

indispensable medical device on the battlefield to be used both outside

the hospital environment and during the evacuation of the wounded in

moving vehicles or in helicopters, as well as at an advanced medical

site for stabilization of the patient. It allows for the administration of

fluids and medications by rapidly obtaining safe intraosseous access.
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Conclusion: We believe that this medical procedure may be per-

formed also by paramedical and nursing staff who are properly

trained. The wide diffusion of this procedure in domestic environ-

ments outside the hospital could bring numerous advantages in the

stabilization of critical patients with a clear decrease in time for

obtaining an infusion pathway.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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SYNDROME IN SEVERE TRAUMA PATIENTS
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Introduction: ARDS is a syndrome of acute lung injury that can be

initiated due to a wide variety of insults. Majority of patients develop

ARDS within first 24 h of well-defined injuries or clinical conditions.

Materials and methods: A prospective study of 76 severe trauma

patients all patients older than 18 years admitted to our hospital from

October 2011 to October 2012. Data include: age; sex; trauma type;

injury mechanism; accident-admission delay; type of transport; fluids

and blood administered in first 24 h; injury severity by the Revised

Trauma Score (RTS); Injury Severity Score (ISS); APACHE II; injury

Diagnosis by International Classification of Diseases; presence and

number of bone fractures and development of ARDS during ICU stay.

Results: Acute respiratory distress syndrome developed in 5.3 % of

patients who were more severely ill with higher APACHE II and

Injury Severity Score scores vs. patients not developing ARDS.

ARDS development was associated with long bone fractures, and

with chest injuries. Analysis showed that ARDS was related to chest

trauma, femoral fracture, APACHE II score, and blood transfusion

during resuscitation.

Conclusion: Risk of ARDS development is related to the first 24-h

admission variables it is remain a frequent and dreaded problem in

intensive care units. Early identification of the case and its proper

management may significantly decrease its mortality.
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Introduction: In 100 years, American military surgery practices

have evolved: from oral fluid administration (WWI), to high packed

red blood cell (PRBC) and crystalloid infusions (Vietnam), to

Damage Control Resuscitation (DCR). We hypothesize that civilian

outcomes have adopted military research, for improved overall

survival.

Materials and methods: A MEDLINE, EMBASE, and Cochrane

Library database search from 2001 to February 2011, with 73 articles

investigating adaptation of civilian trauma management from military

experience. Includes evidence-based appraisal of DCR literature

examining fresh frozen plasma (FFP): PRBC ratios, platelet: PRBC

ratios, and the use of recombinant factor VIIa in massively transfused

trauma patients.

Results: Research Analyzed/# studies/Summarized Results: FFP:

PRBC1 and PLT: PRBC2/281, 92/Increased survival, decreased com-

plications with higher FFP: PRBC, PLT: PRBC ratios rFVIIa

Administration/8/Decreased PRBCs used, no improved survival

Tourniquet Usage/7/Improved peripheral vascular injury outcomes,

Overall safety profile questioned Permissive Hypotension/8/Increased

survival Crystalloid Fluid Resuscitation/9/Improved outcomes with

limited crystalloid usage Intra-osseous Infusion/12/Safe, reliable

access if central or PIV unobtainable.

Conclusion: Over the last 10 years, trauma management trends

favored the use of DCR. Evidence demonstrates that ratios of FFP:

PRBC [ 1:1 are associated with lower transfusion requirements,

fewer complications, and decreased mortality in civilian trauma

patients requiring massive transfusion. The uses of platelets, and low

volume crystalloid infusions show improved survival. The early use

of tourniquets and intra-osseous access by first responders has become

favorable. Several advantageous changes in civilian trauma are based

on prior military successes.
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ON TRAUMA WORKFLOW
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Introduction: Computed tomography (CT) in the emergency room

has become an essential part of trauma diagnostic workups. In

August 2011, we implemented a new trauma workflow concept with

a sliding CT scanner system with interventional radiology features

(IVR-CT). The primary advantage of that is the ability to start

emergency bleeding control procedures without transferring the

patient to the radiology department or operating room after com-

pletion of the diagnostic workup. The purpose of this study was to

evaluate the therapeutic value of this workflow concept in terms of

workup times.

Materials and methods: This historical control study was conducted

from 2010 to 2012 in a level I trauma center. Inclusion criteria were

patients with blunt trauma who were admitted directly from the

incident scene and required emergency bleeding control. Main
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outcome measures were time from patient arrival to CT initiation,

CT end, and to the start of emergency bleeding control procedures.

We compared the data of new workflow with that of conventional

workflow before July 2011.

Results: Fifty-five patients fulfilled the inclusion criteria. Twenty-

four patients were eligible for the IVR-CT protocol and 31 patients

for the conventional CT protocol. Compared with the conventional

CT protocol, all workup times including time to the start of bleeding

control procedures were significantly shorter with the IVR-CT pro-

tocol. Infusion until bleeding control were less in the IVR-CT

protocol than in the conventional CT protocol.

Conclusion: Our new trauma workflow concept using an IVR-CT

system in the emergency room can facilitate definitive interventions

more quickly in comparison with a conventional CT protocol.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Intracapsular neck of femur fractures interrupt the

blood supply to the femoral head. This may cause avascular necrosis

(AVN) and non union. The general consensus is that time to surgery

and adequacy of reduction are major contributors to outcome. We

present a large study investigating this.

Materials and methods: Patients who had undergone internal fixa-

tion of an intracapsular fracture were identified from a prospective

database and those in whom AVN or non-union had occurred were

compared to those that had had an uneventful recovery. We per-

formed unpaired T tests to compare patient demographics between the

groups and performed Fisher’s Exact test on contingency tables to

establish differences between rates of complication and time to sur-

gery. The adequacy of reduction was taken from AP and lateral

radiographs post-operatively and Fisher’s exact test was used to

analyse the resultant contingency table. We investigated the outcomes

related to the fixation device used, comparing standard cannulated

screws to the Targon (Aesculap) plate using Fisher’s exact test.

Results: There were no significant demographic differences between

the two groups. There was no clear trend towards earlier surgery

leading to reduced rates of avascular necrosis or non-union. However

surgery undertaken before 18 h had a significantly reduced chance of

complications (p = 0.0001). Adequacy of reduction had no signifi-

cant impact on rate of non-union or avascular necrosis. There were

significantly fewer complications in the Targon plate group.

Conclusion: Surgery within 18 h has a significantly reduced rate of

associated complications but the adequacy of reduction does not seem

to have an effect.

Disclosure: Martyn Parker has a commercial relationship with the

makers of the Targon plate mentioned in this paper. Emmet Griffiths

however does not.
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IMPLANT AUGMENTATION IN OSTEOPOROTIC
FEMORAL NECK FRACTURES: NO BIOMECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE IN A CADAVERIC MODEL

T.I. Nicolino1, M. Goetzen1, L. Hofmann-Fliri1, B. Gueorguiev1,
M. Blauth2, M. Windolf1

1Biomedical Department, AO Research Institute Davos, Davos,

Switzerland, 2Department Of Trauma Surgery And Sports Medicine,

Medical University of Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Austria

Introduction: Femoral neck fractures are one of the most frequent

problems in orthopedics. Bone cement augmentation as described in

different models of osteoporotic fracture management can provide

better stability of implants and lower the risk of secondary dis-

placement. Augmentation of three cannulated screws using bone

cement in unstable femoral neck fractures could increase implant

fixation.

Materials and methods: An unstable femoral neck fracture was

simulated in 6 paired human cadaveric femora. Bone mineral density

(BMD) values of all specimens where measured from XtremeCT

scans to assess bone quality. The fracture was stabilized with three 7.3

cannulated screws in a triangular configuration. Pairs were divided

into two groups. The control group was instrumented conventionally,

whereas in the other group screws were augmented with 2 ml Trau-

macemV + (Synthes GmbH) each. Biomechanical testing was

performed by applying cyclic axial load until failure of the specimen.

Axial displacement of the head, screw angle changes and cut-out of

the screw were evaluated.

Results: Failure (15 mm actuator displacement) occurred at 12,500

cycles (SD ± 2479) in the augmented group compared to 15,625

cycles (SD ± 4215) in the non-augmented group (p = 0.041). Early

onset failure at 8500 load cycles demonstrated a change of 2.85�
(SD ± 0.84) in screw angle for the augmented group compared to

1.14� (SD ± 0.93) in the non-augmented (p = 0.013). There was no

movement (cut-out) between the screw tips and the femoral head in

both groups (p = 0.568).

Conclusion: The results show no biomechanical advantage with

respect to secondary displacement following augmentation of three

cannulated screws in an unstable femoral neck fracture model.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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TOTAL HIP REPLACEMENT FOR DISPLACED NECK
OF FEMUR FRACTURES: SURGICAL APPROACH
AND EFFECT ON EARLY POST-OPERATIVE LIMP
AND DISLOCATION

A.M. Mohamed, D. Makki, J. Gibbs

Orthopaedic Surgery, Brighton & Sussex University Hospitals NHS
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Introduction: We look at the percentage of early hip dislocations and

post-operative limp following total hip replacements for fractured

neck of femurs. We also compare these in relation to the surgical

approach used.

Materials and methods: Retrospective review of 158 patients. All

followed up at 6 weeks and 125 followed up at 1 year. Outcome

measures included postoperative limp and dislocation.

Results: 91 patients operated using the anterolateral approach (Group

1) and 67 patients operated using the posterior approach (Group 2). In

Group 1, 81 were operated by consultants. In Group 2, 64 were

operated by consultants. Two dislocations identified in Group 1 and

none identified in Group 2. Of Group 1, 17 patients were identified to

have a limp at 6 weeks, this decreased to 4 at final follow up. In

Group 2, 14 patients were identified to have a limp at 6 weeks, this

decreased to 2 at final follow up.

Conclusion: This study shows that dislocation rate following total

hip arthroplasty for fractured neck of femurs could be low. This

could be due to good patient selection as all the patients in this

study had a Sernbo score of 15 or higher while most previous

similar papers have not utilized a functional assessment tool. There

was no statistically significant difference between the two surgical

approaches used when post-operative dislocation and limp were

compared.

References:
1. Enocson A, Hedbeck CJ, Tidermark J, Pettersson H, Ponzer S,

Lapidus LJ. Dislocation of total hip replacement in patients with

fractures of the femoral neck. Acta orthopaedica. 2009.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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DELAYED ACUTE ONSET POST HIP REPLACEMENT
THIGH PAIN AS A RESULT OF COMPARTMENT
SYNDROME 10 DAYS POSTOPERATIVELY

K. Elsorafy1, A. Stone2, S. Nicol2

1Trauma And Orthopaedics, Northwick Park Hospital, Middlesex,

UK, 2Brighton and Sussex University Hospital, Brighton, UK

Introduction: We report a rare case of acute compartment syndrome

of the thigh secondary to excessive physiotherapy 10-days following

Total Hip Replacement (THR), after an uneventful recovery. Pain has

been totally under control with Paracetamol for 5-days before the

patient presented to casualty. In a postoperative Hip Replacement the

common causes of pain are per-prosthetic fractures, deep vein

thrombosis, dislocated hip, Infection or haematoma. Compartment

syndrome of the thigh is rare and usually anticipated after a traumatic

event. The diagnosis of a compartment syndrome in this case was not

in the differential of the emergency department and Orthopaedic

doctors who decided to admit the patient to rule out an occult fracture.

Materials and methods: Case Presentation: A 67-year-old gentleman

presented to hospital at night with acute severe thigh pain, 8-days

following an uneventful elective uncemented THR. He had been

discharged 3-days postoperatively and was mobilizing well with the

aid of two crutches. The pain was only present on moving and was

alleviated by rest with no history of trauma. He had been performing

at least twice the amount of physiotherapy exercises recommended.

Results: Pain was out of proportion 2-days after admission, con-

firming a diagnosis of compartment syndrome the patient had an

emergency fasciotomy leading to complete recovery.

Conclusion: Delayed intramuscular haemorrhage precipitated by

excessive exercise and anticoagulation with LMW-Heparin caused

compartment Syndrome in this case.

References:

1. Hope MJ, et al. Acute compartment syndrome in the absence of

fracture. J Orthop Trauma. 2004;18(4):220–4.

2. McQueen MM. Acute compartment syndrome. Who is at risk?

JBJS Br. 2000;82(2):200–3.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: The aim of this study is to investigate prediction of

postoperative radiographic fracture characteristics in relation to patient

age and the occurrence of reoperations caused by fixation failure.

Materials and methods: The preoperative radiographs of all patients

with a proximal femur fracture between January 2004 and June 2010

were retrospectively assessed for fracture type and dislocation. The

postoperative radiographs were assessed on adequate fracture reduc-

tion. Patient characteristics and outcome (occurrence of nonunion/

implant-breakout, AVN and reoperations) were recorded.

Results: Hundred-nineteen patients were admitted with a displaced

femoral neck fracture and treated by internal fixation, 23 had dislo-

cation in axial view only. The mean age was 64 (20–94) years, 53 %

were female. Thirty-six % underwent a reoperation due to failure

(27 %) or complaints of material after union (9 %).The occurrence of

implant breakout increased by an increasing patient age: 16 % in

patients \65 years versus 47 % in patients [80 years (p = 0.02).

Postoperative persisting dorso-ventral dislocation resulted in breakout

in 44 % of the patients compared to 16 % with adequate reduction

(p = 0.005). In total, a suboptimal procedure (inadequate reposition-

ing and/or implant placement) leads to failure in 30 % compared to

13 % in case of a perfect procedure (p = 0.04).

Conclusion: In the preoperative treatment plan, patient age should be

taken into account and surgeons should strive for anatomical reduc-

tion. In case anatomical reduction fails, conversion to arthroplasty

must be strongly considered. On the basis of these data, we changed

our treatment plan: nowadays all procedures are performed by a

trauma surgeon and patients [80 years undergo arthroplasty.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Controversies still exist regarding osteosynthesis of the

intracapsular femoral neck fracture and the implant to be used. The

incidence of salvage procedures is relatively high following
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osteosynthesis, and may be due to rotational forces caused by com-

monly used implants as well as hardware volume. Non-rotational,

low-volume implants with a standardized and user-friendly operative

technique may improve fracture healing and reduce revision surgery.

Early results of a recently designed implant, the dynamic locking

blade plate (DLBP) (Gannet�, BAAT Medical�, The Netherlands)

are described.

Materials and methods: A cohort of 40 consecutive patients with an

intracapsular femoral neck fracture (25 9 AO31B1, 7 9 AO31B2,

8 9 AO31B3) was analyzed after primary osteosynthesis with a

DLBP. Follow-up was standardized at 2, 6, 12, and 26 weeks. Implant

failure, infection, secondary displacement, non-union and avascular

necrosis were registered.

Results: Four patients died from non-implant related causes. Three

were lost to follow-up. In 29/33 patients fracture healing occurred

without delay. Two fractures showed delayed union after 26 weeks.

Only 2 patients underwent salvage surgery: one patient developed

avascular necrosis of the femoral head, and one cut-out was observed

due to technical failure. The implant-related complication rate was

low: Two patients underwent reoperation because of postoperative

bleeding. Total reintervention rate was 4/40: two prosthetic replace-

ments, two reinterventions for bleeding. No infections occurred.

Conclusion: Early results show a tendency towards decreased rate of

infection, non-union and revision surgery, when compared to the

literature concerning commonly used implants. Internal fixation of

intracapsular femoral neck fractures may benefit from low-volume,

non-rotational implants such as the DLBP.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: In case of femoral neck factures predominantly dou-

ble-cannulated screw are used in Hungary. The most important factor

of stability was the reinforcing of the lateral femoral wall. Several

solutions have been on subject, including the new Dynamic Head

Less Screw System.

Materials and methods: The newly developed dynamic screws have

two separate parts. The screw has threads on both ends. The proximal

end has a self-tapping thread which is shaped ant tapered. The other

piece is a sleeve that fits exactly to the previous flattened surfaces. On

the outside of the sleeve another thread is used with different height

and diameter. During the surgery the two assembled parts slide into

each other. By introducing the assembled screw, the proximal thread

locks in the femoral head, while the distal one in the lateral femoral

layer. As the heights of two threads are different, an intraoperative

compression can be achieved. After removing of the aiming devices,

the two parts of the screw become dynamic to each other. This way, a

postoperative compression and sliding will effect occur.

Results: So far 17 DHLS surgery have been done in our institute.

According the early results we have been experiencing less operative

times (approximately 15 min), less postoperative complaints and more

stability (less migration of implants, less displacement of fracture).

Conclusion: According the outcomes we think that these implants will

decrease the postoperative complications of these injuries. By increasing

the stability of fixation we could provide a good option against total hip

replacement for elderly patients or patients in poor conditions.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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BONE STOCK DISTRIBUTION WITHIN THE SACRUM
AND ITS IMPLICATION ON FRACTURE PATTERNS
AND FIXATION OF SACRAL INSUFFICIENCY FRACTURES
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Introduction: Knowledge of bone stock distribution in the sacrum of the

elderly may contribute to the understanding of typical fracture patterns in

sacral insufficiency fractures and improve surgical treatment.

Materials and methods: We used statistical 3D-modelling based on

routine diagnostic pelvic computed tomographs (CT) to show sacral

bone stock distribution given in Hounsfield Units (HU). Two sub-

groups were built according to their bone stock in L5 in HU. A

threshold of 100 HU in L5 was chosen to differentiate individuals

with inferior bone stock. Visualization of bone stock distribution was

done using the 3D-model.

Results: We processed 92 pelvic CT scans of elderly Europeans (44

males and 48 females, mean age 61.5 years, SD ± 11.2). The group

with lower HU in L5 demonstrated a zone of very low HU values

mainly located paraforaminal lateral from S1 to S3 whereas in the

other group low HU were solely found in a small zone paraforaminal

lateral between S1 and S2. The site with the most varying bone stock

between the groups was located in the vertebral body S1.

Conclusion: Based on our approach we observed a distinct pattern of

sacral bone stock distribution and bone loss. The weakest zone, thus

revealing the overall lowest HU values, was found paraforaminal

lateral extending vertically from S1 to S3 which may explain the

occurrence of distinct sacral insufficiency fractures1. The pattern of

bone stock distribution may be important for new implant develop-

ment, especially with regard to implant anchorage.

References:
1. Linstrom et al. Spine. 2009; 34(4):309–315.

Disclosure: Partial funding was received from Synthes GmbH, Sol-

othurn, Switzerland.
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Introduction: Demographic changes in European population cause

increasing numbers of sacral and pelvic ring fractures of elderly

people. The majority seems to be caused by low energy traumata. Still

therefore is no standardized treatment found. We prevent the com-

plications of a conservative treatment caused by pain and

immobilisation in performing early fixation by transiliosacral screw

fixation. The main complication in this is an high level in implant-

loosening. Bone-cement-augmentation as used in other osteosynthesis

may be a promising approach to reach more stability in this

osteosynthesis.

Materials and methods: In this study we tested whether bone-

cement-augmentation by cannulated and perforated screws is superior

in axial and rotational stability of the screw. We tested uncannulated-

non-augmented screws versus in 2 different ways perforated aug-

mented 7.5 mm-screws. 42 human vertebrae were instrumented

orthogonally. We performed Computer tomography to restore the real

augmentation volume. In our electromechanical testing machine we

loaded in axial direction up to 2 kN or material loosening (n = 3 9

10). Rotational stability was also tested (n = 3 9 4).

The data were processed by Wilcoxon-Test, Spearman-Correlation

and U-Test (Mann–Whitney).

Results: Mean depth of penetration was 32.7 mm.

The mean volume of augmentation was 1,384 ml in group A,

1,092 ml in group B. The mean pullout force in group A was 1273 N,

in group B 1452 N and in group C 300 N. The tested loading forces

correlated to the screw types. In augmented screws the forces to pull

out or rotational instability were significantly higher than in the non-

augmented group. We saw no screw-failure.

Conclusion: We see augmented 7.5 mm screws for transiliosacral

fixation superior to non augmented screw fixation.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Experimental 3D imaging studies have demonstrated

the accuracy of navigated SI screw fixation compared to non-assisted

navigation methods. In this study experimental data was compared

with clinical data in precision, radiation and surgery time.

Materials and methods: Eighteen conventional screws (group I) and

15 3D navigated screws (group II) were placed in an experimental setting.

Retrospectively 131 conventional screws (group III) were evaluated

between 2006 and 2009. In addition 28 3-D navigated screws (group IV)

from 2010 were evaluated prospectively. Misplacement of the screws

was determined by CT. Further the time of surgery (min) and radiation

exposure (dose area product) were measured.

Results: Perforation: 7 (30 %) screws in group I and 2 (17 %) in

group II showed misplacement (p \ 0.05). In group III, 24 (18 %)

and in group IV 2 (7 %) of the screws were misplaced. Experimental

and clinical results did not differ significantly (p [ 0.05). Radiation

Exposure: Significant differences between group I (16 cGy/cm2) and

group II (80 cGy/cm2) were measured (p \ 0.05). In clinical appli-

cation, this difference could not be determined (group III 753 cGy/

cm2; group IV 884 cGy/cm2). Surgical time: Surgery time in group I

(5.7 min) was significantly less than in group II (7.7 min) (p \ 0.05).

The clinical application showed no significant difference (group III

32 min; group IV 29 min). Radiation exposure and surgery time were

significantly higher in clinical application (p \ 0.05).

Conclusion: Clinical 3D navigation was able to confirm the expec-

tations of the preliminary experiments concerning precision. The

experimentally measured higher radiation dose could not be detected

clinically.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Motor Vehicle Collisions often require use of the

KendrickExtrication Device (KED), however the KED has not been tested

for potential adverse effects in patients with pelvic fractures. This study

examines the effect of the KED on symphysis diastasis with and without

the use of a trochanteric belt in seven different extraction positions.

Materials and methods: A cadaveric study examining the effects

of the KED on symphysis diastasis when used alone or in combination

with a trochanteric belt. Left-sided ‘‘open-book’’ UPFs were created in

five human cadavers, and the symphysis pubis was widened to 8 cm.

Cadavers were then placed in seven different positions simulating pre-

extraction and extraction positions using the KED with and without

trochanteric binding. Symphyseal diastasis was measured and compared

between each cadaveric position using anteroposterior radiographs to

evaluate pelvic volume changes.

Results: Radiographic measurements of symphyseal width demon-

strated a trend of increased symphysis diastasis in extraction and

seated KED positions with the KED used in isolation, compared to

baseline. A significant reduction of the symphysis diastasis was noted

in both seated and extraction positions with a trochanteric belt in

place, compared to seated and extraction positions with the KED used

in isolation.

Conclusion: Our study demonstrates that use of a trochanteric belt in

combination with the KED may prevent exacerbation of symphysis

diastasis, and consequently reduce the severity of hemorrhage. This

suggests that the addition of the trochanteric belt in combination with

the KED could be considered for Pre-Hospital Trauma Life Support

(PHTLS) training protocols.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: A retrospective analysis of patients with pelvic ring

fractures and associated injuries of the lower urogenital tract treated at

our hospital from October 2007 to October 2012 was performed. The

analysis was focused on incidence, fracture type, urogenital injury

type, associated intrapelvic lesions, mortality, and general outcome.

Materials and methods: The study included 23 of 141 patients. 11

patients had a rupture of the urethra, 5 a ruptured bladder, 2 a defect

of the penis, and one a gonadal defect. The type of the pelvic ring

fracture according to the AO classification was type A in 3, type B in

6, and type C in 14 cases. Twenty one patients were followed up for a

mean duration of 21 months after injury.

Results: 12 patients were asymptomatic concerning the urogenital

injury, 5 had erectile dysfunction, two had a stenosis of the urethra.

Two patients had problems regarding incontinence and in another two

patients the defect of the skin caused ongoing pain.

Conclusion: High-grade pelvic ring fractures are often associated

with urogenital injuries and have a strong effect on the patient’s life

quality. Associated severe peripelvic soft tissue injuries and neuro-

vascular lesions—the so-called complex pelvic trauma—affect the

outcome negatively. A sufficient cooperation of the trauma surgeon

and urologist is needed to prevent chronic pain and persistent com-

plaints .

References:
1. B. Figler et al. Multi-disciplinary update on pelvic fracture

associated bladder and urethral injuries. Injury. 2012; 43(8)

:1242–1249 doi: 10.1016/j.injury.2012.03.031).
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Introduction: Emergency non-invasive pelvic stabilization is

recommended by ATLS and is part of the institutional protocol.

Pelvic Immobilization Belt (PIB) with three inflatable compartments

around the pelvic was designed to improve both haemodynamics and

fracture alignment. Since introduction of this protocol in our insti-

tution in 2007, PIB was used exclusively. Our goal was to assess the

efficacy of PIB in reduction of unstable pelvic fractures.

Material and methods: Consecutive patients with pelvic fractures in

a level 1 European trauma center were reviewed in a 54 months

period. All patients with suspected unstable pelvic fractures had PIB

applied prior to imaging. Limb length discrepancy was reduced with

manual traction before PIB application. PIB was removed within 24 h

of application. Stable fractures and acetabulum fractures with intact

pelvic ring were excluded. Residual fracture displacement was

assessed on postbinding CT scans. Results are reported with adding

displacement in each plane, listed mean ± STD. Patient medical

charts were reviewed for PIB related complications and outcomes.

Results: Thirty patients with unstable pelvic fractures (AO 61 B and

C types) were included with 10 (33 %) requiring transfusions within

24 h. Mortality occurred in 2 cases (7 %), all after 24 h. Type B

fractures were better reduced than type C ones with residual

displacements: pubis diastasis/ramus fracture displacement

2.85 ± 14.4 mm versus 14.7 ± 22.7 mm, SIJ widening/sacrum/

ilium fracture displacement 0.7 ± 2.9 mm versus 10.2 ± 9.8 mm.

Our data was insufficient to comment on haemodynamic effect of

PIB. There were no complications associated with usage of PIB.

Conclusion: Application of PIB for unstable pelvic fractures is highly

effective in reduction and restoration of pelvic alignment.
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Introduction: Pelvic ring injuries with hemodynamic instability are

an elevated mortality situation. In literature the use of preperitoneal

packing technique seems to be effective in controlling hemorrhage.

We introduce this technique since 2 years in our hospital.

Materials and methods: This study was a retrospective review

during a 2009–2011 period. The procedure was performed for patient

with severe pelvic fractures hemodynamically unstable after the ini-

tial resuscitation phase.

Results: During this period, 188 severe trauma were managed, 15

presented severe pelvic trauma with haemorrhagic shock and 6 were

treated by pre peritoneal packing in first. Only 2 patients required an

additional angio-embolization treatment. 2 patients died in the first 24 h.

Conclusion: Although the Small number of patient cannot give us

reliable statistics, the use of this technique seems to give good results

and the epidemiology of patients taken in charge in our hospital is

coherent with the practice and the teaching of this technique.

References:
1. Cothren CC, Osborn PM, Moore EE, Morgan SJ, Johnson JL,

Smith WR. Preperitonal pelvic packing for hemodynamically

unstable pelvic fractures: a paradigm shift. J Trauma. 2007;

62(4):834–9 (discussion 839–42).
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Introduction: Fractures of the distal femur, primary but also more

and more periprosthetic, are an increasing problem in trauma and

orthopedic surgery.
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Materials and methods: For this study eight pairs of fresh, frozen

human femurs have been used. They have been randomly assigned

either to group I (non-augmented) or group II (augmented). Both

distal parts (6.5 cm) have been fixed to the LCP distal femur (Syn-

thes) using special 5 mm cannulated and perforated locking screws.

In group II additionally 1 ml of PMMA cement (Traumacem, Syn-

thes) has been injected through a side opening cannula. The plate has

been fixed to an artificial femur shaft with a fracture gap of 1,5 cm,

representing an AO 33 A3 fracture. Biomechanical testing was

performed using an MTS servo hydraulic testing machine. Sinusoi-

dal cyclic axial loading from 100 to 750 N with an increment of

0.05 N/cyc and a frequency of 2 Hz was applied to the specimens.

Additionally to the machine data x-rays were recorded every 250

cycles.

Results: Bone mineral density measured with pQCT was not signif-

icant different in both groups (153 versus 157 mgHA/cm3,

p = 0,937). The number of cycles to failure was significant higher in

the augmented group, the augmented specimens withstood 23,393

(SD 5715) cycles until failure (4� varus collapse). The non-augmented

specimens withstood 17,643 (SD 5,483) cycles. This difference was

statistically significant (p = 0,014). Additionally the failure modes

differ significantly, the non-augmented specimen failed by cut-out

whereas the augmented showed plate and screw breakage.

Conclusion: Implant augmentation shows a big potential to increase

implant anchorage in osteoporotic femur fractures.

Disclosure: All implants have been supplied by the manufacturer, the

Synthes GmbH, Solothurn, Switzerland.
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NAILING IN PERIPROSTHETIC FEMORAL SHAFT
FRACTURES

A.N. Chelnokov, I.M. Piven

Orthopaedic Trauma, Ural Scientific Institute of Traumatology

and Orthopaedics, Ekaterinburg, Russian Federation

Introduction: Conventional management of fractures around hip

implants has focused on plating. The extensive surgery can be

problematic especially in elderly frail patients with osteoporosis. Aim

of our study was to design a technique of less invasive fixation in

periprosthetic fractures of the femoral shaft to provide primary sta-

bility of the stem and the femur.

Materials and methods: A solid titanium nail with a slot for the stem

tip was designed. 25 patients were treated in 2007–2012 with the

technique. There were 11/25 Vancouver B1 (well fixed stem and good

bone stock), 6/25 B2 fractures (loose stem and good bone stock), 6/25

B3 (loose stem and poor bone stock) and 2 with C type injury. Fix-

ator-assisted nailing was used with small wire external distractor for

acute or gradual reduction in 24/25 cases.

Results: Immediate weight-bearing as tolerated was recommended in

most cases. Unassisted walking occurred at 2 month in 21/25 patients,

and at 3 month in 23/25. 18/25 patients were available for follow-up

in 1 year—all fractures healed. Mean Harrsi Hip Score at 1 year was

89.2. Major complications (3/25) include one case of deep infection

resulted with two stage revision to a standard uncemented stem

1.5 year after the surgery, and two cases of stem breakage at the level

of junction.

Conclusion: We conclude that the technique can be an effective

solution in problematic cases of failed plating after periprosthetic

fractures. For elderly patients with severe comorbidities the technique

provides less invasive treatment option with quick recovery.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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OPEN FEMUR FRACTURES IN MULTIPLY INJURED
PATIENTS: A STUDY OF 5761 FEMORAL SHAFT
FRACTURES FROM THE GERMAN TRAUMA REGISTRY

C.D. Weber1, R. Lefering2, I.S. Tarkin3, T. Dienstknecht1,
R.M. Sellei1, H. Pape1

1Department of Orthopaedic Trauma, University of Aachen Medical

Center, Aachen, Germany, 2Institute For Research In Operative

Medicine (IFOM), University of Witten, Herdecke, Köln, Germany,
3Orthopaedic Surgery, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA, USA

Introduction: In patients having sustained blunt high-energy trauma,

open fractures of the femoral shaft are considered as a potentially life-

and limb-threatening injury pattern. The objective of this study was the

comparison of closed and open fractures of the femoral shaft regarding

major clinical complications in the multiply injured patient (MIP).

Materials and methods: Data from 32,582 trauma victims was

derived from the trauma registry of the German Trauma Society

(2002–2010). Multiply injured individuals with closed or open fem-

oral shaft fractures were identified by means of Abbreviated Injury

Scale (AIS) and Injury Severity Score (ISS). Retrospective data

analysis of demographic, injury, therapy and outcome characteristics

were performed.

Results: A total of 5,761 multiply injured individuals (Ø ISS 25) with

4,423 closed and 1,338 open femoral shaft fractures were identified.

Open femoral shaft fractures were not associated with higher ISS

(24.2 vs. 25.3 %; p \ 0.05) or sepsis (10.1 vs. 9.8 %, NS), but with

more operative procedures (2.2 vs. 1.3; p \ 0.001), more transfusions

of pRBCs (4.6 % vs. 3.2; p \ 0.001) and longer hospital stay (34.9

vs. 29.6; p \ 0.001). Patients with open fractures revealed no

increased mortality (11.8 %) compared to patients with CFSF

(14.2 %), but the incidence of sepsis and risk of mortality increased

with the degree of open soft tissue injury.

Conclusion: Summarizing our data, the treatment of open femoral

shaft fractures in the polytrauma patient is significantly more time

consuming and more cost-intensive, but the risk of major clinical

complications (e.g. sepsis, death) seems to be addressed by the current

treatment protocol for multiply injured patients with open extremity

fractures.

References:
1. Gustilo(1976)JBJSAm-Schenker(2012)JBJSAm-Giannoudis

(2006)JBJSBr-CourtBrown(1998)Injury-Tscherne(1982)Unfallh

eilkunde-Patzakis(1974)JBJSAm-Pape(2009)JAAOS-Okike(2006)

JBJSAm.
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IDENTIFYING THE EMERGENCY CARE MANAGEMENT:
UNDIAGNOSED SUB CLINICAL RENAL FAILURE AMONG
THE FRACTURE NECK OF FEMUR PATIENTS IN UK

L.K.D.C.R. Karunathilaka1, K. Rathnayake2, N. Pinto3, F. Chan1

1Orthopedic Services, Tameside General Hospital, Lancashire, UK,
2, Tameside General Hospital, Lancashire, UK, 3Accident and

Orthopedic Services, The National Hospital of Sri Lanka, Colombo, UK

Introduction: Rising incidence of fracture neck of femur (NOF) is a

major concern in the Europe. Previous studies show 1/3 of fracture

neck of femur patients in UK suffering from a renal impairment.
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Acute renal impairment is attributed to physiological derangement

following the fracture and surgery. This study analyzed the presence

of undiagnosed subclinical renal failure among them.

Materials and methods: Retrospective descriptive cross sectional

analysis of fractured patients with a non-fractured age and sex mat-

ched control group (N = 200). Variables studied were, serum

calcium, serum phosphate, blood haemoglobin level, blood urea and

serum creatinine.

Results: The logistic regression data showed that relative risk of

occurrence of higher blood urea ([8.2 mmol/L) in a NOF patient is

3.85 times higher (p value 0.011), relative risks of occurrence of

high serum creatinine ([120 lmol/L) is 2.89 times higher (P value

-0.001), risk of low hemoglobin (Hb \ 12) is 3.17 (p value 0.005)

times higher than a non-fracture patient.

Conclusion: Pretraumatic high blood urea, serum creatinine and low

hemoglobin are associated with NOF UK patients with compare

control group. No recognizable case control European studies in

English language literature. Studies in Nordic countries and Europe

shows higher incidence of renal impairment in neck of femur patients.

References:

1. Effect of comorbidities and postoperative complications on

mortality after hip fracture. BMJ. 2005; 331(7529):1374

2. Mortality and serum urea and electrolytes on admission for hip

fracture patients. Injury. 2006; 37(8):698–704.
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ALTERATION OF FEMORAL NERVE POSITION AFTER
HIP FRACTURE: IMPLICATIONS FOR FEMORAL NERVE
BLOCKADE?

J. Davies1, A. Brennan2, M. Jones2, B. Claxton2, D. Shaw2

1Trauma And Orthopaedics, Morriston Hospital, Swansea, UK,
2Anaesthetics, Bardford Teaching Hospitals, Bradford, UK

Introduction: Femoral nerve block is a useful anaesthetic adjunct in

orthopaedic lower limb procedures and has been proposed as an

analgesic alternative in neck of femur fractures: reducing the com-

plications associated with systemic opioid administration in frail

elderly patients. The aim of this study was to determine whether

femoral neck fracture changes the position of the femoral nerve rel-

ative to the femoral artery at the mid-inguinal crease.

Materials and methods: Approval was obtained from the local

research ethics committee and a power analysis performed to deter-

mine the number of patients needed for enrolment. Ultrasound guided

femoral nerve block was performed prior to surgery on patients with a

neck of femur fracture and measurements taken for both fractured and

non-fractured sides of the distances from the femoral nerve to artery,

skin to femoral nerve and skin to femoral artery. Thirty patients were

recruited in an observational prospective study.

Results: Mean age was 82 years. There was no significant difference

between the sides in terms of skin to nerve and skin to artery mea-

surements. A statistically significantly greater distance existed from

the femoral nerve to artery on the fractured compared to non-fractured

sides, 18.3 and 15.2 mm respectively (p = 0.008).

Conclusion: These results show femoral nerve blockade for hip

fracture using a blind procedure, based on the assumption the femoral

artery retains a constant position in the inguinal crease relative to the

nerve maybe inaccurate. Ultrasound guidance can improve the

accuracy of needle placement, increasing the success of achieving a

nerve block and reducing the risk of iatrogenic injury.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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DISTAL LOCKING IN FEMUR INTRAMEDULLARY NAIL:
FREEHAND TECHNIQUE VERSUS SURESHOT ASSISTED

S. Maqungo, A. Horn, S. Roche, B. Bernstein

Orthopaedic Surgery, Groote Schhur Hospital, Cape Town, South

Africa

Introduction: Placement of distal screws during intramedullary

femoral nailing accounts for a significant proportion of total fluo-

roscopy and operative times. The Sureshot� (Smith and NephewTM)

is a computerised system that allows placement of distal screws

without fluoroscopy by using electromagnetic guided imagery. The

purpose of this study is to compare free-hand technique to Sureshot�

technique in terms of operating time, radiation dose and accuracy.

Materials and methods: Between September 2011 and July 2012

we prospectively randomised 100 consecutive patients with femur

shaft fractures requiring intramedullary nails to free-hand (n = 43)

or Sureshot� assisted (n = 38) distal locking. Fractures warranting

only one distal locking screw, retrograde or cephalo-medullary

nailing were excluded. Nineteen patients’ data was unsuitable for

analysis.

Patients were assessed for distal locking time, radiation and

accuracy.

Results: Average total operative time was 50 min (range 25–88) for

free-hand group and 57 min (range 40–103) for Sureshot� group.

Average distal locking time was 10 min (range 4–16) with free-hand

and 11 min (range 6–28) with Sureshot�.

Average radiation dose for distal locking was 690.27 lGy (range

200–2310) for the free-hand group and 230.54 lGy (range 51–660)

for the Sureshot� group.

Conclusion: SureShot� assisted distal locking reduces radiation

exposure, but in our high-volume institution it did not reduce oper-

ative time or improve accuracy. The benefits of this reduction in

radiation still need to be quantified.

References:
1. Tornetta P, Patel P et al. Distal locking using an electromagnetic

field guided computer based real time system. Annu Meet Orthop

Trauma Assoc. 2009; 8–10, San Diego, CA.
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ADULT FEMORAL FRACTURES; A CASE
FOR THE LATERAL FEMORAL NAIL

P. Reynders

Orthopedics, CHU-Brugmann, Brussels, Brussels, Belgium

Introduction: Recently New Modular nails for femoral shaft fixation

were put on the market. Because of their proximal bent, easy intro-

duction from the greater trochanter is possible. To their unique three

point fixation we postulated a better healing of femoral shaft fractures

fixed with these nails in comparison with the UFN and RFN.

Materials and methods: Three cohort of patients groups, each

treated in a prospective and consecutive way were compared. The
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three groups were stratified for injury severity, age, fracture site and

gender. Outcome variables were bone healing, implant failure and

secondary interventions. Delayed union was defined as [ 25 W, Non-

union as [1 year.

Results: Blood loss UFN 140 cc, RFN 280, ELFN 150 Operating

time UFN 70 min, RFN 125, ELFN 55 min. fat embolism 1(RFN)

Infections 0 Non-unions 0 Delayed union UFN4, RFN3, ELFN2

Implant failure UFN5, RFN1, ELFN0 Secondary interventions

1 (ULFN) Bone healing UFN 19.2 W, RFN 19.63 W, ELFN

15.23 W.

Conclusion: In closed femoral fractures, we found no difference in

healing time between UFN vs. RFN. There is a trend for better bone

healing with the ELFN. Mechanical failure was seen more often with

UFN but did not alter bone healing. Because of simplicity and better

bone healing the ELFN seems the implant of choice for closed

femoral fractures.

References:
1. Klemm K, Schellmann WP. Dynamische und Statische verrie-

gelung des Marknagels. Unfallheilkunde. 1972; 75:568–575.
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THE CLINICAL AND COST BENEFITS OF THE PREVENA
INCISION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ON CLOSED
SURGICAL INCISIONS IN PATIENTS AFTER HIP
ARTHROPLASTY

A. Sermon1, D. Van Doninck1, Q. Leclef2

1Traumatology, University Hospitals Gasthuisberg, Leuven, Belgium,
2University Hospitals Gasthuisberg, Leuven, Belgium

Introduction: The purpose of this study is to determine whether the

use of Negative Pressure Wound Therapy on closed surgical incisions

after hip arthroplasty is effective in preventing surgical site occur-

rences. The objective is to include geriatric hip fracture patients

having received hip arthroplasty, a population known to be at risk for

developing post-operative infections, wound dehiscences, seromas

and hematomas.

Materials and methods: In a prospective randomized single-center

trial, 30 patients will be included. 15 patients will receive con-

ventional wound dressing after hip arthroplasty and in 15 patients,

the Prevena Incision Management System will be applied on

the wound following surgery. The incidence of postoperative

surgical site occurrences as measured by postoperative events

associated with the clinical evidence of wound infection, wound

dehiscence, seroma, hematoma, or active bleeding will be

monitored.

Results: The application of the Prevena Incision Management System

on surgical wounds in geriatric patients after hip arthroplasty is fea-

sible and safe. No differences in surgical site occurrences were noted

compared to the control group. The system was well supported by the

geriatric population. However, the cost of the system is high. To

evaluate the cost-effectiveness of the system in general, larger and

multi-center studies are needed.

Conclusion: The application of negative pressure wound therapy on

closed surgical incisions in a geriatric patient population having

received hip arthroplasty is feasible and safe.

References:
1. J Trauma. 2006. 1; 60(6):1301–6. Am J Orthop. 2009. 1; 38(9):32–5.
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THE ATRAUMATIC ANTERIOR APPROACH
IN THE GERIATRIC HIP ENDOPROSTHETIC SURGERY:
AN EVALUATION OF 404 OPERATED FRACTURES

A. Paech, M. Chraim, F. Renken, A.P. Schulz, C. Juergens

Department Of Traumatology, University Hospital Luebeck,

Luebeck, Germany

Introduction: The Direct-Anterior-Approach (DAA) in the endo-

prosthetic surgery after a fracture of the femur neck appears to have a

particularly beneficial effect on the geriatric patients, as can be seen

from faster recoveries and accelerated mobilisations.

Materials and methods: We evaluated 404 operated patients with the

direct anterior approach. Two thirty seven patients received cemented

dual head prosthesis while we performed in the remaining 167 cases a

total hip arthroplasty, with 86 hybrid prostheses and 81 non-cemented

prostheses. The postoperative mobility was assessed using a ‘‘Time

Up and Go’’ test and a Barthel Index at the beginning and the end of

the stationary rehabilitation.

Results: The results showed a statistically significant increase of the

Barthel Index and a significant reduction of the ‘‘Time Up and Go’’

test. The postoperative complications included five Infections, seven

hematomas, three avulsion fractures of the tip of the Trochanter

major, one partial lesion of the peroneus nerve, one hip had a ten-

dency to luxate, and in two of the cases, the entire prosthesis or

components of the prosthesis had to be changed after an infection.

Conclusion: The patients reported a reduced postoperative pain and

we noticed a significantly faster postoperative mobilisation. The

morbidity and the complication rates of the direct anterior approach in

our study were comparable with the available data in the literature.

This implies that the use of the minimal invasive direct anterior

approach in the geriatric prosthetic surgery, contributes in an essential

way to the crucial early mobilisation in this group of patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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FUNCTIONAL OUTCOME OF PERIPROSTETHIC
FRACTURES OF THE FEMUR

H.C. Graeler, A. Sermon

Trauma Surgery, University hospital Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Introduction: The occurrence of postoperative periprosthetic frac-

tures of the femur is emerging due to the increase in arthroplasty for

trauma and degenerative disease in an aging population. Most of these

periprosthetic fractures are due to new trauma. Several strategies are

applicable when dealing with these periprosthetic fractures.

Materials and methods: We studied the functional outcome after

operation in these patients. A retrospective analysis was done of all

cases of periprosthetic fractures in our centre in de past 8 years .

Results: Fifty-nine cases of periprosthetic fractures were found and

analyzed. 63 % of the patients returned to their previous state of

mobilization and independency. The majority of the other patients had

to go to a retirement home and were unable to return to their old level

of mobilization. 88 % of the patients is still alive and only one patient

died without leaving the hospital within 2 months of his operation.

Conclusion: We conclude that a good functional outcome is possible

in the majority of patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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DISTAL HUMERUS FRACTURES
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PREOPERATIVE PLANNING OF ARTICULAR FRACTURES
WITH THE USE OF 3D SOFTWARE

M. Tomazevic, A. Kristan, M. Cimerman

Department Of Traumatology, University Clinical Centre Ljubljana,

Ljubljana, Slovenia

Introduction: A comparison between classic preoperative planning

method (PPM) of articular fractures and computer assisted 3D PPM

with the use of computer software is presented. In both PPMs the

same diagnostic x-ray data was used. In classic PPM we tried to

understand and plan the fracture reduction and fixation procedure by

looking at the images. With the use of 3D software simulation of the

fracture segmentation, reduction and fixation was done. The two

methods were evaluated by the change in planned approach, and the

difference in used implants.

Materials and methods: Twenty two consecutive articular fracture

cases where preoperative CT was done (9 acetabulum, 1 proximal femur,

1 distal femur, 3 proximal humerus, 6 proximal tibia, and 2 distal cruris

fractures) admitted to our department were preoperatively planed with

classic and computer assisted method. We used EBS software (Ekliptik

l.t.d.). Comparison between both methods was done, whether there was a

difference in planned approach or planed use of implants.

Results: The planned approach was different in 27 %, the use of

different implants were planned in 22 %, preoperative plan was dif-

ferent in 36 % of cases.

Conclusion: Preoperative planning is essential for good articular

surgery. With computer assisted 3D PPM the fracture understanding

is better, and the plan differs from classic PPM.
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DISLOCATIONS AND FRACTURE-DISLOCATIONS
OF THE ELBOW: CLINICAL OUTCOME OF 54 PATIENTS
AND CURRENT TREATMENT PROTOCOLS

B. Martens1, A. Platz2, M. Rancan1
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2Chefarzt Unfallchirurgie, Stadtspital Triemli, Zürich, Switzerland

Introduction: Dislocations and fracture-dislocations of the elbow are

diagnostic and theraüeutic challenges ranging from simple-disloca-

tions amenable to conservative treatment to highly-unstable ‘‘terrible-

triad-injuries’’. Current treatment-protocols include (1) restoration of

bony-stability, (2) repair of lateral-ligament-complex and (3) reserv-

ing medial-collateral-ligament repair and application of hinged-

external-fixation for patients with ongoing-instability. Objective of

the present study was to review the clinical-outcome of patients with

elbow-dislocation and fracture-dislocation treated in our clinic with

respect to current treatment-protocols.

Materials and methods: Fiftey four consecutive patients (June 2005

to October 2012) were treated for elbow-dislocation or fracture-dislo-

cation including 36 males and 18 females, average age 48 years (19–83).

14 patients had simple-dislocation whereof 4 received conservative and

10 operative treatment; 25 patients showed posterolateral-fracture-dis-

location (6 radial-head-fractures, 12 fractures of coronoid-process, 7

‘‘terrible-triad-injuries’’); 5 had posteromedial-fracture-dislocation, 10

sustained olecranon-fracture-dislocation. Postoperatively, an above-

elbow-cast or hinged-brace was applied for 2–4 weeks. Radiological

and/or clinical-follow-up was performed at 1.5, 3, 6 and 12 months post-

injury.

Results: One ongoing-instability was treated with hinged-fixation with

good clinical-outcome thereafter. One arthrolysis was performed for

postoperative-elbow-stiffness. Besides these complications, no ulnar-

nerve-symptoms, significant stiffness, instability or post-traumatic-

arthritis were found. Average followed-up was 9.5 months (range 3–19).

Overall flexion-arc 125� (70�–150�) and average flexion 136� (70�–150�)

with forearm-rotation of 175� (130�–180�). Average loss-of-extension

8.8�, loss-of-flexion 9.6�, loss-of-rotation 5.1�. According to Mayo-

elbow-performance (96.7) and DASH-scoring-system (12.4), results were

fair up to excellent correlating with the injury’s complexity.

Conclusion: Treatment of these demanding injuries following our

protocols appeared effective with good clinical-outcome. Neverthe-

less, long-lasting rehabilitation is indispensable. Complications

mainly including joint stiffness or post-traumatic-arthritis.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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COMPARISON OF OLECRANON-OSTEOTOMY
VS. ANCONEUS-FLAP APPROACHES FOR ORIF
OF TRANSCONDYLAR HUMERUS FRACTURES
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of Saarland, Homburg, Saar, Germany

Introduction: The surgical treatment of transcondylar and interc-

ondylar distal humerus fractures is a demanding task. To expose and

fix the fracture, several approaches have been described having their

advantages and risks. The aim of our study was to compare the results

of open reduction and internal fixation of consecutive comminuted

distal humerus fractures OTA/AO type C operated either by classic

olecranon-osteotomy or alternatively through an anconeus-flap

approach.

Materials and methods: Patients with OTA/AO type C fractures

were selected for this comparison. The approach was randomly per-

formed either as olecranon-osteotomy (group OT, n = 16) or as

anconeus-flap (group AF, n = 23). Clinical data and radiologic

parameters were assessed during the treatment. At follow-up: radio-

logic morphology, elbow scores and VAS were used to describe the

functional results. Parameters are mean ± SD and significance tested

by t tests with p \ 0.05.

Results: The gender age were similar. No major complications or

fracture related revisions were noted, however temporary early nerve

lesions occurred more often in AF. The primary reduction results

radiographically were similar in both groups. Follow-up (13 ± 5 mo.,

77 % of pat.), no significant correction losses radiologically, nor

between AF and OT. Functional scores and pat. satisfaction similar in

both groups, Elbow-ROM and time to union w/o significant differ-

ence. No non-union of osteotomies noted.

Conclusion: Under the circumstances studied, no major complication

occurred after olecranon-osteotomy, especially no non-union or nerve
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lesion. By using anconeus-flap, similar reduction, healing and func-

tional results can be achieved, being an equivalent approach for

surgery of comminuted type C fractures of the distal humerus.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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OSTEOSYNTHESIS OF FRACTURES OF THE DISTAL
END OF THE HUMERUS USING LAMBDA PLATE.
ABOUT A CONTINUOUS SERIES OF 75 FRACTURES

E. Carpentier1, D. Saragaglia2, R. Rouchy2
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Teaching Hospital, Echirolles, France, 2, Grenoble South Teaching

Hospital, Echirolles, France

Introduction: We report the results of the fractures of the distal end

of the humerus operated using the Lambda� plate (Zimmer Company,

Étupes, France).

Materials and methods: Hunderd and fifteen patients were operated

on during 16 years. Seventy four patients were reviewed: 44 females,

30 males (16–95 years). According to AO classification, we operated

25 extra-articular fractures, 12 type A2 and A3, 6 type B, 35 type C. 8

fractures were opened. The Lambda� plate is inverted Y-shaped and

the length of the stem can reach 10 holes. The legs of the Y can be

manipulated in order to fit to the size of the patient, the type of the

fracture, the shape of the humerus. Only posterior approaches were

used: 26 extra articular trans-olecranon and 49 trans-tricipital either

vertical or inverted-V shaped. 40 cases were stable enough to allow

early rehabilitation. Twenty five additional immobilisations were

carried out.

Results: Mean follow-up was 114.81 ± 63.57 months. We found 2 non

unions (1 lateral condyle and 1 humeral). 4 stiffnesses needed arthrolysis

within the 6th and 12th month. Mean flexion was 132.95 ± 12.98�, mean

extension; -12.28 ± 13.71�. Mean MEP Score was of 96.9 ± 6.80

points: 67 excellent, 5 good, 2 fair and one poor results.

Conclusion: Our plate provides stable fixation of humeral fractures

allowing early physiotherapy and is effective in achieving bony union

with low implant failure and acceptable functional outcomes.
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EXTRA AND INTRAARTICULAR NONUNIONS
OF THE DISTAL HUMERUS IN ADULT PATIENTS:
METHOD OF RECONSTRUCTION AND SALVAGE
OF THE ELBOW JOINT
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Introduction: From 1996 to 2011 have been operated 25 adult

patients with failed fixation, and extra and intraarticular nonunions

of the distal humerus. The aim of the treatment was to save the own joint,

achieve bone union and restore functional arch of the joint.

Materials and methods: 12 women and 13 men with failed fixation

had been treated after C type bicondylar humeral fractures. The

average age is 39 (20–59) years. The mean time to reconstructive

procedure was 14 (7–21) months. The initial trauma in 13 cases had

been high energy and there had been 7 open fractures (type I -3 and

Type II -3, Type III -1). Fractures initially had been fixed with dif-

ferent implants. 10 cases had been with unstable nonunions and the

rest with the serious loss of motion. Stable fixation had been achieved

by using 2 recon plates in 19 cases and 3 plates for the rest. Autol-

ogous bone grafting was done in (19 cases) and morselized allografts

was used in 3 cases, anterior and posterior capsulectomy (16 cases)

and ulnar neurolysis and transposition (17 cases).

Results: The patients were followed up for a minimum of 12 months.

23 nonunions have healed. After the operative treatment the average

arch of movement is 90�. Morrey score showed 5 excellent, 11 good, 5

fair and 4 bad results. 19 patients had been satisfied from the treatment.

Conclusion: The method of operative reconstruction after extra and

intraarticular nonunions of the distal humerus is challenging but it can

save the elbow joint and improve the function.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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A CASE REPORT FROM AFGHANISTAN

M. Philpsen1, M. Pozza2, F. Lunardi3, D. Barillo4

1Medical Officer, USA Army, marostica (vi), USA, 2Medical Officer,

Italian army, miramare di rimini, Italy, 3Shape, italian army, Bolzano,

Italy, 4Critical Care Consultants, US Army, Mount Pleasant, USA

Introduction: In the last decades, we have been witnessing a radical

change in conflicts, which has turned from symmetric to asymmetric

and spread in different regions in the various continents. In this new

scenarios we have been seeing the diffusion of insidious and devas-

tating weapons, like IED (Improvised Explosive device) which are

been used in different modalities, with V.I.E.D.(Vehicle Improvised

Explosive Device), or with suicide vest bombers. They rapidly emit

very high temperature(thousands of degrees), creating a shock

wave(overpressure) that will hurls bodies at several distance(inducing

fallen secondary lesions) and delivering thousands of shrapnels for

hundreds meters.

Materials and methods: Very often soldiers, collided by a IED blast

and are inside their vehicle, they undergo the heat thermal effects of

the shock wave. Frequently these are patients that have extensive burn

areas, several bone fractures and internal organs’ lesions. It is widely

documented the use of silver, for is bactericidal properties since

ancient times. Silverlon burn wrap dressing is an elastic bandage

made with nylon plated with pure metallic silver.

Results: In the summer of 2008 in USA Role 2 (Advanced first aid

with operating room, level 2 of care), during ISAF mission(Interna-

tional Security Assistance Force), have been treated 2 USA soldiers

with extensive burn injuries with Silverlon burn wrap dressing.

Conclusion: From this experience has emerged the easy of use of the

Silverlon Wrap dressing and the Silverlon glove, as well as their

effectiveness to eliminate infection and preserve the patient from

external insults. It has shown to be essential in treating badly burn

soldier on the battle range.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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NEGATIVE PRESSURE WOUND THERAPY
IN THE TREATMENT OF SEVERE BURN INJURIES

M. Öhlbauer1, B. Wallner2, P. Rapp2, G. Sauermüller2

1Department Of Plastic Surgery, BG Trauma Center Murnau,

Murnau, Germany, 2BG Trauma Center Murnau, Murnau, Germany

Introduction: Negative pressure wound therapy has been used for

many years for surgical, traumatic and chronic lesions. During the last

5 years negative pressure wound therapy was consistently pursued as

a concept in adults with severe burn injuries in the burn center at the

trauma center in Murnau.

Materials and methods: A total of 108 patients with severe burn

injuries to a total body surface area (TBSA) of up to 90 % were treated

with negative pressure wound therapy. This therapy was used during all

stages of treatment from the initial phases of debridement to split thick-

ness skin grafting after debridement. Intensive care parameters and

surgical parameters of tissue repair were recorded during the whole

intensive care phase. These parameters were compared to data of burn

patients who received conservative therapy.

Results: All patients with severe burn injuries treated with negative

pressure wound therapy showed a significant reduction in redressing.

Furthermore, outstanding wound conditioning and excellent take rates

after split thickness skin grafting were observed. Intensive care param-

eters and surgical parameters of wound healing showed patients treated

with negative pressure wound therapy were more stable in comparison to

patients treated conservatively.

Conclusion: Negative pressure wound therapy was shown to be an

excellent option especially in the treatment of severe burn patients

from initial debridement to final split skin grafting.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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THE SCALP AS A DONOR SITE FOR SKIN GRAFTING
IN BURNS: RETROSPECTIVE STUDY OF OUR RESULTS
AND COMPLICATIONS

K. Broertjes, R. Breederveld

Burn Center, Red Cross Hospital, Beverwijk, Netherlands

Introduction: In general, the scalp is considered to be a reliable donor

site in treating burns. The advantages are (1) a quickly performed pro-

cedure, (2) the tendency to heal rapidly and (3) cosmetically favourable

results since the re-growth of hair conceals the donor site. Possible

complications include folliculitis, scab formation and alopecia.

Materials and methods: We conducted a retrospective study of

patients who underwent skin grafting with the scalp as a donor site.

We focussed at the occurrence of complications in our group.

Results: In total 93 patients were included. The majority was male

(62.4 %) with a mean age of 7.7 years. In total, 61.3 % had scald burns

versus 32.2 % flame burns. Surgery lasted on average 58 min. The

majority of patients (86.0 %) had a TBSA of B5 %. In all patients the

donor site healed completely within 14 days. We encountered a very

limited number of complications. Only 4 patients (4.3 %) had transient

folliculitis. Alopecia, scab formation or hypertrophic scarring at the donor

site was not recorded. At 1 year post burn, scar hypertrophy at the burn site

was witnessed in 16.2 % of all patients.

Conclusion: The scalp is an excellent site for skin harvesting in

treating burns. Due to the rapid epithelialization of the scalp, the

donor sites heals faster than on the thigh. The incidence of folliculitis

is low and transient. Alopecia is very rare and not seen in our cohort

and the incidence of hypertrophic scar tissue formation at the burn site

is not significantly higher in these patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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EXTERNAL VALIDATION OF A NOVEL TRAUMA SCORE
ON CRASH-2 COHORT

A. Shiraishi1, I. Roberts2, M. Enomoto1, Y. Otomo1

1Shock, Trauma And Emergency Medical Center, Tokyo Medical and

Dental University, Tokyo, Japan, 2Clinical Trials Unit, London

School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, London, UK

Introduction: We have previously derived and internally validated

the trauma rating with Injury type, age, the Glasgow Coma Scale, respi-

ratory rate and systolic blood pressure (TRIAGES) score on the Japan

Trauma Databank (JTDB), however has not externally validated. The

study objective is to externally validate TRIAGES score in comparison of

the Revised Trauma Score (RTS) using a cohort from CRASH-2 trial.

Materials and methods: TRIAGES score can be simply calculated by

sum of numerically scored categories of injury type (blunt or penetrating),

age and vital signs at the primary survey of the trauma care, and ranges from

0 (mild) to 18 points (severe). Receiver operating characteristics (ROC)

analysis compared TRIAGES score and RTS on the internal validation

cohort from JTDB and the external validation cohort from CRASH-2.

Results: TRIAGES score and RTS could be estimated in 22,074

subjects of the internal validation cohort and 17,494 subjects of the

external validation cohort. ROC analysis demonstrated improved accuracy

of TRIAGES score in comparison to RTS on both the internal (C-statistics

of 0.886 vs. 0.874, P \0.001) and the external validation cohort (C-

statistics of 0.812 vs. 0.802, P \0.001). Optimal threshold for TRIAGES

score and RTS to predict trauma death on the external validation cohort was

[4 (sensitivity/specificity of 0.713/0.767, positive/negative likelihood

ratio of 3.062/0.375) and \6.9 (sensitivity/specificity of 0.744/0.735,

positive/negative likelihood ratio of 2.811/0.348), respectively.

Conclusion: A novel and easy-to-calculate TRIAGES score demon-

strated proven predictability of trauma death slightly accurate than

conventional RTS. Further implementation of the TRIAGES in

trauma care was warranted for clinical use.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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EXTERNAL VALIDATION OF THE EMERGENCY TRAUMA
SCORE FOR EARLY PREDICTION OF MORTALITY IN
TRAUMA PATIENTS

P. Joosse1, W. De Jong2, J. Reitsma3, K. Wendt2, N.W. Schep1,
J.C. Goslings4

1Trauma Unit, Department Of Surgery, Academic Medical Center,

Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2Surgery, UMCG, Groningen, Netherlands,
3Julius Center For Health Sciences And Primary Care, University

Medical Center Utrecht, Utrecht, Netherlands, 4Trauma Unit Department
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Introduction: The Emergency Trauma Score (EMTRAS) is used for

early estimation of mortality risk in adult trauma patients. EMTRAS

combines four early predictors from the emergency room; age, Glasgow

Coma Scale (GCS), base excess, and prothrombin time. The objective

of this study is to validate the EMTRAS in two external cohorts.

Materials and methods: Design: Validation study using data from

prospectively collected trauma registries. Calibration and discrimi-

nation were analyzed within each cohort separately for a similar

population as the original EMTRAS population (ISS C 16), and for

patients with an ISS\16. Regression coefficients using the EMTRAS

predictors in their continuous form were re-estimated in each vali-

dation cohort and compared to the coefficients of the original

generating cohort. Setting: Two level-1 trauma centers. Patients:

Adult patients admitted to the hospital after treatment at the trauma

resuscitation room were eligible for inclusion in the cohort.

Results: 4,418 consecutive patients were included. The EMTRAS was

well calibrated when selecting patients with an ISS C16. The EMTRAS

overestimated mortality in patients with an ISS\16. Discrimination was

slightly better than the area under the receiver operating curve of 0.81 for

the original EMTRAS population, both for patients with an ISS C16, as

well as patients with an ISS\16. Re-estimation of the logistic regression

coefficients resulted in significant changes mainly for the GCS.

Conclusion: For patients with an ISS of 16 or higher the performance

of the EMTRAS, was excellent. The EMTRAS is less suitable for

outcome prediction of patients with an ISS below 16.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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INJURY PATTERNS FOLLOWING ALL TERRAIN VEHICLE
CRASHES

C. Heid, R. Markert, A.P. Ekeh

Surgery, Wright State University, Dayton, USA

Introduction: All-Terrain Vehicle(ATV) riding is a popular outdoor

activity in North America.ATV use is however not closely regulated

and accidents frequently result in various injuries occasionally

involving minors. We evaluated features of injuries arising from ATV

crashes in patients presenting to a Level I Trauma Center.

Materials and methods: All patients who presented to Miami Valley

Hospital, Dayton, Ohio between 2006 and 2011 following ATV crashes

were identified from the trauma registry. Data including age, gender,

length of stay, helmet use, types of injuries and mortality were noted.

Comparisons between adult and minor patients were made. Chi square

and t test statistical analyses were performed when appropriate.

Results: Over the 6-year, period there were 247 patients involved in

ATV accidents. Mean age was 32.4 years (Range 12–85). Males con-

stituted 77.7 % and 13.4 % were\ 18 years. The mean length of stay

was 4 days, incidence of head injury was 44.5 % and overall mortality

was 2.8 %. Comparing adult and minor patients (\18 years),there was

no difference in Injury Severity (Minor -11.7 vs. Adult -10.8,

p = 0.5),helmet use(Minor 33 % vs. Adult -21.8 %,p = 0.25), length

of stay in days (Minor -3.3 vs. Adult -4.1, p = 0.43),rate of head

injury(Minor 55 % vs. Adult 43 %, p = 0.3) or mortality(Minor -6.4%

vs. Adult -2.3 %, p = 0.19).There was a difference in gender distri-

bution (Males: Minors 61 % vs. Adults 80 %, p = 0.02) and the

incidence of facial injuries(Minor 42 % vs. Adult 24 %, p = 0.03).

Conclusion: Significant injuries can occur following ATV accidents.

Minors are prone to more facial injuries and have a higher proportion

of females injured compared with adults. The importance of contin-

ued safety measures and monitoring regulations is of great importance

in reducing injuries from ATVs.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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TRAUMA REGISTRY DATA MATCHING:
A METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

M. Burkhardt1, U. Nienaber2, J. Holstein1, U. Culemann3,
B. Bouillon4, E. Aghayev5, T. Paffrath4, T. Pohlemann1, R. Lefering6

1Department Of Trauma, Hand And Reconstructive Surgery,

University of Saarland, Homburg (Saar), Germany, 2AUC: Academy

of Trauma Surgery, Munich, Germany, 3Department Of Trauma

Surgery, General Hospital Celle, Celle, Germany, 4Department

Of Trauma And Orthopaedic Surgery, University of Witten, Herdecke,

Cologne-Merheim Medical Centre, Cologne, Germany, 5Institute For

Evaluative Research In Orthopedic Surgery, University of Bern, Bern,

Switzerland, 6Institute For Research In Operative Medicine (IFOM),

University of Witten, Herdecke, Köln, Germany

Introduction: In Germany, hospitals can deliver data from patients

with pelvic fractures selectively or twofold to two different trauma

registries, i.e. the German Pelvic Injury Register (PIR) and the

Trauma Register DGU� (TR). We describe herein the methodological

approach of linking these registries to create an intersection set that

benefit from complementary data, respectively.

Materials and methods: PIR (4,323 patients) and TR (34,134

patients) data from 2004–2009 were linked together by using a specific

match code. To investigate the accordance of data entry in both registries

the following variables were chosen: initial haemoglobin, blood pressure

at arrival in emergency department, ISS coding, and mortality.

Results: Four twenty patients were identified being twofold docu-

mented. For the first time, statements about the initial fluid management

for different Tile/OTA types of pelvic ring fractures as well as about the

patient’s posttraumatic course were feasible for the PIR population.

Furthermore, the TR is benefiting from the clinical use of the Tile’s/OTA

classification, as well as from the distinct entity of ‘‘complex pelvic

injuries’’. Verification of data entry showed a high accordance for ISS and

mortality, but not for initial haemoglobin and blood pressure.

Conclusion: By itself, the PIR and the TR reflect a valid source for

documenting injured patients in accordance of the emphasis of each

registry. The linking of these two registries enabled new insights into

medical practice of multiple trauma patients with pelvic fractures.

Future considerations and developments of both registers should take

place in close consultation with the aim to benefit in general from

complementary data.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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MORTALITY IN POLYTRAUMA PATIENTS. RESULTS
FROM A DUTCH LEVEL I TRAUMA CENTRE

Z. El Mestoui, G.F. Giannakopoulos, L.M. Geeraedts, F.W. Bloemers,
F.C. Bakker, W.P. Zuidema

Trauma Surgery, VU University Medical Center, Amsterdam,

Netherlands

Introduction: Assessment and treatment of polytrauma patients form

an important part of trauma surgery. Every decision can be of big
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importance. The mortality rate in these patients is considerable. The

aim of this study was to assess the incidence and causes of mortality

in polytrauma patients in our institute.

Materials and methods: All polytrauma patients (ISS C 16) treated

in our institute during a period of 6 years were retrospectively ana-

lyzed. We included all patients who died during hospitalization. Pre-

and in hospital data were collected. The chance of survival was cal-

culated using the TRISS methodology. Patients were categorized

according to complications and causes of death.

Results: Of the 1.073 analyzed patients, 205 (19.1 %) died during

hospitalization. Median age was 58.8 years and 125 patients were

men. The mean ISS was 30.4. Most common mechanism of injury

concerned fall from height. The mean RTS during admission was 8.

Almost 50 % of the patients underwent an emergency intervention.

The mean chance of survival according to the TRISS was 41.7 %.

Almost 92 % of the total population died due to the effects of the

accident (primary trauma). Most patients died due to the effects of

severe head injury (63.4 %), followed by exsanguination (17.6 %).

The most common type of complications causing death during

treatment was respiratory failure (6.3 %) followed by multiple organ

failure (1.5 %). Autopsies was performed in 10.2 %.

Conclusion: The mortality rate in polytrauma patients in our institute

is comparable with the (inter)national literature. Most patients die due

to the effects of the accident. Autopsy rates are low in our institute.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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POLYTRAUMA PATIENTS : TIME AND MONEY
CONSUMING PATIENTS

S. Abrassart1, P. Hoffmeyer2, R. Peter1

1Orthopaedic Surgery, Hug, Geneva, Switzerland, 2Orthopaedic and

Trauma Surgery, Hug, Geneva, Switzerland

Introduction: We want to analyse the operation time duration for

polytraumatized patients over 1 year.

Materials and methods: 150 patients were included in our study

according polytraumatized patient definition and ISS C to 16. Our

project was approved by ethic committee. We had separated patients

in 2 groups: plain orthopaedic and mixed patients.

Results: Patients with only orthopedic trauma need 9 h 51 min

Patients with associated lesions included VAC need 20 h 21 min;

Patients with only superior limb need 10 h 14 Patients with only

lower limb need 4 h 50 as much as spinal trauma with 5,22 h.

Conclusion: Conclusion et discussion All these lesions were treated

in emergency with a follow up of 6 months It shows that repetitive

dressing with VAC is very time and money consuming Maybe plastic

surgeons have to be implicated in management of the patients to

reduce cost and time of hospitalization.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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THE OUTCOMES OF THE ELDERLY IN ACUTE CARE
GENERAL SURGERY

M. Sudarshan, E. St-Louis, M. Al-Habboubi, M. M.Elhusseini,
P. Fata, D.L. Deckelbaum, T. Razek, L.S. Feldman, K. Khwaja

Department Of Surgery, McGill University, Montreal, Canada

Introduction: Elderly patients form a growing subset of the acute

care surgery (ACS) population. Older age may be associated with

poorer outcomes for some elective procedures but there are few

studies focusing on outcomes for the elderly ACS population. Our

objective is to characterize differences in mortality and morbidity for

acute care surgery patients [80 years old.

Materials and methods: A retrospective review of all ACS admis-

sions at a large teaching hospital over one year was conducted.

Patients were classified into non-elderly (\80 years old) and elderly

(C80 years old). In addition to demographic differences, outcomes

including care efficiency, mortality, post-operative complications and

length of stay were studied. Data analysis was completed with the

student t-test for continuous variables and Fisher’s exact test for

categorical variables using SAS 9.1 statistical software.

Results: We identified 467 non-elderly and 60 elderly patients with a

mean age adjusted Charlson score of 3.2 and 7.2 respectively

(p \ 0.001) and a mortality risk of 1.9 and 11.7 % respectively

(p \ 0.001). The elderly were at risk for longer duration ([4 days)

hospital stay (p = 0.05), increased post-operative complications

(p = 0.002), admission to the ICU (p = 0.002), and were more likely

to receive a non-operative procedure (p = 0.003). No difference was

found (p = NS) for patient flow factors such as time to consult

general surgery, time to see consult by general surgery, time to

operative management and disposition.

Conclusion: Compared to younger patients admitted to an ACS

service, patients over 80 years old have a higher risk of complica-

tions, are more likely to require ICU admission, and stay longer in the

hospital.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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INTUBATION RATE AND DURATION OF VENTILATION:
IS THERE A NEW TREND IN POLYTRAUMA TREATMENT?
ANALYSIS FROM THE GERMAN TRAUMA REGISTRY

R. Pfeifer1, T. Dienstknecht1, R. Lefering2, H. Pape1

1Department Of Orthopaedics And Trauma Surgery, Aachen

University Medical Center, RWTH Aachen, Aachen, Germany,
2Institute For Research In Operative Medicine (IFOM), University

of Witten, Herdecke, Köln, Germany

Introduction: Intubation and long-term ventilation are known to be

associated with adverse events such as: ventilator-associated pneu-

monia, sepsis and consecutive organ failure. In this study we

analysed the frequency of intubation, duration of ventilation and

associated systemic complications in trauma patients within the last

decade.

Materials and methods: German Trauma Registry was used as

source of data in this analysis. Following inclusion criteria were used:

treatment in the ICU between 2002 and 2010, age C16 years, and ISS

C16 points. Patients with incomplete data were excluded. Demo-

graphic parameters, injury severity, frequency of intubation, duration

of mechanical ventilation, and incidence of multiple organ failure

were studied within the time period between 2002 and 2010.

Results: Totally, 21.114 trauma cases were studied: Age 45.9 (± 20)

years, male (73 %), ISS 28.6 (±11.7) points. The frequency of

intubated polytrauma patients has decreased from 86.3 (2002) to
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73 % (2010) without changes of the ISS (2002: 28.8 pts. vs. 2010:

28.6 pts.). This trend was less pronounced in patients who died. The

mean duration of mechanical ventilation was 11.0 days in 2002 and

9.3 days in the year 2010. The duration of ventilation free days

increased from 16.9 days (2002) to 19.4 days (2010). The incidence

of MOV and sepsis did not decrease over the observation period.

Conclusion: We found a clear trend toward less frequent intubation

and longer ventilation free days. However, there was no reduction of

systemic complications such as MOV and sepsis. Intubation rate appear

to have no consequences on post-traumatic systemic complications.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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WAR SURGERY IN CIVILIAN PRACTICE :
A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY OF 101 VICTIMS
OF PENETRATING WOUNDS IN MARSEILLE, FRANCE

E. De Landevoisin, A. Delhom, P. Candoni, D. Camus, E. Demortière

Chirurgie Orthopedique, Hia Laveran, Marseille, France

Introduction: Increasing number of knife and shotgun wounds in

France is the result of increasing in urban violence. Training of sur-

geons is essential in centers located in the heart of urban tensions and

faced to the reception of this type of trauma.

Materials and methods: A single-center study was conducted ret-

rospectively from July 1, 2008 to December 31, 2010. All aggressive

gunshot wounds and stab wounds surgically managed have been

reported. In addition to the usual epidemiological data, we assessed

the speed and way of immediate and secondary management for each

type of injury, and short and medium term consequences.

Results: Over a period of 30 months, 101 patients were managed

surgically. Of them there were 70 stab wounds, 31 gunshot wounds.

There were 41 % of limbs wounds, 2 % of skull wounds, 3 %of spine

wounds, 8 % of neck or face wounds, 12 % of abdominal wounds,

38 % of thoracic or thoracoabdominal wounds. Two patients had

wound vessel member. Three patients died, two by wounds of the

heart and one by wound in the skull.

Conclusion: Few series reported management of aggressive wounds

among civilians except for war. Our study highlighted the increase of

aggressive trauma in recent years. The management of patients with

weapons injuries was the same in our civilian practice as that per-

formed in the context of wartime surgery. The wound association was

frequent. We highlighted the need for specific training of surgeons

who are likely to receive aggressive trauma.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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IS EVISCERATION AN INDICATION FOR LAPAROTOMY
IN ADULTS WITH PENETRATING TRAUMA
TO ABDOMEN?

G. Saurabh, M. Andley, S. Saha, A. Kumar

Lady Hardinge Medical College and Associated Hospitals, Lady

Hardinge Medical College and Associated Hospitals, New Delhi, India

Introduction: With this study, we intend to evaluate the role of Triple

contrast computed tomography in patients of penetrating trauma to

abdomen with evisceration.

Materials and methods: Retrospective analysis of 38 cases of

penetrating trauma to abdomen with evisceration from Oct 2010 to

November 2012. The cases included were hemodynamically stable

and FAST negative. Triple (oral, i.v., rectal) contrast enhanced CT

scan was performed in all. A positive finding on CT was defined as

evidence of injury to the bowel manifesting as oral/rectal contrast

leak, active contrast leak from major vessel, diaphragmatic injury and

injury to urinary bladder. 29 patients had no positive findings on the

CT scan and were managed non operatively with close monitoring.

The remaining 9 had positive signs on CT scan and were taken up for

laparotomy.

Results: None amongst the 29 patients managed non operatively,

deteriorated in the subsequent observation period of 72 h. All these

patients were discharged at 72 h post hospitalization and followed up

at 1 week with 0 % complication rate.

Conclusion: Our study suggests that a non-operative trial of man-

agement may be given to such patients who are hemodynamically

stable with no positive signs on CT, to give them a benefit to forego a

laparotomy. However, a large randomized double blind control trial is

required to recommend triple contrast CT in the management protocol

of such patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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1Visceral And Thoracic Surgery, Hia Laveran, Marseille, France,
2Hopital St Roch, Nice, France, 3Hopital Nord, Marseille, France,
4Hia Laveran, Marseille, France

Introduction: During the three decades, Selective Non-Operative

Management (SNOM) has been accepted by an increasing number of

surgeons worldwide for penetrating abdominal trauma. In France,

even if SNOM is accepted for blunt trauma, for penetrating trauma

the gold standard remains routine surgical exploration. The aim of our

study was to evaluate the feasibility and results of SNOM in three

hospitals in south east of France.

Materials and methods: All patients admitted with a penetrating

abdominal trauma between January 2009 and September 2012 were

included. The SNOM protocol was the one proposed by the Eastern

Association for the Surgery of Trauma, based on hemodynamic status,

physical examination and CT findings. Penetrating wounded patients

selected were observed in intensive care unit with respect of the

protocol. Comparison was made with patients who underwent an

immediate surgery. Primary outcome was SNOM failure rate and its

morbi-mortality. Secondary outcome was morbi-mortality in the

group of immediate laparotomy.

Results: One hundred patients were included. Twenty-seven percent

(n = 27) of them were selected for NOM.

SNOM failure rate was 7.4 % (n = 2). SNOM morbidity was 18.5 %

(hematuria, urinoma, deep abscess) and there was no mortality.

Sixty-four patients underwent immediate surgery and there was

18.8 % of non-therapeutic laparotomy with a morbidity of 16.7 %.

Conclusion: We conclude that in a selected population, Non-Oper-

ative Management, defined by the EAST guidelines, is a therapeutic

option which can be safely used, reducing unnecessary laparotomies.

References:
1. J Como. Practice management guidelines for selective nonopera-

tive management of penetrating abdominal trauma. J Trauma. 2010;

63 Mars
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TRAUMA CENTERS IN FRANCE: IT’S JUST A DREAM?

G. Mulieri, D. Ghazali, M.L. Blanleuil, M. Castagnet, F. Petitpas

General And Emergency Surgery, University Hospital of Poitiers,

Poitiers, France

Introduction: France is the only European country were trauma

system has not been developed yet despite a long tradition in prehospital

medicine. Golden hour is an out of hospital period for all severe poly-

trauma patients and mean time to reach an hospital is more than 80 min

(1). In major hospitals, ‘‘in house’’ anesthesiologist is leader in emer-

gency room and general surgeon isn’t involved immediately in trauma

care dealing definitive bleeding control. No certification from medical

authorities or societies are mandatory for hospitals and severe polytrau-

mas are often managed in nearest, not fully equipped, hospitals with

undertriage, worst outcomes and direct impact on mortality (2).

Materials and methods: A questionnaire focusing on severe poly-

trauma care was sended to 33 French University Hospitals, with

answer rate of 93 %.

Results: Only one case (Grenoble University Hospital) of real trauma

system exist today all over the country, but five hospitals (Bordeaux,

Lille, Lyon, Paris and Toulouse) are ‘‘at work’’. 55 % of teaching

hospitals not have all surgical specialties on site and only 6 % have

trauma registry. Only 17 % of responding hospitals developed levels

organization. Trauma educational programs were absents in 64 % of

cases. First ATLS Course finally started in 2010.

Conclusion: Trauma care have to be improved in France and trauma

centers development need more interest from politico economical

instances. A work of reorganization of the emergency system have to

be done, reducing prehospital time, improving prehospital triage and

developing trauma knowledge in University Hospitals, with final

objective of reduce evitable deaths, morbidity and social costs.

References:
1. Yates D, Carli P, Woodford M, Soleil C ‘‘Towards statistical

comparison of French and British system of initial trauma care’’

JEUR 1994; 2: 88–93.
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S.D.C.V. Abib

Department Of Surgery, Paulista School of Medicine/Federal

University of São Paulo (EPM/UNIFESP), São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: Deaths due to accidents is an important public health

problem. Home accidents account for a large proportion of these

traumas. In Europe, 110.000 people die each year and 32 million are

hospitalized. In Brazil, are the leading cause of death in children aged

1–14 years. The objective is to improve understanding of the epide-

miology of domestic accidents on the outskirts of the Brazilian

biggest city.

Materials and methods: Retrospective, observational, single center

study. All victims of domestic accidents admitted in a hospital on the

outskirts of São Paulo, linked to UNIFESP/EPM, during January 2011

to June 2012 had a protocol completed by nursing staff (length of stay,

age, sex, mechanism of injury, ICD and mortality). The region served

by the hospital presents low socioeconomic, urban and cultural level.

Results: 1,444 patients (944 men and 500 women) were included.

The occurrence of a bimodal graph of Hospitalization Amount x Age

(with peaks at 1 and 50 years-old) was observed. The average length

of stay was 6.6 days. The mechanism of injury was fall in 87 % of

accidents. The most common injuries were head trauma (18.7 %),

knee/leg (17.4 %), elbow/forearm (15.8 %). There were 51 deaths

(50 due to fall) and head trauma accounts for 56.8 % of deaths, while

lesions of hip/thigh for 33.34 %.

Conclusion: Falls represent the main mechanism of injury in home

accidents analyzed, triggering nearly all deaths in the study. Urban

conditions, cultural and economic level of the region studied seems to

be related with peculiar patterns of trauma.

References:

1. Keall et al. Environ Health. 2011;10:98.

2. Polinder et al. Brit J Surg. 2012; 99(1):114–21.
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LONG-TERM PSYCHOLOGICAL OUTCOME IN PATIENTS
WITH MULTIPLE TRAUMA: AN ANALYSIS 28 YEARS
FOLLOWING TRAUMA
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Department Of Orthopaedics And Trauma Surgery, Aachen
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Introduction: Mortality rates in patients with multiple trauma

decreased over last decades. However, patients who survive demon-

strate persistent physical and psychological dysfunctions. Long-term

consequences are poorly described. In this study we analysed the

long-term psychological outcome in patients following multiple

trauma.

Materials and methods: A standardized questionnaire was admin-

istered to 637 multiply injured patients aged between 3 to 60 years

old at time of trauma. Patient were asked to respond questions cov-

ering psychological health status: symptoms of post-traumatic stress

disorder (PTSD), anxiety and depression disorders, functional dis-

abilities and rehabilitation.

Results: Three thirty eight patients responded and were included to

our study. Follow up 28.4 (±4.9) years; ISS 20.6 (±9.4) points; male

n = 245 (72 %); age 54 (±11.8) years. 10 % of patients daily recall

the traumatic event and 21 % reported a need for a psychotherapeutic

support. Reduction of the earning capacity was reported by 70 % of

patients and 47 % were retired. Symptoms of post-traumatic stress

disorder were registered in 2.9 % of patients. Anxiety and depression

disorders were present in 4.14 or 48.2 %, respectively. Patient without

symptoms of depression at time of follow up more frequently reported

to had psychotherapeutic therapy after initial trauma than patient with

present depression disorder (30.8 % versus 10.4 %; p = 0.0001).

Conclusion: Even 28 years following multiple trauma patients were

frequently confronted with the traumatic event. Symptoms of

depression are common in those patients. However, post-traumatic

psychotherapy was associated with reduced rates of depression

symptoms at follow up.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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GESTION MAKING IN MAJOR TRAUMA: INJURY
THORACIC AORTA AND ASSOCIATED VISCERAL
LESIONS

E.A. Adami1, I. Cascioli2, C. Cat Ajmone3, C. Coscarella4,
G. Pogany4, L. Papa1, G. Nardi3, B. Truosolo1, P.L. Marini1, P. Cao4
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Rianimazione, San Camillo Forlanini, Roma, Italy, 4Chirurgia

Vascolare, San Camillo Forlanini, Roma, Italy

Introduction: The lesion of the thoracic trauma is a more formidable

complication with high mortality, especially if associated with mul-

tiple visceral lesions. The survival of these patients is determined by a

proper multi-disciplinary approach, proper timing of surgery and the

choice of a correct strategy.

Materials and methods: From 2009 to 2012 admitted at the emer-

gency area of the Hospital San Camillo-Forlanini 8 cases of major

trauma with injury to the thoracic aorta and visceral and bone lesions

associated.

Results: All patients were subjected in the first place to endovascular

treatment of the lesion of the thoracic aorta in order to prevent the risk

of breaking and subsequently to the treatment of concomitant injuries

such as splenectomy, nephrectomy and osteosintesi for multiple

fractures.

Conclusion: The type of aortic injury and assessment of vital signs

are essential in making gestion of these patients must, however, be

subject to a proper and coordinated multidisciplinary assessment.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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CHOLECYSTECTOMY IN THE OCTOGENARIANS:
A SINGLE CENTRE EXPERIENCE

M.J. Mullan, B. Dasari, S. Badger, M. Taylor

General Surgery, Mater Hospital, AB, UK

Introduction: Octogenarians are the fastest growing demographic in

the EU. Cholecystectomy is the most common indication for

abdominal surgery in the elderly. The aim of this study was to

evaluate our experience of both elective and emergency cholecys-

tectomy in patients over 80 years.

Materials and methods: The medical records of all patients 80 years

and over, undergoing surgery for biliary disease were identified from

a prospective hospital database. Data was reviewed for an 11 year

period. Analysis included age, sex, indication for operation, comorbid

disease, ASA score, operation undertaken, ICU admission, compli-

cations, mortality and length of hospital stay. In addition, pathology

records were reviewed.

Results: Forty-six patients over 80 years underwent cholecystectomy,

21 emergency surgery, 25 elective surgery. Main indications for

surgery: Elective- biliary colic (40 %), gallstone pancreatitis (28 %),

Emergency- acute cholecystitis (62 %). Statistical analysis found the

elective group presented for surgery in significantly better condition

than the emergency group (p = 0.005). Most elective operations

(76 %) were laparoscopic. Most emergency operations (71 %) were

open. Intra-operative cholangiogram and CBD exploration, were

required frequently. A statistical significant greater number of the

emergency group required ICU admission (p = 0.01). Post-operative

complications: elective group 16 %, emergency group 43 %. Mor-

tality: elective group 12 %, emergency group 19 %, statistical

analysis did not find this significant. Pathological analysis found 4

patients to have a gallbladder cancer. This was statistically significant

(p = 0.003).

Conclusion: Cholecystectomy in octogenarians comes with high

morbidity and mortality. As Europe ages, more patients will undergo

this operation. If life expectancy is to continue to increase, priorities

should be, getting the population to old age with fewer medical

conditions and life-style modification.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: The aim of this study is to evaluate the management

outcome of complicated colonic diverticular disease and to explore

the new trends in the management of complicated diverticular

disease.

Materials and methods: This is a retrospective study of all patients

who were admitted between Oct 2011 and November 2012 with a

diagnosis of complicated diverticular disease. A proforma of patients’

details, admission date, ITU admission, management outcomes and

the follow up were recorded from the patients case notes and

analyzed.

Results: The mean age of patients was 72.7 years (range

39–87 years). Thirty-one men (28.18 %) and Seventy-nine women

(71.81 %) were included in this study. Male: female ratio was 1:2.5.

Forty-one patients (37.27 %) had two or more episodes of divertic-

ulitis while 41.8 % of them had no history of diverticular disease.

Eighty-six percent of patients presented with acute abdominal pain

while bleeding per rectum was the main presentation in 14 %. Gen-

eralized tenderness was reported in 64.28 % while 35.71 % have left

iliac fossa tenderness. Leukocytosis was reported in 52.72 %. Most

commonly patients were treated conservatively or minimally inva-

sive. The mean time from the admission until the start of operative

intervention was 20.57 h (range 4–96 h). Perforation was confirmed

in 50 %.

Conclusion: Complicated diverticular disease carries significant

morbidity and mortality. Most patients diagnosed with diverticulitis

can be treated conservatively, but the frequency and severity of

relapses correlated with the safety and efficacy of elective treatment

by classical approach but especially by laparoscopic surgery justifies

surgical treatment in preventing relapses and complications.

Disclosure: Colonic diverticular disease is unevenly spread around

the world it affects more the industrialized countries. During lifetime

between 10-25 % of patients with diverticulosis will present a episode

of acute diverticulosis, which can be treated conservative.
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WHAT HAPPENS TO PATIENTS WITH MECHANICAL
INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION IN AN EMERGENCY CLINIC?

M.C. Kizilkaya, A. Kocakusak, F. Erozgen

General Surgery, Haseki Training And Research Hospital, Istanbul,

Turkey

Introduction: To evaluate the outcome of the patients with

mechanical intestinal obstruction(MIO) in an emergency clinic.

Materials and methods: Hospitalized 821 consecutive patients (639

males and 182 females) were retrospectively evaluated according to

related parameters. Stopped gas and feces passage complaints and air-

fluid level at the direct abdominal conventional X-ray in the erect

position were the sine qua non of the study. Fisher’s exact test was

used for the statistical analysis.

Results: The age range age of the patients was between 15 and

102 years. Females were operated on more frequently compared to

males with statistical significance at p \0.05, since 55 females and

143 males were surgically treated. Resectable colon tumors located

proximal to rectum were the reason in 28 of patients and anastomosis

without any stoma was employed in 6 and with stoma (either to divert

feces to save an accompanying anastomosis or solely stoma without

anastomosis) in the remaining 22 patients. Three nonspecific com-

plications such as wound and lung infections occurred in 1 patient of

the former and in 2 patients of the latter groups (no statistical sig-

nificance). Strangulated inguinal hernia was the reason of MIO in 81

patients. Prolene mesh was used in 24, but not in the remaining 57

patients because of the surgeon’s choice. Wound infection occurred in

9 patients. Four of them belonged to the group with Prolene mesh and

there was no statistical significance in regard to infection.

Conclusion: MIO is a complex kind of emergency knife edge which

doesn’t forgive any frivolous evaluation and may hide unexpected but

interesting reasons.

References:
1. Feldman M.Intestinal Obstruction and Ileus. Sleisenger and

Fordtran’s Gastrointestinal and Liver Disease 2006. (8th

ed.).Elsevier, Saunders.
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Introduction: Peptic ulcer perforation is a severe complication of

peptic ulcer disease. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect

of fasting on peptic ulcer perforation.

Materials and methods: From January 2006 to January 2012, 165

patients who were operated due to peptic ulcer perforation were

analyzed retrospectively. Patients were divided into two groups.

Group I (n = 113) included the patients who were operated in other

periods of the year except Ramadan (11 months), while Group II

(n = 52) included the patients who were operated during Ramadan,

the fasting month for Muslims.

Results: There were no significant differences in the mean age and

gender of the patients. Surgical intervention ratio due to peptic ulcer

perforation per month is higher in group II (p \ 0.01). Common risk

factors for perforation were smoking, history of peptic ulcer disease

and use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.

Conclusion: This study suggests that the incidence of peptic ulcer

perforation is relatively high in Ramadan among the Muslim people,

due to the long fasting period.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Necrotizing soft-tissue infections (NSTIs) are rare but

severe infections. NSTIs can be divided into two types: type I

infections are polymicrobial, type II infections are caused by Strep-

tococcus pyogenes. Infections spread rapidly leading to mortality

rates ranging from 10 to 40 %. The main focus of therapy for NSTIs

consists of early and aggressive surgical debridement. The aim of this

study is to give an overview of patients treated for a NSTI and to

determine predisposing factors for mortality.

Materials and methods: A retrospective chart review was performed

for patients diagnosed with a NSTI between 2002 and 2012. Multiple

logistic regression was used for identification of risk factors.

Results: Forty patients were included with a mean age of 55.7 years

(range 29–88 years). Type I NSTIs were seen in 22 patients. Type II

NF was seen in 18 patients. Overall mortality was 15 % and com-

plications were seen in 70 % of patients. Non-survivors were more

frequently diagnosed with a type I NSTI compared to survivors

(p = 0.024). In addition non-survivors had a higher age (p = 0.029).

Time until surgery was also higher for non-survivors (p = 0.017).

Patients with type II NSTIs had more complications (p = 0.035), a

higher incidence of sepsis (p = 0.001) and a higher incidence of

multi-organ failure (p = 0.021) compared with type I NSTIs.

Conclusion: Necrotizing soft-tissue infections are severe infections

with high mortality and morbidity. Time until surgery, high age and

type of NSTI were determined as predictors for mortality. Early

recognition and immediate operative treatment remain essential for

survival and outcome.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Occlusive syndromes account for 20 % of hospital-

izations in the surgical ward. The acute intestinal obstruction is on the

small intestine in 60 % to 80 % of cases. The main aetiology of

mechanical obstruction of the small intestine is the existence of post-

operative adhesions (49 % of cases); after an assault these adhesions

occur in 95 % of patients who had a peritoneal opening for every kind

of abdominal surgery. Transport aircraft has been recognized as a

factor favoring the occurrence of diseases such as deep vein throm-

bosis of the lower limbs or spontaneous pneumothorax.

Materials and methods: During the year 2011, we have supported in

our university hospital four patients with mechanical bowel obstruc-

tion syndrome immediate following flight. The finding of episodes of

acute intestinal obstruction immediately after a commercial flight has

never been reported in the literature. We present each of these patients

admitted in 2011 in our institution. It is a woman and three men, with

a mean age of 61 years (45–75).

Results: All patients presented with an acute small bowel obstruction

and had an antecedent of laparotomy. Three patients were treated by

medical treatment and one patient by laparotomy.

Conclusion: During travel aeronautical differences in cabin pressure

appear to be responsible for the pathological phenomena of the digestive

tract: intestinal dilatation and mechanical bowel obstruction. So we

recommend that travelers and aircrew with a history of abdominal sur-

gery undertake a light diet or fasting prior to and during their flight.

References:
1. Muhm JM, et al. Effect of aircraft-cabin altitude on passenger

discomfort. NEJM. 2007.
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Introduction: The appropriate treatment of displaced distal radius

fractures in the elderly patients is still controversial. Current literature

offers no evidence to support either of the operative treatment

options. Most available studies combine data of both extra- and

intraarticular fractures. The purpose of this randomized trial is to

compare the functional outcomes of two different surgical procedures

for the treatment of only c-type fractures (displaced) of the distal

radius in an elderly population: open reduction and internal fixation

with volar plating versus closed reduction and minimal invasive

external fixation with or without additional pinning.

Materials and methods: A multicenter trial was conducted at the surgical

departments of five teaching hospitals in The Netherlands. Eligible patients

with a displaced AO 23-C type distal radius fracture were randomised to

closed reduction and external fixation or open reduction and internal fixation

with a volar fixed-angle implant (ORIF). Patient age should be above

50 years. Primary endpoint was DASH score at one year follow-up.

Results: In total 133 patients were included. After exclusion of 14

patients, data of 119 patients were available for final analysis. At

6 weeks DASH score/SF-36 score and grip strength were significant

better in ORIF group. At 12 weeks, 26 weeks en 52 weeks, no statisti-

cally relevant differences were found between the two groups. However a

possible clinically relevant difference was found up to three months.

Conclusion: At final follow-up of 1 year there were no differences in

DASH scores between ORIF and External Fixation for AO 23-C DRF

in the elderly patiënt.

Disclosure: Osteosynthesis and Trauma Care Foundation (OTC),

Research Grant 2010, SAG Meylaerts and, J Keizer.
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Introduction: In the palliative setting patients with pathological

fractures are demanding for a fast stabilization of the fractured limb

providing immediate pain relief, early onset of mobilization and

simplify nursing care that leads to improvement of quality of life.

Materials and methods: The method used integrates the properties

of light cured (photodynamic) plastics filled into Dacron balloon cathe-

ters that have been used in interventional cardiology. Through a small

incision a balloon catheter is inserted into the marrow cavity. The balloon

is filled with liquid plastic monomer, and using a system of visible blue

light at a wavelength of 436 nm, is converted into a hard polymer in

500 s. In all cases closed reduction was performed. Finally a locking

screw was inserted proximal and distal in an angle stable fashion.

Results: So far three patients: two females and one male at an average

age of 68.6 years—were treated suffering from a pathological fracture of

the upper limb. In two patients the humeral shaft was broken. The third

patient had an unstable fracture of the radial and ulnar shaft. With the

presented implant a stable situation could be achieved in all cases.

Postoperative physiotherapy started on the first postoperative day.

Conclusion: The patient customized implant is characterized by its

high restoring force and its excellent rotational stability. The lack of

X-ray-density provides full assessment of the entire bone. Stability is

increased by locking with angle stable screws, placed at any angle, at

any reasonable place anatomically.

Disclosure: consultancy for implant development.
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Introduction: Rivaroxaban is approved worldwide for the prevention

of venous thromboembolism after elective hip or knee arthroplasty,

based on the outcomes of four large phase III studies (the RECORD

trials). In some countries, rivaroxaban is indicated for venous

thromboembolism prevention after major orthopaedic surgery. Cur-

rently, there is a lack of data on the effectiveness and safety of newer

oral anticoagulants for thromboprophylaxis after trauma surgery; this

analysis compared the effectiveness and safety of rivaroxaban with

standard of care (SOC) for thromboprophylaxis after non-elective

orthopaedic surgeries in daily clinical practice.

Materials and methods: Data from over 740 patients undergoing

non-elective orthopaedic surgery (of which the majority were for hip

or femur fractures) were analysed. The population comprised patients

from the XAMOS study (a phase IV, non-interventional, open-label,

cohort study) and additional patients from Switzerland and Korea in

an extension of XAMOS (which used the same study protocol).

Decisions about pharmacological thromboprophylaxis were made

before enrolment and the attending physician determined the type,

dose and duration of treatment. All adverse events were recorded,

including symptomatic thromboembolic events and bleeding events.

Results: Overall, the incidences of symptomatic thromboembolic

events and treatment-emergent adverse events (including bleeding

events) were low in the rivaroxaban and the SOC groups; moreover,

there was a lower incidence of symptomatic thromboembolic events

in the rivaroxaban group than in the SOC group.

Conclusion: The results of this analysis of a substantial patient cohort

indicate that rivaroxaban is associated with low incidences of

symptomatic thromboembolic and bleeding events in patients

undergoing non-elective orthopaedic surgery.

Disclosure: MR Lassen has received grants/research support from

Bayer HealthCare, consultant for Bayer HealthCare, and is a member

of Bayer HealthCare Speaker Bureau.
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Introduction: The management of distal radius fractures using pre-

contoured anatomic plating systems is common- place in the UK.

Materials and methods: We performed a review of all acute distal

radius fractures treated at our institution using the Aptus Distal Radius

Plating System (Medartis AG). Over a 6 years period, 93 patients were

treated. We collected demographic data. All fractures were classified

using the Frykman system. The plate type and number of distal rows was

recorded. Radiographic measures included Radial Height and Inclina-

tion, Ulnar Variance and Volar Inclination. Measurements were obtained

using the PACS System (Centricity Radiology).

Results: Of the 93 patients 10 were excluded. The breakdown of

Frykman subtypes were: Type 2 (n = 5), Type 3 (n = 1), Type 4

(n = 3), Type 5 (n = 7), Type 6 (n = 22), Type 7 (n = 11), Type 8

(n = 19), and Volar Barton Type (n = 15). 66/83 were the Volar

Styloid Radius Plate variant, 13/83 were corrective osteotomy plates,

and 4/83 were Adaptive Volar Radius Plates. 49/83 utilised double

distal row constructs, 32/83 used single row, and 2/83 used no distal

screws. There were 2 nonunions, 2 distal screws backed out, and the

plate was removed in 6 patients.

Conclusion: The majority of fractures that require volar plate fixation

are high energy intra-articular injuries or those with volar instability.

In our series the commonest plate used was the styloid radius plate,

with a 2 distal row construct. The radiographic outcomes show that

radial inclination is maintained post fixation, however there appears to

be some subsidence in radial height, volar inclination and a corre-

sponding increase in Ulnar Variance.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: There are no robust criteria for indications of fixing

distal radius fractures and historically such fractures were managed

conservatively in elderly despite deformity and poor function. In our

institution our rates of fixing such fractures are above average in

comparison with neighbouring institutions. We hypothese that fixing

distal radius fractures in elderly patients does not result in higher rate

of complications compared to younger patients and aim to evaluate if

complications vary depending on volume of surgeon practice.

Materials and methods: Data gathered retrospectively from case

notes of 281 patients above the age of 55 years as patients with distal

radius fractures treated with a DVR plate between November 2008

and October 2010. Complications will be divided into immediate,

early and delayed. Only 131-patients met the inclusion criteria and

had a minimum of 6-weeks follow-up. Patients were divided into

three age groups according to age; G1 included patients aged between

55 and 65 years, G2 included patients aged between 66 and 75 years

of age and G3 included patients more than 75 years of age.

Results: The total rate of nerve injury was 8.8 % and there was no

statistical significance between groups (P = 0.13), chronic regional

pain syndrome occurred in 8 % of cases and there was a non-sig-

nificant difference between groups (P = 0.08), tendon injury occurred

in 2 %, a superficial infection occurred in one case and there was

blistering in one patient.

Conclusion: There is no increase in complication rates associated

with fixing distal radial fracture in elderly patients with good func-

tional demands. There is no difference in complications amongst

surgeons.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: titanium plates with locking screws are certainly a very

useful tool for the surgeon especially in traumatology. Often the

hardware removal is difficult.
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Materials and methods: The aim of this study is the assessment of

the incidence and type of difficulty of removing the locking compression

plate in our experience From January 2010 to December 2011 we have

removed 157 titanium plates implanted in our center. The first surgery

were performed by experienced trauma surgeons and the material

placement rules respected, particularly drilling and screwing in the axis,

perpendicular to the plate, The targeting device used systematically with

no resistance, use of torque controlled screwdrivers.

Results: A total of 33 (21 %) out of 157 had some problems:

destruction of the recess of the screw head already present, or caused by

surgeon during removal; screws jamming on the plate. These problems are

more frequent with minimally invasive surgery, and in patients operatedon

later than 2 year. Surgery in these cases lasted on average 43 min more.

Conclusion: Our study shows that the prevention is essential but it is

not sufficient even in patients treated surgically following the rigorous

surgical technique, can we have many problems. These problems are

more frequent with minimally invasive surgery and after at least

2 years after the first surgery.

References:
1. M. Ehlinger, P. Adam, P. Simon, F. Bonnomet. Technical diffi-

culties in hardware removal in titanium compression plates with

locking screws. Orthopaedics and Traumatology: Surgery and

Research. 2009; 95:373–376.
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ACUTE TRAUMATIC STERNO-CLAVICULAR
DISLOCATION OR EQUIVALENT: A SIMPLE
ALTERNATIVE SURGICAL TREATMENT: A REPORT
OF 8 CASES

E. Carpentier, D. Saragaglia, R. Rouchy

Orthopaedic Surgery and Sport Traumatology, Grenoble South

Teaching Hospital, Echirolles, France

Introduction: Pain and/or major instability, after sterno-clavicular

(SC) dislocations or equivalent may lead to surgery. There seems to

be a high incidence of complications with reported surgical stabil-

ization. We describe a new surgical procedure about 8 cases operated

on over 5 years. D. Saragaglia first performed this technique.

Materials and methods: 8 males Patients (16/38 yrs old) suffering

from a painful post-traumatic SC instability were operated on between

2007 and 2012; 3 anterior and 5 posterior lesions. All patients could be

reviewed. Our technique consists in: first, to stabilize the lesions with a

towel clamp, then a 4 mm diameter cancellous screw is inserted with a

washer on the lateral side of the manubrium and a 3.5 mm diameter

cortical screw, with a washer, in the medial end of the clavicle. Then a

fiberwire� suture (Arthrex Inc. Naples. FL 34108 USA) is tightened

around the two screws in figure of 8, bringing SC stabilization.

Results: At three months, all patients could return to sport activities

with full shoulder range of motion.

Conclusion: Many surgical procedures to stabilize SC lesions have

been suggested in the literature, each of them with their own com-

plications (migration, pneumothorax…) when compared to our

procedure. Our method, one screw in the manubrium and one screw in

the clavicle, (with washers) and a fiber wire� suture, to stabilize SC

lesions is anatomic, flexible, safe and easy to perform.

References:
1. Jaggard MK, et al. Comprehensive review of trauma and disruption

to the sternoclavicular joint with the proposal of a new classification

system. J Trauma. 2009; 66: 576–584.
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COMPLEX ELBOW INJURIES; PATHO-ANATOMY,
TREATMENT OUTCOME, PEARLS AND PITFALLS: THE
UK EXPERIENCE

S.M. Mosleh-Shirazi1, N. Braza2, K. Srinivasan2

1Trauma and Orthopaedics, national health service, Birmingham, UK,
2T & O, NHS, Birmingham, UK

Introduction: Fractures around the elbow comprise 5 % of all frac-

tures in adults. A complex fracture around the elbow can involve one

of the following: the articular surface, associated with a dislocation,

or one accompanied with significant soft tissue injury. Treatment can

be challenging making predicted functional outcomes difficult. As a

major trauma centre in the UK, an overview of treatment is given by

presenting fourteen such cases and their functional outcome.

Materials and methods: Patients who had sustained a complex

elbow fracture and undergone surgery over the past 5 years were

identified. The all underwent and interview and clinical examination.

Operative particulars and elbow functional outcome scores (MEPS,

DASH, VAS) were obtained.

Results: Fourteen patients were identified. Male to female ratio 10:4.

Mean follow up of 20 months. 6 were underwent radial head

replacement. 10 had coronoid fractures, and 2 needed hinged fixator.

Quick DASH score ranged from 0 to 43 (average 20.4). Mayo elbow

performance score ranged from 55 to 95 (average 74.6). Average

VAS score was 2.5. Stability and pain relief were the major benefits. 5

had complication and 3 had further operation.

Conclusion: It is clear to see that the more complex is the fracture, it

is more likely to develop complication and reduced function outcome.

It is therefore advisable to treat these fractures with extreme caution.

References:
1. Data gathered from multiple surgeons from one centre.
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KNOWLEDGE OF COMPARTMENT SYNDROME IN WARD
STAFF AND JUNIOR MEDICAL STAFF

S. Chambers1, R. Morrell2, D. Inman1

1Trauma and Orthopaedics, Northumbria, Newcastle, UK,
2Orthopaedics, North Tyneside General Hospital, Newcastle upon

Tyne, UK

Introduction: Compartment Syndrome (CS) has potentially severe

consequences if not promptly recognised and treated. The causes of

CS are numerous, most commonly after trauma. Orthopaedic nursing

and medical staff are usually first to assess patients with CS. We aim

to determine current knowledge regarding CS and identify potential

learning needs.

Materials and methods: Questionnaires were distributed amongst all

orthopaedic junior medical and ward staff (staff nurses (SNs),

healthcare assistants(HCAs)). Questions related to causes, recognition

and initial management of CS.

Results: Fiftey six questionnaires were completed (18 SNs, 11 HCA,

27 Junior Drs). 43 % had previously cared for/treated patients with

CS, 57 % were aware but had not seen it in clinical settings. 82 %

correctly identified the source of CS as muscle compartments (and

fascial layers). 88 % identified fractures as the main cause, however
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only 34 % recognised the post-operative risk. Symptoms of CS were

well understood; 86 % identified the four cardinal symptoms, stating

that disproportionate pain was the most sensitive. 88 % stated capil-

lary refill was the best way to test neurovascular status. All staff stated

elevating the leg and contacting the senior doctor for an urgent review

would be their management plan. 45 % of respondents felt confident

in managing patients at risk or who have developed CS.

Conclusion: Reassuringly, high levels of awareness of potential CS in

patients with fractures is present. Cardinal symptoms are known as

well as need for a senior orthopaedic review. 55 % stated they were

NOT confident in managing patients with CS. There is a training need

regarding certain details of the syndrome and its management.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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THE FUNCTIONAL OUTCOME OF ACUTE
SCAPHOLUNATE LIGAMENT REPAIR IN PATIENTS
WITH INTRAARTICULAR DISTAL RADIUS FRACTURES
TREATED BY INTERNAL FIXATION

G. Gradl1, T. Pillukat2, T. Fuchsberger2, V. Neuhaus3, D. Ring3,
K. Prommersberger2

1Trauma and Reconstructive Surgery, RWTH Aachen University

Medical Center, Aachen, Germany, 2Hand Surgery, Rhön Klinikum

AG, Klinik für Handchirurgie, Bad Neustadt, Germany,
3Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA, USA

Introduction: The primary null hypothesis of this study is that there

is no significant difference with respect to functional outcome, pain,

and disability between patients with operatively treated intra-articular

fractures of the distal radius (DRF) and either an acute, repaired

scapholunate ligament injury (SLI) or no ligament injury.

Materials and methods: We retrospectively analyzed 18 patients

with an intraarticular DRF and SLI that was diagnosed and treated

(Group I) and compared them to 20 patients with DRF without

associated ligament injury (Group II) (20 women, 18 men; average

age 55 years, range 19–72). The two cohorts were analyzed for dif-

ferences in motion, grip strength, pain, Mayo wrist score, and Quick

Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, and Hand (DASH) score an average

of 43 months (range 12–73) after surgery. Radiographic assessment

included fracture union, volar tilt, radial inclination, ulnar variance,

intercarpal angles, and arthrosis (according to Knirk and Jupiter). We

used T-tests to compare range of motion, grip strength, pain (visual

analog scale), DASH scores, and radiographic alignment between

cohorts. A Chi squared analysis was used to determine radiographic

differences of arthritis.

Results: There were no significant differences in mean range of

motion, grip strength, Quick DASH score, Mayo wrist score, pain

level, or radiographic arthrosis between cohorts. There was no cor-

relation between radiographic signs of osteoarthritis and the

QuickDASH score, and pain level.

Conclusion: The outcomes of intraarticular fractures of the distal

radius with or without associated operatively treated SLI are

comparable.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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CLAVICULAR FRACTURES: INTRAMEDULLARY PIN
OR PLATE?

J. März, P. Novotny

Surgery, Regional hospital Karlovy Vary, Karlovy Vary, Czech

Republic

Introduction: The clavicular fractures are very common in young/

middle age people who preferred active life style such as bicycle, in-line

skates, ice hockey, skiing etc. The conservative treatment was using in the

past but the benefit of the surgery was shown during last 4 years. The

authors compare results of the intramedullary and plate osteosynthesis.

Materials and methods: The study works with 3 similar groups of

patients. We compared conservative treatment, IM osteosynthesis (Hofer

pin) and plating (LCP plates). We did not used the Prevots. The pre, peri

and postoperative care was the same, all patients can move to 90 degree

without weight bearing 3 weeks, after this period they started moving and

weight bearing progressively, the limit is the pain. The clinical (CM

score) and X-rays control was made 3, 6, 12 weeks after the procedure.

Last control was 12 month after surgery.

Results: All fractures in the plate group was healed, 90 % pins and

82 % conservative. The Constant Murley score after 3 months in the

operation groups was similar (95 % plate/92.5 pin), but 87 % in the

conservative group. All healed patients in all groups was satisfied

after 1 year. The main complication in pin group was skin irritation

by the end of the pin and skin hypesthesia in the plate group.

Conclusion: The long term results after plating and the IM nailing by

the Hofer pin are very similar. We recommend plating in the case if

fracture is very comminuted and the patient is manually working with

necessity early weight bearing.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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PATIENT REPORTED OUTCOME MEASURES
IN THE NON-OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT OF CLAVICLE
FRACTURES

R. Morrell1, R. Jeavons2, J. Kent2, A. Gower2

1Orthopaedics, North Tyneside General Hospital, Newcastle upon

Tyne, UK, 2Orthopaedics, University Hospital of North Durham,

Durham, UK

Introduction: Clavicle fractures account for 2 % of all adult frac-

tures. Optimal management of them remains debatable: we aimed to

analyse Patient Reported Outcome Measures (PROMs) in non-oper-

atively treated clavicle fractures.

Materials and methods: Retrospective review, single surgeon’s

series, of 117 adult clavicle fractures treated non-operatively in our

institution over 8 years. All treated with initial x-rays, slings for

2 weeks, followed by mobilisation. Final clinical assessments made at

6 weeks, no further imaging. Fractures were classified using the Craig

Modified Allman Classification. Demographics collected included

sex, age at injury and follow-up time. Oxford Shoulder Score (OSS)

(0 the worst, 60 the best outcome), and Quick DASH (QDASH) (0 is

best, 100 the worst outcome), were posted to patients with questions

on the appearance of the clavicle.

Results: Mean age at injury was 42 years (16–86). 28 % were female.

Mean follow up was 55 months (5 months–8 years 3 months). The
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response rate was 83 %. There were 53 TypeI fractures, 34 TypeII

and 3 TypeIII. Mean OSS was 56.2, 48.5, 53 in TypesI/II/III

respectively. Mean QDASH was 10.5 in TypeI/II and 18.2 in TypeIII.

64.2 % TypeI fractures reported OSS reflecting excellent outcomes,

compared with 38.2 % TypeII and 0 % TypeIII. 34 % TypeI fractures

rated a greater disability on QDASH (score [ 10.1), compared with

55.9 %. Residual lumps that affected patients were reported by 30 and

16 % of TypeI/II fractures respectively.

Conclusion: PROMs data suggests non-operatively treated TypeI

fractures have excellent outcomes compared with TypeII/IIIs. How-

ever, 30 % TypeI patients still reported residual lumps. Non-operative

management is appropriate for TypeI injuries but requires careful

consideration in TypeII/III as their outcomes are less favourable.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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SURGICAL TREATMENT OF METACARPAL SHAFT
FRACTURES: ORIF OR CLOSED REDUCTION AND
PERCUTANEOUS FIXATION? A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

A. Greeven1, S. Bezstarosti2, P. Krijnen2, I.B. Schipper2

1General Surgery, Haga Hospital, The Hague, Netherlands, 2Trauma

Surgery, Leiden University Medical Centre, Leiden, Netherlands

Introduction: Metacarpal II-V shaft-Fractures are treated surgically if a

rotational deformity or a shortening exists. Treatment mostly consists of

closed reduction and percutaneous fixation (K-wires) or open reduction

and internal fixation (ORIF). The aim of this study was to compare results

reported in the literature for these two operational modalities.

Materials and methods: A systematic review of the literature was

performed. The literature search was conducted in both MedLine and

Embase on April 3, 2012, following the PRISMA guidelines.

Results: No randomized clinical trials or comparing studies were found.

5 retrospective and 2 prospective cohort series were found. In total, 222

metacarpal shaft-fractures were treated with ORIF and 47 with percuta-

neous K-wires. Loss of function was reported for 5.4 % of the ORIF

patients (12/222) and not reported for K-wires. Patients treated with

ORIF showed longer time to consolidation than patients treated with

K-wires (37 vs. 6 weeks on average). Infections occurred in 1.4 % (3/

222) of the ORIF treated patients. K-wires treated patients developed

superficial infections in 17.4 % (8/46). Reoperation because of implant

failure or loss of function was reported for 10.4 % (23/222) of the ORIF

patients. No reoperations were reported for K-wires treated patients.

Conclusion: Literature on outcome of operative treatment of meta-

carpal II-V shaft-fractures is scarce and the level-of-evidence is low.

The available literature suggests that ORIF may lead to prolonged

consolidation and more significant complications. Based on these

results the treatment of choice should be closed reduction and per-

cutaneous fixation. ORIF is only indicated if acceptable reduction and

fixation cannot be achieved percutaneous.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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ARTHROSCOPICALLY ASSISTED TREATMENT OF ACUTE
ACROMIOCLAVICULAR JOINT DISLOCATION: SINGLE
VERSUS DOUBLE TIGHTROPE� FIXATION

L. Kovacic

Department Of Traumatology, University Medical Centre Ljubljana,

Ljubljana, Slovenia

Introduction: Artroscopically assisted treatment for acute AC joint

dislocation is well established in clinical practice. Several authors

reported on good results either with single or double coracoclavicu-

lar stabilisation technique. Aim of this study is to compare single versus

double coracoclavicular stabilisation technique for acute dislocation.

Materials and methods: The prospective comparative cohort study

wasconductedand43patientswithacuteACjointdislocationtypeRockwood

V was included. Thirty-eight patients (88.3 %) were available for follow up at

1 year. In group A 18 patients with single TightRope� and in group B 20

patients with double TightRope� stabilisation were evaluated. Mean age in

group A was 39.9 years (range 18–59) and in group B 36,9 years (range

20-57). Clavicle position and stability were assessed radiologically. Func-

tional results were assessed with SST, SSV and Constant score (CMS).

Results: Mean coracoclavicular distance difference was 4.63 mm in

group A and 2.67 mm in group B (p [ 0,05). Radiologically ana-

tomical position was achieved in 5/18 (27.7 %) in group A and 14/20

(70 %) in group B (p \ 0.05). Posterior instability was observed in

11/18 (67,3 %) in group A and 7/20 (35 %) in group B (p \ 0,05).

Functional results in group A was: mean SST 11,42/12, mean SSV

83,6/100, relative CMS 94 and in group B was: mean SST 11,58/12,

mean SSV 85/100, relative CMS 96 (p [ 0,05).

Conclusion: Double coracoclavicular stabilisation technique using

TightRope� device for acute AC joint dislocation leads to better

anatomical reconstruction of AC joint compared to single technique.

Also functional results were slightly better but there was no statisti-

cally significant difference.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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MODIFIED PUTTI-PLATT PROCEDURE FOR
STABILIZING THE GLENOHUMERAL JOINT AFTER
RECURRENT TRAUMATIC ANTERIOR SHOULDER
DISLOCATIONS; A RETROSPECTIVE ASSESSMENT
OF OUTCOME

G.I.T. Iordens1, E.M.M. Van Lieshout1, B.C. Van Es1, N.W. Schep2,
R. Breederveld3, P. Patka1

1Surgery-traumatology, Erasmuc MC, Rotterdam, Netherlands,
2Trauma Unit, Department Of Surgery, Academic Medical Center,

Amsterdam, Netherlands, 3General Surgery And Traumatology, Red

Cross Hospital, Beverwijk, Netherlands

Introduction: The Putti-Platt procedure for stabilizing the gleno-

humeral joint focuses on shortening of the subscapularis muscle and

imbrication of the capsule. This method often resulted in significant

loss of exorotation and concomitant osteoarthrosis. Therefore several

modifications of this procedure have been developed. The aim of this

study was to evaluate the functional outcome, patient satisfaction and

quality of life of patients who underwent a specific modified Putti-

Platt procedure.

Materials and methods: All adult patients who underwent a modi-

fied Putti-Platt procedure in two academic hospitals were selected.

Primary outcome measure was the Constant score, secondary out-

come measures were the Disability of Arm, Shoulder and Hand

(DASH) score, the Rowe score and the Western Ontario Shoulder

Index (WOSI). Quality of life and patient satisfaction with the out-

come of treatment were measured with the Short Form-36 (SF-36),

and a Visual Analog Scale (VAS), respectively.

Results: After a median follow-up of 4.7 (P25–P75 1.7–6.8) years, 51

patients could be enrolled. Five patients (10 %) reported re-disloca-

tion. A median motion loss of seven (P25–P75 0–15) degrees of

abduction, six (P25–P75 0–10) degrees of elevation, and eight degrees
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(P25–P75 0–15) of exorotation in 90 degrees of abduction was

observed. Median Constant-score was 84 (P25–P75 75–91). The

median Rowe-score was 92 (P25–P75 75–95). Both WOSI-score and

SF-36 showed excellent quality of life and patients reported high

satisfaction with the outcome (8; P25–P75 7–10).

Conclusion: The modified Putti-Platt procedure is an effective

treatment option for recurrent anterior shoulder instability leading to

excellent outcome scores and marginal restriction in range of motion.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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MINIMAL INVASIVE PLATE OSTEOSYNTHESIS
IN MIDSHAFT CLAVICULA FRACTURES

P. Kornherr, K. Wenda

Trauma, Dr. Horst Schmidt Klinik, Wiesbaden, Germany

Introduction: From September 2009 on, we treated 70 patients with

clavicula fractures. 47 cases were midshaft clavicula fractures. Opera-

tions were performed in a minimal invasive approach using a locking

plate osteosynthesis. Indication for plate osteosynthesis were clavicula

fractures B1 and higher (AO-Classification). Non comminuted fractures

Type A (AO-Classification) were treated by ESIN. This study evaluates

the clinical and radiographic outcome of midshaft clavicula fractures

treated by minimal invasive plate osteosynthesis.

Materials and methods: Operation was performed with the patient

lying on a radiolucent operating table in a supine position. For oste-

osynthesis we used an anatomical shaped locking plate with 8 holes.

The locking plate was positioned lateral-superior and medial-anterior.

All patients were reexamined after one year with radiographs and

functional tests like DASH- and Constant-Score.

Results: All examined cases showed consolidation after one year

except one of them who acquired revision because of cutting out of the

lateral screws in the early postoperative time. In two cases we had to perform

open reposition because adequate reposition could not be achieved with

closed reposition. All patients had a good functional outcome. First results

shows a DASH Score of 0,048 and an Constant Score of 87.75.

Conclusion: Minimal invasive plate osteosynthesis (MIPO) of mid-

shaft clavicula fractures shows to be an effective treatment with a

good functional as well as cosmetic outcome. An approximate repo-

sition of fracture can already be achieved with the patient lying in

supine position. This facilitates the final reposition via the minimal

invasive approach. Cosmetic results were better than after conven-

tional approach, no patient had keloid.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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LONG-TERM FUNCTIONAL OUTCOME OF TYPE
C-DISTAL RADIUS FRACTURES AFTER VOLAR PLATING,
EXTERNAL FIXATION AND KAPANDJI K-WIRES:
A RETROSPECTIVE MULTICENTER STUDY OF 177
PATIENTS

J.M. Van Buijtenen1, R. Derksen2, J.D. Haan3,
J.G.H. Van Den Brand4, W.P. Zuidema5

1Traumasurgery, VU Medical Center, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2General

Surgery And Traumatology, Red Cross Hospital, Beverwijk, Netherlands,
3Traumasurgery, Westfriesgasthuis, Hoorn, Netherlands, 4Traumasurgery,

Medical Center Alkmaar, Alkmaar, Netherlands, 5Traumasurgery,

VU-University Medical Center, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Introduction: Distal radius fractures are the most common fractures

in adults with a lifetime risk of 15 % for women and 2 % for men.

The choice of treatment depends on the ability to maintain the

reduced position of the fracture. Type C-radius fractures often need

surgical treatment which can be achieved by direct (volar plating) or

indirect reduction (External Fixation or Kapandji K-wires). The pri-

mary objective of our study was to assess the long-term functional

outcomes of different treatment modalities in C-type distal radius

fractures in patients between 18 and 60 years old.

Materials and methods: We identified 177 patients in four hospitals

with C-type distal radius fractures in the period of

01.01.2007–31.12.2010. This group was surgically treated with

external fixators, Kapandji k-wires and volar plates. By mailing

patients received validated surveys (Quick-DASH score, VAS-score,

SF-36). Also, patients were invited to for determination of range of

motion and grip strength in order to calculate the Mayo Wrist Score.

Results: Hundred and seventeen patients (66 %) replied and 88

patients (50 %) visited our outpatients clinics. DASH scores were

14.9 (Ex Fix), 10.8 (Plate) and 12.1 (Kapandji), P = 0.49. No sig-

nificant differences were seen between the other functional outcomes

as well as the physical outcomes.

Conclusion: There are no significant differences in functional out-

come or physical hand function between groups. A non-significant

difference in DASH and grip strength in favour of the volar plate is

seen, which might be due to insufficient power. The range-of-motion

in all groups was not significantly different between the three groups.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

LOWER EXTREMITY FRACTURE CARE
AND MISCELLANEOUS
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FROM GUIDELINES TO STANDARDS OF CARE:
INCREASING WORKLOAD BUT DECREASING PATIENT
BURDEN FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF SEVERE OPEN
LOWER LIMB FRACTURES

S. Rahman, R. Trickett, I. Pallister

Plastic Surgery, Morriston Hospital, Swansea, UK

Introduction: Co-ordinated ortho-plastic care is the standard for

management of open tibial fractures aiming to minimise complica-

tions and unplanned surgery in the UK. In 2009 BOA and BAPRAS

aimed to provide a unified evidence based approach. Aims: To

establish whether the BOA/BAPRAS standards of care have altered

referral patterns, workload, and patients’ surgical burden compared to

the ‘Guidelines’ period.

Materials and methods: Two cohorts were reviewed, Guidelines

period from (2009) and Standards period (2011). Comparisons were

made between patients directly admitted (DAP) and transferred (TP)

for the first 30 days post injury.

Results: The admission rate increased from 2.7 a month to 4.0 a

month. The percentage of TP (transferred patients) rose from 30 to

77 %. In both time periods, TP required significantly more

operations than DAP (directly admitted patients). With early

co-ordinated care, the DAP group have undergone less mean

operative procedures (2.9–1.7). Those referred outside the terms of

guidelines or standards—limb salvage have the highest amputation

rate.

Conclusion: Implementation of the Standards of Care has certainly

increased workload but also the efficiency of care for open tibial

fractures in our Ortho-Plastic unit. A small group of mainly elderly
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patients highlights the importance of early referral as even seemingly

‘simple’ cases can prove to be catastrophic. Greater demands upon the

hospital are suggested in patients managed outside of standard guidelines.

References:

1. Godina (1986) Early microsurgical reconstruction of complex

trauma and extremities.

2. Gustilo (1976) Prevention of infection in the treatment of 1,025

open fractures of long bones (2009) Standards.
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RISK FACTORS FOR IN-HOSPITAL MORTALITY IN
SEVERELY INJURED ELDERLY TRAUMA PATIENTS

M. Bala, D. Kaluzny, J. Benbenisty, G. Almogy

General Surgery, Hadassah Hebrew University Medical Center,

Jerusalem, Israel

Introduction: With increasing life expectancy and a more active

population the incidence of severe injuries among the elderly is

growing. The aim of this study was to describe the different pattern of

injury with increasing age in severely injured elderly patients and to

identify risk factors associated with in-hospital mortality.

Materials and methods: All trauma patients C60 years and ISS[15

for 5 year period were included. Demographic data, mechanism of

injury, co-morbidities, type of injury, ICU requirement, and outcome

were recorded.

Results: The median age for the 3 groups was 64 (60–69 group), 75

(70–70 group) and 85 years (C80). Median ISS also decreased sig-

nificantly with age (25, 20, and 18, respectively, p = 0.0002). Fall as

mechanism of injury increased significantly with age (39.6, 63.8, and

82.2 %, respectively, p \ 0.0001). Overall mortality was 17.8 % (74

of 416). Mortality increased expressively with age and reached

23.6 % in the super elderly group (p = 0.003).

Head and facial injuries were significantly more common in the

C80 group compared with the other groups (91.4 vs. 78.3 and 69.8 %,

respectively, p = 0.0006). Older age, higher ISS, the presence of

chronic renal failure and GCS upon arrival were significantly asso-

ciated with in-hospital death.

Conclusion: The pattern and mechanism of injury among elderly

patients change with age. Falls become the primary mechanism of

injury. While ISS decreased with age, mortality increased signifi-

cantly and reached 23.6 % in the super elderly group (C80). Risk

factors associated with a higher likelihood of in-hospital death are

identified.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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TRAUMA IN THE ELDERLY AND THE INFLUENCE
OF SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS- EXPERIENCE
OF A TERTIARY HOSPITAL LINKED TO THE FEDERAL
UNIVERSITY OF SãO PAULO - PAULISTA SCHOOL
OF MEDICINE

M.V.B. Cezillo, B.R. Müller, A.A. Andrade, R.C. Ribeiro, S.D.C.V. Abib

Department Of Surgery, Paulista School of Medicine/Federal

University of São Paulo (EPM/UNIFESP), São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: The increasing proportion of elderly people in the

world and the deficient local architecture produce a particular trauma

profile. The study of this association is necessary in order to guide and

prevent morbidity and mortality in this age group.

Materials and methods: Data from 424 admitted trauma patients

between 2011 and 2012 at Hospital Pirajussara, a tertiary reference

center in São Paulo, Brazil, linked to the Federal University of São

Paulo–Paulista School of Medicine(UNIFESP-EPM) was analyzed

(length of stay, age, sex, mechanism of injury, ICD and mortality).

The region served by the hospital presents inappropriate urban

structure and people are very poor.

Results: Home environment was responsible for 83.4 % of traumas,

especially falls (98.2 %) that caused hip and femur fractures. External

environment transport: accidents involved 48.5 % of cases and the most

frequent mechanism was running over (78.7 %) with lower extremity

trauma. Death rate was 7.5 % and the hospitalization average was 8 days.

Conclusion: Results show that the most injuries occur in the home

environment, where probably the precarious architecture reveals a

hostile place: steep stairs with no handrail and irregular floor. In the

external environment, the absence of walkways and the presence of

high-speed roads in urban areas represent risks, as running over, more

frequent. The precarious architecture and the absence of urban

planning produce local specific trauma mechanisms that enable to

intervene by integrating public campaigns and projects in outlying

areas for prevention and emergency care.
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ACCIDENTS AND EMERGENCIES IN TIMES OF CRISIS.
CHANGING PATTERNS OF TRAUMA IN ELDERLY
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F. Kazantzidis, D. Mavridis, M. Plasati, T. Zekeridis

2nd Surgical Department, Kavala General Hospital, Kavala, Greece

Introduction: Financial crises have always serious effects in public

health and health systems. But beyond problems expected as a result

of underfunding and lack of recourses, changing habits of the

population affects directly health services, especially emergency

departments.

Materials and methods: We evaluated changing trauma patterns and

specific problems in elderly patients treated in our emergency

department during the last four years. We revised all trauma cases of

our surgical department from October 2008 till October 2012, with

specific analysis for patients above 60 years. We recorded gender,

age, time of arrival, mechanism, type and severity of injury, hospital

stay and outcome. Overall we received over 6,000 patients, 1939 over

60 years old, with a mean age of 71 for men and 74 for women. 445

of them required hospitalization.

Results: There is a raising incidence of traffic and work related

accidents in elderly the last 2 years. A serious number of motorbike

and bicycle accidents were noticed, unusual for this age group. Pat-

tern and severity of injuries where reflecting the changing type of

accidents and patient’s age. Hospital stay, complications, and
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outcome indicators were deteriorating with the increased severity of

trauma in traffic accidents.

Conclusion: Population over 60 years old has a significant difficulty to

cope with increased activity to address financial distress, resulting in

increased trauma incidence and severity in this vulnerable age group.
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CONCERNING PAIN EVALUATION AFTER ALL-INSIDE
ACL RECONSTRUCTION
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1Orthopedics and Traumatology, Orthopedics and Traumatology
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Introduction: The All-Inside method is a new minimally invasive

procedure for anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction. It

implies drilling incomplete ‘‘blind’’ bone tunnels and cortical fixation.

The hypothesis of this study was that the All-Inside technique is less

painful than the Classical technique with interference screws fixation.

Materials and methods: A prospective comparative randomized trial

carried from December 2010 to September 2011 included 46 consecutive

patients, randomized into 2 groups of 23 patients, according to the surgical

procedure, All-Inside (AI) or Classical (CL). The primary evaluation

criterion was pain assessment on Visual Analogical Scale (VAS) at

1 month after surgery. No patient was lost to follow-up. Two patients were

excluded because of postoperative complications that required early re-

intervention. The mean age of patients was 29.3 ± 9 years.

Results: At 1 month, the pain level was 3.2 ± 5.5 for the AI group and

8.6 ± 10 for the CL one, p = 0.057, 1-b = 0.60. The difference

between preoperative and postoperative VAS was highly significant for

both AI (p \ 10.5) and CL groups (p = 0.0002). Postoperative anal-

gesic consumption was similar. The positioning of tibial tunnels was

better with the AI method (21.1 % ± 3.7 vs. 25.4 ± 3.9, p = 0.0016).

There was no significant difference between the two techniques on the

mean IKDC subjective score at 6 months: 81.3 ± 14.4 % for AI group

and 81 ± 16.6 % for CL group (p = 0.92).

Conclusion: At 1 month, the pain level was lower in the AI group

compared to the CL group, at the border-line of statistical signifi-

cance. The All-Inside technique is a reliable procedure with very

good results in what concerns pain, stability and knee function.
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HEMORRHAGIC SHOCK AND SEPSIS IN OPEN
FRACTURES: AN ANALYSIS OF 4305 TIBIA SHAFT
FRACTURES
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Trauma Surgery, Vienna Medical University, Vienna, Austria

Introduction: In multiply injured patients, open fractures are con-

sidered as potentially life- and limb-threatening injury pattern. High-

energy tibia fractures are often associated with severe bone and soft-

tissue injuries and require urgent surgical intervention because of

impending hemorrhage and sepsis. Although the treatment algorithm

for extremity fractures in the polytrauma patient has improved over

the past decades, open long bone fractures remain a major surgical

challenge in trauma care.

Materials and methods: The objective of this study was the

comparison of closed and open tibia fractures regarding major

clinical complications. Data from 32,582 trauma victims was

derived from the trauma registry of the German Trauma Society

(2002–2010). Individuals with closed or open tibial shaft fractures

(AO-42) were identified. Sepsis was defined according to ACCP/

SCCM consensus conference. Retrospective data analysis of

demographic, injury, therapy and outcome characteristics were

performed.

Results: A total of 4,305 individuals (Ø ISS 25 ± 13.8) with 1715

closed (40 % CFSF) and 2,590 open tibia shaft fractures (60 %

OTSF) were identified. OTSF were not associated with higher ISS

(25.6 vs. 24.9; NS) or severe head injury, but with hemorrhagic

shock (26.2 vs. 17.4 %; p \ 0.001) and sepsis (14.4 vs. 9 %;

p \ 0.001). Patients with OTSF also underwent more operative

procedures (2.2 vs. 1.3; p \ 0.001) and mass transfusion protocols

(C10 pRBCs) were conducted twice as often (22.7 vs. 10.1 %;

p \ 0,001).

Conclusion: Summarizing our data, the treatment of patients with

OTSF is more complex, time consuming and cost-intensive. The ISS

seems to underestimate the injury severity and risk for complications

associated with open tibia shaft fractures in multiply injured

patients.
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COUNT DURING THE FIRST TWO WEEKS AFTER MAJOR
TRAUMA IS ASSOCIATED WITH IMPAIRED FRACTURE
HEALING
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Introduction: Animal studies suggest that systemic inflammation

after trauma impairs fracture healing. However, the systemic

inflammatory response to extensive tissue damage is not equal in all

major trauma victims. Some acquire a hyper-responsive immune

system with an increased risk of secondary inflammatory tissue

damage such as ARDS or MODS, while others develop immune-

paralysis with a higher incidence of infectious complications. We

hypothesized that a difference in systemic inflammatory response
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after major trauma not only regulates the hosts’ defense against

microorganisms, but also influences the outcome of fracture repair.

To test this hypothesis we investigated whether the concentrations of

leukocytes in peripheral blood during the first 2 weeks after severe

injury differs between multitrauma patients with normal and impaired

tibia fracture healing.

Materials and methods: We have retrospectively studied all mul-

titrauma patients (ISS [ 16) with tibia fractures that were

treated in the University Medical Center Utrecht between 01-01-

2005 and 01-01-2012. The concentration of leukocytes and

leukocyte subsets during the first 2 weeks after trauma were col-

lected from the Utrecht Patient Oriented Database (UPOD) and

compared between patients with normal or impaired tibia fracture

healing.

Results: The mean Injury Severity Score did not significantly differ

between patients with normal healing (n = 48) and impaired fracture

healing (n = 33). Multitrauma patients with impaired healing had a

significantly lower leukocyte count during the first 2 weeks after

trauma.

Conclusion: Our data suggests that differences in the systemic

inflammatory response to major trauma affects fracture healing.
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LOCKED NAILING IN TIBIAL FRACTURES
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Timisoara, Romania

Introduction: Tibial diaphyseal fractures are common finding in the

emergency setting.

Materials and methods: We conducted a prospective study, between

February 2010 and October 2012, to investigate the benefits of

reaming tibia shaft fractures. For this purpose we included adults with

recent tibial shaft fractures treated with intramedullary locking nails

randomized to either reamed or unreamed and followed prospectively.

91 % of the 33 unreamed patients and 94 % of the 31 reamed were

available at 12 months. Clinical healing was considered absence of

pain and restoration of gait and radiological healing was considered

disintegration of fracture line on both AP and lateral views. Patients

were operated by different surgeons in the same setting using 3 dif-

ferent implants with 2 plus 2 screws for static with possible

dynamisation locking. Weight bearing was allowed between 2 and

6 weeks.

Results: Time to healing was better for the reamed group: 3.2 vs.

3.4 months (p = 0.029) for clinical and 4.1 vs. 4.5 (p = 0.018) for

radiology. One patient from each group presented for reinterven-

tion for nonunion. 4 patients in the unreamed group and 3 in the

reamed had clinically but not radiographic healing. We had no

infections. Fracture type and surgeon experience were the main

contributors to surgery duration (21–96 min) with an average of

7.8 min longer in the reamed group. The reamed group had a better

fit of the nail in the canal with significant larger nails being used

(p = 0.02).

Conclusion: We conclude that reamed nailing proved beneficial but

the impact on overall treatment performance is not superior to

unreamed.
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Introduction: The treatment of ankle fractures in elderly patients,

specially those with osteopenic bone and soft tissue bad conditions is

not still resolved. The use of plates in the treatment of lateral mal-

leolar fractures in this kind of situations can lead to wound problems,

prominent metalwork and implant failure.

Materials and methods: From January 2009 to December 2012

twelve patients has been treated with a fibular nail with a mean age of

76 years (56–84).Ten were women, two were men. Seven patients

were diabetic, six had an important peripheral vascular disease and 2

had a haematoma due to the use of anticoagulants. The mean follow-

up period was 13 months (4–36).Functional outcome was measured

using the Olerud and Molander ankle score at the end of the first year.

Results: Two fractures were lateral malleolus, three bimalleolar, two

trimalleolar and five were pilon distal tibia with fibular fractures. The

average Olerud and Molander ankle score was 69, range 40–95. The

mean fracture union was achieved in 9 weeks. Just one nail were to be

removed. There have been no cases of fibular non union, wound

breakdown or infections.

Conclusion: Knowing that open reduction and internal fixation with

plate is the gold standard treatment in most ankle fractures, we pro-

pose that the use of fibular nail improves the quality of treatment in

old patients with potencial soft tissue difficult conditions and oste-

openic bone.
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Introduction: In this study, we investigated the association between

adequacies of peri-operative glycaemic control in patients with Dia-

betes Miletus sustaining ankle injuries and their effect on fracture

healing outcomes.

Materials and methods: Out of 1899 patients, 125 (6.6 %) patients

met the inclusion criteria (closed ankle fracture, surgical fixation, and

previously known type 1 or 2 diabetes mellitus). 58 patients were of

type 1 and 67 were of type 2. Baseline serum glucose was docu-

mented at 4 time-points: pre-operative, immediate post-operative, late

post-operative and 1st outpatient clinic follow-up (within 4 weeks of

surgery). Primary outcome factors studied were degree of glycaemic

control, time to fracture and wound healing.

Results: Compared to patients with type 2 diabetes, patients with type

I diabetes were more likely to suffer from poor glycaemic control
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post-operatively in terms of frequency (p = 0.004) and severity of

deviation from normal range (p = 0.003). In terms of time to wound

healing, presence of type 1 diabetes were associated with a statisti-

cally significant delay compared to type 2 diabetes (p \ 0.001) and

control (p \ 0.001), but not between type 2 diabetes and control

(p = 0.023). There was no significant difference in time to fracture

union between type 1 and 2 (mean 12 vs. 11 weeks, p \ 0.05)

patients. Type 1 versus control (p = 0.012), and type 2 versus

control (p = 0.043) revealed a statistical significant difference

(p = 0.005).

Conclusion: Patients with type I diabetes and poor peri-operative

glycaemic control are more likely to suffer from wound healing

problems. Diabetic patients have slight increase in time to union when

compared to the normal population.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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SURGICAL TREATMENT OF INCARCERATION HERNIA
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1Surgical Clinic, Hospital Centre in Gracanica, Kosovska Mitrovica,

Serbia, 2Health Center, Health Center Donja Gusterica, Kosovska
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Introduction: Incarceration is a serious complication of hernia and

need timely and accurate diagnosis in order to undertake the

appropriate surgical intervention. The aim of this paper is to

show the frequency incarceration hernia, their timely diagnosis

and treatment, in order to avoid serious consequences of

complications.

Materials and methods: For the work they used materials Surgical

Clinic Hospital Centre in Gracanica, where we are in the period since

2002 to 2011 year, analyzed 168 (12.27 %) patients.

Results: Incarceration were found in 86 (51.19 %) patients with

inguinal hernia, in 31 (18.45 %) with femoral, in 22 (13.1 %) with

umbilical, in 16 (9.52 %) and in the incision 13 (7.74 %) with

epigastric hernia. Frequently in incarceration we find omentum in

85 (50.59 %). Gangrene of impacted organ were found in 36

(21.43 %) patients. Partial gangrene omentum were found in 28

(16.67 %), gangrene of the small intestine in three (1.78 %), gan-

grenous appendix in three (1.78 %), gangrene in one ovary

(0.59 %) and gangrenous appendix epiploici in one (0.59 %)

patients. Omentum resection was performed in 40 (23.81 %), ap-

pendectomia in four (2.38 %), small bowel resection in three

(1.79 %) and adnexectomy in one (0.59 %) patient. Complications

are recorded in two (1.19 %) patients. In one was found infection in

a hematoma to scrotum.

Conclusion: In modern surgical practice is going to be a hernia

diagnosis at an early stage of development which facilitates inter-

vention provides better postoperative outcome and reduce

complications.
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AMPUTATION RATE OF LOWER EXTREMITY VASCULAR
INJURY: OUTCOME RELATED TO THE MANGLED
EXTREMITY SEVERITY SCORE

J. Pometlová, L. Pleva, M. Šı́r

Traumatology, University hospital Ostrava, Ostrava, Czech Republic

Introduction: The Mangled Extremity Severity Score (MESS) is an

objective criterion for amputation prediction after extremity injury.

A MESS of C7 has been utilized as a cutoff point for amputation

prediction. We examined the result of lower extremity vascular injury

management in terms of the amputation rate as related to the MESS.

Materials and methods: We collected retrospectively data of

patients treated with vascular injuries of the lower limbs at trauma

University Hospital in Ostrava in the period from 01.01.2001 to

31.12.2012. Data collection included demographic data, mechanisms

of injuries, MESS, operative therapy and amputation rate. The out-

come was analyzed in terms of the amputation rate related to MESS.

Results: In this group were 108 patients, 7 patients suffered vascular

injuries to both legs. Of the 115 injured limbs amputation was indi-

cated in 55 cases. There were difference of MESS between the group

of patients with amputation and group of patient with limb salvage

(MESS median 8 vs. 6; p = 0.000). There were 8 amputation in 43

patients who had a MESS of \7 (18 %) and 47 amputation in 65

patients who had a MESS of C7 (66 %). This difference was statis-

tically significant p = 0,000, but we could avoid amputation in 24

patients who had a MESS of C7.

Conclusion: MESS correlates well with the risk of amputation.

Nevertheless, a MESS of C7 does not always mandate amputation.

The decisions to amputate in patients should be made individually

based on clinical signs and an intraoperative finding of irreversible

limb ischemia.
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TENORRAFIAS AND NEURORRAFIAS DEFERRED
IN HAND REPLANTATION: A CASE REPORT
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Hospital Universitario Virgen Macarena, Seville, Spain

Introduction: Considerations in hand replantation. Upon reaching the

neurorrafias and tenorrafias have passed several hours of surgery with

subsequent surgical team exhaustion. Bunnell describes the follow-

ing: Perform hand surgery with ischemia, but disembodied hand

several hours, the interface allows the patient to have a recovery in

overall, after suffering heavy bleeding, blood transfusion if necessary,

perform surgery with ischemia and perform surgery team recovered.

Materials and methods: We describe one case and we made a bib-

liographic review.

Results: Male 27 years old, suffered machete assault. In the emer-

gency room with a tourniquet on the affected arm and hand amputated

(on ice) was transferred to our hospital in less than 2 h. After working
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in the operating room several hours performing vascular anastomosis

arteries and veins (2 9 1) and bone shortening and fixation; looking

good circulation in the replanted hand, decides to leave neurorrafia

and tenorrafia for another surgical time. At 11 days under ischemia

are made tenorrafias of flexor and median and ulnar nerves, and after

3 weeks tenorrafias of extenders muscles. A splint for 3 weeks and

rehab was done.

Conclusion: The possibilities of success depends on the intrinsic

factors and cardiovascular risk of the patient, elapsed time since the

damage, the level of amputation, mechanism of injury, degree of

tissue injury, ischemia time and the degree of revascularization after

the first surgery. Tenorrafias and neurorrafias deferred in hand

replantation is possible and is more likely to succeed when conditions

are optimal.
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BARIATRIC SURGERY: COMPLICATIONS
MANAGEMENT
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JEJUNAL OBSTRUCTION CAUSED BY MIGRATED
GASTRIC BAND

C. Arvieux, F. Reche, N. Gallet
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Introduction: Bariatric surgery may have severe long-term compli-

cation. We report a dramatic course following an intragastric band

migration.

Materials and methods: A 36 years old woman, with 28 weeks

gestation had got a gastric banding10 years ago, having a BMI 40.5.

She consulted for abdominal pain, fever and jaundice associated with

an inflammatory syndrome. Abdominal CT scan founded intra jejunal

migration of gastric banding, pneumoperitoneum and peritoneal

abundant effusion. During the scan a spontaneous rupture of the

amniotic sac happened and the baby was born dead. All the attempts

of resuscitation failed.

Results: The patient was immediately transferred to the operating room.

The laparotomy founded peritonitis by multiples perforations of the

digestive tract (posterior face of the stomach, angle of Treitz and jejunum)

secondary to migration of gastric banding. Partial gastrectomy, resection

of the first 80 cm of small bowel, and discharge of biliary tract with T-tube

were performed. A radiological drainage of a collection forward uterus

and prolonged antibiotic therapy were necessary.

Conclusion: The risk of an intragastric band migration remains low

in the literature but it could grows up with a longer follow-up of

patients. The retrieval of the band is the gold standard and must be

planned promptly. Jejunal obstruction followed by intragastric band

migration is a potentially and dangerous complication, and its con-

sequences could be underestimated.
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MYTHBUSTER: IS IT SAFE TO OMIT REPEAT HB
MEASUREMENT AFTER THE INITIAL HB
IN HAEMODYNAMICALLY STABLE TRAUMA PATIENTS?

J.C. Sierink, P. Joosse, S.M. De Castro, N.W. Schep, J.C. Goslings

Trauma Unit, Department Of Surgery, Academic Medical Center,

Amsterdam, Netherlands

Introduction: In our level I trauma centre, repeat measurement of

blood Haemoglobin (Hb) concentration in the majority of trauma

patients within 2 h is common practice. However, the rationale

behind this protocol is uncertain and labor-intensive. The aim of this

study was to assess the value of the repeat Hb measurement in adult

haemodynamically stable trauma patients.

Materials and methods: The local trauma registry of our level I

trauma centre was used to identify all haemodynamically stable

trauma patients from January 2009 to December 2010. Patients in

whom no initial blood Hb measurement was done on admission,

referrals, and patients with specific mechanisms of trauma (e.g.

inhalation or drowning injury) were excluded.

Results: In total 1,537 patients were evaluated at the trauma room.

1,243 haemodynamically stable patients were identified. A normal

initial blood Hb concentration was found in 914 patients (74 %). Of

these, 639 (70 %) had a normal repeat Hb concentration while in 127

patients (14 %) an abnormal routine repeat Hb concentration was

found. In none of these patients the abnormal routine repeat Hb

measurement led to new diagnoses. In 148 patients (16 %) no routine

repeat Hb measurement was done. In none of these patients

the omittance of routine repeat Hb measurement had clinical

consequences.

Conclusion: We conclude that it is safe to omit repeat blood Hb

concentration measurement within 2 h after admission in adult hae-

modynamically stable trauma patients with a normal initial Hb

concentration.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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ACUTE APPENDICITIS AND COMPLICATIONS

J. Mladenovic1, S. Mladenovic2, N. Videnovic1, A. Sekulic1

1Surgical Clinic, Hospital Centre in Gracanica, Kosovska Mitrovica,

Serbia, 2Health Center, Health Center Donja Gusterica, Kosovska

Mitrovica, Serbia

Introduction: The surgical acute abdomen greatest practical impor-

tance is acute appendicitis, because it is the most common disease,

and the disease that is making the most errors in diagnosis.

Materials and methods: For the work they used materials Surgical

Clinic Hospital Centre in Gracanica for the period since 2007 to 2011

year, where we have operated on 354 patients for appendicitis.

Results: Phlegmonous form of appendicitis was noted in 170

(48.02 %) patients, gangrenous in 103 (29.1 %), gangrenous perfo-

rated form in 51 (14.41 %), catarrhal in 29 (8.19 %) and chronic in

one (0.28 %) patients. Heavy security situation, limited freedom of

movement and the extremely difficult conditions of life in extraor-

dinary circumstances, have an impact on the poorly developed health

services and poorer health education of the population of Serbian

enclaves, which also has an impact on this phenomenon. Extraordi-

nary conditions are a reason to even 167 (47.18 %) patients had

surgeon, late, who already have developed complications. Peritonitis.

We registered 151 (33 %), with nine tiflitis, partial omental gangrene

in four and ileus in three patients underwent surgery for acute

appendicitis. Serous peritonitis was registered in 89 (58.94 %), fi-

bropurulent in 39 (25.83 %), serofibrous in 18 (11.92 %) and

circumscript in five (3.31 %) patients. In 22 (56.41 %) patients with

diffuse peritonitis fibropurulent we found localized abscesses pe-

riappendicularly, interintestinally in Douglas and in 11 (28.2 %)

developed endotoxic shock.

Conclusion: Given the poor prognosis of patients who develop

complications, early diagnosis and surgical intervention of acute

appendicitis can prevent complications.
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Introduction: The heli-transportation of critical patients became a

reality in Portugal for several years. Since then the paper it became

firmly established. Its importance in polytrauma patients do get time

most useful to surgical referral centers that would not always be

possible otherwise. In mainland Portugal coverage is 100 % guaran-

teed. With all the major hospitals, with helipad available. Its

activation is done through our Urgent Patient Advice Centre (CODU)

which also takes care to warn the target Hospital. In the last

12 months were made several heli-transport polytrauma.

Materials and methods: Statistics and data from hospitals and

INEM.

Results: Stabilization of the patient in time and get to a trauma center.

Conclusion: Due to the topography of Portugal and location of

centers for polytrauma is the only way you can do arrive on time,

whether a medical team to the site, whether to take the patient to the

referral center.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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SINGLE-INCISION LAPAROSCOPIC SURGERY (SILS)
FOR APPENDECTOMY INITIAL EXPERIENCE
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Hospital, İstanbul, Turkey

Introduction: Single-incision laparoscopic surgery (SILS) is a new

technique for minimally invasive surgery using a single incision. We

aimed to present our experience and the results of single-incision

laparoscopic appendectomies in our hospital.

Materials and methods: The patients who admitted to emergency

department with acute appendicitis were retrospectively evaluated in

terms of demographics, BMI, operation time and complications.

Ultrasonographic evaluation was done in all patients (100 %). The

same operative technique and perioperative protocol was used in all

patients.

Results: A total of 52 patients, 34 male and 18 female, with a mean

age of 29.9 years (range 17–60). The mean BMI was 24.9 (range

17.5–30.8). The mean operation time was 58.1 min (range 15–115).

We did not experience any complications in the perioperative period

such as port-related intra-abdominal organ injury. There was one

conversion to open surgery. In one patient developed intra-abdominal

abscess at postoperative second day and that was drained percuta-

neously by the interventional radiology service.

Conclusion: SILS is a new technique used in recent years at general

surgery operations. The most important benefit of a single incision is

cosmetic results. In this study, we saw that; SILS was technically

feasible and safe in surgical treatment of acute appendicitis. We

believe that larger studies and further technical implements will be

necessary to assess the true benefit of this approach.
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HEALTH ECONOMICS OF LAPAROSCOPIC
APPENDICECTOMY; A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY
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Introduction: Appendicitis is a common surgical condition in chil-

dren and adults which is managed both in General Hospitals and

Specialist centres. The development of Laparoscopic surgery has

transformed the thinking regarding surgical management of appen-

dicitis and is now well established as the treatment of choice in many

centres. This is an up to date study examining the impact of this on

patient recovery and hospital costs.

Materials and methods: A retrospective study comparing all patients

undergoing appendicectomy at a University teaching hospital over

two, 1 year periods within the last 7 years.

Results: 203 appendicectomies were performed in 2010 compared with

350 in 2005. The proportion of appendicectomies performed laparo-

scopically in 2010 was 60 % compared to 0 % in 2005. The negative

appendicectomy rate in 2010 was 20 % compared to 24 % in 2005.

Median length of stay (LOS) for all patients was 3 days in 2010 and also

3 days in 2005. The average hospital cost for open appendicectomy is

£911.61 compared to £1146.63 for a laparoscopic appendicectomy.

Conclusion: Fewer appendicectomies were performed in 2010 com-

pared to 2005. This may suggest a more conservative approach to

patients presenting with RIF pain. There has been an increase in

laparoscopic surgery for appendicitis increasing the average cost from

£911.61 to £1146.63. Based on these data, laparoscopy has not had an

impact on length of stay however does increase the cost of treatment

and therefore financially it’s use is not routinely justified for clinically

straightforward appendicitis.
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THE ABDOMINAL COCOON: IDIOPATHIC SCLEROSING
ENCAPSULATING PERITONITIS: CASE REPORT AND
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
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Introduction: Abdominal cocoon (AC) is a rare cause of intestinal

obstruction. Preoperative diagnosis of this disease is possible by the

presence of appropriate clinical and radiological criteria. However it

is seldom diagnosed and diagnosis is mostly done on exploratory

surgery. We report on a case of abdominal cocoon.

Materials and methods: A 44 year old referred to our Institute due to

unexplained recurrent episodes of abdominal pain and vomit associ-

ated with weight loss. Past medical history was unspecific, laboratory

tests were normal, while CT scan revealed a subtotal conglomeration

of small bowels loops within a thick membrane and fluid. Endoscopy

was negative, while Magnetic resonance (MR) showed aggregation of

the bowel loops in a festoon-like shape near the front abdominal wall

encased by a thick membrane, thickening of the last bowl loop wall

and fluid. Patient underwent diagnostic laparoscopy followed by

laparotomy for the presence of a thick gray-white membrane which

covered almost the whole small intestine. The great omentum was

absent. The membrane was dissected and adhesiolysis was performed.

Results: Histology was compatible with abdominal cocoon. Postop-

erative course was uneventful and the patient returned to normal life

and gained weight.

Conclusion: Idiopathic sclerosing encapsulating peritonitis, is a rare

cause of intestinal obstruction, which needs to be considered when

other common causes are excluded. Awareness of this entity needs to

broaden, since preoperative diagnosis, is feasible by a combination of

clinical and radiological features. MRI is an alternative to CT-scan

imaging during the diagnostic workup and/or surgical planning.

Surgery is the cornerstone treatment.
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ACUTE DIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA AFTER SPINE
SURGERY REPAIRED BY LAPAROSCOPIC MESH
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Introduction: Here we describe the laparoscopic management of

diaphragmatic hernia (DH) due to a displacement of vertebral pedicle

screw with subsequent omental herniation in pleural cavity.

Materials and methods: A 58-year old woman underwent to pos-

terior pedicle screw fixation for scoliosis. In the first post operative

period she developed a mild dyspnea. A-P chest X-ray showed a

bilateral pleural effusion, more pronounced on the left side where we

inserted a chest tube that drained hemothorax. CT scan evidenced a

solid mass in the pleural cavity associated to a displacement of the

screw that entered into the peritoneal cavity. This finding was inter-

preted as omental herniation in thorax.

Results: After screw removal an explorative laparoscopy was carried

out; we observed omental herniation through a small diaphragmatic

tear. We checked for the absence of visceral injury and we reduced
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the omentum into the abdomen. Then we repaired the hernia applying

double layer polypropylene mesh (Di.pro CMC�) covering the defect

with 2-cm overlap.

The post operative period was uneventful.

Conclusion: Iatrogenic DH due to a pedicle screw has never been

describe before. Pleural effusion after spine surgery always need to be

investigated soon. We utilized a double layer mesh to avoid the visceral

adhesion. We conclude that laparoscopic hernia’s repair is effective in

iatrogenic DH, with very short delayed of presentation, providing an

excellent view of abdominal viscera and diaphragmatic tear.
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Introduction: Emergency laparoscopic surgery allows both the

evaluation of acute abdominal pain and the treatment of many com-

mon acute abdominal disorders. This paper evaluates the use of

laparoscopy, both diagnostic and interventional, in the emergency

abdomen.

Materials and methods: When considering the role of emergency

laparoscopy there are two distinct clinical scenarios that need to be

considered. The first is that a specific pathology is assumed fol-

lowing diagnostic workup and thus a specific procedure is planned,

the second is that abdominal pathology of uncertain causation or

severity is present, and thus the primary aim of laparoscopy will be

diagnostic.

Results: We analysed in the light of our experience the outcome of

laparoscopic surgery in many abdominal emergencies, such as acute

appendicitis, blunt and penetrating trauma, perforated peptic ulcer

disease and acute pancreatitis, and this variety of conditions seems set

to expand further.

Conclusion: This aims to critically evaluate and summarise our

experience for the use of laparoscopy, both diagnostic and interven-

tional, in the emergency abdomen. We wish to emphasise that any

endorsement for a laparoscopic approach is only valid for surgical

units with experience and sufficient expertise in minimal access

surgery.
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Introduction: Appendectomy in the course of an acute appendicitis is

one of the most frequently performed in surgical emergency proce-

dure. The aim of this retrospective study was to evaluate the safety

and benefits of laparoscopic appendectomy performed at a education

and research hospital.

Materials and methods: This is a retrospective study who underwent

laparoscopic appendectomy at Antalya Education and Research

Hospital, Turkey between January 2011 and July 2012. Data collected

includes demographic data, duration of symptoms, operative time,

complications and length of hospitalization. Laparoscopic appen-

dectomy was done by three trocar technique in all cases.

Results: During the study period, a total of 60 laparoscopic

appendectomy were included in the study. All patients received

prophylactic antibiotics. All appendices were removed whether they

were inflamed or not. Pregnant patients were excluded from this

study. There were 36 males and 24 females; with mean age

25.6 years. The mean operative time was 65.2 min. There were 12

patients with perforated appendicitis. Conversion to open appen-

dectomy was done in 4 (6.6 %) patients. Post-operative

complications occurred in 8 (13.3 %) patients. The appendix was

inflamed in 55 (91.67 %) patients. The mean hospital stay was

2.35 days and there was no mortality. Laparoscopic appendectomy

is a safe procedure with acceptable complications without mortality.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic appendectomy is a safe and efficient

alternative for the treatment of acute appendicitis.
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Introduction: Closed soft tissue trauma leads to activation of the

coagulation cascade and is often complicated by systemic inflam-

mation and infection. Previous investigations have shown potent anti-

inflammatory properties of antithrombin (AT). We herein report on

the action of AT on skeletal muscle injury in experimental

endotoxemia.

Materials and methods: By using a pneumatically driven com-

puter-controlled impact device, closed soft tissue trauma was

applied on the left hind limb of pentobarbital-anesthetized rats. Six

hours later endotoxemia was induced by intraperitoneal injection of

Escherichia coli lipopolysaccharide. An equivalent volume of

physiologic saline was given in controls. At the same time point,

treatment of animals was started by intravenous injection of AT

(250 IU/kg body weight) or vehicle solution. Twenty-four hours

after trauma, the extensor digitorum longus muscle was microsur-

gically exposed and analyzed by means of high-resolution

multifluorescence microscopy.

Results: Traumatic soft tissue injury with additional endotoxemia

was characterized by nutritive perfusion failure (functional capillary

density [FCD] 379 ± 20 cm/cm2), tissue hypoxia [nicotinamide

adenine dinucleotide [NADH] autofluorescence: 77 ± 4 arbitrary

units aU)], and enhanced leukocyte-endothelial cell interaction
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(773 ± 35 cells/mm2). Therapeutic intervention with AT 6 hours

after trauma restored nutritive perfusion and tissue oxygenation

[FCD: 469 ± 22 cm/cm2, NADH: 61 ± 5 aU (p \ 0.05)] and

reduced inflammatory leukocyte adherence [237 ± 20 cells/mm2

(p \ 0.05)] towards values found in non-traumatized controls (FCD:

573 ± 13 cm/cm2; NADH: 56 ± 2 aU; leukocyte adherence:

204 ± 20 cells/mm2).

Conclusion: AT ameliorates microcirculatory dysfunction and tissue

injury in traumatized animals during endotoxemia. Moreover, a

reduced inflammatory cell response helps to prevent leukocyte-

dependent secondary tissue injury.
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ACUTE TRAUMATIC COAGULOPATHY: HOW SOON
DOES IT OCCUR?

S.F. Lim, C.K. Chong

Surgery, Changi General Hospital, Singapore

Introduction: Recent studies have demonstrated an acute traumatic

coagulopathy (ATC) occurring early after injury [1]. In Singapore,

with a land area of 714.3 km2, transportation time of trauma patients

is greatly reduced [2]. This study aimed to determine whether coag-

ulation abnormalities exist immediately after trauma in our local

population.

Materials and methods: This was an observational study. All trauma

activated patients in our hospital, from 1 January 2011 to 31

December 2011, were included and their clinical notes, ambulance

records and laboratory results reviewed. The initial values for platelet

count, prothrombin time (PT), partial thromboplastin time (PTT) and

their laboratory timings were retrieved.

Results: 272 patients with complete data sets were analysed. The

median time of injury to ED arrival and from ED arrival to labo-

ratory investigation was 33.0 (Interquartile Range (IQR) 27.0–40.8)

and 21.0 (IQR 15.0–31.0) min, respectively. Coagulopathy was

present in 32.7 %. There was no significant difference in the median

time taken from injury to ED arrival (coagulopathy group 34.0 min

vs non-coagulopathy group 33.0 min) or from ED arrival to labo-

ratory investigation (21.0 vs 22.0 min) and the presence of

coagulopathy.

Conclusion: Approximately 1/3 of our patients showed coagulation

abnormalities early after injury. This proportion is similar to other

published studies1 even with a comparatively shorter pre-hospital

transportation time, thereby further supporting the hypothesis of ATC

as an endogenous impairment of haemostasis.
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Introduction: Vascular injury during laparoscopic surgery typically

occurs with the blind insertion of either the Veress needle or the

trocar. We report an aortic puncture from the use of a new brand

defective trocar stock.

Materials and methods: We describe one case which presents as a

lethal complication of laparoscopic surgery and we made a biblio-

graphic review in the most popular database.

Results: Case: A 16 year old woman was operated of appendicitis by

laparoscopic approach. At the end of surgery big retroperitoneal hematoma

was appreciated. Suspecting active bleeding we decided to perform CT

angiography, in which evidence of active bleeding of aorta was found.

Exploratory laparotomy was decided, exposing the great vessels confirm-

ing active bleeding from the aorta which yields to suture the injury.

Subsequently we demonstrated that trocar safe device was not activate

inside the cavity. Discussion: Aortic injury is rare in laparoscopic surgery,

where the combined incidence of major vascular injury is

0.03–0.07 %.Typically occurs with the blind insertion of either the Veress

needle or the trocar. There is no scientific evidence to support the laparo-

scopic approach to vascular lesions so we rely on the same principles as in

penetrating trauma injuries. The Hasson technique has been demonstrated

to decrease, but not completely prevent, the risk of major vessel injury.

Conclusion: Every time we use a new brand of trocar stock, we

recommend checking the security device until we feel safe to insert.
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ISOLATED SUPERFICIAL FEMORAL VEIN
INJURY—HARMLESS OR LETHAL?
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Introduction: Superficial femoral vein (SFV) is one of the most com-

monly damaged major veins. The presented report describes two cases with

different outcomes: the first patient died and the second patient survived.

Materials and methods: Case 1. A 28 year-old male presented to the

hospital with a stab wound of the upper third of the thigh with

moderate bleeding controlled by Foley balloon. Blood pressure was

60/20 mmHg, heart rate—120/min upon admission. A tourniquet had

not been applied. Case 2. A hemodynamically stable 61 year-old
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patient suffered from a road-traffic accident had femur fracture in the

middle of the thigh with a large haematoma extending to inguinal

ligament. X-ray examination, duplex scanning, measurement of

compartmental pressure were used for additional diagnosis.

Results: There were no signs of arterial injury, however, both patients

underwent operative exposure. The first patient had partial transsec-

tion of SFV which was ligated, but due to massive blood loss, the

patient died in 2 days as a result of organ failure development. The

second patient had high pressure in compartments of the thigh

(80 mmHg). After bone fracture external fixation fasciotomy and

exposure of femoral vessels were performed. Multiple injury of SFV

in the distance of 6 cm was revealed followed by autologous vein

grafting. Intramedullary nailing of femur fracture was performed

14 days later. There were no signs of venous insufficiency; SFV was

patent at least 3 months.

Conclusion: SFV injury may be subtle for the diagnosis and adequate

treatment and may be fatal due to massive blood loss.
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Introduction: A 71-year-old male presented to the emergency

department with acute abdominal pain, a swollen right leg and ten-

derness of his right thigh.

Materials and methods: Physical examination revealed hypotension

and tachycardia. Ultrasound showed a large aneurysm of the right common

iliac artery. The diagnosis was confirmed by spiral CT angiography. The

arterial-phase image acquisition showed contrast in both the aorta and the

inferior vena cava. Sagittal and 3 dimensional reconstruction of the CT

angiography showed an iliaco-caval fistula. A laparotomy was performed

and control was obtained of the aortic and caval blood flow. The aneurysm

was opened and the iliacocaval fistula was closed with running prolene

stitches from the inside of the aneurysm. A bifurcation prosthesis was

placed to reconstruct the aorta and iliac arteries.

Results: A post-operative ultrasound of the right leg showed throm-

bosis of the femoral vein for which compression stockings were

prescribed. The patient recovered and was discharged from the hos-

pital 12 days after surgery.

Conclusion: Spontaneous aortacaval fistula involves less than 1 % of

all abdominal aortic aneurysms, most frequently caused by an ath-

erosclerotic infrarenal aneurysm. The clinical symptoms can be

variable and depend on the size and localisation of the fistula. Spiral

CT and MRI do not only confirm the presence of an aortic aneurysm,

but they can also show the actual site of a fistula using arterial-phase

image acquisition. Preoperative recognition is of paramount impor-

tance because congestive heart failure from overtransfusion,

inadequate or misplaced incisions, major blood loss, and pulmonary

embolisation of aneurysmal debris through the fistula can occur.
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FACIAL TRAUMA—CAUSE OF HEMORRHAGIC SHOCK
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Introduction: According in ATLS the blood loss is divided to four

grades. Hemorrhagic shock arises on large blood lose higher grades.

The most common cause of hemorrhagic shock is thoracic, abdominal

and pelvic trauma or injury of the limbs. Face has rich blood supply,

but facial trauma is not very common cause of large bleeding con-

ductive to shock.

Materials and methods: In our traumatology department about

one thousand patients every year is operated on. Last year 74 years old

man was treated after fall with multiple facial fractures and fractures of

femur and tibia. After urgent stabilization of femur and tibia using

external fixation and tamponade of nose and mouth the patient was still

unstable and bleeding from nose and mouth persisted. Intraabdominal

and intrathoracic bleeding was excluded on entrance CT. Ultrasound

control of abdomen and chest was also negative. The urgent stabilization

of facial fractures, reconstruction of soft tissues in mouth and nose and

pointed tamponade was required.

Results: The patient survived. The decision to perform reconstruction of

maxillofacial injury urgently was right. The persisted bleeding from nose

and oral cavity with hemorrhagic shock and entrance CT showing instable

multiple maxillofacial fractures were main arguments for this procedure.

Conclusion: The literature recommends in case of polytraumatized

patients to perform the osteosynthesis of maxillofacial fractures after

stabilization, usually after more then 24 h. However in described case

this procedure was life saving in acute phase. Very helpful was

entrance CT of all body showing 3D reconstructions of facial bones.
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Introduction: Trauma to the extremities restricted to skin and mus-

cle-skeletal structures is one of the most common lesions in the

emergency room (ER). Sometimes, it involves major vessels and

becomes a limb-threatening situation. The most feared scenario

involves the popliteal vessels because of the high rate of amputation

associated to the delay repairs.

Materials and methods: A 46 years old female patient arrived to the

ER with a bleeding open injury of the left popliteal region, produced by a

mechanical blade. She arrived conscious but pale, diaphoretic and hypo-

tensive. The injured extremity was cold, pale and without distal pulses. She

was immediately sent to the operating room, initiating emergent blood

transfusion. Itwas found a complete transection of the poplitealvessels and

common fibular nerve. Popliteal vessels were repaired with an end-to-end

anastomosis (Carrel triangulation technique). It was also performed the

neurorrhaphy and the prophylactic fasciotomies. She was discharged at the

29th postoperative day, walking with help of crutches.

Results: Early recognition and treatment of vascular injuries is

important to avoid limb loss and improve functional outcome. Rep-

aration of damage vessels is performed with an end-to-end

anastomosis by Carrel triangulation technique or with an interposition

graft of autologous vein if the vascular tissue loss is more than 2 cm.

As leg distal pulses are restored, prophylactic fasciotomies must be

performed to avoid compartmental syndrome and its consequences.

Conclusion: Popliteal vascular injury remains an emergency and one

of the biggest surgical challenges, where the time is essential to

optimize the prognosis.
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EVALUATION OF RISK FACTORS FOR BOWEL NECROSIS
IN PATIENTS WITH HEPATIC PORTAL VENOUS GAS
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Introduction: Hepatic portal venous gas (HPVG) has been consid-

ered a poor prognostic factor and an absolute indication for

emergency laparotomy for half a century. In recent years, many

reports of milder courses have been published. This study aimed to

evaluate risk factors for bowel necrosis associated with HPVG.

Materials and methods: Thirty-three patients treated between

August 2008 and December 2011 were divided into two groups based

on the presence of bowel necrosis or ischemia: a necrotic group

(n = 14) and a non-necrotic group (n = 19). Clinical demographics,

laboratory data, MDCT findings, treatments and outcomes in each

group were analyzed retrospectively.

Results: Abdominal pain, peritoneal signs, systolic blood pressure,

AST, ALT, LDH, small intestinal dilatation, poor enhancement of the

bowel wall and intestinal pneumatosis were statistically associated with

bowel necrosis. The necrotic group included significantly more cases of

surgery and death. The multivariate analysis revealed that systolic BP

(p = 0.048), LDH (p = 0.022) and intestinal pneumatosis (p = 0.038)

were independent risk factors for bowel necrosis. In the ROC analysis,

the cut-off values of systolic BP and LDH were 108.0 mmHg and

387.0 U/L, respectively. We created new diagnostic criteria for bowel

necrosis based on these three parameters and defined positivity as the

presence of more than two abnormal findings. The sensitivity was

77.8 %, the specificity was 100 % and the accuracy was 87.9 %.

Conclusion: This study demonstrates new and significant findings for

evaluating risk factors for bowel necrosis. Using new diagnostic criteria,

indications for emergent laparotomy can be determined more accurately.
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Introduction: Severe immediate post partum hemorrhage (IPPH) is a

major emergency that may require transportation to a specialized

center. Haemostatic treatments include oxytocin, sulprostone and

more recently addition of intrauterine tamponade with the Bakri

balloon. These techniques are incompletely known to the medicalized

transportation teams (SMUR).

Materials and methods: An internet survey was sent to physicians

performing interhospital transportations of patients. The questionnaire

consisted of two parts:

• A survey of the physician’s professional profile.

• An enquiry about the use of oxytocin, sulprostone in support of

immediate post partum hemorrhage transportation from home

(primary transportation) and possible addition of an intrauterine

balloon in secondary transportation.

Results: Over a period of 2 months, 83 questionnaires were sent and

37 practitioners responded. (44 %).

Inter-hospital transportation for IPPH represent 2 % of all medical

transportations. The systematic injection of oxytocin in the manage-

ment of extra hospital directed delivery is performed by 75 % of

surveyed practitioners.

Sulprostone is not available to 92 % but was used by 24

physicians out of 37 (65 %) when it was started by the obstetric

team before transportation. Seventy-four percent of 27 practitio-

ners had never made an inter hospital transportation of patients

with an intrauterine balloon, The criteria of use of the intrauterine

balloon device were not known to 60 % of the surveyed

practitioners.

Conclusion: management of postpartum hemorrhage is unfamiliar to

practitioners who may be confronted with this emergency. Teaching

unified procedures in adequacy with the 2010 recommendations of

SFMU and SFAR societies is a major goal for better care of com-

plicated deliveries.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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O. Agcaoglu4, K. Günay4, R. Guloglu4, C. Ertekin4

1General Surgery, Istanbul University Faculty of Medicine, Istanbul,

Turkey, 2General Surgery, Istanbul University Istanbul Faculty of
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Introduction: Missed diaphragmatic injuries after trauma may

present with herniation of intraabdominal organs into the thoracic

cavity. We aimed to review our patients who presented with delayed

posttraumatic diaphragmatic hernia.

Materials and methods: A retrospective review of the medical

records of patients with delayed diagnosis of posttraumatic dia-

phragmatic hernia between January 2005 and January 2011 was

performed.

Results: There were a total of 13 patients with a mean age of

40.6 years, and all patients were male. Blunt injuries (n:11) were

more common. Mean duration between trauma and presentation to

the hospital was 1.2 years (range: 4 months–3 years). All patients

had left-sided diaphragmatic hernia. All patients had chest X-ray and
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all patients were diagnosed with additional diagnostic imaging with

computerized tomography (CT). For the repair, laparotomy was

chosen for ten patients and thoracotomy for two patients. One patient

underwent left thoracoabdominal approach. Mesh repair was

required in four patients due to the hernia size. Postoperative mean

hospitalization was 11 days. Empyema and atelectasis were the

morbidities in two patients. No postoperative mortality was detected.

Conclusion: Delayed presentation of posttraumatic diaphragmatic

hernia is a serious challenge for trauma surgeons. Prompt diagnosis

and treatment prevent serious morbidity and mortality associated with

complications such as gangrene and/or perforation of the herniated

organ.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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THE CLINICAL STUDY OF DIAPHRAGMATIC INJURY
WITH HERNIATION
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M. Takamatsu, M. Nabeta, M. Moroki, H. Uzu, T. Morita, T. Hirayu,
M. Yoshiyama, M. Nagase

High Advanced Life Saving and Emergency, Kurume University

Hospital, Kurume, Japan

Introduction: The diagnosis of acute diaphragmatic injury is often

delayed because herniation of intra-abdominal contents may not

occur immediately. The treatment is usually performed via

abdominal approach because of the increased incidence of

associated intra-abdominal injuries. However, recent advance of

diagnosis has contributed earlier diagnosis and that of interventional

radiotherapy has enabled the treatment for visceral hemorrhage

without surgery. We aimed to know the diagnostic ability and

appropriate surgical method of blunt diaphragmatic injury with

herniation.

Materials and methods: In the fourteen patients of diaphragmatic

injury with herniation, preoperative diagnostic ability, the dif-

ference of surgical approach between right and left sided injury

were retrospectively evaluated. We also studied whether the

severity of systemic and local injury and the surgical meth-

ods influence the postoperative complications such as the

atelectasis for a week and the elevation of diaphragm were also

analyzed.

Results: The eleven patients who underwent preoperative examina-

tion were well diagnosed of diaphragmatic injury. However three

patients without preoperative examination because of urgent surgery

were diagnosed at operation. The nine patients with left sided injury

were well repaired with abdominal approach, however, two of the five

patients with right or bilateral sided injury needed thoracotomy fol-

lowing laparotomy for the repair. The postoperative complications

occurred in 9 cases and the repair method was the only factor that

influenced the complications.

Conclusion: The suspicion of this injury might be an important factor

of diagnosis. The thoracic approach should be taken into consider-

ation at the operation of right sided injury. The firm and double suture

is recommended to avoid postoperative complication.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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TRAUMA: THE IMPORTANCE OF THE ‘‘SEAT BELT’’ SIGN
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Introduction: Surgeons are frequently called to the resuscitation

room to assess patients who have been injured in RTA’s. We describe

a case of a young patient who had extensive bruising to her lower

abdomen after being involved in a RTA. This was initially the only

sign of a complex injury to the abdominal wall and viscera.

Materials and methods: A young female was admitted to the ED.

She was a restrained rear passenger in a high speed RTA. Initially, she

was hemodynamically stable. Examination revealed extensive bruis-

ing and tenderness of the abdomen. Routine investigations were

normal. CT scan was requested—this found extensive disruption to

the anterior abdominal wall and free fluid in the peritoneal cavity. The

patient proceeded to laparotomy—the abdominal wall muscles had

sheared off the iliac crest from the rectus to the erector spinae. A

retro-peritoneal haematoma was present on the right and 6 cm of

terminal ileum was devitalised, this was resected.

Results: The ‘‘seat belt’’ sign when present is associated internal

injury. Rates of 30–100 % in such circumstances have been reported

in the literature. Injury to the overlying abdominal wall musculature

to the extent described in this case is an extremely rare event. The

proposed mechanism of injury involves shearing forces combined

with an acute rise in intra-abdominal pressure caused by deceleration.

Conclusion: The ‘‘seat belt’’ sign when present in RTA patients

signifies substantial blunt abdominal force. Its presence should alert

the ED doctor to the fact that intra-abdominal injury is likely. Urgent

surgical consultation is warranted.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: A traumatic diaphragmatic injury is a relatively rare

but potentially actual clinical problem. Our experience with this

challenging diagnosis is presented.

Materials and methods: A total of 48 study patients were analyzed

retrospectively. The etiological factors, diagnostic and operative

management and outcomes were discussed.
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Results: The mean age was 38, 9 years with female to male ratio

14/34. Right sided traumatic diaphragmatic injury was detected in 21,

7 % (n = 13) and left sided in 72, 9 % (n = 35). The cause of the

rupture was penetrating trauma in 18 patients (37, 5 %), and blunt

trauma in 30 (62, 5 %). The mean diagnostic method with only 29,

4 % of the sensitivity was plane anterior X-ray. Isolated diaphrag-

matic injuries were seen in 14, 6 % (n = 7) of the patients. According

to AAST OIS 83, 3 % (n = 40), the grade of the injury was from 2 to

4. 9 patients (18, 75 %) died from associated organ injuries, hemo-

dynamic instability or multiple organ dysfunction syndromes. No

mortalities were seen in isolated traumatic diaphragmatic injury

group.

Conclusion: Although relatively rare, diaphragmatic injury must be

suspected in any patient with thoracoabdominal injury. The sensitivity

of the most popular diagnostic methods is approximately law. Proper

diagnosis of traumatic diaphragmatic injury is sometimes difficult and

depends on a high index of suspicion. Surgical repair is necessary in

all cases. The most common approach is the transabdominal

approach, which allows an acceptable complete exploration of the

abdominal organs for associated injuries. The transthoracic approach

might be used in most cases with latent diaphragmatic rupture.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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TRAUMATIC IMPLANTATION—A NOVEL AETIOLOGY
IN PERITONEAL MESOTHELIOMA
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Introduction: Peritoneal Mesothelioma is a rare intra-abdominal

malignancy which has been linked to the persistent presence of

asbestos or other non-asbestos mineral fibres. Two pathophysiological

mechanisms have been described, either inhalational (with subsequent

transport of particles via the lymphatics) (1) or by ingestion (with

subsequent translocation) (2) We describe the case of a patient pre-

senting with peritoneal mesothelioma more than 20 years after an

impalement injury to the abdomen. Traumatic implantation of

asbestos and material fibres in this case represent a novel patho-

physiological mechanism for the patient’s subsequent malignancy.

Materials and methods: A 68 year old male presented to the out-

patient department with vague abdominal pain and a right upper

quadrant mass. 19 years previously he had fallen from a rooftop onto

a garden parasol spike. He suffered an impalement injury through the

perineum into the abdominal cavity. At subsequent laparotomy

clothing fragments were found in the upper abdominal cavity without

injury to the GI tract. USS, CT and PET/CT confirmed a localised soft

tissue mass in the right upper quadrant only.

Results: Core biopsy showed tissue infiltrated by cords of malignant

polygonal cells, Immunophenotype suggested mesothelioma differ-

entiation. The patient underwent resection of the mass with en bloc

resection of distal stomach and right colon. Histology confirmed

malignant mesothelioma.

Conclusion: Traumatic implantation of irritant fibres at the original

impalement injury represents a novel aetiology in this case.
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Introduction: With the recent promotion of primary anastomosis and

the use of alternative bridging procedures, emergency stoma formation

is thought to be declining. This study investigated the rate of emer-

gency stoma formation at a district general hospital and also looked at

the complications and mortality associated with these stomas.

Materials and methods: This was a retrospective study based on a

prospectively complied database, looking at all stoma patients over a

10 year period at a district general hospital in Essex. Data on 690

patients was collated using patient records from the hospital stoma

care department.

Results: The majority of the stomas included in the study were formed in

the emergency setting (65 %). The most common operation forming an

emergency stoma was Hartmann’s procedure (31 %) and the commonest

indication for emergency surgery was colorectal carcinoma (42 %). Over

the 10 year period, there was an increase in the formation of emergency

stomas from 38 to 53 stomas per year. No significant difference in com-

plication rates was seen between elective and emergency patients

(p = 0.7061). Only 22 % of the emergency stomas were reversed.

Conclusion: The rate of stoma formation has increased over the

10 year period, and this incline shows no sign of subsiding. This may

reflect the current climate of an ageing population and the high

prevalence of patient co-morbidities.
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Introduction: Operative management is considered the standard care

for penetrating abdominal trauma by most surgeons. In our experience

the unnecessary laparotomy is until 46.5 %. The aim of this study was

to assess the feasibility of selective nonoperative management of

penetrating abdominal trauma in selected patients and establish an

optional algorithm.

Materials and methods: Prospective study since 2009 to 2011

comparing results with our own previous casuistry. The possibility of

nonoperative management was decided based on the proposed

algorithm.

Results: We included 83 patients with penetrating abdominal trauma

who met the inclusion criteria. From all patients, 68 % (n = 57)

required emergency laparotomy which 47 % (n = 39) surgery was

therapeutic, 13 % (n = 11) surgery was no therapeutic and 8.5 %

(n = 7) surgery was clean. The 31 %(n = 26) were initially managed

conservatively which 17 % (n = 14) was successfully and 14 %

(n = 12) required laparotomy. Those who required emergency lapa-

rotomy and have performed TAC (n = 14) only in 21.5 % (n = 3)

surgical indication was supported. There are difference statistically

significant comparing the number of unnecessary laparotomy

(p = 0.0002) and clean laparotomy (p = 0.016) before and after the

algorithm, reducing in 24.4 % unnecessary laparotomy and 12.6 %

clean laparotomy with no statistically significance in complications

and death (p = 0.129).

Conclusion: Based on our algorithm delaying surgical management

will not be decisive for the development of complications in a patient

with penetrating abdominal trauma and intraabdominal injury. The

implementation of the algorithm in our hospital has been beneficial.
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Introduction: Fournier’s Gangrene is a formidable rare disease

characterized by high mortality rates despite optimal medical and

surgical management. It is an acute surgical emergency and requires a

high degree of suspicion. The main stay treatment is swift open

drainage and early aggressive debridement of all necrotic tissue,

followed by targeted antibiotic therapy. Two cases of Fournier’s

gangrene following a perianal sepsis which was successfully treated

in a deprived facility despited the severity of the patients condition in

the face of limited diagnostic and monitoring capabilities is presented.

Materials and methods: Both cases presented with initial peria-

nal sepsis complicated by painful swollen scrotum with rapid

progression of gangrene of the scrotal skin and subcutaneous

tissue.

Results: In the face of diagnostic incapabilities to isolate implicating

organisms is impossible hence broad spectrum antibiotics was

administered and response was monitored by continuous manual

measurement of vital signs such as pulse, respiration, temperature

pattern, and general well being of patient. Monitoring and prognosis

of Fournier’s gangrene in well endowed facilities involve some lab-

oratory parameters such as creatine, bicarbonate, potassium, sodium,

total protein, albumen, lactate dehydrogenase and alkaline phosphate

which could not be determined in our facility but did not serve as a

hinderance to treatment and survival of our patients. Both patients

recovered remarkably.

Conclusion: Early aggressive debridement, resuscitation, broad-

spectrum antibiotics and nutritional support remain the cornerstone of

therapy. This may be carried out in any facility with a functioning

theatre.
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Introduction: The vast majority of duodenal perforations (DP) can be

treated by primary repair but more complex procedures must be

considered for the most severe ones. The decision to use pyloric

exclusion appears to offer the best combination of limited surgery

with effective exclusion of the duodenum, but the pylorus is some-

times difficult to find to be sutured.

Materials and methods: Two patients (1M/1F-45/25y) with DP of

the 1st and 2nd portions and great time delay, have been recently

operated: (1) from an impacted bone in a duodenal ulcer and (2)

iatrogenic, after an endoscopic right kidney operation. Pyloric

exclusion and gastrojejunostomy have been done in both, after pri-

mary repair in the first and after a T-tube drainage in the second. In

order to easily identify and bring the pylorus under traction to the

gastrotomy site to be sutured, a Foley catheter has been passed

through and the balloon inflated in the duodenum.

Results: The use of a Foley catheter, as described, has been an easy

and safe technique.

Conclusion: When the pylorus is difficult to find for duodenal

exclusion to repair a DP, an easy and safe way to do it is with of a

foley catheter. It is passed through, inflating the balloon in the duo-

denum, in order to put some traction in the pylorus and bring it to the

gastrostomy site to be sutured.
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OBTURATOR CANAL HERNIAS—AN OCCULT CAUSE
OF SMALL BOWEL OBSTRUCTION
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Introduction: Strangulated obturator hernias are rare, difficult to

diagnose clinically and have a high mortality [1]. We present a case,

review current literature on obturator canal anatomy and highlight

diagnostic challenges.

Materials and methods: 1. Case report 2. Selective literature review

evaluated 23 articles to determine consensus on: (a) clinical presen-

tation;(b) surgical anatomy and (c) diagnostic imaging.

Results: An 82-year-old female with a history of abdominal hyster-

ectomy presented with features of small bowel obstruction,

provisionally attributed to adhesions. However, computed tomogra-

phy (CT) revealed bowel loops passing through left obturator foramen

exiting the pelvis near obturator vessels and nerves, resulting in

emergency laparotomy. Literature Review Obturator hernias may

contain retroperitoneal fat, bladder, appendix, uterus, and most

commonly small bowel. These emerge through the superolateral

aspect of obturator foramen and lie between the pectineus and obtu-

rator muscles. Clinical signs, such as the Howship-Romberg and

Hannington-Kiff signs, are not widely known or effectively applied

which delay diagnosis. Vaginal examination has been suggested as a

clinical method of identifying a tender mass in the obturator region.

CT scanning is the gold standard method of diagnosis. The presence

of sciatic and perineal hernias must also to be excluded.

Conclusion: An understanding of obturator canal anatomy and it’s

role in obturator herniation is essential for all surgeons involved in

emergency care to avoid critical diagnostic delays. We recommend

early CT-scanning with senior radiology input and internal exami-

nation to expedite an accurate diagnosis in patients with suspected

pelvic hernias.
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Introduction: Sanguineous splenic complications in elective treat-

ment procedures remain a potentially life threatening complication in

patients of all ages.

Materials and methods: In our case the patient had a laparoscopic

appendectomy in her past medical history when she was admitted to

our clinics. One of the diagnostic procedures to find the reason for the

epigastric pain, a gastroscopy, can retrospectively be held responsible

for the decapsulation of the spleen.

Results: During grand rounds 1 h after gastroscopy the patient

complains about increased abdominal pain with pressure pain but no

signs of peritonitis. Immediately a laboratory control and a CT scan of

the abdomen was performed. The laboratory results showed a blood

count decrease and in the images of the CT, scan a massive bleeding

in the free abdominal cavity was observed. Within the next several

minutes the general condition of the patient became critical and as a

consequence, an emergency laparotomy was performed. The intra-

abdominal finding was a encapsulation of the spleen from the cranial

to the caudal pole without parenchyma lesions of the spleen. Post

surgery the patient was transferred to the ICU and was cardio respi-

ratory stable at all times. Twelve days later the patient was able to

leave the hospital in good condition.

Conclusion: The fact of adverse outcomes, even if they are very rare,

should increase our awareness in patients with abdominal pain after

endoscopic procedures to prevent unnecessary life threatening

complications.
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Introduction: Idiopathic Megarectum is an uncommon entity of

unknown etiology. It presents clinically as intractable constipation,

abnormal rectal dilatation and recurrent fecal impaction 1, 2, 4. These

patients should be treated conservatively at an early stage, with sur-

gery reserved for refractory cases or unstable patients 1, 2, 4.

Materials and methods: The authors present a case about a 59 years

man, admitted for abdominal pain and distension. Antecedents of

cerebral paralysis and chronic constipation, chronically medicated

with laxatives and cleansing enemas.

At admission showed distended and painful abdomen, without

signs of peritoneal irritation. Digital rectal examination: hypotonic

sphincter with fecal impaction palpable, not removable. For acute

worsening of the clinical condition with hypotension, tachycardia,

and abdominal pain with peritoneal irritation underwent laparotomy

and Hartmann operation. The patient had an uneventful recovery.

Results: The idiopathic megarectum is a rare entity characterized by

an abnormal dilation of recto 3,5. The symptoms varies: constipation,

abdominal discomfort, bloating, soiling and absence of defecation

stimulus 2.

In about 50 % of cases the cause is unknown and approximately

40 % respond to conservative treatment 1,2,4. Surgical treatment is

usually scheduled after delineated directed studies, and can contem-

plate the subtotal colectomy, temporary or permanent colostomy and

vertical rectoplasty. However, a conservative approach is usually the

best strategy 1,6.

Conclusion: Megarectum patients should be treated initially with

conservative measures. In an emergency situation, rectosigmoid

resection and colostomy is considered the best option.
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ISOLATED PANCREATIC INJURIES IN TRAUMA
PATIENTS
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Introduction: The purpose of the study was to evaluate the mecha-

nism, management and outcomes of patients who had isolated

pancreatic injury after trauma.

Materials and methods: Patients who were treated for isolated

pancreatic trauma in Istanbul University, Istanbul Medical Faculty,

Department of Emergency Surgery between Januay 2002 and January

2012 were retrospectively studied. All patients were examined by

abdominal ultrasound and abdominal CT scanning. Pancreatic trauma

was evaluated by the American Association for the Study of Trauma

classification (AAST).

Results: There were 13 patients who were diagnosed as isolated

pancreatic trauma. Ten patients were male and 3 were female. Median

age of 13 patients were 29 years (range 17–45 years). Eleven had

blunt trauma while 2 had penetrating injury. Early serum amylase was

elevated in all patients. Abdominal CT scan was performed for

diagnosis in all patients for pancreatic injury. Five patients were

AAST grade I, 4 patients were AAST grade II and 4 patients were

AAST grade III. Patients with AAST grade I managed conservatively;

patients with AAST grade II were treated by percutaneous drainage

alone and patients with AAST grade III were treated surgically with

distal pancreatectomy. Pancreatic fistula occurred in 3 patients (%75).

No mortality was seen.

Conclusion: Blunt trauma is the main cause of pancreatic injury. CT

scan, with special views in a dedicated abdominal pancreatic study is

important in diagnosing pancreatic injury. A high index of clinical

suspicion, depending on the mechanism of injury, is important for

diagnosis of pancreatic injury.
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Introduction: Nonoperative management of splenic injuries have

now become routine in the management of splenic trauma. Unfortu-

nately, there are cases in which spleen-conserving approaches are not

possible. For this subset of patients, splenic salvage by autotrans-

plantation would theoretically preserve the critical role the spleen

plays in the host’s defense against infection. In spite of being an easy

technique is not applied often. We present 3 cases of our institution.

Materials and methods: We present two cases of patients in whom it

was necessary to perform a splenectomy after abdominal trauma and

one splenectomy for laceration after total gastrectomy. In the first it

was possible the realization of self-spleen transplantation in the

greater omentum and in the last in the mesentery.

Results: In the follow-up of these patients it was done a scintigraphy

that assessed and confirmed the spleen functional recovery of the

auto-transplantation.

Conclusion: The spleen is no longer considered a superfluous organ

and when we are faced with splenic trauma the main concern is to try

to avoid total splenectomy. However, there are situations where this is

mandatory. In these cases, and if feasible, the realization of self-

transplantation of the spleen is a easy procedure that restores some

hematologic and immunologic parameters of splenic function.
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CONSERVATIVE APPROACH OF PERFURATED
DUODENAL DIVERTICULUM–CASE REPORT

M.C. Ferreira, N. Santos, C. Casimiro, L.F. Pinheiro

Cirurgia, Centro Hospitalar Tondela-Viseu, Viseu, Portugal

Introduction: Duodenal diverticulum affects 3–22 % of general

population and is frequently asymptomatic. Perforation of this entity

is a rare life threatening complication, with a mortality rate of 20 %,

being surgical treatment the most frequent approach. The optimal

management of perforated duodenal diverticulum is a focus of con-

troversy, with few cases of conservative management related on

medical literature.

Materials and methods: The authors present a case report of

71 years old women, with myasthenia gravis on corticoid and

immunosuppressive therapy, searching medical care for worsening of

myasthenia symptoms and fever, with recent epigastric and dorsal

pain without abdominal tenderness after 48 h of in hospital

observation.

Results: CT findings at this time revealed a contained duodenal

diverticulum perforation. As the patient was hemodynamically well

and stable, without symptoms of sepsis or acute abdomen, it was

decided to treat her conservatively. Relief of abdominal pain occurred

at the end of the first week and complete resolution of CT findings

was achieved at 3 months.

Conclusion: Conservative treatment of perforated duodenal diver-

ticulum is a valid therapeutic approach in selected cases, according to

patient clinical state, co-morbidities and imagiologic findings.
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CONGENITAL MESENTERIC DEFECT PRESENTING
AS ACUTE SIGMOID VOLVULUS

I. Kyei1, A. Twum2, M.P. Kyei1

1Department Of Surgery, Komfo Anokye Teaching Hospital, Kumasi,

Ghana, 2Brong Ahafo Regional Hospital, Sunyani, Ghana

Introduction: Sigmoid volvulus is a life threatening condition

requiring prompt intervention to prevent prolonged morbidity and mor-

tality A rare case of congenital defect in the transverse mesocolon

presenting as acute sigmoid volvulus is presented I report a 41 year old

male who presented with a 5 days history of colicky abdominal pain,

absolute constipation and progressive abdominal distension. He was

adequately resuscitated and had a laparotomy, where sigmoidectomy and

repair of mesenteric defect was done the patient had an uneventful

recovery and was discharged on post operative day 10.

Materials and methods: The patient’s medical records and intra

operative findings were documented after informed consent had been

obtained from the patient. The information was reviewed and the

patient followed up for 6 months.

Results: The patient had an uneventful recovery, and has had no post

operative sequelae.

Conclusion: Congenital mesenteric defects are rare conditions and

are usually associated with other defects of the gastrointestinal tract in

children. It is rarer in the adult population A high index of suspicion is

needed to diagnose congenital mesenteric defects especially in adults,

most of whom will be asymptomatic in a resource poor area like

Ghana When the condition presents as an acute abdominal condition

like in this report the diagnosis is made intraoperatively.
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AORTO-ENTERIC FISTULA: CASE REPORT

S. Shaunak1, K. Jamal2, S.K. Kalsi3, D. Nehra2

1Surgery, Epsom and St Helier Hospital Trust, Isleworth, UK,
2Surgery, St Helier Hospital, Carshalton, UK, 3St Helier Hospital,

Carshalton, UK

Introduction: A 61 year old lady presented with multiple admissions

to the emergency department with signs of upper gastrointestinal (GI)

bleeding and evidence of a midline laparotomy scar. Unfortunately

both upper and lower GI endoscopies and CT angiography where

unable to ascertain the source of haemorrhage. A subsequent pre-

sentation, resulting in hemodynamic compromise prompted a further

CT angiogram: this demonstrated active contrast extravasation

between the aorta and third part of the duodenum, suggestive of an

aorto-enteric fistula. The patient underwent subsequent emergency

surgery but ultimately did not survive.

Materials and methods: Not applicable.

Results: Not applicable.

Conclusion: Aorto-enteric fistulas (those following aortic surgery)

are a rare but important cause of gastro-intestinal bleeding. A high

index of suspicion in these cases is paramount. The limitations of CT

angiography needs to be understood, particularly in the absence of a

significant and ongoing bleed. A herald bleed typically precedes the

catastrophic bleed. Upper GI endoscopy can reveal a fistula in the

duodenum but this is often limited by thrombosis of smaller fistulas

and poor visibility during ongoing significant bleeds.
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SPLENIC INJURY AFTER COLONOSCOPY REQUIRING
SPLENECTOMY
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E. Mackle4

1General Surgery, BCH, Belfast, UK, 2General Surgery, Mater
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Introduction: Splenic injury is a rare complication of colonoscopy.

We discuss a case of 64-year-old lady who required splenectomy 24 h

following a diagnostic colonoscopy.

Materials and methods: A 64-year-old female underwent colonos-

copy for investigation of new onset bright red rectal bleeding with

past history of colonic metaplastic polyps. Colonoscopy showed mild

sigmoid diverticulosis. Within 24 h, she presented with pain in the

left side of her abdomen and left shoulder tip pain. She had localised

peritonism with guarding in the left upper quadrant. Her pulse rate

was 105/min and blood pressure was 78/53 mm of Hg. Blood

investigations showed: Hb 9.7 gm/dL, WCC 13.9 9 109/L. Chest

X-ray showed no free gas. An urgent computed tomographic (CT)

scan of the abdomen and pelvis revealed a large perisplenic haema-

toma with free fluid in abdomen and pelvis that represented blood.

There was no free air within the peritoneal cavity.

Results: She underwent urgent laparotomy, which revealed a com-

plete avulsion of the capsule of the spleen with a large perisplenic

haematoma. There was blood in all 4 quadrants of the abdomen, with

a total blood loss of 2,500 ml. Splenectomy was performed and on

careful examination of colon, no colonic perforation was found. There

were no excessive adhesions noted between the spleen and the colon.

Conclusion: When patients complain of significant abdominal pain

and left shoulder tip pain following colonoscopy, have a low

threshold to check haemoglobin levels and to perform CT scan.

Prevention of such a complication can be aided by careful positioning

and minimising external pressure.
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Introduction: When a trauma patient arrives at an ER, during pri-

mary survey, treatment priorities are established based on patient’s

injuries, aiming for the management of life-threatening injuries first,

according to ATLS protocols. If definitive care cannot be provided,

patients must be transferred to higher-level facilities. Transfer should

only be considered after life-threatening injuries have been treated,

including those which may require surgery, when resources are

available [1].

Materials and methods: The authors present a case of a trauma

patient transferred to their facility for definitive care, with an

untreated life-threatening abdominal injury, as a result of a mis-

diagnosed blunt abdominal trauma.

Results: A 38 year-old male was admitted in the ER of a district

hospital with general surgery and intensive care unit, presenting a

facial wound and thoracic trauma with hypertensive pneumothorax

and tracheobronchial tree injury. After insertion of chest tube, the

patient was transferred to our hospital, 60 km away, for definitive

care of a suspected Stenon’s canal injury. When arrived, he had

abdominal pain, hemodynamic instability, free fluid in abdomen in

the ultrasound. Laparotomy showed a hepatic laceration grade III

AAST–OIS with a large hemoperitoneum.

Conclusion: ATLS advocates a systematic approach to trauma

patients in order to prevent misdiagnose of life-threatening conditions

and treat them first. Before transferring a patient, primary and sec-

ondary survey must be reviewed, as well as when the patient arrives to

the receiving hospital. In this particular case it was lifesaving.

References:
1. Advanced Trauma life support student course manual, edited by

American College of Surgeons Committee on Trauma, 8th edi-

tion, 2008.
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IS THERE STILL A ROLE FOR CONSERVATIVE SURGERY
IN TRAUMATIC SPLENIC INJURIES? 2 CASE STUDIES
AND DISCUSSION
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Introduction: In the last years there has been a shift toward non-

invasive management of splenic trauma with angiographic emboli-

zation, which means that there has been a decrease in the number of

patients who would be ideal candidates for operative splenic salvage

techniques.

Materials and methods: The authors present 2 case studies of blunt

splenic trauma-grade III and IV(AAST Classification)-with similar

conservative surgical management.

Results: A 40-year-old male was admitted to the ER room with blunt

abdominal trauma after a car accident he had suffered 2 days earlier.

He presented with diffuse abdominal pain, pallor and tachycardia and

maintained hemodynamic stability. The abdominal tomography

revealed a grade IV splenic injury. He underwent laparotomy to

perform a spleen salvage technique using a vicryl mesh. A 46 year-

old male was admitted to the ER after fainting twice at home and

presenting with pain in the left hypochondrium. He had suffered a car

accident the previous day. Initially he was hemodynamically unstable

but responded favorably to appropriate fluid therapy resuscitation.

Abdominal tomography revealed a large hemoperitoneum and a grade

III splenic injury. Splenic salvage technique was successfully per-

formed with vicryl mesh.

Conclusion: Despite the advances in conservative management

splenic injuries, particularly with angiographic embolization, the

splenic surgical salvage techniques still have a main role, especially if

there are no angiographic resources available or if the surgeon is

experienced in the surgical procedure.

References:
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PERIOPERATIVE HEMODYNAMIC STATE
BY DECOMPRESSIVE LAPAROTOMY FOR ABDOMINAL
COMPARTMENT SYNDROME

J. Takamatsu

ER, ICU, Kansai Rosai Hospital, Amagasaki, Japan

Introduction: It is said that abdominal compartment syndrome leads

to trouble in breathing and circulation by increased intra-abdominal

pressure. Respiratory failure causes by diaphragm elevation and

pleural effusion. Circulatory failure causes by something such as

decreased blood flow in retroperitoneal and abdominal organ,

decrease in cardiac output due to increased peripheral vascular

resistance resulting from suppression of the venous return to the heart

and vascular compression, and oliguria originated in renal paren-

chymal or renal venous compression.

Materials and methods: We looked back at the two cases who

underwent decompressive laparotomy with the aim to evaluate the

perioperative hemodynamics in abdominal compartment syndrome.

They become septic shock, and then massive transfusions were per-

formed. But they had become abdominal compartment syndrome, so

we performed decompressive laparotomies. We used the Vigileo

Monitor (Edwards) for circulation management. Observation items

were as follows: water balance, cardiac index (CI), stroke volume

index (SVI), stroke volume variation (SVV), systemic vascular

resistance index (SVRI), P/F ratio, Lactate, peak inspiratory pressure

(PIP), intra-abdominal pressure (IAP), mean aortic pressure (MAP),

and shock index (SI).

Results: SVI, MAP were increased, SVV, SI were decreased. Airway

pressure was maintained properly after IAP was reduced, P/F ratio

was improved.

Conclusion: I have experienced two cases we managed decompres-

sive laparotomy for abdominal compartment syndrome caused by

massive infusion for septic shock. Breathing and circulation can be

improved by applying decompressive laparotomy.
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VALUE OF CHEST COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY FOR
DETECTION OF OCCULT THORACIC INJURIES IN
POLYTRAUMA

K.N. Han, G.J. Seo

Shock and Trauma Center, Seoul National University Hospital, Seoul,

Korea

Introduction: We undertook a retrospective evaluation of one-year

experience of chest CT scan performed in blunt polytrauma to

determine the clinical significance of missed thoracic injuries.

Materials and methods: A retrospective review of 146 polytrauma

(injury severity score [15) seen in the emergency department of

1 year for blunt polytrauma was performed. The accuracy of chest CT

scans was evaluated in polytrauma with negative physical findings

after normal chest radiography.

Results: Ninety-two polytrauma patients (63.0 %) had abnormal

physical findings and 50 (34.2 %) of them showed abnormal chest

radiography to predict occult chest injuries. Routine chest CT scans in

42 patients with normal chest radiography showed additional findings

such as multiple rib fractures (n = 26), lung contusion (n = 9),

hemothorax (n = 6), occult pneumothorax (n = 4) and sternal frac-

ture (n = 2). We performed 11 thoracostomy and 1 thoracotomy to

control thoracic bleeding. In 52 polytrauma (35.6 %) with negative

physical findings and normal chest radiography, 23 chest CT scans

(15.8 %) revealed no fatal injuries except lung contusions (n = 5),

multiple rib fractures (n = 1) and pneumothorax (n = 1). Forty-one

polytrauma (28.1 %) with normal chest radiography and without

chest CT scans developed no thoracic complications.

Conclusion: Chest CT scans has a good diagnostic value for the

detection of occult thoracic injuries in polytrauma. However, the

appropriateness and timing of routine chest CT scans in polytrauma

with negative physical findings after normal chest radiography,

should be refined to reduce cost and exposure to radiation.

References:
1. Plurad D, et al. The increasing use of chest computed tomography

for trauma: is it being overutilized?. J Trauma Acute Care Surg.
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EPIDEMIOLOGY OF SEVERE CHEST TRAUMA
AFTER ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENT: INCIDENCE,
DESCRIPTION OF LESIONS AND LETHALITY

E. Rulliat1, J. David1, A. Ndiaye2, T. Lieutaud1

1Anesthésie Réanimation, Centre Hospitalier Lyon-sud, Pierre bénite,

France, 2Arvac, IFSTTAR, Bron, Lyon, France

Introduction: Chest trauma is one of the leading causes of trauma in

blunt injuries. The aim of this study was to describe lesions and

epidemiologic characteristics of thoracic trauma in the Rhone county

area (France) following road traffic accident (RTA).

Materials and methods: This study was based on a validated Reg-

istry including every victims of a RTA requiring one of the 245 health

services in the Rhone county area (1.6 million inhabitants) on a

13 year period of observation (1996–2008). Body lesions were scored

using the Abbreviated Injury Score (AIS 1990). Body lesions were

separated between severe (AIS C 4) or mild to moderate lesions

(AIS \ 4). Body lesions associated with thoracic lesions were kept

only with AIS C 3 for analysis.

Results: Severe thoracic lesions incidence represented 36 % of all

severe body lesions, the second among body trauma, immediately

following brain trauma injury (44 %). Lethality rate was 40 % for

severe chest trauma. Among victims with isolated (meaning

without associated body lesions) moderate to severe thoracic

trauma (AIS C 3), 67 % of them were parietal lesions. Among

them, flail chest were associated with the most severe lethal-

ity rate (57 %), corresponding to 59 % of non surviving

victims. However, these victims died before reaching health care

services but, most of the time, did not sustain a complete forensic

exam.

Conclusion: Severe chest trauma following a RTA was the sec-

ond most frequent severe trauma in the registry. Main lesions

were parietal and when isolated, flail chest is correlated with high

lethality.
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BOERHAAVE SYNDROME—ABOUT A CASE
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Introduction: Patient 69, female, appealed to the U.S. for sudden

chest pain during the meal, which worsened with inspiration. There

was no dyspnea, nausea, vomiting or cough. Angio-held thoracic

CT (04/06/2012): ‘‘Pneumomediastinum large volume, with

extension to the soft tissue emphysema cervical and dorsal region.

Pleural effusion of small bilateral volume, greater on the left. No

pericardial effusion. In the lung parenchyma mark up some bilat-

eral subsegmental atelectasis and a 7 mm nodule in the right upper

lobe to reevaluate’’. She underwent laparotomy with exploration

and mediastinal drainage, esophageal stent placement and feeding

jejunostomy for traumatic rupture of the esophagus. The patient

was admitted to the ICU with VMI with OTe. Did weaning and

extubation the 11th day of hospitalization. She was discharged

from the PICU getting admitted to the General Surgery Service.

TAC thoraco-abdominal-pelvic 24/04: ‘‘Reducing locas pleural

effusion… vestigial blade pericardial effusion in the anterior

recess. Subphrenic collection of 55 9 48 mm with possible

inflammatory nature/residual (hematoma/seroma)’’. Good progress

in hospital. High on 10/05. Subsequent excision of esophageal

prosthesis with loop diathermy on 12/06/2012.

Materials and methods: Surgical approach.

Results: Asymptomatic patient.

Conclusion: A surgical approach with the help off gastroenterology,

minimizing the surgical approach.
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A CONTRIBUTION OF MULTI-DETECTOR COMPUTED
TOMOGRAPHY TO INDICATIONS FOR CHEST WALL
STABILISATION IN MULTIPLE RIB FRACTURES

F. Vyhnanek

Traumatological Centre, Faculty Hospital, Prague, Czech Republic

Introduction: Multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT) is more

sensitive for the detection of injury to the thoracic wall and intra-

thoracic organs than a plain chest radiograph. The chest wall defor-

mity and instability following multiple rib fractures involves fractures

of four or more adjacent ribs at two levels, sometimes including a

sternal fracture. It may be also associated with lung trauma. Indica-

tions for surgical stabilisation of this fracture are based on the signs of

respiratory failure, associated intrathoracic injuries and the results of

imaging methods MDCT at the present time.

Materials and methods: Examination by MDCT was carried out in

patients with severe thoracic trauma. In 23 patients with multiple rib

fractures, the CT findings were included in indication criteria for open

rib osteosynthesis. A radiographic indication included an extensive

chest deformity with rib displacement into the pleural cavity, flail

segment in 3D reconstruction from MDCT images. Surgery was

performed within 1 hr–5 days of admission.

Results: In the post-operative period, mechanical ventilation was

continued for 48 h to 6 days. There was two complications—wound

haematoma in two cases and recurrent pneumothorax in one case

treated with chest tube reinsertion.

Conclusion: Based on 3D reconstruction from MDCT images, it is

possible to make the pre-operative consideration for rib osteosyn-

thesis more specific and to choose the best approach.
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INFLUENCE OF GENDER ON OUTCOME
POLYTRAUMATIZED PATIENTS WITH SEVERE
CHEST TRAUMA

C. Schröter1, H. Andruszkow2, F. Hildebrand2, P. Mommsen2,
C. Krettek2, C. Zeckey2

1Trauma Department, Hannover Medical School, Hannover,

Germany, 2Hannover Medical School, Hannover, Germany

Introduction: Clinical and experimental studies have demonstrated a

gender-specific outcomes after trauma, women seem to exhibit an

improved outcome in this case. The severe-chest-trauma is identified

as an independent risk factor for post-traumatic complications such as

SIRS or MODS and mortality. Subject of the present study is the

effect of gender in polytrauma patients with severe-chest-trauma.

Materials and methods: Retrospective Analysis (2001–2011) pri-

marily treated polytrauma patients (age [ 16 years, ISS C 16) with

severe chest trauma (AIS chest C3). Patients with significant SHT

(AIS-head [2) and survival \48 h were excluded. Besides the AIS-

chest the chest-trauma using the pulmonary contusion score of the

Wagner-score and the Thoracic-Trauma-Severity-Score has been

evaluated. Main outcome measures were mortality, post-traumatic

complications and clinical parameters.

Results: Three thirty six patients were included in the study. 64.5 %

male and 35.5 % female. ISS was comparable as well as the age in

both groups (ISS:M = 29.2 ± 9.7 vs. 27.5 ± W = 8.2, p [ 0.05.),

Men had an higher injury severity of the chest (p \ 0.05). The inci-

dences of pneumonia, SIRS, sepsis, ARDS, and MODS were

comparable in both groups. Likewise, the duration of ventilation, days

of treatment in intensive-care-units, and the transfusion-rate was

similar in both patient groups (p [ 0.05).

Conclusion: The severe chest trauma has been associated with the

activation of immunocompetent cells with a poor outcome after

focal injury, a protective role of the female sex was suggested

accordingly. In this context could no benefits for the female sex to be

found. It can be assumed that severe chest trauma is a gender-inde-

pendent factor.
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EMERGENT THORACOTOMY FOR AORTIC
PENETRATING WOUND IN A PERIPHERAL
HOSPITAL—A CASE REPORT
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Introduction: Thoracic penetrating wounds are often seen in our

urban society. While the majority of patients with thoracic trauma can

be managed conservatively, a small number requires emergency

thoracotomy. We report our successful management of a 37-years-old

woman after aortic stab wound.

Materials and methods: The patient was brought into the Emergency

Department (ED) of our hospital not equipped for cardiac surgery.

She presented multiple stab wounds in the chest. At the arrival she

was hemodynamically unstable. The CT showed an active mediastinal

hemorrhage requiring anterolateral thoracotomy 25 min after admis-

sion. Hemostasis was achieved with simple suture of the aortic

wound. The cross aortic clamping was not needed as the aorta was

pulseless. The post operative course was uneventful.

Results: Discussion Critically injured patient after cardio-thoracic

trauma arrive more often alive in the ED as an effect of improved pre-

hospital management. The presence of signs of life prompts the

trauma surgeon to perform a thoracotomy. Indications are evacuation

of tamponade, direct control of intrathoracic hemorrhage, control of

massive air embolism, open cardiac massage and cross clamping of

descending aorta. Overall survival rates for penetrating thoracic

trauma are around 9–38 %. Stab wounds have better outcome than

gunshot wounds.

Conclusion: Most patients with aortic stabbing injuries die before the

admission to the ED. The survival of those whom arrive is depending

of fast diagnosis and early aggressive resuscitation. Emergent thora-

cotomy may serve as a lifesaving tool and should be performed in any

hospital if indicated.
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EFFECT OF N-ACETYLCYSTEIN (NAC)
IN EXPERIMENTAL BLUNT LIVER INJURY

H. Erkol1, E. Yilmaz1, N. Kahramansoy1, A. Kukner2, T. Firat2,
M. Tosun3

Abant Izzet Baysal University, Medical Faculty, Department of
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Turkey

Introduction: The aim of this study is to investigate the effect of

intraperitoneal and intramuscular NAC on the bluntly-injured liver.

Materials and methods: For this purpose, rat groups were formed,

with 12 rats in each group. These groups were intramuscular NAC (im-

NAC3, imNAC7) and intraperitoneal NAC (ipNAC3, ipNAC7)

administered groups, as well as control groups(control 3, control 7). Blunt

liver injury was performed by the freefall of 200 grams of weight. The

dosage of NAC was 50 and 200 mg/kg for intramuscular and intraperi-

toneal pathways, respectively. AST, ALT, and LDH levels were measured

in the serum. Histopathological assessment was done by scoring the

inflammation severity between 0–3 and the Ki67 proliferation index (PI).

Results: AST and ALT levels were lower in the day-7 groups, compared

to the day-3 groups. Among the same day groups, AST, ALT and LDH

levels were significantly lower in imNAC and ipNAC groups, when

compared with those in the control groups (p = 0.01–0.004). However,

imNAC and ipNAC groups didn’t differ from each other indicatively

(p[ 0.1). The inflammation severity didn’t differ among day-3 and day-

7 groups. The Ki67 PI’s of the imNAC3 and ipNAC3 groups were

prominently higher than those of the imNAC7 and ipNAC7 groups

(p\ 0.001, p = 0.005, respectively). The Ki67 PI’s of the control 3,

imNAC3 and ipNAC3 groups were 1.5, 3.8, 2.1, respectively and the

differences between these groups were distinctive (p = 0.001–0.038).

Conclusion: The NAC administration decreases the AST, ALT levels

and the inflammation severity; increases cellular proliferation. How-

ever, further studies are required.
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TIBIAL FRACTURES IN POLYTRAUMA PATIENTS: RISK
FACTORS OF INFECTION AND DELAYED FRACTURE
HEALING AFTER INTRAMEDULARY NAILING

K. Handojo1, W. Metsemakers1, P. Reynders2, S. Nijs1

1Trauma Surgery, University Hospitals Leuven, Leuven, Belgium,
2Orthopedics, CHU-Brugmann,Brussels, Brussels, Belgium

Introduction: The purpose of this study was to evaluate factors

affecting infection and delayed fracture healing of tibial fractures

treated with intramedullary nailing (IMN) in polytrauma patients.

Materials and methods: Between January 2000 and January 2012,

we treated 117 polytrauma patients with 123 tibial fractures. Poly-

trauma was defined as an ISS C 16. Analysis was performed to

determine predictors of infection and delayed fracture healing. The

following predictive variables of infection were selected: age, sex,

body mass index, smoking, Gustilo type, open or closed fractures,

timing or method of IMN and reamed or unreamed nailing. The

predictive variables of delayed fracture healing were the same with

the addition of the presence of infection.

Results: In total 10 (8.5 %; type I Gustilo n = 2, type II Gustilo

n = 4, type IIIa Gustilo n = 1, type IIIb Gustilo n = 2, type IIIc

Gustilo n = 1) of the 123 tibial fractures developed infections. Of

these 4 where deep infections. Delayed fracture healing occurred in

50 fractures (42.74 %; 50/117). Analysis revealed that open fractures

had an increased risk of infection (P = 0.03). Another factor corre-

lating with infection was a prolonged time to nailing. Open fractures

and the existence of infection were significantly correlated with

occurrence of delayed healing (P = 0.0004; P = 0.03).

Conclusion: Our analysis showed different risk factors for infection

and delayed healing in polytrauma patients who underwent intra-

medullary nailing for tibial fractures. Open fractures are especially at

risk for infection, as are fractures with a prolonged time to nailing.

Open fractures and the existence of infection are significantly corre-

lated with the occurrence of delayed fracture healing.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

P078

VALUE OF THE MIDDLE LATENCY AUDITORY EVOKED
POTENTIAL INDEX OF COMATOSE PATIENTS
FOR PREDICTING NEUROLOGICAL OUTCOMES
AFTER EMERGENCY CRANIOTOMY

J. Tsurukiri1, J. Akimoto2, S. Mishima2

1Emergency and Critical Care Medicine, Tokyo Medical University

Hachioji Medical Center, Tokyo, Japan, 2Tokyo Medical University,

Tokyo, Japan

Introduction: Although disturbance of consciousness (DOC) is

associated with higher morbidity and mortality for stroke, effective

indicators of cerebral function have not yet been established. The

middle latency auditory evoked potentials index (MLAEPi) monitor

(aepEX plus�, UK) is a mobile MLAEP monitor that can measure the

degree of consciousness during anesthesia, critical care sedation or

coma.

Materials and methods: After obtaining approval, MLAEPi from the

patients who had DOC caused by cerebrovascular events and under-

went craniotomy within 24 h entered this study. The patients with

DOC were defined as initial GCS score less than 8 at emergency

department. The MLAEPi was measured up to day 30 after craniot-

omy. All patients underwent sedation up to 3 days after emergency

craniotomy in ICU. The neurological outcome was evaluated before

discharge using cerebral performance category (CPC) score.

Results: We identified 20 patients with DOC undergoing craniotomy

(SAH, n = 5; ICH, n = 7; trauma, n = 7; and cerebral infarction,

n = 1). Among them, the patients with CPC 1 (n = 5) and CPC 2

(n = 3) were categorized into good outcome (GO) group, and the

patients with CPC 3 (n = 4), CPC 4 (n = 5) and CPC 5 (n = 3) were

categorized into worse outcome (WO) group. The MLAEPi in GO

group were significantly higher than those in WO group after day 5
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(day 5, 69 ± 14 vs. 47 ± 13, p \ 0.01). In GO group, the MLAEPi

after day 5 was significantly higher than that on post-craniotomy.

Conclusion: MLAEPi represented by simple numerical values can

predict the neurological outcomes after emergency craniotomy among

the patients with DOC caused by cerebrovascular events.

Disclosure: This research was supported by grants from National Mutual

Insurance Federation of Agricultural Cooperatives (ZENKYOREN).
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OPERATIVE TREATMENT USING SMALL LATERAL
INCISION FOR INTRA-ARTICULAR CALCANEAL
FRACTURES

Y. Yamakawa1, T. Noda1, R. Harada2, Y. Kinami2, Y. Shimamura2,
T. Ozaki2

1Orthopaedic Surgery, Okayama University, Okayama, Japan,
2Orthopaedics, Okayama University, Okayama, Japan

Introduction: To investigate clinical results of the operative treatment

using a small lateral incision for displaced intra-articular calcaneal fractures.

Materials and methods: There were 59 cases (66 feet) of intra-

articular calcaneal fracture, including 49 males and 10 females with a

mean age of 55 years ranging from 16 to 82 years in this study. They

were treated by open reduction and internal fixation with cannulated

screws and one fourth tubular plate through small lateral incision, which

incision is from a point just distal the fibular tip to the calcaneocuboid

joint. The posterior facet was reduced and fixed directly at first step, and

then overall alignment was corrected and fixed indirectly. According to

Sanders’ classification, there were 49 type-II fractures, 16 type-III frac-

tures and one type-IV fracture. We investigated the radiographical

evaluation, clinical assessment and complication.

Results: The average follow-up period was 12 months, ranging from 3 to

60 months. The Böhler angle was 11.5� (preoperative), 29� (just after

operation), 23.8� (final follow-up), respectively. The preoperative dis-

placement of posterior facet was 4.1 mm. The average AOFAS score was

91.7 point at final follow-up. There were two infection, one skin necrosis,

and one tarsal tunnel syndrome. There was a correlation between preop-

erative Böhler angle, displacement of posterior facet and AOFAS score.

Conclusion: Operative treatment using small lateral incision is a

good option for displaced intraarticular calcaneal fracture, because of

its less damages to soft tissue and fewer complications.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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ARE THERE ANY DIFFERENCES IN VARIOUS POLYAXIAL
LOCKING SYSTEMS CONCERNING MULTIDIRECTIONAL
ANGULAR STABLE DISTAL RADIUS PLATES?

I. Mehling1, R. Scheifl2, D. Mehler1, H. Hely2, P.M. Rommens3, S. Dietz1

1Department Of Trauma Surgery, Center for Musculoskeletal

Surgery, University Medical Center of the Johannes Gutenberg

University of Mainz, Mainz, Germany, 2Department Engineering

Physics, Hochschule RheinMain, Rüsselsheim, Germany,
3Department Of Trauma Surgery, Centre for Musculoskeletal

Surgery, University Medical Center of Johannes Gutenberg

University, Mainz, Germany

Introduction: There are a lot of angular stable plates for the distal

radius available. The question if there are any differences between the

locking options of the polyaxial locking interfaces of the implants has not

been answered sufficiently yet. The aim of this mechanical study was to

investigate three different locking interfaces of angular stable volar plates.

Materials and methods: Single screw-plate interfaces of the fol-

lowing implants were tested by cantilever bending: VA-LCP Two-

Column Distal Radius Plates 2.4 mm (Synthes� GmbH, Oberdorf,

Switzerland), IXOS� P4 (Martin, Tuttlingen, Germany) and VariAXTM

(Stryker�, Duisburg, Germany). The strength of 0�, 5�, 10�, and 15� screw

locking angle was obtained during cyclic loading until failure. Addi-

tionally testing was performed with changing the locking angle from 10�
into 5�. Finally a test set-up with four locking screws in the plate was done.

Results: The single screw-plate interfaces of the VA-LCP showed the

highest bending moment at an angle of 0� and 5�, whereas the IXOS�

P4 at an angle of 10� and 15� and the VariAXTM when changing the

insertion angle from 10� into 5�.

Conclusion: The strength of polyaxial locking interfaces until failure

differed between the examined implants depending on the insertion

angle. The mechanism of failure was also different.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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TREATMENT OF MALLEOLAR FRACTURES
USING INTRAOPERATIVE 3D-IMAGE (AO 44-C TYPE)

M. Yoshida

Orthopedic Trauma, Okayama Medical Center, Okayama, Japan

Introduction: Its very difficult evaluating reduction of Tibiofibular

relationships exactly dealing with AO 44-C type fracture. We

investigated how to acquire reductiion of fibula exactly treatment of

AO 44-C type fracture.

Materials and methods: Eight patients of AO 44-C type fracture

between 2009 and 2012 were treated using intraoperative 3D-Image.

All cases were Compared with normal ankle site CT finding and

investigated vertical dislocation, angle of rotation, distance of tibio-

fibular, migration of anteroposterior. There were 4 males and 4

females, from 22 to 80 years of age (mean 51.5 years).

Results: Follow-up data on 8 patients were obtained at a mean interval of

11.2 months. Angle of rotation were mean 5.02� external rotation, fibular

migration of anteroposterior were mean 0.06 mm posterior, distance of

tibiofibular were mean 0.87 mm shortening, and vertical dislocation of

fibular were not significant comparing with normal ankle site.

Conclusion: Its very difficult reduction of tibiofibular relationships of

AO 44-C type fracture exactly. Its important controlling rotation,

anteroposterior migration of fibular, distance of tibiofibular referring

normal ankle CT finding. So Using intraoperative 3D-Image is useful

when treating of ankle fracture especially AO 44-C type.

References:
1. Richter, Martinus MD, et al. Intraoperative 3-dimensional imag-

ing in foot and ankle trauma-experience with a second–generation

device (ARCADIS-3D). J Orthop Trauma. 2009;23:213–20.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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VACUUM THERAPY IN SEVERE INJURIES OF THE LIMBS

M. Nagea1, O. Lupescu2, G.I. Popescu2, A. Dimitriu3, D. Lupescu4, C. Patru3
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of Medicine And Pharmacy, Bucharest, Romania, 3Orthopedics and
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Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania

Introduction: Vacuum therapy has been indicated for severe trauma

with extensive soft-tissue injuries when healing is impaired due to the

severity of the injury, septic risk is considerable and treatment is

prolonged due to the impairment of healing.

Materials and methods: Authors present 15 patients with severe

trauma with MESS less than 6, with initial debridement and fracture

fixation resulting in considerable soft tissue loss. The patients needed

serial debridements and vacuum therapy was applied starting 48 h

after trauma for an average period of 12 days (7–23 days).

Results: Within the study group, there were no septic complications;

secondary debridements were performed for all the patients and

vacuum system was re-installed after these debridements. No ampu-

tations were needed. Literature is reviewed in order to compare the

outcome of the patients: the hospital stay, anti-microbial therapy, time

to healing of the bone and soft tissues (there is no standard group to be

compared with) and the result shows considerable improvements in

the outcome of the patients.

Conclusion: Vacuum therapy improves healing of the soft tissues,

decreases the risk of infection and so, that of secondary amputation.

Hospital stay is also positively influenced, so is the moment of weight

bearing, and the number of secondary necessary procedures. There-

fore it is considered a valuable support in treating trauma of the limbs

with severe soft tissue injuries.

References:
1. Webb LX. New techniques in wound management: vacuum

assisted wound closure. J Am Acad Orthop Surg. 2002;10:303–11.
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COMPARISON OF REGENERATED
AND NON-REGENERATED OXIDIZED CELLULOSE
HEMOSTATIC AGENTS

K.M. Lewis1, M. Urban1, L. Lin1, H. Redl2, A. Goppelt3

1Bioscience, Baxter Healthcare Corporation, Deerfield, IL, USA,
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Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Experimental and Clinical

Traumatology, Vienna, Austria, 3Baxter Innovations GmbH, Vienna,

Austria

Introduction: Oxidized cellulose is a widely used surgical hemostat

(Ref. 1). It is manufactured using a non-regenerated or regenerated

process. This study compares fiber structure, pH in solution, bacte-

ricidal effectiveness, and hemostatic effectiveness of an oxidized non-

regenerated cellulose (ONRC) (Traumastem�) and an oxidized

regenerated cellulose (ORC) (Surgicel� Original).

Materials and methods: In vitro, fiber structures were compared

using scanning electron microscopy, pH of phosphate buffer solution

(PBS) and human plasma were measured after each cellulose was

submerged, and bactericidal effect was measured by plating each

cellulose with four bacteria. In vivo, time to hemostasis and hemo-

static success were compared using a general surgery non-heparinized

porcine liver abrasion model and a peripheral vascular surgery hep-

arinized leporine femoral vessel bleeding model.

Results: Ultrastructure of ONRC fiber is frayed, while ORC is

smooth. ORC pH is statistically more acidic than ONRC in PBS, but

equal in plasma. No difference in bactericidal effectiveness. In vivo,

ONRC provided superior time-to-hemostasis versus ORC (211.2 s vs

384.6 s, N = 60/group) in the general model; and superior hemostatic

success versus ORC at 30 (60 % vs. 15 %; OR:13.5; 95 %

CI:3.72–49.1, N = 40/group), 60 (85 % vs. 37.5 %; OR:12.3; 95 %

CI: 3.66–41.6), and 90 s (97.5 % vs 70.0 %; OR: 21.1, 95 % CI:

2.28–195.9) in the vascular model.

Conclusion: ONRC provides superior hemostasis and equivalent

bactericidal effectiveness relative to ORC, which is likely due to its

fiber structure than acidity.

References:
1. Spotnitz WD, Burks SG. Hemostats, sealants, and adhesives II:

update as well as how and when to use the components of the

surgical toolbox. Clin Appl Thromb Hemost. 2010;16:497–514.
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EVALUATION OF PAIN MANAGEMENT IN THORACIC
WALL INJURY: A PAIN MODEL BASED ON CHEST WALL
CORRECTION IN PECTUS EXCAVATUM PATIENTS

J.M. Van Der Maat1, W.P. Zuidema2, A.F.W. Van Der Steeg1,
Y. Poelemeijer2, E.S.M. De Lange- De Klerk3, H.A. Heij1

1Pediatric Surgery, VU-University Medical Center and Emma

Children Hospital AMC, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2Trauma surgery,
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VU-University Medical Center, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Introduction: Thoracic wall injuries (TWI) are common following

trauma. TWI cause severe pain that can compromise respiratory

mechanism and lead to respiratory failure. The basis of management

consists of early effective pain relief. The aim of this study was to

evaluate a new pain model for acute TWI using the controlled but

acute chest trauma in pectus excavatum patient during NUSS bar flip-

over.

Materials and methods: In a prospective study 15 patients (14 male,

1 female) were analysed. Measurements (VAS-scores) were taken 3

times daily after surgery until discharge. Average VAS-scores for

every patient were calculated per day post-surgery. The patients were

average 18 years (range 12–29 years). Pre- and in-hospital data were

collected concerning patients condition, diagnostics, treatment and

quality of life.

Results: Average VAS scores in the group were respectively from

day zero post-operative till maximum day eight; 1.8, 3.45, 2.68, 2.56,
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2.51, 2.01, 2.00, 2.00 and 1.00. Evaluation shows the highest VAS

score on day one post surgery with a gradual decline. A paired T test

showed significant differences in pain scores between days 1 and 5, 2

and 5, 2 and 6 and day 3 and 5 leading respectively to p B 0.03, 0.04,

0.02 and 0.006. In thirteen patients epidural catheter for pain relief

was used. The average in-hospital time was 6 days (range 5–10 days).

One patient developed a hematothorax leading to prolonged stay.

Conclusion: The VAS scores represent the expected pain curve in the

NUSS-procedure. It seems feasible to use this model for testing of

different pain relief strategies.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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DIFFERENCES IN THERAPY FOR BLUNT SPLENIC INJURY
BETWEEN ADULTS AND PEDIATRIC PATIENTS

M.P. Teuben1, L. Leenen2

1Surgery, University Medical Center Utrecht, Utrecht, Netherlands,
2Trauma/Surgery, UMC Utrecht, Utrecht, Netherlands

Introduction: The past three decades have seen major changes in the

treatment of splenic injury. Starting with the pediatric population and

expanding into the adults, selective non-operative management

(NOM) became the treatment of choice. Literature identified higher

age as a bad prognostic factor for the success of NOM. Therefore, we

investigated whether there are differences in management and out-

come of BSI in pediatric patients as compared to adults.

Materials and methods: Our prospective trauma database was uti-

lized to identify patients that were treated in our level one trauma

center for blunt splenic trauma. Two groups were formed on the basis

of age. Group I consisted of pediatric patients (\17 years) and group

II consisted of patients older than 16 years. Patient demographics,

AIS-spleen, ISS, GCS, hemodynamics, management and outcome

were assessed and compared.

Results: We included 176 patients with a median (IQR) ISS of 25

(13–34). Group I consisted of 49 pediatric patients and 127 adults

were included in group II. Adults had significantly higher ISS scores

and lower GCS–scores, as compared to pediatric patients. NOM was

more frequently attempted in pediatric patients as compared to adults

(42/49 versus 62/127; p \ 0.001). Failure of NOM occurred in one

pediatric patient and in twelve adults (P = 0.011). Hospitalization

time and ICU-stay were not significantly different between groups.

Mortality was seen in one pediatric patient and in ten adult patients.

Conclusion: Pediatric patients have a different injury pattern and are

more frequently treated with NOM than adult patients. Outcome of

selective NOM is more successful in pediatric patients compared to

adults.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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ISOLATED JEJUNAL PERFORATION CAUSED
BY BICYCLE HANDLEBAR TRAUMA IN A PATIENT
WITH A MOBILE RIGHT COLON

G.O. Kucuk

General Surgery, Giresun University Medical Faculty, Giresun/

Turkey

Introduction: Injuries due to bicycle accidents may result in high

morbidity and mortality because of delays in the diagnosis and

treatment (1). This report describes an isolated jejunal perforation

caused by bicycle handlebar trauma in a patient with a mobile right

colon.

Materials and methods: The patient was discussed as a case report

with the presence of a diagnostic workup and recent literature.

Results: A 14-year-old male patient presented to the Emergency

Department with an acute abdominal pain after handlebar trauma. His

vital signs were arterial blood pressure at 110/70 mmHg, pulse rate at

96/min, leukocyte level of 15,000 cells/mm3. Physical examination

revealed diffuse abdominal tenderness at palpation. An abdominal

computed tomography scan demonstrated the presence of pneumo-

peritoneum. The patient was hemodynamically stable, and he was

taken to the operation room for a diagnostic laparoscopy. During

exploration, the presence of a small bowel perforation in the anti-

mesenteric site of the jejunum, of 2.5-cm in diameter and about 15-cm

away from the ligamentum of Treitz, was detected. As the exploration

continued, medial mobilization of the right colon like a flap was

observed. Open conversion and primary repair of the jejunum was

performed. The patient had an uneventful postoperative course.

Conclusion: The presence of a mobile right colon in this patient may

have contributed to identifying the injury mechanisms in blunt

abdominal trauma. Effective use of diagnostic laparoscopy in these

patients may be helpful in planning an incision site.

References:
1. Guarino J, Hassett JM Jr, Luchette FA. Small bowel injuries:

mechanisms, patterns, and outcome. J Trauma 1995;39:1076–80.
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MANAGEMENT OF CHILDREN WITH BLUNT LIVER
INJURY

A. Pereyaslov1, S. Chooklin2

1Department Of Pediatric Surgery, Medical University, Lviv,

Ukraine, 2Medical University, Lviv, Ukraine

Introduction: Today the selective, non-operative management of

blunt liver trauma in hemodynamically stable patients is well estab-

lished and accepted in most pediatric surgical centers. However, a

significant number of patients will not respond to such treatment.

Besides that, in some patients technically difficult surgery led to

increased morbidity and mortality.

Materials and methods: We analyzed the results of management of

31 children with the blunt liver injury.

Results: According the grading system of the American Association

for the Surgery of Trauma (AAST), the grade I was in 6 (19.4 %)

children, II—in 7 (22.6 %), III—in 9 (29.0 %), IV—in 8 (25.8 %)

and in one (3.2 %) patient the grade V was established. In all patients

the treatment was started with resuscitation and simultaneous evalu-

ation of trauma severity. Among all patients, 17 (54.8 %) were

operated. The mini-invasive technique was applied in 6 patients with

grade III and 2 patients with grade IV. The rest patients were operated

using the conventional laparotomy. The diagnostic laparoscopy was

performed in 3 patients with grade I and in 5 patients with grade II.

During this procedure the severity of liver injury and absent of

ongoing hemorrhage was confirmed in all patients. The post-operative

complications often occurred in laparotomy group (44.4 % vs. 25 %).

One patient died with grade V of liver injury.

Conclusion: Thus, the mini-invasive technique may be applied in the

management of children with the different severity of liver injury. In

some cases it may be diagnostic procedure and in other—it became

the therapeutic.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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ANATOMICAL MANAGEMENT OF THE KNEE LIGAMENT
INJURY IN A CHILD—A CASE REPORT

S. Simon, Z. Rasic
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Vinkovci, Croatia

Introduction: Knee injuries with the dislocation of the articular

surfaces in children are rare injuries caused by low energy sports

injury.

Materials and methods: X-ray images of the 15-year old boy after

low energy trauma showed fractures of both condyles of the tibia.

Surgical treatment was indicated. Rupture of the anterior tibial

muscle, avulsion of the distal insertion of the patellar ligament and the

fracture of both tibial condyles with fragment dislocation were found.

All injuries were treated with titanium screws and Kirschner wires

preserving the zone of growth. After the surgery, the knee was im-

mobilised with knee orthosis. In the first post-operative week flexion

of up to 50� was allowed and then up to 90�. After 4 weeks flexion

greater than 90�was allowed. Extension was allowed to full extent.

The load in the first 2 weeks was allowed up to 25 kg and after that

the full body weight load with knee orthosis.

Results: The stability of the knee was full after 4 weeks, all knee

stability tests were negative. After 8 weeks the patient was walking

with assistance, flexion is limited to 110�. 3 months after the injury

the range of motion of the knee was full.

Conclusion: Early treatment of the extensive knee injury in the area

of the zone of growth with anatomical reconstruction of the injured

structures gives excellent range of motion and knee stability.

References:
1. Sferopoulos NK, Rafailidis D, Traios S, Christoforides J. Avul-

sion fractures of the lateral tibial condyle in children. Injury.

2006;37(1):57–60. Epub 2005 Oct 24.
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POSTERIOR FIXATION OF TYPE 4 CAPITELLUM HUMERI
FRACTURES WITH FULL-THREADED SCREWS IN
ADOLESCENTS
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Hospital, Istanbul, Turkey

Introduction: These fractures almost do not seen in younger than

12 years old who mostly are occurred as a supracondylar, or lateral

condylar fractures. Methods of treatment have included many options

such as closed reduction open reduction with or without internal fixation

excision of the fragment and prosthetic replacement. The purpose of this

retrospective study is clinical result of Type 4 capitellum fractures fixed

with posteroanterior oriented cannulated unthreaded screws.

Materials and methods: Six boys and two girls aged 13–19 (mean

15.3) years capitellum fracture of humeri according to Bryan–Morrey

classification type IV were operated. The diagnosis of the fracture was

made preoperatively by routine radiographs and computed tomogra-

phy scans in all patients. The fracture was accurately reduced and

temporary fixation made with smooth K-wires in posterior-to-anterior

direction. Final fixation performed with two or three canullated full

threaded headless screws from posterior to anterior over K-wires.The

result of elbow function was evaluated according to Mayo elbow

performance score.

Results: The mean follow-up time was 24.6 (range 12–44) months.

All of the bone union was obtained at an average of 5 (range 4–6)

weeks. The elbow extension- flexion range of was 135� and prona-

tion- supination was 156�. In two patients were found 20–30� flexion

restricted.

Conclusion: Kocher approaching, anatomic reduction and internal

fixation of type IV capitellar fractures with a two or more 3.3 mm

cannulated full-threaded screw directed from posterior to the anterior

without penetrating the joint surfaces produces can lead to excellent

functional outcomes in adolescents.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: We report a very easy and elegant method of treatment

of a simultaneous fracture of the radial head and the distal radius in a

11 year old girl.

Materials and methods: Case report.

Results: Both fractures were treated via two single incisions over the

distal radius.

Conclusion: Control X-ray after 1 year show no difference in length

and no disturbance of physeal.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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DISPLACED FRACTURES AND PHYSEAL ANKLE INJURIES
IN CHILDREN
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Department Of Traumatology, General and Teaching hospital, Celje,

Slovenia

Introduction: Physeal injuries are one of most common fractures in

children. Exact knowledge of anatomic relations of juvenile skeleton

is of most importance for determination of injury and proper

treatment.

Materials and methods: Treatment should be carried out in one act.

Most of ankle fractures in children are treated by closed manipulation

and immobilization. Number of percutaneous fixations ant limited

open surgical procedures in combination with immobilization is

growing.

Results: Growth disturbance resulting in angular deformities of leg

length discrepancy and posttraumatic degenerative arthritis are most

common complications.

Conclusion: Adequate diagnosis, early proper treatment and resto-

ration of normal or near normal anatomic situation improved

prognosis and outcome and reduce permanent damage.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Introduction: Venous thromboembolism is the most common cause

of death after orthopaedic trauma. The purpose of this study is to

evaluate the incidence of venous thromboembolism (VTE) in trauma

patients with pelvic or acetabular fracture and determine high risk

factors.

Materials and methods: Twenty-three patients who had a pelvic or

acetabular fracture were enrolled between March 2011 and February

2012. All patients had mechanical and chemical prophylaxis and

underwent deep vein thrombosis (DVT) computed tomography

around 2 weeks after injury for evaluation of VTE. The relationships

between VTE and each of sex, age, body mass index, injury severity

score, intensive care unit stay, transfusion, operation time, coagu-

lopathy, and associated injury were analyzed.

Results: A total of 8 patients developed VTE (34.8 %), of which 5

had DVT, 2 had pulmonary embolism (PE), and one had both DVT

and PE. Only one(4.3 %) of patients had symptomatic VTE, pul-

monary embolism. The group with a VTE risk score of 14 or more

had a significantly higher incidence of VTE.

Conclusion: The incidence of VTE was 34.8 % after prophylaxis

with pelvic or acetabular Fracture Careful attention is needed in

management of patients with pelvic or acetabular fracture.
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1. Abelseth G, et al. Incidence of deep-vein thrombosis in patients

with fractures of the lower extremity distal to the hip. J Orthop

Trauma. 1996;10:230–5
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Introduction: Unstable pelvic ring fractures are always associated

with high rate of mortality due to excessive bleeding and involvement

of surrounding organs. Early stabilization of the pelvic using an

external fixation can be used to reduce the pelvic volume and con-

sequently control the hemorrhage. This study was conducted to

introduce a new method of fixation defined as lateral supra-acetabula

(LSA/half pins are inserted at the location of superior to the acetabula

with 30� tilt from horizontal plane) and compared with LSA, anter-

osuperior (AS) and anteroinferior (AI) fixation method, which were

most common fixation.

Materials and methods: Three plastic pelvic models with fracture of

type 61-C1.2 were employed. External fixator (Hoffmann II, Stryker

Co.) was applied accordingly to each method. Vertical compression

force was loaded axially for all methods. The actuator was gradually

moved along vertical direction until the ultimate force where failure

of the bone model was observed. The ultimate force was defined as

the maximum load the specimen can withstand at the point where

failure of the bone model occurs. Meanwhile, failure condition was

defined as 5 mm separation of the iliosacral joint.

Results: The mean ultimate force for LSA fixation was higher than

the ultimate force for AS and AI fixation methods.

Conclusion: The new method performed as well as the other two

methods. It may become one of the options of the primary care of

unstable pelvic ring fracture.
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ASSISTED CLOSURE (VAC): A CASE REPORT
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Introduction: Acute traumatic injuries are expected results for blast

effect of explosions, however late visceral injuries-necrosis may also

occur as a result of vascular endothelial injuries. Our aim in this study

is to discuss the management of late rectal perforation occured with

blast effect of explosive injury in consideration of literature data.

Materials and methods: A 1.5 kg weight rock injured the left

inguinal region of 23-years-old-male patient and advanced towards

retroperitoneal region. The rock ruptured membranous urethra and

left iliac artery with vein. Iliac-femoral artery bypass with synthetic

graft, left iliac vein ligation, bilateral internal iliac artery ligation,

cystostomy, sigmoidostomy and four quadrant fasciotomy of left

lower extremity was applied and foley was placed. Penile-scrotal

hypoperfusion was observed on postoperative 1 day and reperfusion

was provided by undoing the internal iliac artery ligation. Hip-joint

was disarticulated on postoperative 6 days. On postoperative 12 days,

purulent leakage from amputation stump occured and the wound was

explored. It was found that anterior wall of rectum was perforated and

surgical field was found to be contaminated with stool. Because

hemodynamic status of patient was not suitable for low anterior

resection, SECS and VAC was applied.

Results: Contamination regressed after the procedure and VAC

dressing was renewed on every 3 days. Two weeks after the proce-

dure, foley guided ureteroneocystostomy was performed. Rectal

perforation was completely healed up after 2 months. On 6 month

control colonoscopy, rectal injury was found to be completely

recovered.

Conclusion: It is in our opinion that SECS and VAC application is a

reasonable approach for such complicated and contaminated pelvic

injuries.
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Introduction: Cortical blindness is defined as bilateral complete

visual loss with normal pupillary responses and no other ocular

abnormalities. Cortical blindness as a sequelae of trauma has been

reported in the literature but its pathophysiology remains unknown.

Materials and methods: We report a case of transient post-traumatic

cortical blindness as a result of bilateral occipital lobe infarcts in a

multiply injured patient after a 6-storey fall from height. Our patient

sustained bilateral open calcaneal fractures, right proximal tibia and

fibula fractures, comminuted bilateral sacral fractures, left undis-

placed acetabular fracture and bilateral pulmonary contusions. An

initial computed tomography (CT) of the brain was done after her

arrival was normal. 2 h after her arrival in the ED, she complained

complete bilateral total loss of vision. Magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) of her brain obtained subsequently showed bilateral posterior

cerebral artery-territorial acute infarcts. Our patient’s vision sponta-

neously improved over the course of her inpatient stay.

Results: Our patient’s uncommon presentation posed a challenging

diagnostic dilemma. We discuss the possible aetiologies for our

patient’s condition, such as fat embolism, injury to the vertebro-

basilar circulation, transient cerebral hypotension and post-traumatic

arterial vasospasm, and the relevant literature reviewed.

Conclusion: Visual loss in most cases, regardless of aetiology, is

reversible and patients generally have no long term sequelae.

Heightened awareness of the causes should be followed with appro-

priate imaging and management.
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Introduction: In this case report, we present the case of an adolescent

male with osteonecrosis of the femoral head, following a pelvic

fracture, associated with other traumatic injuries. The risk factors for

osteonecrosis in polytrauma patients are also reviewed.

Materials and methods: We reviewed the clinical chart and radi-

ography of this patient in 2 years period.

Results: Initial plain radiography and computed tomography of hip

joint revealed a type C pelvic fracture with no evidence of hip dis-

location or subluxation. A colostomy and cystostomy were urgently

performed. A skeletal pin was placed in the distal right femur to

provide for traction for a planned 10 week period. Surgery was

avoided initially owing to his poor general condition and the high risk

of infection from his abdominal injuries. Ten weeks after injury,

radiographs of the pelvis demonstrated evidence of healing of the

non-reduced pelvic fracture. However, these X-rays unexpectedly

showed changes in the right femoral head, highly suspicious of

osteonecrosis. MRI confirmed the osteonecrosis of the femoral head.

Radiography of 18 months after injury showed further progression of

the osteonecrosis.

Conclusion: This case shows that factors, other than a skeletal injury

to the hip, have to be considered in the etiology of femoral head
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osteonecrosis in a patient who has an unstable pelvic fracture with

polytrauma.
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Introduction: After head trauma, fractures are the most common

cause of death in patients with multiple trauma.

The main cause of death in these patients are perineal injury with

uncontrollable bleeding and pelvic sepsis. The aim of this study was

to evaluate the results of treatment of open fractures with extensive

perineal injury.

Materials and methods: 15 cases of open pelvic fractures with

extensive perineal injury (the urethra and anal canal laceration)

admitted in the trauma center at University Hospital in Mashhad

between 2006 and 2010 were studied.

Results: Of 15 patients studied, 11 patients were male and 4 were

female the average age was 38.6 years (22–63 years). 10 patients

were hospitalized in the first 6 h and 5 patients in 10–12 h after

accident. The average used blood pack cell were 11 units (6–21 units).

All patients were initially transferred to the operating room for

colostomy, radical debridement and debridement and finally fixation

of pelvic fracture by external fixator. 12 patients had good outcome,

one had acute renal failure, improved with medical treatment and 2

patients were died due to septicemia.

Conclusion: Open pelvic fracture with extensive perineal injury is

associated with high mortality. Early diagnosis and appropriate

treatment, including reanimation, colostomy, cystostomy, debride-

ment of necrotic tissue, irrigation and fixation by external fixator can

improve the outcome and reduce the mortality rate.
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Introduction: Closed degloving injury is a severe traumatic separa-

tion of skin and subcutaneous tissue underlying fascia. When this

closed degloving injury occurs over the greater trochanter associated

with pelvic trauma, it is known as Morel-Lavallee lesion (M-L

lesion). It is reported that many M-L lesions may be missed on the

initial evaluation, furthermore the treatment is still not well estab-

lished. We report two cases of neglected M-L lesion.

Materials and methods: Case 1: A 65-year-old man was run over by

the float at the festival. There was subcutaneous hematoma around the

left greater trochanter and no fracture was found. The fluctuation of

this area gradually spread from lower abdomen to lateral thigh. We

diagnosed this injury as M-L lesion on the 7th day. Although we

performed percutaneous drainage, it was infected. Case 2: A 57-year-

old man was hit by a train in the factory. There was a iliac wing

fracture, but the M-L lesion was not recognized initially. On the 6th

day when performing ORIF for the iliac fracture, we recognized this

lesion and performed percutaneous drainage simultaneously. The

lesion was also infected.

Results: In these two cases, surgical opening and debridement was

performed as the treatment. The infection was well controlled, and the

wound healed in a few months post-operatively.

Conclusion: We treated two cases of neglected M-L lesion. We

suggest it is important to keep this injury in mind and to open and

debride this lesion earlier for the treatment.
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Introduction: Due to the complexity of the pelvic fractures, many

therapeutic methods and implants have been described. One of them,

widely used, is external fixation, especially in polytrauma patients.

Materials and methods: The authors analyse 22 cases admitted

between 01.01.2006 and 01.04.2011 for pelvic fractures, with external

fixation as the first therapeutic choice. The criteria were: the indications,

the positioning of the frames, the reduction achieved (evaluated by both

X-ray and CT scan, in order to completely evaluate the vertical and

rotational displacement of the fractures), and the complications.

Results: The indication for external fixation was correct in 19 of the

22 cases,following a complete CT evaluation. In 15 cases, ex-fix

reduced the difference of length to less than 2 cm. In all the cases, the
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frames were introduced through the iliac crest. Rotational displace-

ment was incompletely corrected in 11 cases and over-corrected in 2

cases. Due to various reasons, external fixation was the definitive

method of stabilization in 6 cases. In 4 cases, the ex-fix was per-

formed more than 3 weeks after the initial trauma. The complications

were represented by accidental penetration of iliac crest, superficial

sepsis and implant failure.

Conclusion: External fixation is indicated in unstable pelvic fractures

when primary internal fixation has to be delayed for different reasons. It

can perform a limited reduction and has to be correctly indicated and

applied and whenever it is necessary, followed by internal fixation.
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Introduction: Marginal impaction or dome impaction in acetabular

fractures have become diagnosed of preoperative examined using fine

3DCT. However, we sometimes misdiagnosed preoperatively. And

clinical outcome was not clear. We investigated when we diagnose

and clinical result of 9 patients (25 %) found to dome impaction or

marginal impaction since 2006 retrospectively.

Materials and methods: Fracture type was considered using Judet

and Letournel classification, 1 case posterior column, 2 anterior

column + posterior hemi-transverse, 1 T-shaped and 2 both col-

umn associated with dome impaction. There was 1 posterior

wall + column and 1 posterior wall with marginal impaction. We

examined the time that the preoperative, intraoperative, postop-

erative, it either fined out marginal impaction or dome impaction.

Postoperative X-p and CT evaluation were performed. Hip func-

tion was evaluated with the Merle d’Aubigné hip score.

Results: Three cases of Dome impaction had been able to diagnose preop-

eratively, intraoperative fluoroscopy in one case and two patients had been

diagnosedafter surgery.TwocasesofMarginal impactionhadbeendiagnosed

before surgery. Five cases had 0 mm step off by X-p, 4 cases1–2 mm, 0 cases

3–4 mm. Three cases had 0 mm step off by 3DCT, 5 cases 1–2 mm, 1 cases

3–4 mm. Average Merle d’ Aubigné score was 17.1 (13–18).

Conclusion: 33 % of impaction cases had been overlooked prior to

surgery. Evaluation of acetabular incongruity using X-p tends to be

insufficient. We should prevent misdiagnosis using preoperative

3DCT and doing preoperative planning so as to reposition the ace-

tabular fracture. Clinical results were good except in one case with

3 mm step off in 3DCT.
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Introduction: Pelvic fracture can be a fatal injury by itself. Espe-

cially open pelvic fractures have high mortality rate and are difficult

to treat. It is important that pelvic fractures are stable or not and

there are open perineal region injury or rectal injuries or not. They

closely relate how to treat patients in acute phase and their mor-

tality. Jones et al. proposed classification concerning about above.

We report four survival cases of open pelvic fractures with some

consideration.

Materials and methods: From 2009 to 2012, we treated 4 cases of

open pelvic fracture. All cases are males with average age of 36

(7–47) years. All patients survived.

Results: Three cases were classified as AO/OTA type 61, and one

case as type 62. Average injury severity score (ISS) was 48 point. In

three cases, we used external fixator. In three cases, skin and soft

tissue defect was noted. In two cases, we covered skin defect with

skin graft, and in one case with rotation flap. In 2 cases, Negative

Pressure Wound Therapy (NPWT) was performed. One case had

urinary tract injury and undertook temporally urostomy operation.

Three cases had rectal injury. In two cases, eternal stoma was made

(Miles operation). In 2 cases, temporal stoma was made (Hartmann

operation).

Conclusion: In open pelvic fractures, it is very important to control

bleeding in acute phase and to prevent infection. So, it is essential to

choose optimal hemostatic procedure and to control stools by making

stoma in early time. Multidisciplinary medical care is demanded.
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Introduction: We have been using the Scorpion� plate (Ai-medic

Co, Ltd) for surgical treatment of unstable distal clavicle fractures.

This plate provides stable fixation of the distal fragment with a screw

and two hooks without affecting the acromioclavicular joint. We

report favorable results using this plate.

Materials and methods: Since August 2000, we have treated 26

patients with unstable distal clavicle fractures using the Scorpion

plate at our hospital. The subjects of the recent study were 19 patients

with available postoperative follow-up data. They consisted of 17

men and 2 women with a mean age of 41.1 years. The fracture types

according to the Craig classification were: four type IIa, 14 type IIb,

and one type V. The mean observation period was 13.0 months. After

surgery, early range-of-motion exercise was started without restric-

tion, except for three patient. Each patient was evaluated for bone

union time, complications, and the Japanese Orthopaedic Association

shoulder scoring system (JOA score).

Results: Bone union was achieved in all patients. The mean bone

union time was 4.5 months. Postoperative complications were het-

erotopic ossification in one, screw loosening in one, plate exposure

through the skin in two, and pseudobursa formation around the distal

plate in one patient. The postoperative mean JOA score was 98.8.

Conclusion: The Scorpion plate provides fixation of the distal frag-

ment with a screw and hooks without affecting the acromioclavicular

joint. In our experience, this plate can contribute to the recovery of

shoulder joint function after surgery by allowing early range-of-

motion exercise without restriction.
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ISOLATED DISLOCATION OF THE PROXIMAL
TIBIOFIBULAR JOINT
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Introduction: Proximal tibiofibular joint dislocation is a rare injury.

It constitutes less than 1 % of all knee injuries. It is often missed but can

result in chronic pain and peroneal nerve injury if remained untreated.

Materials and methods: We present a case of a 33-year-old patient

who complained of lateral knee pain after torsion of the knee during

soccer.

Results: Physical examination showed prominent swelling on lateral

side of the knee with diminished sensation on lateral side of the lower

leg. X-ray showed the proximal tibiofibular joint dislocation (Fig. 1).

After unsuccessful reduction at the ER the patient was brought to the

OR for successful closed reduction (Fig. 2). After reduction the

sensation disorder was diminished and the joint was stable so after-

care was functional without bracing.

Conclusion: PTJD mostly occurs when the knee is in flexion, ankle in

inversion while simultaneously rotating the knee. Ogden described

four types of dislocations: type 1: subluxation (3 %); type 2: anter-

olateral dislocation (85 %), mostly associated with sports injuries;

type 3: posteromedial dislocation (10 %), in direct trauma; type 4:

superior dislocation (2 %). Typical with physical examination is a

bony prominence lateral of the fibula head. X-ray can show a dislo-

cation, however in doubt a CT-scan must be made. Currently, there is

no consensus about the best treatment. Options are closed reduction,

which is preferred in the acute phase, or open reduction and fixation

with K-wires or screws. The method of aftercare varies in literature

from direct mobilisation to 6 weeks immobilisation. We propose a

functional treatment if a stable reduction is achieved.
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MISSING AN OPPORTUNITY?—PRIOR USE OF THE
EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT BY NEWLY DIAGNOSED
LOW RECTAL OR ANAL CANCERS
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Introduction: Patients with colorectal cancer may present with vague

symptoms that may not be obviously attributable to the underlying

diagnosis. (1) Diagnosis often requires investigation beyond the remit

of most emergency departments, however abnormalities in the low

rectum and anal cancer can be readily identified by digital rectal

examination (DRE).

Materials and methods: All patients with a diagnosis of anal or

rectal cancer in the calender year 2010 were identified from the MDT

database. Previous attendances were identified from the hospital IT

system for all patients with a cancer \6 cm from the anal verge i.e.

that would be expected to be palpable with an examining finger The

notes were reviewed of all patients who had attended the emergency

department in the 6 months prior to diagnosis.

Results: Sixty patients were identified with either a low rectal

(\6 cm) or anal cancer. Ten (16.7 %) had attended the ED in the sixth

months prior to diagnosis. Four (6.7 %) had a diagnosis of GI cancer raised

as a possibility and were referred on to the surgical service, only three (5 %)

underwent DRE. Six (10 %) were not referred to surgery. Two were diag-

nosed as possible cardiac ischaemia, two unspecified ‘‘collapse’’, one

diagnosed with constipation and one diagnosed with mechanical back pain.

Conclusion: By failing to fully examine patients presenting with non-

specific symptoms we are missing an opportunity for early diagnosis

and treatment of rectal and anal cancer.
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Introduction: Spontaneous rupture of the spleen (SRS) is a relative

rare entity, moreover in the context of AL amyloidosis (AL-A).

Materials and methods: We describe one case made a bibliographic

review in the most popular database.

Results: Case: A 76-year-old man with no hematological history

presented with severe abdominal pain and abdominal distention. In the

emergency room presented hipovolemic shock grade I and emergent

exploratory laparotomy and splenectomy was done. The anatomo-

pathological diagnosis was spleen with AL-A. Protein AA was negative,

Malpighi corpuscle and positive red congo were identified.

Discussion: The most common cause of SRS is neoplasia in which the

most common neoplasia is leukemia. AL-A (primary) is the most

common type of amyloidosis however atraumatic rupture of the

spleen is exceptional. AL amyloidosis can occur alone or in associ-

ation with multiple myeloma or, much less often, Waldenström’s

macroglobulinemia or non-Hodgkin lymphoma. The most common

presentation of ALA is systematic, but it is usually possible to identify

one organ as the ‘‘dominant’’ site of involvement, spleen is not a

common dominant site. Although the gold standard treatment of SRS

is a total splenectomy a non-surgical treatment is possible in 17 % of

cases in non-oncological patients, but in oncological or potentially

oncological patients is recommended a total splenectomy.

Conclusion: It is not demonstrated anatomopatologically the mech-

anism of SRS in each different pathology of the spleen but some

authors suggest 3 possible mechanisms.
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Introduction: Surgical management of left-sided colonic neoplastic

obstruction is still a matter of controversy. We reported our experi-

ence and a literature review in the support of the total/subtotal

colectomy especially in the presence of limited and restricted indi-

cations as follow.

Materials and methods: We enrolled 53 patients who were treated

by total/subtotal colectomy, between December 1997 and September

2012, for malignant obstruction of the left colon. We reported both sur-

gical and medical complications and the prevalence of the most common

late complication, which is the diarrhea. Inclusion criteria were tumor

resectability, reasonable operative risk, massive colonic distention. But

the most important indications were: signs of ischemic lesions with

impending perforation and dubious synchronous colonic cancers.

Results: The overall mortality rate was 7.5 %. The ASA class of risk

is III for 35 (66 %) patients and IV for 9 (16.9 %) patients. Medical

complications are reported in 5 patients (9.4 %). The anastomotic

dehiscence and surgical site infection occur in 3 cases (5.6 %) and in

6 cases (11.3) respectively. Follow-up demonstrated that stool fre-

quency was well tolerated from 93.5 % of patients. Synchronous colic

cancer rate was 13.2 %.
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Conclusion: We conclude that: when inclusion criteria are respected,

the good results of total/subtotal colectomy stated by the literature and

also by the personal series, make this alternative techniques few attrac-

tive. Total colectomy is an appealing option in case of impending cecal

perforation or synchronous colonic cancers as confirmed in the Con-

sensus Conference held in Bologna at July 2010.
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Introduction: We aimed to discuss palliative treatment approaches for

progressive growing mechanic jaundice that made by colanjio, pancreas

and duodenal cancer cases and investigate actual approaches.

Materials and methods: Daignosted mechanic jaundice and had been

recognised as inoperable colanjio, pancreas and duodenal cancer patients

that applied to our clinic in last 5 years investigated retrospectively.

Results: Forty-three patients applied to our clinic with stomachache,

weakness, quick loss in weight complaints investigated. 23 patients were

male and 20 were female. The middle age was 60.4 (29–78). These

patients has been recognised as inoperable colanjio, pancreas and duo-

denal cancer according to CT, MRCP and ERCP signs. Palliative surgery

had been done for 23 of 43 patients. Middle staying time at hospital was

30.6 days (4–55) in patients which undergone to palliative surgery. Stent

emplaced patients with ERCP were seven, patients who were made

ERCP middle staying time at hospital were 6.42 days (2–10). External

and internal drainage catheter were emplaced with percutan transhepatic

colanjiography (PTC) in three patients. Middle staying at hospital in

patients who were made PTC were 15 days (2–23).

Conclusion: Prognosis of colanjio, pancreas and duodenal cancers are

horrible and proportion of prospective surveys are 5–10 %. Recognise

these patients is difficult and takes a long time. Only curative treatment

approach is surgery. But in unrespectable cases palliative approaches are

minimally invasive techniques. So we can make patients’ prospective

lifes comfortable and staying time at hospital shorter.
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SURGICAL MANAGEMENT OF ILEOCECAL
INTUSSUSCEPTION CAUSED BY RIGHT COLON
ADENOCARCINOMA
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Introduction: The Bowel intussusception is a classical etiology,

however rare for occlusive syndromes. The ileocecal intussusception

on the right colon adenocarcinoma is very poorly described, mainly

on cecal tumor.

Materials and methods: An 81 years-old man was suffering from

the abdomen for 3 weeks with clinical status altered, diarrhea and lost

10 kgs in 6 months. The clinical examination revealed an abdominal

mass in the right flank generating severe pain when palpating it. An

abdominal CT scan revealed an ileal intussusception in the right colon

measuring up to 8 cm without occlusive syndrome bowel with a large

burgeoning intraluminal mass of 5 cm in the right colon.

Results: In this context, we realized an ileocecal resection with

lymph mesenteric node dissection by laparotomy with anastomosis

between the ileum and the transverse colon. The following conse-

quences got complicated with a postoperative confusion treated

medically. His exit from hospital was j + 16. Histological analysis

revealed a colloid carcinoma of 5 cm with vascular emboli and three

lymph nodes metastases over 19. So the classification is pT3-N1-Mo.

Conclusion: The atypical symptoms of ileocecal intussusception

make the diagnosis difficult. CT remains the key to diagnose those

sicknesses. The treatment of these invaginations for adults must remain

surgical with resection due to a significant risk of malignant etiology.
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EPIDEMIOLOGY, TREATMENT AND COMPLICATIONS
OF FOREIGN BODIES IN UPPER EXTREMITY

T. Kurtulmuş, G. Saka, N. Sağlam, F. Akpınar

Orthopaedic and Traumatology, Umraniye Training and Research

Hospital, Istanbul, Turkey

Introduction: It is responsibility of the surgeon to emphasize the

appropriate radiologic imaging to be done in the preoperative treat-

ment and surgical considerations in the patients who have foreign

body’s penetration in their limbs.

Materials and methods: Ninety-one patients who underwent surgery

due to foreign body penetration were evaluated retrospectively.

Patients’ sex, age, the affected limbs, the foreign body types,
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preferred imaging options within the plain radiographs, ultra-

sound, computed tomography and magnetic resonance; the season

of injury; the effects of foreign body in the body; the time

between injury and surgical intervention; indication of anatomical

location of foreign body removal in limbs and the complaints of

the patients; type of anesthesia, the use of fluoroscopy during the

surgical procedure with complications of surgical intervention

were examined.

Results: 65 male and 26 female patients with the average age of

26.82 ± 16.84 (3–79). In 43 patients, their right limbs were injured,

and in 48 patients their left limbs. Foreign bodies removed from

limbs: 10 needles, 67 metal parts, 9 glasses, 3 pieces of wood, 1

plastic, 1 pieces of stone were removed. There were no complications

related to wound location and limb functions in the follow-up of the

patients.

Conclusion: Details of the foreign body type wound characteristics

and if there are any complications must be recorded and the patient

must be informed. The complications can be avoided with proper

surgical intervention.
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MANAGEMENT OF LIVER AND SPLEEN TRAUMA,
TWO-YEAR EXPERIENCE

S. Stabina, A. Kaminskis, G. Pupelis

General and Emergency Surgery, Riga East clinical University

Hospital Gailezers, Riga, Latvia

Introduction: The spleen and the liver are two most commonly

injured abdominal organs secondary to blunt and penetrating

abdominal injury. We present our first experience of nonoperative

management (NOM) of splenic and liver injury in Riga East Clinical

University hospital Gailezers, Latvia.

Materials and methods: Two-year experience in the management of

liver and spleen trauma was retrospectively analysed. Injury severity

score (ISS) and American Society of Anaesthesiology score (ASA)

was used for risk assessment at admission. NOM was chosen sec-

ondary to CT confirmed liver and spleen injury in haemodynamically

stable patients.

Results: Splenic and liver trauma was diagnosed in 99 patients: 28

female (age range 17–74) and 71 male (age range 15–64). Most

common mechanisms of injury were road accidents 45 (ISS-36, ASA–

3,3), fall from the height 30 (ISS-27, ASA–3), criminal beaten

trauma14 (ISS –25, ASA–2,5) and stabbed abdominal injuries in 7

cases. In 92 patients blunt abdominal trauma was cause of visceral

organ injury and in 7 cases was recognized penetrating injury, all 7

underwent operation. OM secondary to blunt trauma was provided in

45 patients, in 29 with spleen, in 10 liver and in 6 with combined

injury. NOM was provided in 46 patients including 26 spleen, 16 liver

and 4 with combined injury. NOM failed in 3 patients with spleen and

2 with liver injury. Embolization of splenic artery was performed in

one case. Overall mortality reached 2 %.

Conclusion: NOM is recommended in haemodynamically stable

patients with CT confirmed liver and spleen injuries when associated

abdominal organ injuries are ruled out.
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TREATMENT OPTIONS IN THE DUODENAL INJURIES
IN POLYTRAUMA PATIENTS
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Introduction: Difficult diagnosis and the results of the

duodenal injuries treatment are conditioned by anatomical partic-

ularities of the organ and fatal complications in case of a delayed

diagnosis.

Materials and methods: During 10 years there were 16 (1.79 %)

patients with duodenal injuries: penetrating—7 (43.75 %), blunt—9

(56.25 %). 11 (68.75 %) patients had chest, 7 (43.75 %)—cranio-

cerebral, 7 (43.75 %)—locomotor traumas. Shock at admission was

present in 6 (37.5 %). Examinations included abdominal X-ray, USG,

DPL, CT, blood test, serum and urine amylase. All patients have been

operated. Intraoperative typical signs: retroperitoneal hematoma—15

(93.75 %), bile imbibition—7 (43.75 %), paraduodenal emphy-

sema—9 (56.25 %). Intraoperative FEGDS (5) was performed, which

confirmed the lesion (2). The injuries were in: D1–(12.5 %), D2–9

(56.25 %), D3–3 (18.75 %), D4–2 (12.5 %). In I-II- degree injuries

primary suture of the defect were performed. In severe injuries,

especially if retroperitoneal phlegmon was present, procedures of

duodenal exclusion with duodenal diverticulization and gastric

drainage procedures, sparing gastric resection or gastric retrocolic

transposition were performed in 6 (37.5 %) cases.

Results: Morbidity 62.5 %; 6 (37.5 %) patients died.

Conclusion: The clinical features upon admission determine the

severity of the patient and the examinations necessary to confirm the

injury. The treatment options depend on the severity of the duodenal

injury and other modifications in the peritoneal and retroperitoneal

space. The preferred procedure in non-severe injuries is primary

suture. In III-V-degree lesions, exclusion of the duodenum is indi-

cated. The prognosis depends on the trauma mechanism, the size and

localization of the injury, the time from onset, the presence of other

abdominal lesions.
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INTRAARTICULAR PILON FRACTURES TREATED
WITH EXTERNAL FIXATION AND MINIMAL INTERNAL
OSTEOSYNTHESIS

S.S. Milenkovic, M.B. Mitkovic

Orthopedic and Traumatology Clinic, Clinical Centre, Nis, Serbia

Introduction: Tibial pilon fractures include extraarticular fractures of

the tibial metaphysis and the more severe intra-articular tibial pilon

fractures. These fractures results from axial forces that can range from

low to high energy trauma.

Materials and methods: We present a series of 31 operated patients

with intraarticular pilon fractures. The patients were operated on
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using the method of external fixation with a minimal internal osteo-

synthesis. According to the AO/OTA classification, 17 patients had

the type B fracture and 14 patients the type C fracture.

Results: A retrospective study analysed 31 patients with tibial pilon

fractures. Their average age was 41.81 (from 21 to 60). The average

follow-up was 21.86 (from 12 to 48) months. The percentage of union

was 90.32 % (28), nonunion 3.22 % (1) and malunion 6.45 % (2).

The mean to fracture union was 14 weeks (range 12–20 weeks).

There were 12.19 % (4) infections around the pins of the external

fixator and 3.22 % (1) of deep infections. The ankle joint arthrosis as

a late complication appeared in 12.90 % (4). All arthroses appeared in

patients who had the type C fracture. The final functional results

based on the AOFAS score were excellent 51.61 %, good 32.25 %,

average 12.90 % and.

Conclusion: The external fixation and minimal internal osteosyn-

thesis of intraarticular pilon fractures is a good method for treating all

types of these fractures.
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TEMPORARY EXTERNAL FIXATION FOR THE
MANAGEMENT OF THE FRACTURES OF THE LOWER
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Introduction: Temporary external fixation is useful in other set-

tings, such as in the initial management of polytraumatized

patients with multiple fractures, the fractures with severe soft

tissue injuries, etc. To evaluate the efficacy of conversion from

external fixation to internal fixation in the lower extremity

fractures.

Materials and methods: After 42 fractures in 37 patients underwent

immediate external fixation, all patients underwent removal of

external fixator and internal fixation. We evaluated timing of con-

version from external fixation to internal fixation, pin site infection

rate, non-union rate and deep infection rate.

Results: The average of timing of conversion was 6.8 days. There

were no pin site infections. There were 9 non-unions (21 %) which

were 7 aseptic non-unions and 2 infected non-unions. There were 5

deep infections (12 %) regardless of pin sites.

Conclusion: Polytraumatized patients with multiple fractures, com-

plex intra- and periarticular fractures and the fractures with

compromised soft-tissue remain difficult injuries to treat. This study

suggested if external fixator would be removed less than 1 week on

the first postoperative day, internal fixation should be safe. The use of

temporary external fixation is an attractive strategy in the staged

management of polytraumatized patients, complex fractures and the

fractures with severe soft tissue injuries.
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SELECTIVE VS. NON-SELECTIVE CT SCANNING: ARE WE
MISSING ANYTHING?

M.J. Bonta, B. Radcliffe, J. Hubartt, B. Dean

Trauma Department, Riverside Methodist Hospital, Columbus,
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Introduction: The use of CT scans in the evaluation of trauma

patients has increased in the last decade. There is significant literature

that highlights the risk for malignancy from radiation exposure. This

study evaluates whether the increased radiation exposure is justified

in our trauma population. Is significant injury missed with selective

CT scans based on physical exam findings compared to non-selective

CT scans (head, neck, chest, abdomen, pelvis) based on mechanism

alone?

Materials and methods: A retrospective review of all patients

evaluated by the trauma service at Riverside Methodist Hospital, a

1078-bed tertiary teaching hospital in Columbus, Ohio, USA, was

conducted. All patients evaluated by the trauma service were inclu-

ded. CT scans each patient received were cross referenced with

physical exam findings to determine which patients received selective

or non-selective CT scans. CT results were analyzed for findings

requiring change in management.

Results: In June 2012, the Trauma Service evaluated 179 patients.

Ten highest-level activations, 110 s-tier activations and 59 basic

traumas. Patients underwent 639 CT scans, with an average mSV per

patient of 23.3. Eighty-three underwent CT scan evaluation based

upon mechanism alone without physical exam findings. Thirty-two

(39 %), had findings leading to alteration in management.

Conclusion: Based on the number of unexpected CT findings, further

study is required before any recommendation to restrict scanning may

be made. The extent to which non-recognition of these findings would

have affected outcome must undergo analysis.
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RIGHT DIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA POST TRAUMATIC:
ABOUT A CASE
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Introduction: We received a patient in the emergency post traumatic

right diaphragmatic hernia should be noted that diaphraghmatic rup-

tures (rd)are seen in about 5 % of severs traumatisme, they remain

serious injury accompanied a high morbidity and mortality related to

severity of associated lesions.

Materials and methods: It is a patient admitted through the emer-

gency department for chest pain accompanied by dyspnea after

abdominal trauma in a football match.
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Results: Diagnosis of right diaphragmatic hernia with rupture of

diaphragm was installed by scan thoracoabdominal.

Conclusion: Right diaphragmatic hernia of the diaphragm by rupture

constitutes an emergency for the risk of volvulus in intrathoracic hail

as in our case diagnosis must be made to allow emergency and sur-

gical treatment in the ideal time.
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TREATMENT CHANGE FOR FASCIOTOMY WOUNDS
IN COMPARTMENT SYNDROME
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Introduction: The fasciotomy wound after treating compartment

syndrome should be covered as early as possible for avoiding com-

plications. Unclosable wound could be the indication for skin grafts,

however, prolonged immobilization and functional disturbance with

scar tissue would be the problems. Here we report the fasciotomy

wounds successfully treated without skin grafts using VAC ATS

system (VAC) changed from wet to dry gauze dressing previously

performed in our facility.

Materials and methods: Registry data and charts from 2007 to

March 2012 were reviewed retrospectively.

13 cases (male: 10, female: 3), 14 limbs were included.

Average age: 44 years old

Etiology, fasciotomy sites, incision, treatment methods, compli-

cations were investigated and wet to dry gauze dressing and VAC

were compared on time period for wound closure and the number of

delayed primary closure

Results: Etiology: fractures/dislocations: 5 cases, re-perfusion injury:

6 cases, infection:2 cases Fasciotomy sites: lower leg-10, fore arm-4

Incision: lower leg-single 7, double 3, forearm palmer 4 Treatment

methods: wet to dry gauze dressing: 6, VAC: 8 Complictions: None

Average time period for wound closure: wet to dry gauze dressing:

15.5 days, VAC: 10 days Delayed primary closure without skin grafts:

wet to dry gauze dressing: 3/6 cases, VAC: 8/8 cases

Conclusion: Compared with wet to dry gauze dressings, VAC is

likely to shorten the time for delayed primary closure without major

complications.
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MANAGEMENT OF LARGE LIPOMA OF TRANSVERSE
COLON
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Introduction: Lipomas are common, nonepithelial, benign, fatty

tumors that can be found throughout the gastrointestinal tract,

although the most common localization is large bowel. The reported

incidence of colonic lipomas ranges from 0.2 to 4.4 %. Lipomas of

the large bowel are mostly seen (in order of decreasing frequency) in

the cecum, ascending colon, and sigmoid colon. More than 70 % of

these tumors are located in the right hemicolon. Colonic lipomas are

more common in women than in men, with a predilection for the right

colon in women and the left colon in men. The mean age of patients

with colonic lipomas falls within the sixth decade. Colonic lipomas

vary in size from several millimeters to 30 cm.

Materials and methods: Case report.

Results: The 57-year-old female was brought to the emergency

department with complaints about lamp, protruding from rectum after

defecation. Patient had chronic obstipation about 10 years. Rectal

examination revealed soft tissue tumor issuing most probably from

lying above segment of the large bowel without definitive signs of

obstruction, which protruded through the anal opening. CT scan

imaging suggested invagination of the transverse colon into the left

colon. During laparotomy desinvagination and tumor extirpation were

performed through transversotomy. Patient was discharged on the day

6 after admission.

Conclusion: Spontaneous expulsion of lipomas secondary to au-

toamputation has been reported in the literature. Surgical and

endoscopic resection of colonic lipomas shows good outcomes with

no known recurrence after complete removal.
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OF PENETRATING ABDOMINAL GUNSHOT WOUNDS
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Introduction: To present two cases with penetrating abdominal

trauma was nonoperative management after gunshot wounds.

Materials and methods: Two patients evaluated who admitted to

emergency department with gunshot wounds in October 2012. Both

patients were followed up without surgery and imaging studies, length

of hospital stay, complications, morbidity and mortality were

recorded.

Results: A total of two patients was male and their age 44 and 45.

There was haemodynamic stability and no signs of peritonitis at

examination of both patients. Computerised tomography (CT) eval-

uation was done to patients at the time of admission. First patient had

gunshot wound at eighth posterior axillary line, grade IV liver lac-

eration and hematoma treated with angiographic embolization.

Second patient had gunshot wound at right thoracoabdominal region

which penetrated the peritoneum but no intra-abdominal organ injury.

The lead displayed adjacent to the stomach at CT scan. Showed no

pathology after gastroscopy. Both patients were discharged without

surgery.

Conclusion: Hemodynamically stable patients without signs of acute

abdomen who followed closely can be successfully treated without

surgery.
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SEVERE OPEN TIBIAL FRACTURES TREATED WITH THE
‘FLAP AND FRAME’ TECHNIQUE

J.A. Fagg, E. Mills, S. Royston

Trauma and Orthopaedic Surgery, Northern general Hospital,

Sheffield, UK

Introduction: Open fractures of the tibia continue to present a sig-

nificant challenge to treating surgeons, and are a source of significant

morbidity for the patients. The most troublesome complications being

deep infection and non-union, with a number of patients going on to

have an amputation.

Materials and methods: We retrospectively reviewed the case notes

and radiographs of sixty consecutive cases of severe (Gustillo-

Anderson Grade III) open fractures of the tibia treated in our tertiary

referral unit with the ‘Flap and Frame’ technique. This technique

involves early aggressive soft tissue and bone debridement and

temporary skeletal stabilisation, followed by soft tissue coverage and

then, when the soft tissues have settled, definitive skeletal stabilisa-

tion with the Ilizarov frame. The primary outcome measures were the

presence of deep infection, occurence of union with the index frame,

and any requirement for secondary amputation.

Results: Mean average age was 43.3 years (range 16–89). None had

neurovascular injuries requiring repair, while three quaters required

soft tissue coverage procedures. Half of the fractures had significant

bone loss following debridement, with a mean average loss of

28.1 mm (range 5–125). Mean followup was 10.3 months. The deep

sepsis rate was 1.7 percent, or 5 % including cases with significant

soft tissue infection but no confirmed bone infection, with a 5 % non-

union rate.

Conclusion: In our centre management of severe open fractures of

the tibia treated with the ‘Flap and Frame’ technique, with Ilizarov,

fixation achieves rates of deep infection and union which compare

favourably with previously reported results.
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IPSILATERAL TIBIAL FRACTURES TREATED
WITH THE ILIZAROV APPARATUS
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Introduction: Ipsilateral fractures of the femur and tibia, are a

challenging problem to because those fractures often include com-

binations of diaphyseal, metaphyseal, and intra-articular parts of

femur and tibia.

Materials and methods: In our clinic, we have treated 37 patients

with floating knee from 2008 to 2012. There were 27 Type 1, 6 Type

2A and 4 Type 2B floating knee injuries (Blake & McBryde classi-

fication). The mechanism of injury was road traffic accident. From

that amount 32 fractures were closed and 5 open. The average age

was 38 years.

Results: Average duration of hospitalization was about 2 weeks. 33

patients (90 %) united at both fracture sites. According to the Karl-

strom criteria the end results were: excellent in 30, good in 3,

acceptable in 1 and poor in 3 cases. The complications were knee

stiffness in 3, delayed union of tibia in 2 and superficial infection in 3

cases.

Conclusion: According to our experience transosseous osteosynthesis

with the Ilizarov apparatus provides us with stabilization, early

mobility and full weight bearing with minimal risk of infections.
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Introduction: The use of disease producing microorganisms, toxic

biological products or organic biocides to cause death or injury to

humans, animals or plants.

Materials and methods: Throughout the history of battlefields

calamities have caused epidemics diseases and influenced the

outcome of many war. Today, biological warfare agents producted

by bacteria, viruses and toxins obtained from natural sources are

divided into four groups according to their goals; against to the

people, animals, plants and equipment. Micro-organisms such as

bacteria, protozoa, viruses Funguslar, can use biological warfare

agents.

Results: The first work after the biological attack is to clean up all the

staff, goods, food, water, building and lands of the microbes. Disease

carrier insects and animals must be taken under control. The way the

contagion factor must be detected. After the first seen; the same

disease cases findings must be monitored in people who had contact

with him. İn case of use the biological warfare agents that are easy to

get and product, health care worker will be important tasks. During a

pandemic all applications and data must be fulfilled to the system-

atically. Against biological warfare agents as well as community,

emergency medical services must be prepared each time.

Conclusion: For this purpose; physician, nurse working in the

emergency services, ambulance and other health workers will be held

of a possible biological warfare and should be given regular training

related to emergency interventions. This kind of prevention should

take place in hospital disaster planning.
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OPERATIVE TREATMENT OF FRACTURES
OF THE SCAPULA

A.G. Baltov
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Introduction: Scapular fractures are an increasingly common

occurrence at large trauma centers. The aim of this study to present

our results with operative treatment of scapular fractures.

Materials and methods: For a period of 6 years, 18 patients with

scapular fractures have been treated operatively and followed up. 14

fractures were result of direct high energy trauma—7 MVA, 9

motorcycle accidents, 2 falls from height. According to Goss classi-

fication, fracture spread was: 8 intra-articular and 10 extra-articular. 9

patients were diagnosed with a floating shoulder—4 (22 %) clavicle

fractures, 3 (16 %) proximal humerus fractures, 2 (11 %) acromio-

clavicular joint dislocation. 13 (83 %)patients were treated for chest

trauma, there were 10 (55 %) lung contusions and same side rib

fractures in 16 (88 %) of the cases. In 12 patients dorsal approaches to

the scapula according to Judet were used, 3 were operated through a

limited posterior and 3 through a deltopectoral approach.

Results: All fractures healed. Complications: In 2 (11 %) patients

screws penetrated glenohumeral joint and were removed. Impinge-

ment due to a prominent plate was found in 1 (6 %) patients and joint

incongruity in excess of 3 mm in another one. There were 9 (50 %)

excellent, 6 (33 %) good, 1 (6 %) fair and 2 (11 %) poor results

according to Constance.

Conclusion: In intra-articular fractures with a gap or step of more

than 3 mm, extra-articular fractures with fragment translation of more

than 10 mm and angulation exceeding 40 deg. or GPA of less than

20 deg and in cases of ‘‘floating shoulder’’ and associated upper

extremity fracture, ORIF of scapular fractures may be indicated to

achieve better functional results.
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PATTERN OF TRAUMATIC MAXILLOFACIAL INJURIES
AMONG THE YOUNG ADULT QATARI POPULATION
DURING THE YEARS 2006–2009

F.M.F. Nasser, I. Farag, S. Taha

Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, Hamad Medical Corporation, Doha,

Qatar

Introduction: To analyze the frequency and patterns of maxillofacial

injuries in young adult Qatari population, and to provide a reference

point to improve health strategies in an attempt to reduce the inci-

dence of these injuries.

Materials and methods: This is a retrospective study of young adult

maxillofacial trauma patients, treated during a 4 year period

(2006–2009). The files and radiographs of patients enrolled were

retrieved, reviewed, and analyzed. The following data was collected:

the patient’s file number, age, gender, date and time of injury,

mechanism of injury, details of maxillofacial injuries, associated

injuries, hospital stay, intensive care stay and treatment modality.

Results: A total of 46 Patients’ files were reviewed, 43 males and 3

females. The Motor Vehicle Collisions constituted the highest inci-

dence as a cause, and assault was found only between 17 and

20 years, more than half the patients presented with isolated maxil-

lofacial injuries (56.5 %). other significant results will be tabulated

and presented.

Conclusion: Motor vehicle collision is the major cause of injuries in

young Qataris. Maxillofacial and associated injuries are frequently

encountered. Active treatment is indicated in almost half of the

patients. Approximately one tenth of the patients needed long term

rehabilitation services or died.

References:
1. Al-Khateeb T, Mohammad AF. Craniomaxillofacial Injuries in

the United Arab Emirates: A Retrospective Study. J Oral Max-

illofac Surg 65:1094–1101, 2007. Many other references.
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MECKEL’S DIVERTICULUM AND SMALL BOWEL INJURY
AFTER PENETRANT ABDOMINAL TRAUMA: A CASE
REPORT

A.S. Dogjani1, B.E. Hasanaj2

1General Surgery, National Trauma Center, Military Central

Universitary Hospital, Tirana, Albania, 2General Surgery, National

Trauma Center, Tirana, Albania

Introduction: Injury of Meckel’s diverticulum after penetrant

abdominal trauma is a rare cause in the adult and has been reported

previously only in few cases.

Materials and methods: A 37-year-old man presented at the emer-

gency department (ED) immediately after a trauma penetrante on the

right side of abdomen with hemodinamic stability. The abdominal

quadrants were not tender on palpation. On rectal examination no

blood. Initial management of the patient involved intravenous fluid,

routine blood tests and abdominal x-rays was normal. US of the

abdomen didn’t show free fluid in the peritoneal cavity and the patient

was admitted in observation. Six hours later the abdominal pain was

increasing, and abdominal tenderness. An abdominal x-rays showed

free air in abdominal cavity. In this situation an emergent laparotomy

was decided. At the exploration, the peritoneal cavity was filled with

600 cc of blood-stained intestinal fluid, while numerous dilated loops

of small bowel were present. At approximately 90 cm from the ileo-

ceacal junction, there was an Injury of Meckel’s diverticulum and

jejuna injury 1.5 m from Treitz.

Results: The ileum was repaired in two layers: a segmental bowel

resection including Meckel’s diverticulum without any tension. The

patient has a normal postoperative course.

Conclusion: This case shows that we can find the Meckel’s diver-

ticulum injury alone or in combination with other injuries

intraabdominal, resulting in chemical peritonitis. Diagnosis and

management of this type of injury are basically the same as those of

acute surgical abdomen following trauma.
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AN ASYMPTOMATIC KNIFE BLADE STAB TO THE HEAD:
A CASE REPORT

P.N. Christopoulos1, T. Baillie2, T. Doulias3, C. Goula3

1Trauma Unit, Chris Hani Baragwanath Hospital, johannesburg,

South Africa, 2Trauma Unit, Chris Hani Baragwanath Hospital,

Johannesburg, South Africa3, General Hospital G.Gennimatas,
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Introduction: Penetrating, non-missile, head trauma to the temporal

region is frequently hazardous causing life-threatening intracranial

complications (neurological deficits, vascular defects and infections).

We present a case of a penetrating head injury from a knife.

Materials and methods: A young male was brought after sustaining

a stab wound to the head. The wound was in the patient’s left tem-

poral region (Fig. 1). He was hemodynamically stable. Glasgow

Coma Scale was 15/15 and pupils were equal and reactive to light.

Extraocular movements were normal and symmetric. He did not

reveal any sensorimotor dysfunction or neurologic deficit. The

X-Rays showed the blade noted passing through maxillar ethmoid

bone with the tip of the blade positioned in the right maxillary antrum

(Fig. 2). CT cerebral angiogram demonstrated no apparent arterial

damage or extravasation (Fig. 3).

Results: The severity of the stab injury depents from the site, the

depth, the type of object and the transorbital trajectory. The extent of

the injury is often difficult to be evaluated. A thorough clinical

examination and radiological evaluation (X-rays, head CT and CT

angiogram) are required to evaluate the damage. The therapeutic

goals are to remove the foreign body; to prevent the short- and long-

term complications; and avoid any further neurological injury.

Conclusion: The point of interest in our case was that the knife blade

did not damage the patient’s brain or any major vessel.

References:

1. Gulati A. Penetrating knife to the frontal lobe-a case report. 2010

2. Sweeney JM. Management of nonmissile penetrating brain

injuries: description of three cases and review of the literature.

2011.
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AVAILABILITY OF USE SEAT BELTS
AND CHARACTERISTICS IN TAXIS PASSENGERS
IN VISITED EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT

S.H. Woo

Department of Emergency Medicine, College of Medicine, Incheon

ST. Mary’s hospital, Incheon, Korea

Introduction: Motor vehicle crashes are the leading cause of death in

South Korea. Seat belts have been reported to be effective in pre-

venting most motor vehicle passenger injuries and deaths when used.

The aim of this study was to observe seat belt availability and char-

acteristics of passenger injuries in taxis and private cars.

Materials and methods: We performed a retrospective study on 183

cases obtained between January 1, 2011 and June 31, 2011. Data

regarding age, gender, injury severity score (ISS), time of traffic

accident and seat belt availability were collected.

Results: of the 183 cases, 129 (70.5 %) passengers were injured in

private cars and 54 (29.5 %) passengers were injured in taxies. The

most frequent time of injury in taxi was between 00AM and 06AM

and 25 (46.2 %) passengers were injured, by the way the most fre-

quent time in private car was between 12PM and 18PM and 52

(40.3 %) passengers were injured (p \ 0.001). Use of seat belt in taxi

and private car were 3 (5.6 %) and 66 (51.2 %)(p \ 0.001). A more

percent of seat belts were available used for front seat than for rear

passengers in taxi and private car passenger (p \ 0.001). Severity of

injuries did not significantly differ with availability of seat belt in

taxis and private cars.

Conclusion: Use of seat belts is lower in taxis than in private cars and

availability of seat belts is lower in rear seat. Thus more educational

intervention about use of seat belts in taxis and private cars are

needed.
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EVALUATION OF TIMES FOR COMPLETION OF
IMAGING IN SERIOUS TRAUMA PATIENTS

C. Peugeot-Mortier, F. Koenig, G. Capellier, T. Desmettre

Sau - Samu 25, CHU Jean Minjoz, Besançon Cedex, France

Introduction: Serious trauma is a ‘‘time sensitive’’ pathology and

reducing the time of primary care at the emergency room (ER) is a

main objective. The objective of this study was to evaluate the times

for completion of the imaging.

Materials and methods: Retrospective, monocentric study at the ER

of our level one trauma center from April to July 2012. Criteria of

inclusion: patients older than 15 years, severe trauma or potential (high

kinetic) admitted to ER directly from the scene of the accident. Study:

realization of the primary imaging (FAST echo, chest and pelvis radio-

graphs), of the secondary imaging (whole body scan and radiographs

focused on the limbs), time between admission (creation of computer file)

and hours of realization (scanner and X-rays). Criteria of judgment:

within 30 min after admission for the primary imaging and within 60 min

for the secondary imaging.

Results: 75 patients included (18 severe trauma, 55 simple trauma, 2

un-injured); 79 % men, mean age 42 years ± 20.8. Primary imaging

(67 % of patients) - mean time = 54 min ± 43.9. Whole body

scanner (78 % of patients) - mean time = 56 min ± 43; cerebral and

cervical CT scan (11 % of patients)—average = 37 min ± 18.1;

X-rays focused (20 % of patients)—average = 178 min ± 107.2.

Conclusion: The average achievement period for primary imaging is

higher than targets. Several hypotheses can be put forward: bias

concerning data collection, difficulty to obtain FAST by radiologists.

The secondary care achievement is managed in a required time. A

better organization, a training of the emergency staff to FAST or a

scanner dedicated to the ER could improve the deadlines.
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THE ROLE OF PLASTIC SURGERY IN COMPLEX
FRACTURES OF THE PROXIMAL TIBIA

P. Suomalainen, T. Pakarinen

Orthopaedics and Traumatology, Tampere University Hospital,

Tampere, Finland

Introduction: The management of complex proximal tibia fractures

is difficult due to the soft tissue defects. The aim of our study is to

determine the role of plastic surgery in treatment of these devastating

injuries.

Materials and methods: Retrospective analysis of the operatively

treated proximal tibia fractures needing a plastic surgery coverage due to a

soft tissue damage in level 1 trauma center in Finland during past 5 years.

Results: 21 patients (9 female, 13 male) with median age of 47 (range

15–96) had operatively treated proximal tibia fracture (closed 8, open

13) and subsequent plastic surgery coverage (gastrocnemius in 71 %

of cases, microsurgical latissimus dorsi free flap in 5 cases, one

soleus). 67 % of the fractures fixed with a locking plate osteosyn-

thesis due to the morphology of the fracture. The main finding was

that there were statistically more infections in the closed fracture

group (88 %) than in the Gustilo II-III open fracture group (38 %)

(p = 0.027). They were managed with antibiotics, revision and

plastic surgery coverage depending the extent and location of the soft

tissue damage. The plastic surgery was carried out sooner (mean

11 days) in open fractures than in closed ones (mean 36 days).

Conclusion: The plastic surgery in the closed fractures was done

because of an infection as contrast to open fractures, where the

problem was the soft tissue coverage. The collaboration between

orthopaedic and plastic surgeons is crucial when treating complex

proximal tibia fractures and there is a need for plastic surgery also in

the closed fractures and especially in infection cases.
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BULLHORN INJURIES: A UNIQUE PATTERN OF INJURIES,
COMBINING AT TIMES PENETRATING TRAUMA
WITH VISCERAL AND VASCULAR LESIONS, EXTENSIVE
SOFT TISSUE DAMAGE, AND BLUNT TRAUMA

F. Turégano Fuentes1, A. Sanchez-Arteaga1, L. Zarain1,
R. Franco Herrera2, L. Alvarez1, M.D. Pérez Dı́az3

1General Surgery, University General Hospital Grgorio Marañón,

MADRID, Spain, 2General Surgery, Hospital General Universitario

Gregorio Marañon, Madrid, Spain, 3Cirugı́a General Y Del Aparato

Digestivo Ii, Hospital General Universitario Gregorio Marañon,

Madrid, Spain

Introduction: Bullhorn injuries occur mostly in Latin countries as a

consequence of cultural traditions and spectacles involving these ani-

mals. Our purpose was to describe the most frequent type of injuries, their

severity and outcome, and contribute with our own experience.

Materials and methods: Retrospective analysis of patients with

bullhorn injuries included in our Trauma Registry. Demographics,

location, trauma scores, treatment, and morbi-mortality were assessed.

Results: Fifteen patients were included during the study period, 12

male and 3 female, with a mean age of 30 (16–58) years. All pre-

sented hemodynamically stable. The mean ISS was of 14 ± 7. Seven

patients had an ISS [ 15. Injuries resulted from a combined blunt

(B) and penetrating (P) mechanism, also with extensive soft tissue

(ST) injuries in 4 patients, P + ST injuries in 4, B + ST in 4, isolated

B in 2, and isolated ST in 1 patient. Abdominal visceral and vascular

injuries were present in 8 patients. Four patients had thoracic injuries

including multiple rib fractures in 3, hemo-neumothorax in 3, and

lung contusion in one. Five patients sustained diverse fractures. Only

9 patients required some surgical procedure. There was no mortality.

Conclusion: Bullhorn injuries frequently have a multimechanistic

origin. Associated blunt and severe soft tissue injuries are common,

and the overall prognosis of patients admitted to hospital is good.
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EXTRACRANIAL CAROTID ARTERY DISECTION—LATE
MANIFESTATION AFTER MINOR MOTORBIKE INJURY:
CASE REPORT

J. Ciernik, J. Konecny, M. Reska, R. Hasara

Ist Surgical Department, St. Ann0s University Hospital, Brno, Czech

Republic

Introduction: Carotid artery dissection is a significant cause of

ischemic stroke [1]. Internal carotid artery dissection can be caused

by major or minor trauma, or it can be spontaneous. Carotid artery

dissection begins as a tear in the tunica intima or directly within the

tunica media [1]. Intramural hematoma can lead to a thrombus, which

can narrow the carotid artery lumen and become a nidus for distal

embolization [2].

Materials and methods: A 54-year-old man was brought in after a

low speed collision on a small motorcycle. No loss of consciousness,

no head or neck pain. Diagnosed with medial malleolus fracture.

After 2 months seen at the neurological out-patient department for

severe headache and partial right side hemiparesis. State evaluated as

migrain. Two days later brought in by ambulance for right side

paralysis and aphasia. CT diagnozed trombotized dissection of M2

part of ACI on left hand side.

Results: Intervention: Patient treated with intravenous thrombolysis

and LTL with local application of Alteplase was performed without

substantial effect, even though later CT scan proved recanalization of

ACI and ACM. Patient is undergoing rehabilitation with very slow

progress.

Conclusion: Awareness of possibility of internal carotic artery injury

should be kept in mind even with presentation of neurological

symptoms after even a small injury and long period of time. This can

lead to earlier diagnosis and better treatment options and results.

References:
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PROMOTING PATIENT SAFETY BY STRUCTURED
TRANSFER OF INFORMATION IN REPLACEMENT
OF SCRUB NURSE DURING PROLONGED TRAUMA
SURGICAL OPERATIVE PROCEDURES

E. Jongsma1, A.F.W. Van Der Steeg2, W.P. Zuidema3

1Department of Operative Care, VU-University Medical Center,

Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 2Pediatric Surgery, VU-University

Medical Center and Emma Children Hospital AMC, Amsterdam, The

Netherlands, 3Traumasurgery, VU-University Medical Center,

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Introduction: Negative media attention can cause great damage to a

hospital organization or department. One of the news items concerns

incidents during OR, for example leaving medical instruments in the

patient after closure.

Retrospective risk analyses for evaluation of incidents in per-opera-

tive patient security show time and time again the risk of non-

structured communication between the members of the operation

team, as the most important reason for development of an incident.

Materials and methods: The aim of this study was the inventory of

specific risk moments per-operative and possibilities for risk reduc-

tion at prolonged trauma surgical interventions. Structured interviews

were held with scrub nurses and circulation nurses of several OR

teams in order to identify the top 10 of security items that could be

influenced. On these data a risk risk-matrix was developed and ver-

ified by member check.

Results: Within the list of items, changing of the scrub nurse during

prolonged surgical procedures was identified as the riskiest moment.

Particularly because of the potentially incorrect counting of instru-

ments and other surgical items. This could result in leaving some of

this material in the patient, with all its negative consequences.

Conclusion: In order to prevent aforementioned problems we are

currently developing and testing a simple digital structured list (VIT-

OK) to be used in case of change of scrub nurse during a trauma

surgical procedure.
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MAJOR TRAUMA, COSTS ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE
INSTITUTE

A. Varischi1, G. Mammoliti1, M. Crepaldi1, F. Baticci1, D. Poldi1,
B. Borelli2

1Emergency Room, Istituto Clinico Humanitas, Rozzano, Italy,
2Management Control, Istituto Clinico Humanitas, Rozzano, Italy

Introduction: The purpose of the research is to calculate the direct

and indirect welfare costs of the serious trauma, in order to highlight

the areas of greatest criticality and found the possible strategies for

saving.

Materials and methods: There was examined 98 major traumas

(ISS [ 16) hospitalized at the Clinic Institute Humanitas in Rozzano

during 2010. For each patient were calculated welfare costs and the

criteria of trauma’s gravity, according to the TRISS method. For some

expenditure items costs per patient were on schedule, for others were

calculated according to the average cost of the structure. Others were

extrapolated from the total cost of a single unit. Costs were compared

with the repayment of the DRG and stratified by ISS and PS.

Results: The study showed that the costs of the trauma are relevant

(about 18.000 euro average per patient) and the higher cost (about

38 %) consists in the Intensive-Care Unit hospitalization. Our costs

are lower then other European centers. Stratified by ISS, the costs

show an almost linear relationship between costs and severity of the

trauma. The reimbursement covers only about 65 % of the costs.

Conclusion: The containment of the costs for the traumatized person

can go through different strategies. Between these should be given to

those which may lead to a reduction of time spent in intensive-care

unit. A better encoding of these patients can also help reduce the gap

between costs and reimbursements.
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INITIAL NURSING MANAGEMENT OF PATIENT WITH
SEVERE TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY
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Introduction: Pre-hospital care of emergency patient with severe

traumatic brain injury requires great care to minimize secondary brain

injury and potential morbidity related to spinal immobilization. The

need to review data on literature for traumatic brain injuries in adults

is urgent due to the human costs associated with these injuries. Lit-

erature data on initial nursing management for severe traumatic brain

injuries has been introduced to standardize aspects of its care. How-

ever, information available regarding the initial nursing management

of acute neurotrauma in adults is scarce. This article provides recent

evidence regarding initial nursing management for severe traumatic

brain injuries in pre-hospital settings and introduces areas in need of

future research.

Materials and methods: A computerized keyword search in Medline

and the Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature

was performed using the names of specific initial nursing interven-

tions. The search was primarily restricted to works in English

published between 2000 and 2012 in which all or parts of the sample

included adults with severe traumatic brain injuries. Few articles were

found on primary survey for these patients.

Results: Severe traumatic brain injury destination decision protocols

should be in place well before any emergency incidents happen.

Conclusion: Severe traumatic brain injured patients have poor

prognosis starting immediately with the incident. With a thorough

understanding of acute emergency care of such patients, nurses can

maximize patients’ survival and neurological outcomes.

References:
1. Ahn H et al. (2011). Pre-hospital care management of a potential

spinal cord injured patient: a systematic review of the literature

and evidence-based guidelines. J Neurotrauma 28(8):1341–61.
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THE AGEING SURGEON: TO ENGAGE OR TO DISMISS?
RETIREMENT FROM ORTHOPEDIC-TRAUMA SURGERY:
SECOND CARREER OR BEGINNING OF THE END

S. Frenyo

General Trauma and Orthopedics, Institute of Trauma, Budapest,

Hungary

Introduction: Retirement of surgeons from certain administrative

positions at a certain age is mandatory. However, there are no criteria,

that when they get into this ‘‘aging’’ group, how long should they go

on performing operations?

Materials and methods: In Hungary in 2005 10 % of trauma sur-

geons in employment were above the retirement age (62 years). This

number has increased since, as in the last 5 years about 20 % of

young doctors have found a job with higher income in Western

countries, and left a vacuum. We tried to answer the question about

the reasons of the retirees to continue with employment.

Results: Reasons of further employment are: they are in demand at

any level of trauma services, financial reasons. Those, who had been

regularly doing extensive surgical procedures, see their own value in

continuing with surgery. Assisting younger colleagues, gives the

reassurance, themselves useful members of their own surgical com-

munity. Also, involvement with teaching, may be an acceptable

substitute for surgery.

Conclusion: Surgeons must prepare ways of transition from full

activity to reduced activity. Surgeons must be self-critical about their

own physical and mental abilities, in order not to risk patients’ safety.

Involvement in teaching may give self- esteem and satisfaction, and

the feeling of beginning a second carreer. Also, surgeons of all ages

must be educated to have an appropriate attitude towards their senior

colleagues.
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TREATMENT STRATEGY OF FEMUR FRACTURES
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K. Souma4, M. Takaso1

1Department of Orthopaedic and Trauma Surgery, Kitasato University
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Introduction: The timing of fractured femur fixation caused by high

energy trauma is still controversial. Some authors recommend sta-

bilization by at least external fixators while others feel comfortable

with skeletal traction. In our facility, immediate internal or external

fixation had been performed since we had experienced the several fat

embolism syndrome (FES) cases after skeletal tractions only for a

day. In this study, efficacy and problems of our treatment strategy was

evaluated.

Materials and methods: Registry data and charts from September

2007 to May 2012 were reviewed retrospectively. 45 cases (male:

37, female: 8), 47 femur fractures were included. Average age:

27.2 years old Open fractures, fixation methods, peri-/post-operative

complications were investigated and treatment strategy was

evaluated.

Results: Open fractures: 11 cases 42 femurs were immediately fixed

within 12 h (17: intramedullary nails, 25: external fixators). Internal

fixations: nails in 41 femurs/plates in 1 femur External fixations as

definitive treatments: 5 femurs Complications: 1 case with FES
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occurred without fixation for 18 h because of no access to the oper-

ating room. 1 superficial and 1 deep infection. All femurs were united

except one died at day 20.

Conclusion: FES did not occur in the cases with immediate femur

fixations and it is not likely to cause major complications. Every

facility dealing with femur fractures caused by high energy trauma

should have smooth corporative system with operating room.
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Introduction: Acute head injury in the emergency room is managed

primarily by the trauma surgeon and neurosurgeon. The otolaryn-

gologist may not be consulted until late in the hospitalization. The

purpose of this study is to review retrospectively the patients with

temporal bone fracture and hearing loss who were treated in our

department during last 5 years.

Materials and methods: Between the time period October 2007 and

October 2012, 30 patients, with temporal bone fracture was examined

in our audiology laboratory. All patients had a head computed

tomographic (CT) scan. Clinical examination and tone audiometry

were performed.

Results: Temporal bone fractures were classified as longitudinal (18

cases), transverse (2), or mixed (10). of the total of patients with

longitudinal fractures, 13 (70 %) had conductive hearing loss and 2

(11 %) had sensorineural loss. Both 2 patients with transverse frac-

tures had sensorineural loss. Patients with mixed fractures had

conductive hearing loss in 6 cases (60 %) and sensorineural loss in 2

cases (20 %).

Conclusion: Patients with head injury are frequently young persons,

victims of traffic accidents. Temporal bone fractures and their com-

plications may not be promptly evaluated. Hearing loss is common

following a head injury. It usually occurs if the pathology involves the

temporal side of the head. The type of hearing loss will depend on the

type of temporal bone fracture. Therefore, patients with temporal

bone fracture must be submitted to the otorhinolaryngological eval-

uation and imaging, for the early diagnosis of the complications and

treatment.
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EMERGENCY FAST TRACK FOR TRAUMA
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Introduction: We want to present our fast track for trauma in the

emergency department of Nelio Mendonça Hospital. This is

integrated in our response for trauma, and it is a guaranty of effi-

ciency, rapidity and effectiveness.

Materials and methods: We present the fast track emergency

department of Nelio Mendonça Hospital.

Results: We think this kind of function for trauma in the emergency

department contribute to reduce morbidity and mortality in trauma.

Conclusion: We have this fast track since 2009, even before the

norma of DGS-PORTUGAL for trauma with good results.

References:
1. Fast track for trauma-Nelio Mendonça Hospital-2009.
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TREATMEN OF DISTAL TIBIAL FRACTURES
USING HYBRID EXTERNAL FIXATORS

K.I. Papagiannakos, P. Kakavas, P. Kalantzis, A. Priftis,
P. Bountouris, E. Nikas, K. Doudoulakis, I. Akrivos

2nd Orthopedic, ‘‘Evangelismos’’ Hospital, Athens, Greece

Introduction: Hybrid external fixators (HEF) provide rigid fixation

with minimal soft tissue disruption. For this reason they are used for

the management of complex distal tibial extra or intrarticular fractures.

The aim of this study is to evaluate the outcomes after stabilization of

distal tibial metaphyseal and pilon fractures using HEF.

Materials and methods: Between 2000 and 2012, 19 patients with

20 distal tibial fractures were treated with HEF. Among them 12 were

men and 7 women. Average age was 38.8 years (19–80 years). 16 pts

were involved in road traffic accident and the remaining 3 fall from

height. 5 fractures were open.

Results: Follow up ranged from 1 to 12 years. Average time to union

was 3.8 months (3–7 months). Superficial tract infection was devel-

oped in 5 cases, while delayed union in 3 cases. There was no case of

non-union.

Conclusion: HEF preserve the soft tissue envelope with minimal

damage allowing fracture stabilization, quick mobilization and early

loading which promotes bone healing. The use of HEF leads to good

clinical and imaging results with low rate of complications.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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POLYTRAUMA—THE VIEW OF INTENSIVISTS

D. Märzova1, Z. Kos1, J. März2

1Anesthesia, Resuscitation and Intensive Care, Regional hospital

Karlovy Vary, Karlovy Vary, Czech Republic, 2Surgery, Regional

hospital Karlovy Vary, Karlovy Vary, Czech Republic

Introduction: Polytrauma—view of intensivists, the authors of this

paper acquaint with 3 cases of polytrauma patients who were hospi-

talized at department of anesthesia, resuscitation and intensive care.

Trying to draw attention to necessity of multidisciplinary access and

have to show that leaving the operating room after surgery nothing is

over yet.
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Materials and methods: The first case—passenger of car accident,

damage control surgery—revision and packing of the abdominal

cavity, EF for pelvic injuries at first time. During the surgery we have

to activate massive transfusion protocol and because of TIC we gave

platelets and NovoSeven as well. Complete stabilisation of clinical

condition, normalisation of acid—base balance and coagulation cas-

cade 12 h later. 4 days later closing the laparostomy. For intensivists

are following 44 days of fight with recurrent septic shock, ARDS,

failure of weaning repeatedly and ICU delirium.

Results: The second case—fall from ladder of patient on dual an-

tiagregation therapy. Revision for pneumohemithorax and lung

laceration by surgeon was made, after 10 h second look because of

bleeding. Surgeons were satisfied but intensivists must solve serious

MODS, septick shock, renal failure, troublesome weaning and hepatic

failure in the end. 32 days after injury exitus letalis but correctly

position of implants on X-rays.

Conclusion: The third case—authors refer mistakes because of

absence of emergency and trauma centre. The underestimation fall

from above and effort of surgery for splenic and pelvic injury—exitus

letalis on operating room because of time delay.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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GRADE III RENAL BLUNT INJURY IN A SINGLE KIDNEY
PATIENT

N. Fernandes1, D. Fernandes1, I. Subotin1, R. Ribeiro1, M. Reis1,
L. Silva1, P. Ramos1, C. Caldeira1, J.F. Nunes2, E. Parodi1,
M. Serrão2, F. Jasmins1, A. Teixeira1

1General Surgery, Hospital Dr. Nélio Mendonça, Funchal, Portugal,
2Urology, Hospital Dr. Nélio Mendonça, Funchal, Portugal

Introduction: The care of trauma patients demands and requires

speed and efficiency. Evaluating patients who have sustained blunt

abdominal trauma remains one of the most challenging and resource-

intensive aspects of acute trauma care. The authors report their

approach in a grade III renal injury. The only hospital in Funchal,

Madeira Island, serves about 260,000 people and have all the medical

valences. These renal injuries do not occur very often. As so, they are

not experienced in day-to-day managements. The authors report a

33-year old male who suffered a car accident, which resulted in a

blunt shoulder, spinal cord and thoraco-abdominal injuries. The CT

Scan showed multiple fractures, haemopneumothorax on the right and

grade III right renal injury (left renal agenesis). The patient underwent

laparotomy and damage control surgery. He was discharged from the

Intensive Care Unit at day 4, transferred to the Urology Department

and discharged by the 21th day.

Materials and methods: The clinical records and the photos taken

during the surgical approach.

Results: The approach has proved feasible, safe and effective.

Probably it is the result of the frequency of trauma courses extended to the

whole team of General Surgery and Urology in Funchal’s Hospital.

Conclusion: The authors wish to draw attention to the severity of

these lesions, with rates of morbidity and high mortality, and to

inform their choice of therapeutic approach.

References:

1. Peterson. Genitourinary trauma: Feliciano, Moore, Mattox,

Trauma. New York: McGraw Hill, 2000.

2. Wessells, Injuries to the urogenital tract: ACS Surgery: principles

and practice, New York: Web MD Ref Group, 2007.
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TRAUMA TEAM IN PORTUGUESE HOSPITAL

A.J.S.G.L. D’Almeida1, M. Santos2, L. Barbosa2, S. Costa2,
J. Ferreira2, J. Cardoso2, J. Maciel2

1Centro Hospitalar de Vila Nova de Gaia, Espinho/EPE, porto,

Portugal, 2General Surgery, Centro Hospitalar de Vila Nova de Gaia,

Espinho/EPE, Vila Nova de Gaia, Portugal

Introduction: The Trauma Team in the Centro Hospitalar de Vila

Nova de Gaia/Espinho, is composed by 1 General Surgeon—Team

Leader, and first responder, 1 orthopaedist, and depending of the

trauma neurosurgeon, plastic surgeon, vascular surgeon, anesthesi-

ologist and always the support trained nurses. The activation of

the team is made directly by the triage of manchester following

the protocol imposed or by CODU—the central of portuguese

EMS.

Materials and methods: The number of activations and final desti-

nation of the patients.

Results: The trauma team as brought a faster and better treatment

of the trauma patients, decreasing the time from admission to the

OR.

Conclusion: The trauma team as brought a faster and better treatment

of the trauma patients, decreasing the time from admission to the OR.

Is important to have a well trained and routinized team.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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IMPACT OF ATLS GUIDELINES INTRODUCTION ON 6
HOURS MORTALITY FOR SEVERE TRAUMA IN A BUSY
METROPOLITAN HOSPITAL

S. Magnone, D. Piazzalunga, R. Manfredi, F. Coccolini,
L. Ansaloni

Chirurgia I, Ospedali Riuniti di Bergamo, Bergamo, Italy

Introduction: ATLS guidelines in the initial management of trauma

patients are widely accepted and implemented. The Ospedali Riuniti

in Bergamo is a one thousand beds hospital with a catchment popu-

lation of one million and ninety thousand A&E casualties per year.

We started with ATLS guidelines and Trauma Team in April 2011.

Aims of this study are to evaluate the change in mortality in the first

6 h after the implementation of the guidelines, as well as A&E length

of stay according with the ISS.

Materials and methods: Trauma patients seen in the ER from Jan-

uary 1, 2007 to July 31, 2012, with a ISS of at least 15.

Results: From January 1 2007 to March 31 2011 n patients were

treated according to local protocol. We treated n patients with n

deaths in the first 6 h (%). Median ISS was n (IQ range) and mean

length of stay in the ED was n (SD). From April 1 2011 to July 31

2012 we changed our policy adopting ATLS protocol (Trauma

Team made by a surgeon, an ER and an anesthesiologist. We

treated n patients with a median ISS of n (IQ range) and n deaths

in the first six yours (%), Mean length of stay in the ER was n

(SD).

Conclusion: The introduction of ATLS guidelines has contributed to

a lower length of stay in the ER and a lower 6 h mortality.
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OUTCOMES OF ELDERLY PATIENTS RECEIVING
ANTICOAGULANTS OR ANTIPLATELET AGENTS
WITH FALL-RELATED TRAUMATIC INTRACRANIAL
HEMORRHAGE

M. Anastasiu, R. Popescu, N. Micu, R. Dedu

General Surgery, Emergency County Hospital, Buzau, Romania

Introduction: Ground-level fall is the most common cause of trau-

matic intracranial hemorrhage (TICH) in the elderly and is frequently

associated with high morbi-mortality.

Materials and methods: The trauma registry was queried for all

patients aged 65 years or older evaluated in our hospital for head

injury after ground-level falls between January 2006 and December

2010. One hundred and four patients with preinjury anticoagulant

treatment were included in study. Two cohorts were formed

(65–84 years and C85 years) and there are evaluated intergroup dif-

ferences in the demographics and outcomes at discharge and also, the

influence of anticoagulants (AC) use to unfavorable results. Demo-

graphic data evaluated were: sex ratio, GCS score, midline shift

(MLS) C5 mm on CT, presence of skull fracture, alcohol consump-

tion, AC treatment and surgery. Outcomes were evaluated with

glasgow outcome scale (GOS) at discharge. Categorical variables

were compared using Chi square test.

Results: Among these 104 patients with fall-related TICH, 76 were in

65–84 years group and 28 in the C85 years group. Sex ratio, GCS

score, presence of midline shift or skull fracture and surgical proce-

dure did not differ significantly between the 2 groups. There are

significant differences in the frequency of preinjury alcohol con-

sumption and use of anticoagulants between the 2 groups. The

incidence of unfavorable outcomes increased (statistically significant)

with age and use of AC agents (34 % in the first group and 66 % in

the C85 years group).

Conclusion: Physicians should carefully consider the risk/benefit

analysis before prescribing anticoagulant or antiplatelet agents to

patients aged C85 years.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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THE CONCEPT OF POINT CONTACT FIXATION—
INTERFACE MECHANICS OF CERCLAGES
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A. Fernandez Dell’Oca2, D. Höntzsch3, G.O. Hofmann4,
M. Windolf1

1Biomedical Services, AO Research Institute Davos, Davos Platz,

Switzerland, 2Department of Traumatology, British Hospital,

Montevideo, Uruguay, 3Department of Medical Technology

Development, BG Trauma Hospital Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany,
4Department of Traumatology, Hand and Reconstructive Surgery,

Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena, Jena, Germany

Introduction: Cerclages are ideal fixation tools in periprosthetic

fractures, holding radially displaced fragments together. Contact

distribution at the circumferential cerclage-bone interface was never

investigated. The amount of contact area influences the interface

pressure. Cortical damage underneath the cerclage induces cerclage

loosening. An ex vivo model was used to determine contact area,

bone pressure along the interface and cortical resistance underneath

loaded cerclages.

Materials and methods: Human diaphyseal femoral bone was

used with differing cross-sectional geometry. Bone contact points

of fixed 1.5 mm wire and 1.7 mm cable cerclages were

identified from axial radiographs. Pressure distribution at the cer-

clage-bone interface was recorded with a pressure measuring film

using a distraction setup with two cortical half shells. Bone shells

with installed cerclages were separated with up to 400 N force and

were subsequently analyzed histologically to detect cortical

damage.

Results: Both cerclage types exhibited a point contact fixation with

non-loaded spanned zones in-between. Cables cover larger contact

areas. Both cerclages exhibited an inhomogeneous interface pressure

distribution depending on the bone surface geometry. Histology

revealed intact cortical bone without cortical affection after loading of

both cerclage types.

Conclusion: Point contact fixation of the cerclages installs non-loa-

ded, spanned zones were the periosteum is not compressed, rendering

a strangulation of the blood supply unlikely. Cortical bone withstands

static concentric pressure produced by the cerclage. Cortical groove

formation is attributed to instability under functional load and not to

weakness of the cortex itself.

References:
1. Lenz M et al. Underneath the cerclage: an ex vivo study on the

cerclage-bone interface mechanics. Arch Orthop Trauma Surg.

2012 Oct;132(10):1467–72.
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DOES A DEDICATED UNIT FOR THE TREATMENT
OF FRACTURED HIPS IMPROVE INPATIENT OUTCOMES?

A. Khoriati

Trauma and Orthopaedics, Lister Hospital, Stevenage, UK

Introduction: The aim of this study is to establish whether man-

agement of patients in a unit dedicated to the treatment of hip

fractures improves patient outcomes.

Materials and methods: We prospectively studied 300 consecutive

patients with hip fractures between 2010 and 2012. 150 patients were

studied both before and after the establishment of our dedicated unit.

Patients’ age, ASA grade, the type of operation, inpatient length of

stay, inpatient mortality and postoperative discharge location were

noted. The time taken to operate was also recorded. The ages, ASA

grades and types of procedure performed in the two cohorts were

comparable.

Results: The inpatient mortality rate for patients treated in the ded-

icated unit was 9 % vs. 12 % in the group treated before the unit was

established. The inpatient length of stay was lower in the former

group (18 vs. 25 days), and so was the time taken to operate directly

from admission (28 vs. 34 h). The percentage of patients discharged

back to their own homes (as opposed to a nursing home) was greater

in the former group (75 vs. 67 %).

Conclusion: It is the conclusion of the authors that prioritisation and

prompt management of patients with hip fractures in a Dedicated Unit

under British Orthopaedic Association (BOA) and National Institute

for Clinical Excellence (NICE) improves outcomes in the acute set-

ting. These include hospital length of stay, time taken to operate and

crucially inpatient mortality. Further research is warranted in order to

assess whether or not there is any difference in mortality in the long

term.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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PROXIMAL HUMERUS FRACTURE: IS THE
CONSERVATIVE TREATMENT REALISTIC EVEN
IN COMPLEX FRACTURE?

F. Minervini1, J. Boettcher2, L. Regusci3, G. Peloni3, M. Vincenti1, M.
Brenna3, F. Fasolini3

1Chirurgie, Kantonsspital Muensterlingen, Muensterlingen,

Switzerland, 2Chirurgie, Ospedale Regionale di Lugano, Lugano,

Switzerland, 3Chirurgie, Ospedale Beata Vergine, Mendrisio,

Switzerland

Introduction: Proximal humerus fractures have been reported to be

the third most common fracture in elderly patients with an increasing

incidence. According to the literature, the majority of non displaced

or minimally displaced fractures can be treated conservatively.

Materials and methods: Our study included 79 patients (mean age

64 years, 18 males and 61 females). According to the Neer Classifi-

cation 30 patients had a one-part fracture (Group I), 13 patients a two-

part fracture (Group II), 25 patients a three-part fracture (Group III),

11 patients a four-part fracture (Group IV). We evaluated the func-

tional results and the quality of life after treatment based on short

immobilization and physical therapy. The results have been evaluated

after 5 years mean follow-up with Constant-Murley, ASES and

ECOG score.

Results: The mean Constant-Murley score was 79 for the group I, 82

for the group II, 79 for the group III and 80 for the group IV. The

mean active anterior elevation was 120�, abduction 95�, external

rotation with the arm at the side: 14.7�, in abduction: 50�. The mean

ASES score was 75 for the group I, 73 for the group II, 71 for the

group III and 77 for the group IV. Regarding to the ECOG score, we

observed a mode of 0 in the group I, 1 in the group II, III and IV.

Conclusion: The conservative treatment appears to be a good strategy

for treating proximal humerus fracture in elderly patients. Our study

showed good results at the end of the follow up period. In our

experience the Neer classification was not useful to predict the

functional outcomes of the patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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PERCUTANEOS PLATE OF GOTFRIED
FOR PERTROCHANTERIC FRACTURES

R. Hart1, T. Kozák2

1Ortopedie A Traumatologie, Nemocnice Znojmo, Znojmo, Czech

Republic, 2Ortopedie A Traumatologie, Nemocnice Znojmo p.o.,

Znojmo, Czech Republic

Introduction: The incidence of pertrochanteric hip fractures has

increased significantly during recent decades. With the benefit for

patients we used the percutaneos plate of Gotfried (P.C.C.P). This is the

massive plate with a chisel end for insertion through soft tissue, two small

diameter telescopic neck screws and three cortical shaft screws. P.C.C.P

has been used at our department since 2004. The aim of the prospective

study was to evaluate the benefits of this way of treatment.

Materials and methods: The P.C.C.P was used in 170 cases for the

treatment of the pertrochanteric hip fracture. Indication for this

osteosynthesis was stable pertrochanteric fracture. (31A2, A3, B1,

B2) These patients were 73 years old at average (range 31–96 years),

male 47 female 123, perioperative prophylactic antibiotics were

administered, LMWH for 10 days after surgery was used.

Results: Duration of the surgical procedure was 65 min at average

(range 45–83 min) with a minimal blood loss. All but one fractures healed.

We observed screw cut out in 2 cases, infection in 3 cases (resolved

spontaneously after plate removal without any consequences). In 1 case we

observed the breakage of the neck screw, the osteosynthetic materiál was

removed and the osteosyntesis was converted to total hip replacement.

Other complications as neurovascular injury were not observed.

Conclusion: The advantages is its minimal invasivity, stability of the

osteosyntesis, reduction of the blood loss and the possibility of the

early mobilisation. We were not able to find any disadvantage in

the use of this plate.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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VERTEBRAL BODY STENTING AS AN ALTERNATIVE
FOR THE TREATMENT OF VERTEBRAL FRACTURES
IN THE ELDERLY

F. Hartmann1, M. Griese1, E. Gercek1, P.M. Rommens2

1Department of Trauma Surgery, University Medical Center Mainz,

Mainz, Germany, 2Department of Trauma Surgery, Centre

For Musculoskeletal Surgery, University Medical Center of Johannes
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Introduction: Kyphoplasty has been established for the treatment of

compression fractures, but a loss of height restoration is quite com-

mon in the follow up. Vertebral body stenting (VBS) was developed

to reconstruct and stabilize the anterior column. The aim of this study

was to evaluate the efficacy of the treatment of vertebral fractures

with VBS.

Materials and methods: Between 2009 and 2011, 36 patients, with a

median age of 75 years, presenting a traumatic vertebral compression

fractures Magerl Type A of the thoracolumbar junction were treated

with VBS. All had a normal neurological examination. Assessment of

the patients outcome included subjective evaluation of pain (VAS),

evaluation of the clinical function (Oswestry-Score), SF-36 Medical

Outcome Survey and radiologic evaluation.

Results: The patients experienced an early pain relief and early

mobilisation. Complications such as constriction of the spinal channel

were not observed. At a mean follow up of 12 months only a minor

loss of correction could be observed radiologically.

Conclusion: VBS represents an efficient and minimal-invasive

alternative for the treatment of vertebral compression type fractures.

This technique allows an early pain relief and a restoration of ver-

tebral body height with minor subsequent loss of correction.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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OCCULT HEMODYNAMIC DETERIORATION IN ELDERLY
INJURED PATIENTS WITH MASSIVE HEMORRHAGE

Y. Mizobata, H. Yamamoto, S. Kaga, K. Kaneda, T. Yamamoto,
N. Shinyama, T. Nishiuchi, H. Yamamura

Trauma and Critical Care Medicine, Osaka City University Graduate

School of Medicine, Osaka, Japan

Introduction: Early detection of massive hemorrhage is essential

in trauma resuscitation. Although hemodynamic parameters are one

of the valuable indicators of hemorrhage, younger and elder

patients show different responses to injury. We aimed to clarify the

features of hemodynamic responses in patients of different

generations.

Materials and methods: Blunt trauma patients with no severe head

or cervical injuries (n = 31009), extracted from the Japan Trauma

Data Bank 2004–2010, were divided into 9 groups depending on their

age (Child: 0–15 year; Adult: 16–64 year; Elder: over 65 year) and

their severity of trauma (Minor: injury severity score [ISS], 9–15;

Major: ISS C 16; Hemorrhage: patients who required hemostatic

procedures regardless of their ISS). Systolic blood pressure (SBP) and

shock index (SI) on arrival were compared by two-factor ANOVA

and Tukey’s HSD.

Results: The Elder group showed the highest SBP and the lowest SI

values in Minor and Major groups. However, no differences were

noted in the SBP of patients who required hemostatic procedures

(111.3 ± 3.8 [Child] vs. 99.5 ± 0.8 [Adult] vs. 102.2 ± 1.3 mmHg

[Elder]), and the SI values of the Elder group were lower than those of

the Adult group (1.18 ± 0.04 vs. 1.22 ± 0.01 vs. 1.03 ± 0.01,

p \ 0.001). Hemorrhage patients in the Elder group showed the

highest mortality regardless of better hemodynamic parameters (16.7

vs. 35.7 vs. 45.4, p \ 0.05).

Conclusion: Hemodynamic parameters employed in children and

adults cannot clearly indicate deteriorated hemodynamic status in

elderly patients. Therefore, additional parameters or different

threshold levels are required in these patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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DOES A STANDARDIZED PROTOCOL DECREASE
COMPLICATION RATE AFTER THE OPERATIVE
TREATMENT OF ANKLE FRACTURES IN PATIENTS
WITH DIABETES MELLITUS?

T. Pakarinen, P. Suomalainen, H. Haapasalo, H. Laine

Orthopaedics and Traumatology, Tampere University Hospital,

Tampere, Finland

Introduction: Patients with diabetes have an increased risk for

developing complications after the operative treatment of ankle

fractures. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of a

standardized protocol for operatively managed ankle fractures in

patients with diabetes.

Materials and methods: We analyzed two cohorts of patients with

diabetes operated at a single institution due to an ankle fracture.

Group-Pre (n = 45, retrospectively analyzed) is a control group

operated between 1997–2002 and Group-Post (n = 52, prospectively

analyzed) consists of patients operated between 2007 and 2010 after

the development of a standardized protocol. The protocol for group-

Post included: (1) Tighter glucose control; all measurements

B-gluc \10 mmol/l was maintained throughout the hospitalization

with subcutaneous insulin; (2) Use of more rigid internal fixation in

selected cases 3. Cast immobilization and protective weight bearing

up to 8–10 weeks after surgery.

Results: The overall complication rate for the Group-Pre was 29 %

(13/45) and for the Group-Post 29 % (15/52) (p = 0.59). The wound

complications were the most common problems in both groups

(Group-Pre: superficial wound infection 11 % (n = 5), deep WI 13 %

(n = 6) and Group-Post: superficial WI 10 % (n = 5), deep WI 14 %

(n = 7). There were 2 early loss of fixation in both groups (Pre: 4 %,

Post: 5 %) and one (2 %) patient developed Charcot neuroarthropathy

(Group-Post).

Conclusion: Our standardized protocol for patients with diabetes and

ankle fracture did not decrease the overall rate of complications. The

complication rate of our series before and after the implementation of

the protocol was lower than previously presented in the literature.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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BIPOLAR HIP HEMIARTHROPLASTY IN FRACTURE
NECK OF FEMUR

K.W. Cheung1, K.Y. Chung2, K.H. Chiu2

1Department of Orthopaedics and Traumatology, Prince of Wales

Hospital, Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 2Orthopaedics and Traumatology,

Prince of Wales Hospital, Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Introduction: Bipolar hip hemiarthroplasty is a good alternative to

total hip arthroplasty in treating fracture neck of femur (#NOF), it

aimed at preserving acetabular cartilage and bone stock but there are

concerns of acetabular protrusio and need of early conversion to

THA. We aimed to study the medium to long term result of bipolar

hip hemiarthroplasty in #NOF.

Materials and methods: From 1997 to 2009, bipolar hip hemiar-

throplasties were performed in 31 patients with displaced #NOF.

Acetabular protrusio and radiolucency of femoral stem were assessed
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radiographically. Pre and post-op Harris hip score were compared and

survival analysis was performed.

Results: The mean age of the patients was 61.3. The mean follow up

were 7.8 years (range, 3.5–14.8 years). Harris hip score improved

significantly after the operation. Eleven patients (35.5 %) complained

of groin pain at the latest follow up. One patient had acetabular

protrusio with revision to THA at 13.8 years post-op. The cementless

femoral stem was well fixed with significant osteolysis over Gruen

Zone I and VII which was left in situ with bone graft to the osteolytic

area. The survival rate at 13 years was 100 % and dropped to 60 % at

14.8 years. The mechanical failure rate was 3.2 %.

Conclusion: Bipolar hip hemiarthroplasty is a good alternative to

total hip arthroplasty in treating #NOF and its sequelae. It can pre-

serve acetabular bone stock with good medium to long term result and

low failure rate.

References:
1. Frihagen F et al. Hemiarthroplasty or internal fixation for intra-

capsular displaced femoral neck fractures: randomized control

trial. BMJ. 335:1251–4, 2007.
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ADDITIONAL FIBULA FIXATION COMBINED WITH TIBIA
BONE FRACTURE OSTEOSYNTHESIS. WHEN
IS IT REQUIRED?
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Introduction: Tibia bone fractures occur often in elderly age, against

osteoporosis. Special literature insufficiently covers the issues of

advisability of fibula bone fixation, combined with osteosynthesis of

tibia bone diaphyseal fractures.

Materials and methods: We have analyzed theoretical and biome-

chanical modelling in different variants of fixation of diaphyseal

fractures of both crus’s bones in the middle or lower third, length of

fracture line 50, 25 and 0 %. Fixation of fractures has been modelled

in two variants: fixation of tibia fragments only and fixation of both

bones’ fragments, using locking plates.

Results: Both crus’s bones osteosynthesis doesn’t cause significant

changes of the bones’ elastic stain condition, compared to osteosyn-

thesis of tibia bone only, at any loadings on the limb. It is important,

that additional fibula bone fixation allows reasonable decrease in the

segment’s move value, reducing reasonably (from 94.3 to 37.0 MPa)

loading on the tibia fixing plate. The principle of fibula nail additional

fixation was applied for treatment of 229 patients and has shown itself

to be effective, and allowed reasonable and reliable increase of

positive results and corresponding decrease of negative ones.

Conclusion: For unstable tibia fractures in the middle and lower

third, combined with osteoporosis, fibula bone should be fixed. For

stable tibia fractures fibula fixation could be done in the lower third

only.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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PERTROCHANTERIC FRACTURE IN ELDERLY

M. Forman1, D. Kusý2, M. Carda1

1Trauma Department, PKN a.s., Pardubice, Czech Republic,
2PKN a.s., Pardubice, Czech Republic

Introduction: We would like to present group of patient with prox-

imal femoral fracture treated in our department during 1.1.2009 to

31.10.2012. This presentation shows time from admission to opera-

tion. Place of discharge from hospital and results of treatment during

the first year.

Materials and methods: This is retrospective study of proximal

femur fracture and their treatment and life expectancy during the first

year after the injury.

Results: The small group of patients are discharge to home from

hospital. The main group of patients are discharge to long-term

sanatorium.

Conclusion: The operative treatment is only chance for people with

proximal femur fracture to return back into active life as before

injury. The result of treatment are dependent on age, internal disease,

type of fracture and complications of treatment. People treated con-

servatively have not resulted in returning back to activity as before

injury and these people have usually died due to internal

complications.

References:
1. Stannard JP. Surgical treatment of orthopeadic trauma, fractures

in adults, 6th edn. Rockwood & Green’s: Philadelphia.
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THE PARADOXICAL SURVIVAL BENEFIT
OF PRE-HOSPITAL ASPIRIN IN TRAUMATIC
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE. ET TU, PLATELETS?

E.F. Reilly1, A.R. Mcnicholas2

1Trauma/surgical Critical Care, Hospital of the University

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphiam, PA, USA, 2Trauma/surgical Critical

Care, The Reading Hospital and Medical Center, West Reading, PA,

USA

Introduction: Aspirin’s anti-platelet activity creates a conundrum for

providers caring for bleeding trauma patients. Platelet transfusions are

regularly administered, though the evidence for this practice is scant.

We seek to study the correlation of prehospital anticoagulant and
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antiplatelet agents with outcome from traumatic intracranial

hemorrhage.

Materials and methods: A retrospective review of prospectively

collected data was performed for all 542 patients with traumatic

intracranial hemorrhage between April 2010 and January 2012 at a

level 2 trauma center for whom data was available on prehospital

aspirin, clopidogrel, and warfarin therapy. Mortality was tested

against combinations of prehospital therapy using Chi squared and

Fisher’s Exact tests, with analyses restricted to the 405 patients

greater than 35 years old to match the age range of anticoagulated

patients.

Results: Overall mortality for all patients in our study group was

8.9 % (36 of 405). The mortality in non-anticoagulated patients was

8.8 % (16 of 182). of the 223 patients on either aspirin, clopidogrel, or

warfarin, 20 died (9.0 %, p = 0.91). While 5 of 20 (25 %, p = 0.02)

warfarin-only patients died, only 5 of 120 (4.2 %, p = 0.035) aspirin-

only patients died. of patients on warfarin, those concomitantly taking

aspirin had better survival (25 % vs. 15 %, p = 0.48).

Conclusion: Patients with traumatic intracranial hemorrhage taking

prehospital aspirin have an apparent survival benefit over their non-

aspirin counterparts. The mortality risk seen with warfarin may be

mitigated by this effect. The vast majority of patients on prehospital

aspirin were transfused platelets making it unclear if the survival

benefit is rightly ascribed to aspirin, or its reversal agent.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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IN ADULTS WITH MINOR HEAD INJURY IS SYMPTOMS
IN ELDERLY PATIENTS DIFFERENT FROM SYMPTOMS
IN YOUNGER PATIENTS: A RETROSPECTIVE COHORT
STUDY

O.O. Jibuike1, J. Batchelor2, R. Jones2

1Trafford Division, Emergency Department, Central Manchester

University Hospital, Manchester, UK, 2Trafford Division, Emergency

Department, Central Manchester University Foundation NHS Trust,
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Introduction: Head injury symptoms are based on symptoms of

headache, vomiting, loss of consciousness and amnesia1;2. The

objective of this study is to determine whether symptoms differ in

elderly patients with minor head injury compared with non-elderly

patients on presentation in the Emergency department.

Materials and methods: The emergency department (ED) comput-

erised system was used to review GCS 13–15 head injury patients

who had head CT scans between August 2011 and August 2012.

Results: 81 patients met the study criteria, 50 patients in the non-

elderly group (\60 years) and 31 patients in the elderly group (over

60 years). Eight patients had positive scan. Five in the elder group

and three in the non-elder group.

Our study showed that there is no significance difference in the

reporting of amnesia (V2 = 0.001, p = 0.9807), between elderly and

non-elderly groups. Nevertheless, there were statistical differences

between the two groups with regard to loss of consciousness

(V2 = 4.927, p = 0.0264), vomiting (V2 = 4.053, p = 0.0441) and

headache (V2 = 20.851, p \ 0.0001). Vomiting and headache were

more likely in the non-elderly group, history of loss of consciousness

was more likely in the elderly group.

Conclusion: Our study demonstrates that in elderly patients with

minor head injury the symptoms of headache and vomiting were less

frequent compared to the younger age group. A high index of sus-

picion is therefore necessary when dealing with elderly patients with

minor head injury so as not to miss any significant intracranial

pathology.

References:
1. NICE Head Injury Guideline CG56.
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TREATMENT OF INFECTION AFTER OSTHEOSYNTHESIS
OF THE DISTAL TIBA WITH ILIZAROV METOD

Z. Rasic1, S. Simon1, V. Čuljak2, A. Sumanovac2
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Vinkovci, Croatia, 2Department of Surgery and Traumatology, OB
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Introduction: Although the goals of fracture management are

straightforward, methods for achieving anatomical alignment and

stable fixation are limited.

Materials and methods: A 47-year old patient was admitted on our

ward due to the injury of the distal tibia. The fracture was classified

as 42 C1.1 with the fracture of the medial malleolus without frag-

ment dislocation. 2 h after the injury the fracture was surgically

treated with the placement of the DC plate. The smear of the wound

was made and dual antibiotic therapy was administered. Smear

results showed Staphyloccocus aureus and the initial therapy was

adequate. Due to the worsening of the patient status inspite of

antibiotic treatment, we decided to remove the plate and proceed

with the external Ilizarov fixation. While applying the external Il-

izarov fixation we also treated the fracture of the fibula with Rush

nail. After the plate was removed the inflammation gradually

subsided.

Results: After 4 weeks the load was increased up to 25 kg and full

load was allowed after 6 weeks. After 6 months external Ilizarov

fixator was removed. Wound has healed and the movement was full.

Conclusion: With the use of the Ilizarov external fixator (minimal use

of ostheosynthetic material) we allowed the inflammation to com-

pletely subside and enabled early patient mobilization. The procedure

allowed complete healing of the fracture.

References:
1. Gessmann J, Jettkant B, Schildhauer TA, Seybold D. Mechanical

stress on tensioned wires at direct and indirect loading: a bio-

mechanical study on the Ilizarov external fixator. Injury 2011

Oct;42(10):1107–11. Epub 2011 Mar 9.
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RETROGRADE LOCKED INTRAMEDULLARY NAILING
OF FEMORAL FRACTURES IN ELDERLY PATIENTS:
OUR EXPERIENCES

P. Kloc

Department of Trauma Surgery, Teaching hospital of J. A. Reimanus,

Presov, Slovak Republic

Introduction: The objective of the study is to present our experiences

with retrograde locked nailing of femoral fractures aiming at the

patients older than 65 and pointing out the particularities of the

method when used in elderly.
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Materials and methods: From 2008 to 2011 we used retrograde

locked nailing (T2TM Supracondylar nail, Stryker) for femoral frac-

ture in 25 patients older than 65 (67–94). We ascertained

preponderance of women, low–energy mechanism of injury and type

AO33C2 of fracture. There was one case of open fracture and two

cases of periprosthetic fracture. We used long version of the nail in 10

patients, closed reduction in all cases and no spongioplasty. Patients

were operated on after 2.8 days and hospitalized for 13 days on

average.

Results: Patients began full weight-bearing after 14.3 weeks at an

average. We recorded one case of early periprosthetic fracture treated

with plating. Seventeen patients were followed-up for 25.8 months on

average. We recorded a limitation of knee joint ROM in 60 % of

patients, however, this was usually minor. Chronic knee pain was

present in 35 % of patients. In 29 % of patients migration of distal

screws was present, two of them requiring removal. There were two

cases of valgus malunion and one case of late periprosthetic fracture

treated conservatively.

Conclusion: Retrograde locked nailing of femoral fractures in elderly

is a method with minimal incidence of infectious complications and

bone healing disturbances allowing early postoperative mobilisation

and rehabilitation. Reduced bone quality is only partly responsible for

relatively high incidence of screws migration and subsequent peri-

prosthetic fractures.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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MALE SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION AFTER PELVIC
FRACTURE

C. Copuroglu1, B. Yilmaz2, S. Yilmaz2, M. Ozcan3, M. Ciftdemir3,
E. Copuroglu3

1Orthopaedics and Traumatology, Trakya University, Edirne, Turkey,
2Besni Government Hospital, Adıyaman, Turkey, 3Trakya University,

Edirne, Turkey

Introduction: Pelvic fractures usually result from high-energy

trauma. Sexual dysfunction is a significant complication after pelvic

fracture. Though anatomical problems can be a reason of sexual

disorders, psychological factors following a trauma may also be

linked to sexual problems. We aimed to evaluate the frequency of

sexual dysfunction after pelvic fractures, and to help pelvic fracture

patients with their usually undisclosed sexual problems, through

timely referrals to relevant clinics, and offer them support.

Materials and methods: We retrospectively evaluated a 2-year

period, which included 18 male patients with a mean age of 41.8-

years (range, 19–61 years), based on our institutional data. All

patients were requested to complete the Arizona Sexual Experience

Scale (ASEX), which is a 5-item self-evaluation scale. Patients who

needed supportive treatment were referred to the psychiatry

department.

Results: Nine patients (50 %) scored 10 points or less in the ASEX

questionnaire. The remaining 9 patients (50 %) had 11 points or

more. Two (22.2 %) of these 9 patients had a score of 19 points or

more. Patients with a score of C19 points, any one item with a score

of 5 or 6 points, or any three or more items with a score of 4 points

were considered to have a high probability of sexual dysfunction

through psychiatric examination.

Conclusion: The frequency of sexual dysfunction in pelvic fracture

patients was tested, and the necessity of orthopedic surgeons need for

investigating early history of pelvic fractures in patients with sexual

disorders was stressed. This study will attract the attention of ortho-

pedic surgeons to sexual dysfunction and the necessity of referring

them to related clinics for treatment.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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FRACTURES
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Introduction: The lateral fractures of the femoral neck represent a

very important problem under the social health point of view, because

are very often cause inability. The modern surgical trend is reduce the

instrumental support, increase the elasticity of devices and reduce the

invasivity.

Materials and methods: The authors present the new technical-

design features of EBA 2, an under-dimensioned cervix-cephalic nail,

produced in a titanium alloy, for the treatment of the lateral fractures

of the femur neck. The patients, present a lateral fracture femur of

neck classified under A.O.; all the fractures could be treated with

endomedullary nailing. The patients over 75 have been considered.

The patients have been checked with a clinical and radiographic

evaluation at 3 and 6 months.

Results: The authors report the results of average 6 months follow up

from the first forty implants.

Conclusion: The few passages, the simple instrument set, the nail

design which doesn’t require the reaming and the pre-drilling of the

neck for the insertion of the cephalic screws, limit the surgery time

and the blood loss, with a better and earlier post-operative recovery of

the patient.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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IMPROVING ACCESS TO SURGICAL CARE
FOR HIP FRACTURE PATIENTS
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3Anaesthesia, St. Michael’s Hospital, Toronto, ON, Canada

Introduction: Timely access to surgery for patients with fractures of

the proximal femur is a problem in many jurisdictions. We have

devised a process which can expedite care ensuring timely surgery.

Materials and methods: A panel of healthcare providers repre-

senting those specialties routinely involved in pre-surgical care of

hip fracture patients (anaesthesia, internal medicine, geriatrics,

orthopaedic surgery, emergency room physicians, emergency room
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nurses, orthopaedic ward nurses) were convened over a series of

meetings to set targets for different parts of the patient care expe-

rience from admission to the emergency room to the door of the

operating room.

Results: A toolkit has been developed that provides a safe expedited

patient care experience with defined targets for time to be seen by

emergency room personnel, time to be seen by orthopaedic surgery,

internal medicine and anaesthesiology. Standardized pre-operative

investigations are outlined and early admission to the orthopaedic unit

is emphasized. Appropriate pain management for these frail indi-

viduals has been defined.

Conclusion: A multi-specialty based consultative model can address

the commonest impediments to timely access to surgical care for

these vulnerable patients. Setting targets that are practical and

defining the methods to reach those targets significantly improves

wait times for surgery for hip fracture patients. Delay in surgery is

recognized as a significant cause of increased morbidity and short-

term mortality in these patients. This patient care model that reduces

these delays and has a beneficial effect on outcome.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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ANALYSIS OF MORTALITY CAUSES AND ASSOCIATED
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Introduction: Age is an independent risk factor for mortality in

trauma patients. The aim of this study was to analyze the elderly

trauma patients in our series, in order to find factors associated with

mortality.

Materials and methods: Retrospective study of a prospective trauma

database selecting patients over 65 years for comparison with

younger patients and analysis of risk factors for mortality. Bivariate

and multivariate analysis was performed.

Results: From January 2008 to December 2011, 827 trauma

patients were included in our database. 101 (12.3 %) were older

than 65 years. Casual falls (54 %) and traffic accidents (37 %)

were the main mechanisms of injury. When comparing with young

patients, they had higher mortality (p \ 0.001), higher rate of blunt

trauma (p \ 0.001), worse oxygen saturation on arrival

(p \ 0.001), worse Glasgow Score status (p = 0.02), higher glu-

cose (p = 0.001) and urea levels (p \ 0.001), lower platelet count

(p = 0.002), higher comorbidity (p \ 0.001), hospital admission

(p \ 0.001) and lower surgery rates (p = 0.04), higher hospital

stay (p = 0.002), and more complications (p \ 0.001). Mortality

was mainly caused by brain trauma (64.7 %) and was associated to

injury context (p = 0.009), RTS \ 12 (p \ 0.001), physiologic

triage criteria (p \ 0.001), Glasgow Score (p \ 0.001), higher

glucose levels (p = 0.027) and lower pH (p = 0.041). Previous

history of cardiac events was the only comorbidity to show sig-

nificant association with mortality (p = 0.032). Logistic regression

didn’t show any variable to be independent risk factor for mortality

in this group of patients.

Conclusion: Elderly trauma patients have a high mortality risk.

Special attention must be paid to those with cardiac comorbidity or

any physiologic triage criteria on arrival.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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RADIOGRAPHIC OUTCOMES OF DISTAL RADIUS
FRACTURES TREATED BY ORIF OR PIN
FIXATION—SINGLE CENTRE STUDY

A.J. Berg, S.B. Chambers, C. Lodge, R. Nanda

Stockton on Tees, UK

Introduction: Distal radius fractures are seen increasingly in elderly

patients. A recent publication by Ng and McQueen attempts to define

the radiological parameters that correlate with a satisfactory clinical

outcome in active patients following ORIF. We believe these

parameters should be aimed for in any patient undergoing surgical

management. We report the radiographic outcomes of surgically

treated fractures in a single center over a 20 month period.

Materials and methods: Post-operative radiographs were assessed

for the parameters recommended by Ng and McQueen: positive ulna

variance \2 mm; radial dorsal tilt \ 0�; no carpal malalignment and

articular gap or step \2 mm.

Results: 258 cases were reviewed including 176 ORIFs and 82 pin

fixations. 64 % (n = 113) of ORIFs and 45 % (n = 37) of pin fixa-

tions were satisfactory in all parameters. 24 % (n = 43) of ORIFs and

32 % (n = 26) of pin fixations were unacceptable in one domain,

12 % (n = 20) of ORIFs and 23 % (n = 19) of pin fixations in two or

more domains.

Conclusion: Implants for internal fixation are marketed as being

‘‘easy to use’’ and pin fixation is perceived as being straightforward.

Complacency must however be avoided and strict adherence to the

principles of operative fracture management must be maintained in

order to achieve a satisfactory outcome. Radiographic outcomes were

not satisfactory in our series. Correlation with functional outcomes

would be beneficial. We invite others to audit their own results to

ensure good practice.

References:
1. Ng CY, McQueen MM. What are the radiological predictors of

functional outcome following fractures of the distal radius?

J Bone Joint Surg [Br] 2011;93-B:145–50
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SALVAGE OF FAILED TREATMENT
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Introduction: The analyzed cases are cases of failed osteosynthesis

in the area of the proximal femur which led to the performance of

reostheosynthesis and hip replacement after debricolage of the

foregoing.

Materials and methods: For a period of 10 years we operated on 45

patients with average age 68. In all of the cases we had non-union and

in 12 of them we had breakage of the implants. Three of the patients

were with failed ostheosynthesis because of pathological fractures

caused by bone metastasis. The implants used for reostheosynthesis

were: DHS, CMN and endoprosthetic replacement.

Results: Mean operative time was 180 min with blood loss from 500

to 1,500 ml. In the cases of reostheosyntesis we reamed the femoral
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channel after extraction of failed extramedullary implants. The vert-

icalization was started on the second day after the operation. We

allowed partial weight bearing after 45–60 days. Full weight-bearing

of the operated limb was allowed after the third month of the oper-

ation, when we registered bone union. We had totally 11 %

complications.

Conclusion: The wrong choice of implant for the respective fracture

type and the bad operative technique are the main preconditions for a

failure of the ostheosynthesis. The usage of CMN in the reostheo-

synthesis provides a good mechanical stability and support in the

postero-medial cortex of the fracture. The long duration of the

operative intervention, the big blood loss and the high percentage of

complications are factors that should be taken into consideration by

the surgical team.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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MASSIVE HEMOPERITONEUM CAUSED BY CORPUS
LUTEUM CYST RUPTURE AFTER BLUNT TRAUMA
TO THE LEFT LOWER QUADRANT

A. Guzelay1, G.O. Kucuk2
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Introduction: Bleeding due to the rupture of a corpus luteum cyst may

lead to hypovolemic shock or even death (1). Therefore, rapid planning of

interventions is important for diagnosis and treatment.

Materials and methods: The patient was discussed as a case report

with the presence of a diagnostic workup and recent literature.

Results: A 25-year-old female patient with left lower quadrant

abdominal pain after a blunt trauma was admitted to the emergency

room. Her vital signs were arterial blood pressure at 100/60 mmHg,

pulse rate 90/min, hemoglobin of 13 g/dl. The physical examination

revealed diffuse abdominal tenderness. An ultrasound examination of

the abdomen showed a significant amount of free fluid, up to a

thickness of 6 cm, in all abdominal spaces. The computed tomogra-

phy of the abdomen was taken simultaneously. Additionally, a

subcapsular splenic laceration impression was present in the supe-

rioposterior part of spleen. The patient was taken to the operation

room for an explorative laparotomy. In the exploration, approxi-

mately 1.5 l of blood was aspirated from the abdomen and a leaking

type of bleeding from a ruptured left ovary corpus luteum cyst was

seen. Primary repair was performed for the patient’s leaking cyst.

Postoperative follow-up was uneventful.

Conclusion: In female patients with a history of abdominal trauma to

the lower quadrants, corpus luteum cyst rupture and bleeding should

be considered in differential diagnosis.

References:
1. Teng SW, Tseng JY, Chang CK, et al. Comparison of laparos-

copy and laparotomy in managing hemodynamically stable

patients with ruptured corpus luteum with hemoperitoneum. J Am

Assoc Gynecol Laparosc. 2003;10:474–477.
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FLAIL UPPER LIMB DUE TO DELAYED PRESENTATION
OF A TRAUMATIC BRACHIAL ARTERY
PSEUDOANEURYSM
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Introduction: Brachial artery pseudoaneurysms can be caused by

trauma or iatrogenic interventions (1). These aneurysms usually

present weeks to months after trauma.

Materials and methods: We report a case of patient who presented

with a brachial artery pseudoaneurysm after trauma. This case pro-

vides important learning point that patient with fractured humerus

should be instructed about the importance of follow-up.

Results: An 81 year old female presented with a right mid-shaft

closed humerus fracture following a mechanical fall. Humeral frac-

ture was managed conservatively. Unfortunately patient did not attend

two consecutive follow-up appointments in fracture clinic and the

review was delayed by 9 months. During an outpatient visit, patient

complained of the swelling, pain and general lack of function in the

upper limb. Examination revealed generally swollen right upper limb,

wrist drop with reduced sensation in the radial nerve distribution and

mid arm pulsatile mass with a systolic bruit on auscultation. Clinical

diagnosis of pseudoaneurysm was made and confirmed by CT angi-

ography, which demonstrated a 14 cm pseudoaneurysm arising from

the defect in the mid portion of the brachial artery. Routine plain

radiography revealed a chronic non-union of the humerus. Patient

underwent an above elbow amputation with intraoperative axillary

artery control via infraclavicular incision to avoid haemorrhage.

Overall the patient made uneventful post operative recovery.

Conclusion: Delayed treatment and ongoing enlargement of the

psuedoaneurysm can lead to life threatening haemorrhage, venous

oedema or compression of the neurological structures. Therefore,

routine follow up and early diagnosis are crucial in avoiding major

limb amputation.
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WITH INTRAMEDULLARY NAIL
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Introduction: Reverse obliquity intertrochanteric fractures are

unstable with unique anatomical and mechanical characteristics.

Although the most widely used extramedullary implant is the

dynamic hip screw, most authors have reported that this device is not

suitable for AO/OTA 31-A3 reverse oblique or transverse fractures

due to high incidence of fixation failures. Thus, the treatment of these
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unstable trochanteric femoral fractures is still challenging, and clin-

ical reports regarding intramedullary hip nailing for reverse obliquity

intertrochanteric fractures are few in number.

Materials and methods: From 2008 to 2012, 32 patients with AO/

OTA 31A-A3 fractures were treated by gamma nail in our trauma centre.

All operations were performed within 4.45 days of injury and closed

reduction was achieved in 26 cases. The mean age of our patients was

62 years (range 21–93) and 21 (65.62 %) of them were men.

Results: There were acceptable nonanatomic reductions in 17

(53.12 %) patients and anatomical reductions in 15 (46.88 %) patients.

19 patients had excellent results, 9 had good results and 4 had poor results

according to Harris hip score; 3 had low range, 5 patients had a median

range and 24 patients had a high range of mobility according to the

Barthel activity score. The fractures healed in all patients; the average

consolidation time was 8.6 weeks (range 7–13).

Conclusion: In conclusion, intramedullary nailing of reverse obliq-

uity intertrochanteric fractures with long gamma nails may be a good

option in the treatment of these unstable intertrochanteric fractures.
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HOW DO THE ELDERLY COPE WITH ILIZAROV FRAMES?
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Introduction: The aim of the study is to evaluate how patients over

65 years of age cope with the Ilizarov method of treatment, compared

with people a decade younger.

Materials and methods: Two age groups were selected, 50–65 years

vs. 65 years and over. 20 consecutive patients were recruited for each

group. SF36 scores were completed pre-operatively, at 6 weeks post

op and 6 weeks post frame removal. 41 patients were recruited in

total.

Results: Seven patients were lost to follow up—2 died, 2 became too

ill to continue with treatment, 3 did not complete the SF36. This left

34 patients. T Test was used to analyse the results. Both age groups

showed an equal and statistically significant drop in SF36 scores

whilst the Ilizarov frame was on (p \ 0.01 for each group). After

frame removal, SF36 in the [65 group was not significantly different

to pre-operative values. In the younger group, SF36 after frame

removal was still significantly lower than pre-operative values.

(p \ 0.01).

Conclusion: Age makes no difference in how Patients cope with the

Ilizarov frame during treatment. Older patients have lower pre-injury

function levels, but appear to return to this level quickly after frame

removal. Younger patients do not recover pre-injury function by

6 weeks after completion of treatment.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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CLINICAL SHORT-TERM OUTCOME PROXIMAL
HUMERUS FRACTURE FIXATION WITH PROXIMAL
HUMERUS LOCKING OSTEOSYNTHESIS (PHILOS)
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Petani, Sungai Petani, Malaysia

Introduction: Fracture proximal humerus is common among elderly

due to osteoporosis bone. Managing the fracture is challenging to get

good shoulder activity. Locking plates have emerged as the implant of

choice for stabilization of proximal humeral fractures. Literature

lacks results on functional outcome in the use of PHILOS in

Malaysia. The aim of this study to investigate the subjective and

objective short-term outcome after fracture fixation with the Proximal

Humeral Locking Osteosynthesis (PHILOS) Plate.

Materials and methods: This is retrospective and on-going study.

Twenty patients fulfilled the study criteria in the study period of Sep-

tember 2010 till June 2012. The fractures were classified using the Neer’s

classification system. The postoperative complications, time to fracture

and functional healing of patients were assessed in the cohort and in

individual groups of patients. Patients functional outcome was assessed

post operatively using the Constant Murley Scoring system. The follow-

up period from 3 to 18 months (average follow-up 10 months).

Results: There were 6 patients with Neer’s 2-part (33 %), 8 patients

with Neer’s 3-part (44 %) and 6 patients with Neer’s 4-part (23 %)

fracture. One patient developed cerebrovascular accident postopera-

tively was excluded from the study. The average age of the patients

was 62 years (ranged from 46 to 80 years). The post operative

infection rate, fracture healing time and time to functional healing

was assessed in these patients. We had encouraging early results

proved by the Constant Murley scoring system which considered

subjective as well as objective criteria to classify the results.

Conclusion: Clinical short-term outcome humerus fracture fixation

with PHILOS showed good to excellence outcome in term of post-

operative infection rate, need for second operative, functional and

subjective outcome. Although, the number of patient conducted in

this study was small, the clinical result was similar compared with

other study conducted in developed country.
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OUTCOMES IN GERIATRIC TRAUMA: WHAT REALLY
MATTERS

C.M. Lee1, W. Loh2, D. Ho2, C.K. Chong3

1General Surgery, Changi General Hospital, Singapore, Singapore,
2Changi General Hospital, Singapore, Singapore, 3Surgery, Changi

General Hospital, Singaporem, Singapore

Introduction: Trauma in the elderly is associated with higher mor-

bidity and mortality. This is attributed to the physiological and

anatomical differences in the geriatric population. However, factors

that predict for poorer outcomes have not been well-studied in the

Asian population. We aim to identify these factors in order to rec-

ognize patients who are expected to do poorly. This can allow for

better allocation of healthcare resources.

Materials and methods: We performed a retrospective analysis on

patients aged 65 years and above who were admitted to our hospital

under the trauma protocol. Data collection and analysis was done on

patients’ demographics, injury pattern, Injury Severity Score, initial

parameters, resuscitation efforts and blood investigations. Outcomes

were measured objectively with regards to length of stay, complica-

tions and mortality.

Results: Statistically significant factors that were associated with

increased mortality were poor Glasgow Coma Score (GCS), intuba-

tion in emergency department, a higher abbreviated injury severity

score (AISS) of the head, and serum lactate [5 mmol/L. Among

survivors, we found that patients who were intubated, those with poor

GCS and ISS were likely to have longer stay and development of

complications.

Conclusion: Elderly patients who sustained severe head injuries are

more likely to have higher morbidity and mortality. Clinicians should

identify these patients early, institute measures to prevent complica-

tions and better manage families’ expectations. This can potentially

allow for better allocation of healthcare resources.
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PROXIMAL FEMUR HEMIARTHROPLASTY
WITH CEMENTLESS STEM IN EDERLY PATIENS
IN OUR DEPARTEMENT

P. Janata

Surgery, District hospital Jicin, Jicin, Czech Republic

Introduction: Author presents advantages cement less stems, uses in

hemiarthroplasty implantation in elderly patients for trauma.

Materials and methods: In files 30 patient with specially indication-

31 B 2 AO type, good biological condition and high age was modular

system (monoarticular head and cement less stem) of cervicocapital

head femur prosthesis used.

Results: No (toxo)alergic reactions and embolism with stem

implantation were no detected, all stems was full integrated. In

comparison with cemented stem is there higher blood loss post

operation (no coagulation effect exothermic polymerisating cement

reaction), but no blood substitution was necessary. Is good primary

and secondary stem retention, but implantation is more difficult, as

cemented stem.

Conclusion: Theoretically, is there possibility stem fixation with

cement. Higher stem price is lower ‘‘implantation‘‘ trauma and good

clinical result compensated.

Disclosure: Cementless hemiarthroplasty.
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TREATMENT OF PERIPROSTHETIC SUPRACONDYLAR
FRACTURES WITH A RETROGRADE NAIL

A. Toro1, A. Jorge1, L. Garcı́a Lamas2

1Traumatology, Hospital 12 de octubre, Madrid, Spain, 2, Hospital 12

Octubre, Madrid, Spain

Introduction: Operative treatment of displaced periprosthetic femur

fractures above a TKA has become the gold standard. The primary

objective was to describe our outcomes with this treatment. The

secondary objective was if there were related to the number of distal

locking screws applied.

Materials and methods: Retrospective review of 24 supracondylar

periprosthetic fractures following a primary TKA, treated with a

retrograde nail in our Hospital, Level I Trauma Centre, with a min-

imum follow-up of 2 years. Pathologic fractures and patients with

lack of data were excluded. We recorded demographic data, preop-

erative morbidity, surgical technique and complications, functional

and radiological outcomes, comparing postoperative reduction with

that at the time of union.

Results: Radiographic and clinical union was obtained in 21 cases,

there were only 3 cases of non-union after an average of 12 months. It

seems that the use of 3–4 distal locking screws provide better fixation

in this fractures.
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Conclusion: The results obtained have been similar to previously

published series. Due to the good outcomes obtained, we can rec-

ommend treating displaced supracondylar periprosthetic knee

fractures using retrograde nailing. Further prospective studies com-

paring plates and nails should be done to choose one of these

treatments as primary option.

References:
1. Herrera, K. Treatment of acute distal femur fractures above total

knee arthroplasty. Acta Orthoaedica 2008;79:22–27.
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MINIMALLY INVASIVE PLATE OSTEOSYNTHESIS (MIPO)
OF PROXIMAL HUMERAL SHAFT FRACTURES BY
DOUBLE-PLATE METHOD WITH THE LOCKING PLATES:
A CASE REPORT

R. Harada, Y. Shimamura, T. Noda, Y. Kinami, M. Inoue,
Y. Yamakawa, T. Ozaki

Orthopaedics, Okayama University, Okayama City, Japan

Introduction: Proximal humeral shaft fractures are rare injury. In

such case, to the best of our knowledge, the treatment by both double-

plate method and the MIPO has never been seen before in the liter-

ature. Here we report our experience and management about this

method.

Materials and methods: A 69-year-old man suffered falling down at

home to his right shoulder and had co-existing fractures of the

proximal humerus and humeral shaft. According to AO/ASIF clas-

sification, he had 11-B1 and 12-A1 fractures ipsilaterally. He was

treated by double plate method with PHILOS (SYNTHES, Japan) to

proximal humerus and narrow LC-LCP (SYNTHES, Japan) to hum-

eral shaft. Intraoperatively we put the skin incision about 3.0 cm each

in three places, for reduction and fixation by MIPO. Postoperatively,

external fixation was only sling and physiotherapy was initiated after

third post-operative days for range of motion exercises.

Results: Union was achieved after 3.0 months and, at follow-up

1 year after injury, he had no pain and a good range of shoulder

movement. Constant-Murley score was 90 points. Also he had no

complication such as nerve palsy and implant failure.

Conclusion: In this case, less invasive and rigid fixation by this

method could result in early mobilization of the shoulder, relatively

early union and a good functional outcome. Double-plate method with

the MIPO might be one valid option in the treatment of proximal

humeral shaft fracture.
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DUPUYTREN’S CONTRACTURE: OUR EXPERIENCES

Z. Todorović
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Introduction: Dupuytren’s contracture is a hand deformity that leads

to contracture of the fingers and hands. In past 12 years on the our

department operated 20 patients with this deformity, are operated by

different surgical techniques. The idea of this paper is to demonstrate

the advantages and disadvantages of new less invansive surgical

techniques.

Materials and methods: Between 2000 and 2012 on the ortho-

pedic department have operated 20 patients with Dupuytren’s

contracture. 15 persons operated by open fasciectomy, where the

wound was sutured and healed per primam or per second. The

second group of patients is operated with minimal invasive surgical

technique (needle fasciotomy, needle aponeurotomy). Method:

result shows that by comparing two techniques which were used

for solution of Dupuytren’s contracture, that less invasive tech-

niques are better in solving the smaller and milder forms of the

disease.

Discussion: Needle aponeurotomy is the least invasive technique,

which is performed under local anesthesia. Needle enters directly into

the subcutaneous thickening and moving of the needle make a small

microtrauma which enabling release contractures.

Conclusion: Needle fasciotomy is a technique that has its limitations:

It is not feasible in the case of severe contractures. It’s possible

damage to nerves and blood vessels, as well as flexor tendon sections,

which appeared in one case. Recidiv of disease in the next 3–5 years.

However, it should be noted that the procedure can be repeated easily,

so it has an advantage over open fasciectomy.
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PERIPROSTHETIC FRACTURE: TRAUMATIC PROBLEM
IN THE ELDERLY
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Trauma and Orthppaedic Surgery, Hospital de Torrevieja, Torrevieja,

Spain

Introduction: Periprosthetic fracture as the traumatic complication of

previous THR can produce important therapeutic problems. Election

of adequate type of solution depends from the type of the fracture. In

case of surgical treatment is strictly recommended to perform the

surgery by experienced surgeon with surgical skills in revision hip

surgery and trauma. Generally, it is the fracture of elderly people with

different general state of the health and, as the emergency surgery, the

possibility to prepare patient to the surgery is limited. This situation

force the decision about type of fixation and surgeon sometimes must

choose between recommended, stable fixation or relative fixation (in

case of poor general state).

Materials and methods: The analysis of all cases of periprothetic

fractures treated during last 6 years in our department was done. The

special attention was taken to general state of the patient before

surgery, type of fracture and elected type of fixation. Postsurgical

period was analyzed to control general state after surgery, occured

complication and result of surgery.

Results: There was observed that poor general state before surgery

has produced in consequence the bigger number of complication. The

range of surgery was another factor which produced increase of

complication.

Conclusion: The election of the type of fixation can not depend only

from the type of the periprothetic fracture. The correct evaluation of

general state is obligatory to choose the best therapeutic option. The

protocol of fixation election which take account of fracture type and

general state of the health will be useful in the daily practice.
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EARLY BALLOON KYPHOPLASTY (BKPL) IN FRAGILITY
VERTEBRAL COMPRESSION FRACTURES (VCF)
INFLUENCES QUALITY OF LIFE

R. Komadina1, S. Mihaljevic2, D. Brilej2

1Traumatology, General and Teaching Hospital Celje, Celje,

Slovenia, 2Department of Traumatology, General and Teaching

Hospital Celje, Celje, Slovenia

Introduction: Early BKPL in fragility VCF remains controversial.

Majority of authors recommend BKPL as useful painkilling procedure

when intractable pain sustains for more than 3 weeks. Authors report

on significant connection between early BKPL and quality of life of

elderly patients when no neurological deficit and/or spinal stenosis is

detected on preoperative radiographs and MRI.

Materials and methods: 129 one or two segment BKPL were per-

formed in GHT Celje since 2004. Cases with BKPL and concomitant

posterior instrumentation were excluded. All patients with VCF in

thoracolumbal segment were diagnosed with standard radiography

and MRI preoperatively. Influence of BKPL on pain, mobility,

Oswestry questionnaire, SF12 were measured.

Results: Pain assessment (VAS): 56 % \ 2, 11 % 3–4, 22 % 5–8,

11 % 9–12. No VAS [ 12 (severe pain) was obtained. Mobility: no

disability 44 %, minimal disability 22 %, mild disability 33 %. No

severe disability was obtained. Oswestry low back pain disability

questionnaire: minimal disability 78 %, moderate disability 22 %. No

severe disability was obtained. SF12 (Short Form 12) Health Survey:

physical health subscore 14.9 (73 %), emotional health subscoe 22.3

(82 %). Total score 37.2 (79 %).

Conclusion: BKPL represents minimal invasive surgery without

major complications, prompt pain relief, early return to activities as

before fracture. Authors recommend early BKPL in patients with

osteoporosis when low energy VCF is not connected with neurolog-

ical deficit and spinal stenosis. MRI is obligatory before surgery.
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KRUKENBERG PROCEDURE: STILL INDICATED
IN COUNTRIES AT WAR

L. Mathieu1, C. Gaillard2, F. Mottier1, N. Pellet3, F. Rongiéras4

1Orthopaedic Unit, HIA Desgenttes, Lyon, France, 2HIA Saint-Anne,

Toulon, France, 3HIA Robert Piquet, Bordeaux, France, 4HIA

Desgenettes, Lyon, France

Introduction: Krukenberg procedure was developed during the

World War I and primarily indicated for blind patients with bilateral

hand amputations. This procedure transforms the forearm stump into

a pincer with a functional but primitive grip and preserved sensation.

Materials and methods: Case 1: A 13 year-old boy was referred to

the Bouffard hospital of Djibouti for a bilateral hand amputation after

a mine injury 8 months previously. He had no ocular injury, but he

was unable to feed or get dressed by himself. The left stump was

16 cm from the biceps tendon, and the right 5 cm. A left Krukenberg

kineplasty was performed. An iterative surgery was necessary

because of skin necrosis on the radial ray. 3 months after, he was able

to write and use the phone with his left pincer.

Results: Case 2: A 12 year-old afghan boy was traumatized while

handling an improvised explosive device. He sustained traumatic

amputation of both hands with a right eye penetrating injury and an

abdominal trauma. Three months later, he was referred to the Kabul

International Airport hospital for reconstructive surgery. Forearm

stumps were completely healed, but he lost the function of his right

eye. Bilateral Krukenberg kineplasties were carried out 3 weeks apart.

One month after the second surgery, he was able to eat and drink by

himself.

Conclusion: The Krukenberg procedure is a surgical option to

achieve some manual dexterity in double hand amputees, where

resources for sophisticated hand prosthesis are lacking.
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WAR INJURIES OF CHILDREN CEPHALIC EXTREMITY:
EXPERIENCE IN FRENCH NATO HOSPITAL IN KABUL,
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Introduction: NATO Kabul International Airport Hospital provides

medical support for NATO forces in Kabul area. Medical assistance

to civilians is another mission including support for war injured

children. This study aims to analyze characteristics of cephalic

extremity injuries in these children.

Materials and methods: An observational study since hospital

opening on all children (\15 years) with war trauma was conducted.

Cephalic lesions were divided in neuro-surgical, ophthalmologic and

ENT lesions. We analyzed mechanism, topography and surgeries

realised.

Results: 81 children were included. Mean lesion number was 2.2 per

child: 72 % of child had a members lesions, 42 % in cephalic region,

21 % in abdomen and 17 % in thorax. Cephalic group mechanism

was in 58.8 % related to explosion (38.2 % of fragmentary injury

and 20.6 % of sharpnels), in 23.5 % to a ballistic trauma and in

17.7 % to a stab wound. 52.9 % had an ophthalmological, 38.2 % a

cranial and 29.4 % an ENT injury. 2 children (5.9 %) with neuro-surgical

injury dead. Ophthalmic injuries were the most common of cephalic

injuries (18 children whose 7 with a bilateral injury). They benefited a

mean of 1.64 surgeries. All children who had more than one surgery had a

stab wound which had had a poor prognosis. 10 eyes had a total visual loss

whose 5 with a stab wound. 44.4 % of injured eye had a traumatic cataract

and required a secondary lens implantation.

Conclusion: Cephalic extremity is the second topography in war

injured children. Neurosurgical lesions are life-threatening. Eye

injuries are the most common cephalic injuries and require a sys-

tematic and bilateral ophthalmologic examination.
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SURGICAL MANAGEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE
OF THE LIMBS BY EXTERNAL FIXATION AND MINIMAL
INTERNAL FIXATION

Y.P.C. Baudoin1, C. Butin2, M. Dupond2

1Chirurgie Viscérale, HIA Sainte Anne, Toulon, France, 2Chirurgie

Orthopédique, HIA Sainte Anne, Toulon, France

Introduction: Damage control is a civilian naval procedure used in

case of impending naval danger. In case of risk of shipwreck the

captain ask to the crew to participate to the ‘‘damage control’’. Also

all the people on the ship stop what they were doing and try to save

the boat. The philosophy explains why this term has been chosen to

indicate a new kind of surgical management for the most serious

cases, initially invented by visceral surgeons to designate a new kind

of thoracic and abdominal most serious traumatic damage

management.

Materials and methods: This concept could be transpose for

orthopaedic surgery, like it was exposed by Taeger G et al. The mas

casulties situation is not often seen in ours hospital, but this concept

could be extend to several situations like status of the patients

imperious, orthopaedics imperious or surgical tolls imperious.

Results: The mains goals of this concept are to Initiate orthopaedic

shortened management without secondary functional consequences

and perform after few day definitive classic treatment.

Conclusion: The way to do this follow theses rules: approximate

reduction, fast immobilization by external fixation to avoid fat

embolism, allow an optimal nursing and avoid acute organ failure.

This concept is explain with a short series of case report.
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HEALTH RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE AFTER
A CALCANEAL FRACTURE
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Introduction: Over 60 % of the patients affected by a displaced intra-

articular fracture is between 30 and 49 years old. The consequence of

treated calcaneal fractures have been systematically analyzed in

several articles, wherein mainly functional outcome, complications,

rate of union, return to work and pain were considered. This article

assesses the health related quality of life after a traumatic displaced

intra-articular calcaneal fracture.

Materials and methods: A systematic search in PubMed, EMBASE

and Cochrane library to identify the articles which present, one of

following surveys: SF-36, SF-36v2, RAND-36, EQ-5D or EQ-6D.

Criteria were that the patient is older than 15 years, has a traumatic

displaced intra-articular calcaneal fracture and that the mean follow-

up was at least 1 year. These articles were critically appraised upon

domain, mean follow-up, selection bias, missing data, loss to follow-

up and allocation blinding. Only the best evidence articles were

selected for data extraction.

Results: 30 articles were identified for critical appraisal. After the

critical appraisal 11 articles were used for data extraction. 10 of these

articles use SF-36 and one SF-36v2. All studies show lower scores per

subdomain than the general population. In the subdomains physical

function, role physical and bodily pain the scores tend to be almost

one standard deviation lower than the general population.

Conclusion: The majority of the assessed articles have severe limita-

tions, they lack in the presentation of the results, have a selection bias or a

high loss in follow-up. All the subdomains tend to be affected. Mainly in

the subdomains bodily pain, role physical and physical function.
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Introduction: Children management during wartime is a challenge

for non-specialized medical teams in pediatric trauma. The purpose of

this study is to describe the features of pediatric wartime admissions

in intensive care unit at the French military medical surgical hospital

of Kabul.

Materials and methods: A retrospective study of all intensive care

unit pediatric admissions between June 2011 and August 2012 was

conducted.

Results: 261 patients were analyzed. Pediatric patients represented

24 % of all admissions (63 patients). Mean age was 8.9 ± 4.1 years

old and mean ISS was 25 ± 13. Traumatic diagnoses were respon-

sible for 92 % of all pediatric admissions, scheduled surgery 5 % and

medical admission 3 %. The primary mechanism was explosion

(43 %) followed by gunshot wound (22 %) and motor vehicle crash

(13 %). Twenty-four patients (38 %) sustained abdominal injuries

with more than a half was penetrating. 23/63 (37 %) had thoracic

injuries among which 11 (48 %) was penetrating. 21/63 (33 %) sus-

tained head injuries, 20/63 (32 %) had traumatic brain injury and

17/63 (27 %) was had multiple penetrating injuries. Twenty-six

patients were mechanically ventilated with a mean duration of

mechanical ventilation of 3 ± 4 days. 89 % required surgery, 87 % a

body scan and 43 % were transfused. The mean length of stay was

3 ± 2.5 days. 3 patients died during the study period.

Conclusion: Our study confirms a significant number of pediatric

wartime admissions (24 %). The primary mechanism encountered in

the field was explosion and gunshot wound.
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POSTRAUMATIC INTRAPERICARDIAL DIAPHRAGMATIC
HERNIA: DELAYED DIAGNOSIS OF A VERY UNCOMMON
INJURY
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Herrera, M. Sanz Sanchez, F. Turegano

Cirugı́a General Y Del Aparato Digestivo Ii, Hospital General
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Introduction: Intrapericardial hernia (IPH) occurs in less than 1 % of

traumatic hernia of the diaphragm. The transverse colon, stomach and

omentum are most frequently involved. The time interval from the

origin of IPH until diagnosis is variable because the symptoms are

nonspecific; complications such as strangulation of viscera, intestinal

ischemia, or cardiac tamponade have been documented. Treatment is

surgical and controversy exists as to the approach through the

abdomen or thorax.

Materials and methods: We present a 43 years old male with a

history of two blunt abdominal traumas in childhood. He complains of

epigastric pain after meals for the last 18 months. CT scan showed

herniation of the transverse colon into the pericardial sac through a

diaphragmatic defect.

Results: By laparoscopic approach we confirm the intrapericardial

hernia, with the transverse colon and omentum into the pericardial

sac. An easy reduction of the hernia content is done. Primary closure

of the defect was not possible, so we placed a bilaminar mesh fixed

with tackers. On follow-up at 1 month he complains of low-grade

fever and dyspnea since de 8th postop day. A CT scan showed a large

pericardial effusion suggesting pericarditis. He underwent a pleuro-

pericardial window.

Conclusion: IPH is a very uncommon type of traumatic diaphrag-

matic hernia. Despite some authors’ suggestions, surgical repair can

be effected under laparoscopy. The pathophysiology of postoperative

pericarditis is not easy to explain due to the minimal instrumental

handling within the pericardial sac.
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CHEST WALL STABILIZATION: IS ANY CHANGE?
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Introduction: Flail chest injuries cause significant morbidity,

especially in multiple injured patients. Standard treatment is typi-

cally focused on the underlying lung injury and involves pain

control and positive pressure ventilation. Several studies suggest

improved outcomes following operative stabilization of the frac-

tured ribs.

Materials and methods: Selected patients underwent chest wall

stabilization using rib splinting or angular stable plate fixation (Ma-

trixRIB Fixation System). Procedures were performed on day 3–4

after trauma by trauma surgeons. Outcomes were measured as ven-

tilated days on ICU, changes in respiratory status (PEEP, BE, FiO2,

SatO2). Intraoperative airway resistance was measured. Chest wall

deformity was assessed on preop and postop CT scans. Patients’

charts were reviewed for complications associated.

Results: The limited number (6) of clinical cases did not allow us

statistical analysis performance. However there was tendency for

lower airway resistance intraoperatively. Lung volumes improved in

all cases. Improvement of respiratory status was noticed in all cases.

We have found 3D CT scans valuable in planning approach, and

implant design optimal for less invasive surgery. Regarding compli-

cations we had one chest wall hematoma requiring drainage.

Conclusion: Operative treatment can provide substantial benefits to

patients with flail chest and multiple rib fractures. ICU stay, rates of

pneumonia and residual chest wall deformity.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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O039A

Long-term outcome after isolated moderate to severe pediatric
Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI)

H. Andruszkow1, J. Urner1, E. Deniz1, C. Probst2, O. Grün1,

M. Frink3, F. Hildebrand4

1Hannover/DE, 2Cologne/DE, 3Marburg/DE, 4Aachen/DE

Introduction: Despite the suggestion that children might be capable

to adapt to considerable TBI, several studies indicate that younger age

could be associated with minimal recovery compared to elder chil-

dren. To verify this aspect and the common suggestion of potential

adaption to pediatric TBI, direct comparison between different age

groups and an adult population was performed.

Material and methods: This investigation represents a retrospective

cohort study with re-examination between 2009 and 2011. Patients

were included in case of isolated moderate to severe TBI with follow-

up C10 years. GOS, SF-12, Barthel index, HADS-D and IES were

measured to verify outcome, while GCS, AIS and TCDB classifica-

tion were used for injury severity graduation. Patients were separated

according to age (preschool 0–7 years, school 8–17 years, adult

18–65 years).

Results: 135 patients were included (preschool: 27, school: 32, adult:

76). No differences according to AIS and GCS were found between

the groups. Diffuse injury grade I and II were more often found in

pediatric TBI compared to more evacuated mass lesions in adult TBI

(p = 0.007). Focusing long-term outcome best results were found in

preschool-aged children according to GOS (preschool: 5.0 ± 0.2,

school: 4.5 ± 0.8, adult: 4.6 ± 0.6; p = 0.009). No differences were

found referring to SF-12, Barthel index, HADS-D and IES score.

While no association between age and disability (GOS) could be

elucidated (r = -0.046, p = 0.593), TBIs’ injury severity (TCDB)

seemed to determine disability (r = -0.244, p = 0.005).

Conclusion: The presented study seems to falsify the suggestion that

younger age is associated with minimal recovery after TBI compared

to elder children or adult patients.

O254A

Clostridium difficile colitis: impact on an emergency surgery
service

D. Gui, S.C. Magalini, G. Pepe, M. Foco, P. Spada, A. Di Giorgio

Rome/IT

Introduction: Clostridium difficile is a gram-positive, anaerobic,

spore-forming bacillus that is responsible for the development of

antibiotic-associated diarrhea and colitis. C-diff infection has become

an important issue in our daily clinical practice. The aim of our study

was to review the C.difficile infections in a major big Italian Polis-

pecialistic reference Hospital with a Second Degree Trauma Center

and Emergency Ward and their impact on the Emergency Surgery

Service.

Material and methods: This is a retrospective cross sectional study

performed on all the adult patients of a major Italian Hospital in 3 ys.

The hospitalizations complicated by C-diff colitis were identified by

analyzing all positive tests for C-diff toxin and referral to the

Emergency Surgery for septic shock or acute abdomen symptoms.

Results: We had 226 positive results for C-diff toxin, only 51 were

referred for emergency surgery consultation and had CT scan. Sur-

gery was performed according to clinical status: severe form had

ileostomy and lavage (4 pts; 3 survivors); severe complicated had

subtotal colectomy (8 pts: 1 survivor). After colectomy, 2 pts died of

septic shock in the first 5 days po; 5 died from 20 to 90 days after

surgery, from unrelated diseases. Cost analysis was performed that

showed an average patient cost of 15.111.26 euros mainly due to

hospital stay.

Conclusion: In conclusion C-diff colitis significantly impacted on

the work and the costs of the Emergency Surgery Service. Short

patient survival, due to number of comorbidities and high costs of

surgical therapy pose a doubt on the indications for subtotal colectomy in

C-diff colitis.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

P244

Protocol proposal of operative treatment of chronic osteomyelitis
caused by high kinetic energy projectiles

I. Gavrankapetanovic, K. Masak, E. Jerlagic, A. Ahmetovic,
E. Bazdar

Sarajevo/BA

Introduction: High energy projectile wounding and subsequent

chronic inflammation is a major problem of trauma.

Given that in the Balkan area a large number of patients suffering

from chronic osteomyelitis we propose a possible way of solution.

Material and methods: In the group of patients we treated 60 of

them with verified chronic osteomyelitis.

The proposed operational protocol is contained a multiple operating

procedure, implantation of antibiotic beads and surgery of dead area.

Calendar of operational procedures is strict. In the control group, we

had 60 patients who were treated with classical surgery procedures

which implied cleaning of infectious locus.

Results: Analyzing the results of our study we can conclude that

there is a statistically significant difference in the degree of sanization

of the focus through the ten-year follow-up. We had last patient in

August 2002.

Conclusion: We used extensive experience in the treatment of

chronic osteomyelitis caused by high energy projectile wounding in

long bones of the lower extremities, and proposed treatment protocol

of this complex disease as a model for traumatologist and orthopae-

dist dealing with this issue. Ten-year result is encouraging.
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